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US-CHINA TALKS HAVEN’T COLLAPSED, SAYS US PREZ TRUMP

‘Monsoon slightly late,
may be below normal’
SKYMET PREDICTION Landfall likely on June 4 in Kerala; East, Central India at drought risk
Jayashree Nandi
n

jayashree.nandi@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Private weather fore-

caster Skymet Weather has reiterated its prediction of a belownormal monsoon this year, and
given the significance of this at a
time when farmers in many parts
of the country are already in the
grip of an agrarian crisis, all eyes
are now on the India Meteorological Department or IMD which
will release its own update later
this month.
On Tuesday, Skymet said the
monsoon will set in over Kerala
on June 4 and that monsoon rains
will be below normal at 93% of the
Long period Average or LPA.
It added that all four regions of
the country will see below normal
rains, especially in June and the
first half of July.
Skymet Weather’s monsoon
forecast may have serious implications for agriculture because
pre-monsoon rainfall was 21%
below the long period average of
82.5mm between March 1 and
May 8, according to IMD.
North-west India with a deficit
of 37% and peninsular India with

FORECAST FOR 2019 MONSOON
Skymet said India will likely experience below normal rains, especially in June and first half of July

Monsoon 2019
probability*
0% chance of

Linking El Nino & monsoon
% of long period avg rainfall from June to Sept

2014

88%

2015

86%

above normal
(105-110% of
LPA)

(drought)

(drought and El Nino year)

2016

97%

2017

95%

2018

91%

2019

93%
(predicted)

a deficit of 39% are the worst
affected. The soil is dry in these
regions, and a below normal
monsoon is likely to make it even
more difficult for farmers who
will begin sowing of kharif (or
monsoon) crops in June.
The monsoon usually sets in
over Kerala by June 1. Last year,

of normal
30% chance
(96-104% of LPA)

n

There is a 55% chance of a “below
PTI FILE
normal” monsoon.

it did so on May 29. The monsoon
then advances northwards, usually in surges, and covers the
entire country around July 15. In
2017, the monsoon set in over Kerala on May 30. IMD is likely to
announce its own monsoon onset
date on Wednesday.
On April 3, Skymet Weather

http://read.ht/JS4

55%

chance of below
normal (90-95%
of LPA)

15%

chance of
drought (less
than 90% *According
of LPA)
to Skymet

forecast below-normal monsoon,
but on April 15, IMD forecast that
there would be a “near normal”
monsoon at 96% of LPA.
M Rajeevan, secretary, ministry of earth sciences (MoES), said
at the time that the department
expects a good distribution of
rainfall across the country.
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RSS tweaks outreach plan to boost polling
Smriti Kak Ramachandran
n

smriti.kak@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: On a day when Bahu-

jan Samaj Party (BSP) chief
Mayawati likened the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) to a
“sinking ship” and said even
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) was not campaigning for it in Uttar Pradesh,
it emerges that the BJP’s ideological parent is actually going
all out to ensure a higher turnout for the last phase of polling
on Sunday — because it hopes
this will help the party’s
fortunes.
Voter turnout in each of the

six phases concluded thus far
has been 1-2% more than in 2014,
with a significant increase in
some states such as in Kerala
and in some seats in Madhya
Pradesh (MP).
Now, with just 59 seats left in
the final leg of the elections, the
Sangh’s focus is primarily on
West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, MP
and Punjab.
According to two RSS functionaries aware of the developments, at a meeting of the
Sangh, at the end of the sixth
phase, it was decided to boost
canvassing by the RSS cadre for
the remaining seats.

ON THE GROUND
n The RSS has changed its style of

campaigning in this summer’s
Lok Sabha elections
n It has reached out to people
through groups of professionals, entrepreneurs and
influencers
n This is apart from its traditional
door-to-door campaigning
n The change in canvassing style

is the reason why in some
states the RSS is seen to be
missing
n RSS now wants to focus on the
last phase of polling on May 19
in West Bengal, Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh and Punjab
n In Bengal, it has raised the issue
of “intruders” from Bangladesh,
Myanmar to tap into votes

I cannot spot them [RSS volunteers] anywhere in the election
doing hard work with their ‘jholaas’ [bags], thanks to the
non-fulfilment of promises and the intense resentment by the
people. Mayawati, BSP chief

CONTINUED ON P11

Priyanka mocks Modi Rahul’s rebuke to
over radar remark
Pitroda a drama: PM
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA : Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on Tuesday
mocked Narendra Modi for
suggesting that cloud
cover helped the Indian
Air Force evade Pakistani radars during the
Balakot air strike.
“When you hear his
propaganda, then you
will feel as if no
development took
place in the past 70

years. All the development took
place only in five years (of his
tenure). However, the truth
about Modi has now come on
people’s radar,” said Priyanka
while addressing a rally
(her first in Punjab) in
Bathinda.
Dressed in traditional salwar-kameez,
the Congress general
secretary blamed BJP
ally SAD for Guru Granth
Sahib’s desecration, an
emotive issue in
››P2
Punjab.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Prime Minister Nar-

endra Modi on Tuesday said Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s
rebuke to his party leader
Sam Pitroda for his ‘hua toh
hua’ remark on the 1984
anti-Sikh riots was just an
election stunt.
“As soon as polls in
Punjab are over, he ( Rahul
Gandhi) will once
again start hugging his guru

(Pitroda),” the Prime Minister
said while addressing a rally
in favour of BJP Lok Sabha
candidate Kirron Kher in Chandigarh. Modi also said Mani
Shankar Aiyar’s expulsion
from the Congress party for
his ‘Neech’ remark
against him was a
‘drama.
’“They did a drama by
expelling him from the
party. After some time,
they took him
back,” said
Modi. ››P2
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

NO CLOUD COVER In first Punjab rally,
Gandhi scion guns for PM for making tall
promises on jobs, farmer welfare

Rahul’s rebuke
to Pitroda a poll
stunt, says Modi

HT Correspondents

Munieshwer A Sagar

Modi onpeople’sradar:Priyanka
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA/PATHANKOT : Congress
leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
on Tuesday mocked Narendra
Modi for suggesting that cloud
coverhelpedtheIndianAirForce
evade Pakistani radars during
the Balakot air strike, saying the
truthaboutthePrimeMinisteris
now on the “people’s radar”.
Addressing her first rally in
Punjab in traditional salwar-kameez, Priyanka accused Modi of
indulging only in propaganda
and making tall promises, while
projecting that no development
tookplacein70years.“Thetruth
aboutModihasnowcomeonpeople’s radar,” she said.
Campaigning for party candidate Amrinder Singh Raja Warring,theCongressgeneralsecretarysaidthedesecrationofscripturesduringtheShiromaniAkali
Dal-Bharatiya Janata Party
(SAD-BJP)rulein2015happened
for political gain.
Priyanka charged the Badal
government with patronising
land mafia and the transport
industry.
“Weallknowwhoisbehindthe
illegaltradeofchittaorsynthetic
drugsinPunjab.(Congresspresident) Rahul Gandhi was the first
leader to raise his voice against
the drug trade in the state as he
has a deep concern for young
lives,” the Congress leader said.
She said more than 12,000
farmershadcommittedsuicidein
five years and the Modi government had failed to address the
agrarian crisis. The BJP’s promisetodoublefarmers’incomeand
deposit Rs 15 lakh amounted to
cheating the masses, she said.
“Contrarytothepromiseofjob
creation, 50 lakh lost their jobs
during the BJP rule. 24 lakh government jobs are vacant and no
efforthasbeenmadetofillthem,”
she said.

›

We all know who is
behind illegal trade of
synthetic drugs in Punjab.
Rahul Gandhi was the first
leader to raise his voice
against the issue.

n

CHANDIGARH: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday said
Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s public rebuke to his party
leader Sam Pitroda for his ‘hua
to hua’ remark on the 1984 antiSikh riots was a mere stunt in
view of the elections in Punjab
where polling is scheduled to be
held on May 19.
Addressing an election rally
in Chandigarh, Modi said, ‘Hua
to hua’ (so what, if it happened) is
part of Congress culture and the
rebuke was only an electoral
compulsion.”
He added, “Mein dawe ke
saath kehta hu ki agar aaj Punjab mein chunav na hote to
naamdar apne guru ko ek shabd
bhi nahi kehete, ek shabad bhi
bolne ka natak nahi karte. (I am
sure if there were no elections in
Punjab then the dynast would
not have uttered a single word
against his guru (referring to Pit-

PRIYANKA GANDHI, Cong leader

‘APKO NETA CHAHIYE
YA ABHINETA?’
AtarallyinPathankot, Priyanka
Gandhi asked the people if they
wanted a `neta’ (leader) or an
`abhineta’(actor),inanapparent
reference to BJP nominee and
actor Sunny Deol.
FlankedbyPunjabchiefminister Amarinder Singh, state ministerandstarcampaignerNavjot
Singh Sidhu, incharge of party
stateunitAshaKumariandCongressMLAfromPathankotAmit
Vij, Priyanka led a roadshow in
thetowninsupportofpartynominee from Gurdaspur seat Sunil
Jakhar, who is also state Congress president.
Theroadshow startedatShaheedBhagatSinghChowkandculminated at Balmiki Chowk,
wheresheandSidhuaddresseda
gathering. The 2.5 kilometre
roadshow took over two hours.
Terming Prime Minister Narendra Modi as biggest `abhineta’
(actor), Priyanka said, “Modi
spent the last five years campaigningwithliesandfalsehood,
and did not even spare the martyrs or ex-servicemen. He does
not talk about India or its people
or farmers and focuses on Pakistan. He spent the last five years
only campaigning.”
Priyankaalsotookpotshotsat
Modi’s foreign trips, saying, “He
has no time for soldiers, farmers
or the poor of the country as he
goes around travellingtheworld
and hugging word leaders.”

n

Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, Punjab CM Amarinder Singh (R), state local bodies minister Navjot Singh Sidhu (L) and party’s
Gurdaspur candidate Sunil Jakhar (2L) during a roadshow in Pathankot on Tuesday.
SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

Will deliver knockout punch to Badals: Sidhu
Sukhdeep Kaur
n

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A day after Punjab
local bodies minister and Congress star campaigner Navjot
Singh Sidhu said he would give
his home state a miss, the party
high command stepped in to
defuse the standoff. Sidhu, who
was in Delhi for treatment, was
asked to accompany party general secretary Priyanka Gandhi
during her maiden Punjab visit
this poll season on Tuesday.
“Ihavebeenorderedtogowith
Priyanka.Myprogrammeshave
beenrescheduled.Iwillnowgoto
Himachal on Wednesday and
Bihar and Madhya Pradesh on
Thursday,” Sidhu said before
leaving for Bathinda with Priyanka.
Addressing his first election
rally in the state at Bathinda,
Sidhusaidhewouldreturninthe
segmentonMay17,thelastdayof
campaigning,todelivera“knockout punch” to the Badals. “Here
comes Sidhu, bhag Badal bhag,”
hesaid.Sidhusaidhewouldhold
10 rallies on May 17 if Congress
candidate Amrinder Singh Raja

ADDRESSES FIRST RALLY
IN STATE AT BATHINDA
WITH PRIYANKA, SAYS
‘HERE COMES SIDHU,
RUN BADAL RUN’
Warringaskedhimtodoso.Warring is pitted against Akali Dal’s
Harsimrat Badal. The electoral
defeat of the Badals was important to save the next generations
and the state, he said.
Starting his speech, Sidhu did
not greet dignitaries present on
the dais by name in an apparent
bid to avoid CM Capt Amarinder
Singh and general secretary
in-charge Asha Kumari. He
began with, “samanyog manch”
(respected dignitaries).
Inano-holds-barredattackon
the Badals, he asked people to
vote out Harsimrat from
Bathinda. But his blistering
attack was not reserved only for
the Badals. Launching a veiled
attack on Amarinder, he said:
“Bulbula de bana ch kade baaj
nahi rehende, buzdila de sirr te
kade taajnahirehnde...jhukake

sirrrakhandiaadatjerikoumnu
pe jave, os koum de hathan wich
kade raaj nahi rehnde (An eagle
does not live in a nightingale’s
nest. Cowards don’t get to wear
the crownanda communitythat
bows down in fear, never rules).
Sidhusaidhewillleavepolitics
if he fails to punish those behind
sacrilege of Guru Granth Sahib.
In another swipe at Captain, he
promised to send Badals to jail.
By reachingout tothe cricketer-turned-politician, Priyanka
has shown that Sidhu matters in
the party’s scheme of things. In a
viral video, Priyanka and Sidhu
are seen reaching Bathinda
together and being received by
Amarinder and Asha, who tries
to speak to Sidhu but he walks
away.
Sidhu, who had taken offence
to not being allowed to speak at
Congress president Rahul Gandhi’s rally at Moga on March 7,
hadskipped politicalevents.“If I
am not good enough to speak at
Rahul’s rally, I am not good
enough as a campaigner.
Whether I am invited to speak or
notissomethingthatisnotunder
my control. But it has shown me

my place,” Sidhu had said.
He later accompanied Priyanka to Gurdaspur for a roadshow where Punjab Congress
chief Sunil Jakhar is pitted
against actor Sunny Deol.
Sidhu was dismissive on his
wife, Navjot Kaur, firing a fresh
salvoaccusingCaptainandAsha
of lobbying against ticket to her
fromAmritsarseatcitingtherail
tragedy.Kaurwentontoaddthat
Sidhu will not campaign in Punjab, presumably unaware of her
husband being asked to accompany Priyanka.
Kaur had earlier said she did
notaccepttheoffertofightAmritsar as she could not campaign in
nine assembly seats without her
husband’s support.
A day before, Rahul had got
sulking Rajya Sabha MP Partap
Bajwa to share the dais with
Amarinder in Khanna. Seen
holding Rahul’s hand, Bajwa
firedpartingshotsatAmarinder
bytellingthemediathattheparty
would win all 13 seats as people
were “very happy with performanceofAmarindergovernment”.

n

WITH INPUTS FROM
VISHAL JOSHI

HOTSEAT

munieshwer.sagar@htlive.com

roda), would not have pretended
to a speak a word).”
In a thinly disguised reference
to former minister and Congress
leader Mani Shankar Aiyar callinghim“neechadmi”,Modisaid,
“Remember during the Gujarat
elections an important minister
in their government had said,
‘Modi neech hein neech’. Somebody said, ‘Modi neech jat se
hein’. This created a major storm
in Gujarat, and they pretended to
oust him from the party. But
after few days he was brought
back).”
Stating that this would repeat
in Punjab too as soon as elections
are over, Modi said, “He will hug
his guru (Pitroda) immediately
after Punjab elections. The person who abused me in Gujarat,
yesterday again used the foulest
words against me. The Congress
doesn’t consider it wrong what
he did.”
He also slammed the Congress
for failing to deliver justice to the
1984 anti-Sikh riot victims.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressing a rally in support of BJP
candidate Kirron Kher in Chandigarh on Tuesday.
RAVI KUMAR/HT

KHADOOR SAHIB

Three-cornered contest on cards in Panthic hotbed
CLOSE FIGHT All eyes on PDA’s Khalra, who may surprise her opponents; Dimpa has edge since Cong
has MLAs in all nine assembly seats of segment; SAD’s Jagir Kaur known for galvanising party cadres

Know the constituency

Ravinder Vasudeva

KEY CONTESTANTS

n

ravinder.vasudeva@hindustantimes.com

KHADOORSAHIB :A long-time pan-

thic stronghold, the Khadoor
Sahib Lok Sabha constituency
(known as Tarn Taran till 2009) is
all set for a three-cornered contest this time, with all eyes on
Punjab Democratic Alliance
(PDA) nominee Paramjit Kaur
Khalra, who many feel may surprise her opponents.
The Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD), a panthic party, has won
six consecutive parliamentary
elections from the segment,
whichhasalargenumberofbaptised Sikh voters, since 1996. On
the other hand, the state’s current ruling party, Congress, has
managedtoromphomeonlyonce
from the seat since 1977 (in 1991).
WhiletheCongress,whichhas
an edge over others since it has
MLAs in all the nine assembly
seats of the constituency, has
found its best bet in former Beas
MLA Jasbir Singh Dimpa, SAD
has pitched former Shiromani
GurdwaraParbandhakCommittee(SGPC)chiefJagirKaur.Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) candidate
Manjinder Singh Sidhu is not in
the reckoning, poll pundits say.
Dimpa, who did not contest
the 2017 assembly polls, is running his campaign that largely
revolves around what he terms
as the “achievements of the
Amarinder Singh-led state government” and promise of providing jobs to the youth and ₹72,000
annual assistance to the poor
families as made by the Congress
in its manifesto.
“The Centre runs 362 welfare
schemesforvarioussectionsofthe
society. But irony is that the MPs
youelectarenotevenawareabout
six of them. They lacked guts to
raiseyourissuesinDelhi.Electme
and I assure you that I will fight
with the Centre to bring back
developmenttomyconstituency,”
hetellsvotersatapollmeeting.
Though he is confident of his
win, anti-incumbency against
the state government worries
Dimpa.Also,keepinginmindthe
trend, the electorate in Punjab
tends to vote against the state’s
ruling party in the Lok Sabha
elections.
A ROUGH RIDE FOR
‘OUTSIDER’ JAGIR KAUR
It will not be an easy ride for the
Akali Dal, which won the seat in

2014, as it is already on the backfoot over the issue of the 2015 sacrilege and police firing in Kotkapura and Behbal Kalan.
Moreover, its candidate Jagir
Kaur is being dubbed by her
rivals as an outsider since she
hails from Bholath which is not
part of the Khadoor Sahib segment. She is also being targeted
by both the Congress and
the PDA candidate for the controversies surrounding her family life.
Adding to the party’s worry is
sitting MP and stalwart Ranjit
Singh Brahmpura’s move to
form his party SAD (Taksali)
that withdrew its candidate
former army chief Gen JJ Singh
to support Khalra. But Kaur is a
tough campaigner and known to
mobilise the Akali workers. She
is also trying to raise panthic
issues with an equal thrust on
what she terms the “failures
Amarinder government” on the
issues of providing jobs and
mobile phones to the youth.
“The Congress demolished
the Akal Takht and attacked
Harmander Sahib (Golden Temple). They burnt Sikhs in 1984. If
you vote for it, they will think the
quaum has forgotten those brutalities,” she says addressing
a rally.
KHALRA FACTOR AT
PLAY IN CAMPAIGN
Punjab Ekta Party (PDA constituent) nominee Khalra, wife of
human rights activist late Jaswant Singh Khalra, who was
allegedly killed by Punjab Police
personnel in 1995, is getting a
strong support of the families
whose members were killed in
police encounters during the
Sikh militancy. The number of
such families is quite high in the
belt which was a hub of militancy.
But poll managers of the Congress and SAD claim her support
base is limited to certain pockets
only. They even blame the media
for giving her what they call
“unnecessary hype”.
But the kind of support the
PDA candidate is getting on the
ground has both the parties anxious. Also, those voters disillusioned with both SAD and the
Congress may consider giving
her a chance.
“I don’t know politics. I am
contesting for the pride of the
quam (Sikh community). Suc-

Jasbir Singh Dimpa, 54, Congress: Former
Beas MLA and the Congress’ Jat Sikh face in the
segment, he comes from a family with strong
roots in the Congress. His father Sant Singh
Lidar, a former state minister, was killed by Sikh
militants. A moneybag, he is considered close to
chief minister Amarinder Singh.
Jagir Kaur, 64, Akali Dal: Former SGPC chief
and ex-minister, Jagir Kaur is a well-known
taksali face of her party. The ex-Bholath MLA
could not contest the 2017 assembly polls
having been convicted of forcible abortion and
abduction of her daughter. She was acquitted in
the case by the high court in December last
year. She heads a dera in Bholath.
Paramjit Kaur Khalra, 65, Punjab Democratic Alliance: Khalra is wife of human rights
activist late Jaswant Singh Khalra, who was
allegedly abducted and murdered by Punjab
Police personnel in 1995. He collected evidence
of many such cases and became the voice of
the families whose members were illegally
killed by the police during militancy.
n

Congress candidate Jasbir Singh Dimpa interacting with locals in Khadoor Sahib.

Manjinder Singh Sidhu, 33, Aam Aadmi
Party: President of the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP)’s youth wing, Manjinder Sidhu is one of
the accused in case involving the infamous
episode in which a Dalit girl was beaten up in
2013 at Usman in Tarn Taran district. Sidhu had
to spend a few months in jail in connection

HT PHOTO

with the case.

TOTAL NUMBER
OF VOTERS:

Female voters:

16,38,842

7,70,874

Male voters:

8,67,895
Transgender: 73

RESULTS OF LAST THREE ELECTIONS

n

2014: SAD’s Ranjit Singh Brahmpura defeated Congress’s
Harminder Singh Gill by 1,00,569 votes.
2009: Rattan Singh Ajnala of SAD defeated Congress’s Rana
Gurjit Singh by 32, 260 votes.

Punjab Democratic Alliance
nominee Paramjit Kaur Khalra
campaigning in the segment
HT PHOTO
on Monday.

cessive governments in Delhi
have dubbed Sikhs as criminals
and terrorists. My husband was
killed by the Punjab Police as he
became the voice of Sikh families
whose members were killed by
police at the behest of Beant
Singh (late Punjab CM) and KPS
Gill (former Punjab DGP),” she
says addressing supporters at
Nagoke village.
Many NRIs are also supporting Khalra whose campaign
which is widely being followed
on social media.

2004: (Then Tarn Taran): Rattan Singh Ajnala of
SAD defeated Congress’s Sukhbinder Singh Sukh
Sarkaria by 56, 394 votes.
PUNJAB

ASSEMBLY
SEGMENTS
Jandiala (SC), Tarn
Taran, Patti, Khadoor
Sahib, Khemkaran,
Baba Bakala (SC),
Kapurthala, Sultanpur
Lodhi and Zira. All
segments represented
by the Congress.

n

Akali Dal’s Jagir Kaur talking to people.

HT PHOTO

Jandiala
Tarn Taran

Baba Bakala(sc)

Khadoor Sahib
Khem Karan
Patti
Zira

Kapurthala

Sultanpur
Lodhi

n

Santokh Singh Chaudhary

For Chaudhary, Cong
infighting makes
contest tough
Jatinder Mahal
n

jatinder@htlive.com

JALANDHAR : With just four days
left for Lok Sabha polling, internaldiscordamongCongressleaders is expected to damage the
prospects ofits Jalandhar candidateSantokhChaudhary,whois
facing the SAD-BJP candidate
CharanjitSinghAtwal,thistime.
The Jalandhar Lok Sabha
(reserved) seat, was a Congress
bastion which falls in the
Dalit heartland Doaba region,
withthepartyhavingwonprevious four polls. It was only in 1998
that Inder Kumar Gujral, a Janata Dal candidate, won elections
on this seat.
Currently, after getting a
ticket following a stiff competition within the party, Chaudhary’scampaignremainslowkey
in the absence of his party’s seniorleaders andMLAs inhis campaigns. Besides chief minister
Capt Amarinder Singh addressing a rally in Kartarpur on May2
and accompanying him to file
nominationpapersinJalandhar,
there is no sign of the party high
command in Jalandhar.
The SAD-BJP had held four
ralliesafterannouncingCharanjitSinghAtwalasitscandidateon
March16andformerCMParkash
Singh Badal addressed a rally in
his support in Kartarpur.
A senior Congress leader
revealed that although Chaudhary’s son – general secretary of
PPCC, Vikramjit Singh Chaudhary – is leading his campaign in
the constituency, many senior
leaders, including Jalandhar
MLAs and local party cadre, are
not happy with his style of working and have preferred to stay
away from campaigns.
OtherseniorCongressleaders
had revolted against Chaudhary’s and are missing from his
campaigns.
In Nakodar, former minister
Amarjit Singh Samra cancelled
his road show last week after
Chaudhary failed to turn up.
Even though Chaudhary won
with70,000votesin2014,thistime
he is facing flak from people for
unfilled poll promises by
Congress.
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ELECTION2019
CAMPAIGNTRAIL

BHAGWANT MANN

Witandconnectintact,Manntoils
hard,keepingAAP’shopesalive
TRIANGULAR CONTEST His folksy style, jokes and comedy gigs have been a huge hit, making contest
with Parminder Singh Dhindsa of the SAD and Kewal Singh Dhillon of the Congress a gripping one
Navneet Sharma
n

AAP CANDIDATE FROM
SANGRUR SAYS THE
FIGHT IS BETWEEN THE
RICH AND THOSE WITH
CONSCIENCE

navneetsharma@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: Aam Aadmi Party

(AAP) state president Bhagwant
Mann has the hard task of turningthepartyaround, peppingup
demoralised supporters and setting its house in order.
The party, which shook the
state’s electoral equations by
winningfourofthe13parliamentary seats on its debut in the last
generalelections,isintattersand
mired in internal bickering. A
repeat performance seems
improbable with most of the
partycandidatesfailingtomatch
the campaign of their rivals.
As the party’s hopes rest on
him,Mannisgoingallout,countingonhissavagepoliticalwitand
people connect, to try and retain
the seat he won by a record margin the last time, besides venturing out to other segments occasionally.Heseemstohavenoreason to feel disappointed. His
folksy style, jokes and comedy
gigshavebeenahugehit,making
the contest with former finance
minister Parminder Singh
Dhindsa of the SAD and Kewal
Singh Dhillon of the Congress a
gripping one.
The rivals have been hitting
out at his campaigning style, but

n

AAP candidate and sitting MP Bhagwant Mann addressing an
election rally in Ghadban village in Sangrur.
HT PHOTO

itdoesnotseemtohavehelpedso
far,ashecarriesonregardless.In
Preet Nagar, where a 150-strong
gathering has been waiting for
himonehourorso,Mannquickly
getsonwithhisspeech withfocus
onbetterschoolsandhealthfacilities.“(AAPleaderArvind)Kejriwal has done this in Delhi where
government schools are not just
competing with private schools
but doing better than them. We
deservethesamefacilitieshere,”
hesays,adding:“Aithemukaabla
ameeran teh zameeran da hai
(The fight here is between the
rich and those with conscience).

The AAP leader winds up his
speechwithanappealforsupport
butnotbeforeregalingthemwith
a joke or two. “Main mahine ek
pehle ek pind wich keh baithya
main twada bahut dhnayawad
karda hain tussi apna keemti
samay wich samay kadhya. Ek
buzurg uth ke kehnda putt assi
velehihondehaanaithehihonde
haan. Pher aa jaayen, aithe hi
hoange.Maintaankeemtikehan
ton hi hatt gaya,”he saysto peels
of laughter.
The AAP leader then sets for
Gharachowhereagroupofyouth
on bikes and cars is waiting for

himoutsidethevillage.Heimmediately gets on top of his SUV
which slowly moves, taking 15
minutes to cover the three-kilometredistance.Ledbythreedozen-oddbikesandcars,hisvehicle
weaves its way through the narrow lanes, with Mann waving at
everyoneandacampaignvehicle
blaringoutpopularPunjabisong
“Tere yaar nu dabban nu phirde
si, par dabda kithe aa”.
As the convoy reaches Gharacho, slogans of “Inquilab Zindabad” rend the air. Mann is in his
element and gets on with the job
without any introductory
speeches.
CallingGharachothecapitalof
the Lok Sabha constituency, he
hits out at his two rivals from the
word go. “The machine (electronic voting machine) willhave
photosofall threeofus.The Congress candidate looks scary
whereas Dhindsa’s photo is perfect for his current status as if he
is begging people in the queue to
vote for him. Then, you have my

photo in which it looks as if I am
telling everyone to come quickly
and press the button at number
three,” he says, making faces.
But, he doesn’t stop at it and
has the crowd in stitches by adding: “You all unite and vote for
teesra badal (third alternative).
When the button on the machine
(EVM) is pressed,you will hear a
loud sound, not from the
machine, but shrieks of Dhindsa
and Dhillion. Cheekhan kadaa
deyoenhadi”.Mann isalso makingaPanthicpitchinhiselection
meetings. Training his guns at
the Akalis and the Congress, he
accuses the Badals of failure to
checksacrilegeincidentsandthe
presentgovernmentofnottaking
action against them.
“After I raised the issue, the
House paid tribute to younger
sahibzadas of Guru Gobind
Singh. Now, the Lok Sabha will
payhomagetothemonDecember
27 every year,” he then says
beforeplayingavideoofproceedings of the Lok Sabha.
Addressing 18-20 meetings a
day, Mann the campaigner is
drawing big crowds and keeping
them in good humour, but how
manyofthempressthebuttonfor
the third alternative would only
be known on May 23, the day the
votes will get counted.

Pick-and-drop
facility for disabled
voters in Moga
MOGA: With an aim to encourage
people with disability (PWD) to
cast their vote in upcoming Lok
Sabha elections in Punjab on
May 19, the district administration will provide pick and drop
facility to them. Additional deputy commissioner-cum-additional electoral officer (AEO)
Anita Darshi said that the move
was initiated to ensure that
every citizen can exercise their
franchise. According to an official record, 4070 PWD voters are
in Nihal Singh Wala, 852 in
Baghapurana, 1324 in Moga and
HTC
641 in Dharamkot.

Amloh legislator reaches out to
revolting Cong workers in Nabha
NABHA: AdayafterCongresspresident Rahul Gandhi’s rally at
Khanna, Amloh MLA Randeep
Singh rushed to state cabinet
minister Sadhu Singh Dharmsot’sconstituency,Nabha,aftera
section of Congress workers
revolted against Dharmsot . The
revolting party workers had
announced to support Punjab
Democratic Alliance’s (PDA)
candidate Dr Dharmvir Gandhi
after being allegedly ignored by
Dharmsot. Gandhi is contesting
LokSabhaelectionsagainstCongress candidate Preneet Kaur
from Patiala.
Dharmsothadcalleditahandiwork of the Amloh MLA as he
wanted to contest from the
Patiala seat. He had said that he

SOME CONG WORKERS
HAD ANNOUNCED TO
SUPPORT PDA NOMINEE
DHARMVIR GANDHI
AFTER BEING
ALLEGEDLY IGNORED
BY SADHU SINGH
DHARMSOT IN NABHA
doesn’tseetherevoltingworkers
as Congress voters.
Asper sources,RahulGandhi
and Randeep Singh had a closed
door meeting during Gandhi’s
Khanna meeting on Monday.
Randeep,however,refusedtodisclose what transpired in the

meeting.
Randeep saidheandhisfather
GurdarshanSingh’snameshave
beenunnecessarilydraggedinto
the issue and he has come to
Nabha to convince the revolting
party workers to campaign in
support of Preneet Kaur. “My
family has been ardent workers
ofCongress.WewantRahulGandhi to be the next prime minister,” said Randeep Singh. “I had
no role in the decision that was
takeninthegatheringoftheCongressworkers,”headded. Hesaid
he was reaching out to the workersandurgingthem tosettle personal scores after elections, adding, “IwillcampaigninNabhaon
Wednesday and participate in
HTC
chief minister’s rally.”

Kejriwal greeted with black flags again Ban on liquor sale
Avtar Singh
n

avtar.singh1@htlive.com

SANGRUR: In an embarrassment
for the state leadership, Aam
AadmiParty(AAP)nationalconvener and Delhi chief minister
Arvind Kejriwal was greeted
with black flagsbyprotestersfor
the second consecutive day on
Tuesday.
Kejriwal, who started campaigningforthepartycandidates
onMonday,facedprotestsatKaramgarh village of Barnala and
near Dhuri overbridge in Sangrur during his roadshow in
favour of sitting MP Bhagwant

n

People showing black flags to
Kejriwal at Karamgarh village
HT PHOTO
on Tuesday.

Mann who is seeking re-election
from Sangrur.
Theprotesterswereupsetover

Kejriwal’s apology to Akali
leader Bikram Singh Majithia to
settleadrugcharge-relateddefamation case last year, besides
Mann’sfailuretobringanymajor
development project to the area.
The roadshow started from Barnala and culminated at Dirba
after passing through Sherpur,
Dhuri and Sangrur towns.
Dismissingtheprotests,Kejriwalallegedthattheywerepeople
hired at ₹250 each. “This is the
only employment that the Amarinder Singh government has
provided to them,” he said. The
Delhi CM said he is still against
drugmenacebutthecircumstan-

cesforcedhimtotakeastepback.
“I have met many people, but
they did not ask about any apology. The question is only in the
media.Iwanttomakeitclearthat
I was facing over 33 cases which
wasted a lot of my time as I had to
go to court for hearings on daily
basis,” he said.
The state unit of the AAP was
pinning its hopes on Kejriwal’s
back-to-back roadshows in Sangrur, Bathinda and Faridkot but
theresponsehasbeentepidsofar
as compared to his visits in the
run-uptothelasttwoparliamentary and state assembly polls.
Kejriwal was a huge draw then.

48-hr prior to polling

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab government has issued directions to
ensure the strict compliance of
the guidelines of the Election
Commission of India (ECI) concerning observance of the ‘dry
day’ period on the polling day,
May 19.
Chief electoral officer Dr S
Karuna Raju on Tuesday said
that as per the guidelines of the
ECI, thesale ofliquor willbepro-

hibitedinthestate48hoursprior
to the polling day and end with
the conclusion of polls at 6pm on
May 19.
Similarly, prohibition on sale
of liquor in 3 kms of adjoining
areas ofneighbouringstateswill
also be ensured through concerned departments. The steps
areaimedtostopanyclandestine
movement of liquor from those
areas, he added.
HTC
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THE EC MUST ACT AGAINST MINISTER MANISH GROVER
FOR ‘ILLEGALLY INFLUENCING’ VOTERS IN ROHTAK.

> GHULAM NABI AZAD, senior Cong leader

DHABA OWNER,
WIFE FOUND
DEAD IN KAITHAL

Punjab,Haryanalikelyturnintodesertin25yrs
ALARMING Extraction of groundwater in the region has increased from 149% in 2013 to 165% in 2018, says Central Ground Water Board report

›

Chetan Chauhan
n

If we continue to
exploit groundwater
the way we are doing, we
are heading for disaster.
We can sustain water at
50-60 metres below the
ground, but for that some
regulation is needed.

chetan@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: All available groundwater resources till the depth of
300 metres Punjab, Haryana and
Rajasthan will end in the next
20-25years,revealsadraftreport
of the Central Ground Water
Board(CGWB),highlightinghow
groundwater was being overexploited in the region.
Theextractionofgroundwater
in the region has increased from
149% in 2013 to 165% in 2018, the
report said, adding that water
availableatthedepthofabout100
metres in north-west India will
end within next 10 years.

MORE WITHDRAWAL
THAN RECHARGE
The report submitted to the state
governmentsonbasisofgroundwaterdatabetween1994andMay
2018 shows that withdrawal of
waterfromthegroundwasmuch
more than the recharge. Undergroundwaterrechargewas21.58
billioncubicmetres(BCM)annually, while the gross water withdrawalwas35.78BCM,thereport
said.Italsosaidthegroundwater
wasfallingatarateof51cmevery
year.

shortstories
FOETUS FOUND IN
WOMEN’S TOILET
AT HISAR CIVIL
HOSPITAL
HISAR :Around four-month-old
foetus was found in the women’s
toilet at civil hospital here late
Monday night. This is the second
case within 20 days when the
staff of the civil hospital recovered a foetus at its premises.
Preeti Devi, who works as a
sweeper at the hospital, was
cleaning the toilet when she
witnessed the foetus there. HTC

₹80,000, laptop looted
from Hisar man at gunpoint
HISAR: Armed miscreants looted
Rs 80,000 and a laptop from a
man at gunpoint in Uklana area of
Hisar district on Monday night.
Police said, “Atul Mittal, who
works with the SBI’s grahak sewa
kendra, was returning home,
when three youths snatched his
HTC
cash bag.

SENIOR SCIENTIST,
Central Ground Water Board
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The report submitted to the state governments on basis of groundwater data between 1994 and May
HT FILE
2018 shows that withdrawal of water from the ground was much more than the recharge.

The situation is slightly better
nationally.Asagainsttheannual
groundwater availability of 411
BCM, the annual withdrawal is
estimated to be 253 BCM. The
board has observation wells at
30,000locationsacrossIndia,providing data on 16 attributes for
four seasons in a year.
The report shows the with-

drawal of groundwater has
increasedintheregioninthepast
decade due to frequent droughtlikesituations.TheIndiaMeteorological Department reports on
rainfall patterns in the country
show that while Himachal and
Uttarakhandreceivedmorerainfall,Punjab,Haryanaandpartsof
Rajasthan were rain-deficit.

JAT Q U O TA S T I R

GROUNDWATER AT
100 METRE DEPTH TO
END IN 10 YEARS
In Punjab, districts of Ludhiana,
Jalandhar, Kapurthala, Nawanshahr, Sangrur,Patiala andBarnala are in red for overexploitationofgroundwater.“Thereport
is alarming and clearly states
that the groundwater at the 100

n
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CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and

Haryana high court on Tuesday
sought a fresh status report from
the special investigation team
(SIT) scrutinising FIRs related to
a February 2016 Jat quota violence.
The matter will be taken up
now on August 13.
The request for the status
report was made by senior advocate Anupam Gupta, who is amicus curaie in this matter, during
the brief hearing on Tuesday.
The latest report was filed by
SIT on January 15, 2019, which
revealed that SIT could not make
any major breakthrough in 1,105

FIRs registered in Rohtak. The
SIT is headed by inspector general of police (IGP) Amitabh
Singh Dhillon.
A total of 2,105 FIRs were registered by the Haryana Police
across the state after February
2016 Jat quota violence in which
at least 30 persons had died and
property worth thousands of
crores was damaged. The SIT
was constituted on December 4,
2017 to scrutinise 1,105 FIRs,
including 921 cases in which
untraced reports were prepared
but not filed, and 184 cases which
were still under investigation.
The scrutiny was ordered
after Gupta had questioned the
police for “half-hearted”
approach in investigation.

SITUATION WORSE
IN SIRSA
In Haryana, Sirsa, Yamunanagar,Karnal,Kurukshetra,Gurugram, Faridabad, Bhiwani and
Rewari are in red for groundwater.
Intheentireagriculturebeltof
northernandeasternRajasthan,
the groundwater level has fast
depleted and is now in a critical

refused to divulge details till the
ministry vets the report.
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KARNAL : A dhaba owner and his

‘HEADING FOR
DISASTER’
“The situation is bad but not
alarming,”saidaseniorscientist
withtheboard,whowasnotwilling to be quoted as he was not
authorisedtospeaktothemedia.
“Ifwecontinuetoexploitgroundwater the way we are doing, we
are heading for disaster. We can
sustain water at 50-60 metres
below the ground, but for that
some regulation is needed.”
Himanshu Thakkar, an IIT
alumnus, who runs a non-governmentalwaterorganisation—
South Asia Network of People,
Rivers and Dams (SANDRP) —
said over dependence of farmers
on groundwater was the prime
reason for depletion.
“Though India receives good
rainfall every year, in many
regions, water is now available
morethan100metresandinsome
200metresbelowtheground,”he
said
The situation shows there is
mismanagement of water, not
properuseofrainwaterandgross
misuse of groundwater,” he
added..

wife were found dead in Kalayat
subdivision of Kaithal district,
police said on Tuesday.
Thedeceasedhavebeenidentified as Jaipal, 35, and his wife
Rekha, 32, who hailed from
nearby Matour village.
Police said the body of Jaipal
wasfoundhangingwithaceiling
fanandhiswife’sbodywithhead
injuries was lying on the floor of
the dhaba on the Hisar-Chandigarh road when the police
reachedtherelateMondayevening. The cops said that Jaipal’s
son Chetak had gone to meet his
grandparents, who live in Matour, and the matter came to light
when he returned. The police
officials associated with the
investigation into the case said
thatinthepreliminaryinvestigations,itseemsthatJaipalhanged
himselfafterkillinghiswifeashe
allegedly suspected her loyalty.
Kalayat DSP Vinod Shankar
said the cause of the death could
beascertainedafterthepostmortemreport.Meanwhile,thepolice
registered a case under Section
302 (murder) of IPC) against
unknown persons

Retired railway

Farmers accuse Piccadily sugar mill
of not clearing pending payments

AMBALA: A 72-year-old retired
railway employee was found
dead at his residence in Yamunanagar on Tuesday morning.
Thedeceasedwasidentified as
Nand Lal and his body was found
lying near the bed of his room at
his house in Jawahar Nagar colony.
Farakpur SHO Dinesh Chauhan said an unknown man had
called up the police and informed
that the old man was found dead
at his home. “We found Nand
Lal’s body with injury marks on
his forehead lying near the bed in
his room. His body was sent for
postmortem to the local civil hospital. We can ascertain whether
it was a natural death or murder
only after the postmortem report
HTC
comes.”

Neeraj Mohan

High court seeks
employee found
fresh report from SIT dead in Y’nagar
HT Correspondent

metredepthwillendinthenext10
years if present rate of withdrawalcontinues,”saidaPunjab
government water resources
departmentofficial,whowasnot
willing to be quoted.

HT Correspondent
stage. The report shows that in
certainpartsofHaryana,includingSirsa,groundwatersituation
was worse than Punjab.
Except the tribal belt of southern Rajasthan and parts of eastern Rajasthan, the entire state is
in groundwater emergency, as
per the CGWB’s latest data on its
website.
In Delhi, only southern parts
are in the red while there has
beenimprovementingroundwater levels in north-west and
eastern parts of the national
capital.
Most of the areas notified by
the Central Ground Water
Authority are also in these four
states.
The falling groundwater in
these states will have implications over drinking water supplies and agriculture as over a
million tubewells provide water
for both.
Though Haryana and Punjab
have irrigation facilities, a large
part of Rajasthan is totally
dependent on groundwater.
P Nandkumaram, membersecretaryoftheCGWB,saidthey
havesubmittedthegroundwater
assessment report to the water
resourcesministryforaction.He
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KARNAL: Hundreds of sugarcane

growers associated with the Piccadily sugarmill at Indri in Karnal district are left in the lurch as
the mill has not cleared their
dues for the past four months.
Moreover, the crushing operations have already been
stopped but there is no clarity
when the pending payments of
the farmers will be cleared.
The affected farmers allege
that the government is not taking their problem seriously and
avoiding action against the private mill.
According to the farmers,
around Rs 113 crore of about
4,000 farmers are pending with

FARMERS ALSO ALLEGE
THAT THE GOVT IS NOT
TAKING THEIR PROBLEM
SERIOUSLY AND
AVOIDING ACTION
AGAINST PRIVATE MILL
the mill as it did not clear the
dues of the sugarcane purchased
after January 21.
“Our complaints arefallingon
deaf ears and there is nobody to
address our grievances. We are
finding it difficult to meet our
expenses,”, said Ajay Kamboj, a
farmer of Khera village, whose
payment of over Rs 25 lakh is
stuck with the Piccadily sugar-

mill.
Farmers led by Rampal Chahal, president of Ganna
Sangarsh Committee, on Tuesday submitted a memorandum
to Karnal deputy commissioner
(DC) Vinay Pratap Singh
seeking his intervention to get
the their dues cleared at the earliest. “The farmers have been
waiting for their dues since January. We have taken up the matter with the mill management
and the government, but to no
avail,” said Chahal.
However, the management of
the sugarmill said that they are
facing crisis this year due to fall
in the sugar prices and increase
in sugarcane advisory prices.
“The reason behind the delay
in payments is the fall in the pri-

ces of sugar, but we are making
efforts to clear the pending payments of the farmers. Rs 24 crore
will be released within next two
days,” said Karam Singh, cane
advisor to the Piccadily sugar
mill.
According to the farmers, this
was a tough year for the sugarcane growers of about 250 villages who sell their produce to the
mill as the mill and its distillery
was sealed by the Haryana Pollution Control Board on the directions of the National Green Tribunal for non-compliance of
environmental norms.
After weeklong protests by
farmers, the mill was allowed to
complete the crushing operations after it made the required
amendments.

ELECTION2019
R O H TA K ‘ B O O T H C A P T U R I N G ’

After Azad’s complaint, SIT formed
HT Correspondent
n
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ROHTAK: The Rohtak Police on
Tuesday constituted a special
investigation team (SIT) to
inquire into the alleged booth
capturing in the city during the
Sunday’s Lok Sabha elections
and also arrested seven people
in this connection.
The Congress had alleged
that BJP minister of state Manish Grover along with some
goons had entered polling
booths and intimidated the voters.
Based on the complaint, the
police had arrested Grover’s
two aides while the returning
officer in Rohtak had barred
Grover from leaving his office
till the completion of elections.
However, the Congress protested on Monday, saying the
aides of the minister arrested by

CONG HAD ALLEGED
MINISTER OF STATE
MANISH GROVER ALONG
WITH SOME GOONS HAD
INTIMIDATED VOTERS
AT CERTAIN BOOTHS
the police were released on
police bail while no action was
taken against Grover.
Leader of the opposition in
Rajya Sabha Ghulam Nabi Azad
also wrote to the chief election
commissioner, following which
the Rohtak police on Tuesday
constituted the SIT and arrested
seven men, including the two
aides of the minister, who were
released on bail.
In the letter, Azad demanded
action against Grover “for illegally sabotaging and influencing the polling at a booth in Roh-

Cong attacks ousted
Faridabad DC
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH: Even as the Congress on Tuesday attacked
ousted Faridabad deputy commissioner Atul Kumar for
appointing Amit Atri, a private
university employee, as the presiding officer at Asaoti polling
station in violation of the Representation of People Act, facts
run contrary to the charge.
Atri was placed under suspension by the Election Commission for dereliction of duty
following complaints of electoral malpractice at the polling
station.
The EC had also shifted DC
Atul Kumar for his failure to
take immediate action on the
incident.
Congress legislator Karan
Dalal on Tuesday fired a fresh
salvo accusing Atul Kumar of
playing into the hands of the ruling BJP by appointing Atri as

presiding officerm despite the
latter being an employee of a
private university, Manav
Rachna University.
However, facts do not support
Dalal’s allegations.
Section 159 of the Representation of People Act says that
every university established or
incorporated by or under a central, provincial or state Act
would make available such staff
as may be necessary for the performance of any duties in connection with an election when
so requested by the chief electoral officer.
“Thus, the university staff
could be requisitioned and put
on election duty, in addition to
employees of central and state
governments,’’ said the EC
handbook on returning officers.
The Election Commission
had on Monday ordered a re-poll
at Asaoti polling station following complaints electoral
malprcatice.

tak”. He wrote: “I was completely shocked to hear the set of
circumstances enumerated (sic)
before me by a Congress delegation from Rohtak. I have seen
the videos and was completely
taken aback by the brazen misuse of muscle power by Grover,
along with 50 goons and a history-sheeter Ramesh Lohar, who
entered in booth numbers 142,
143, 145, 146, 149 and 150 of Rohtak city in order to sabotage and
influence the ongoing polling
for Lok Sabha elections.”
“Several complaints have
been already made to the ECI
along with videos bringing to
your kind notice the terror
atmosphere (sic) created during
the polling. An FIR was registered by police against Ramesh
Lohar and one other, and Lohar
was arrested from the spot. But
surprisingly, he was released on
Monday by granting him police

bail under the influence of
Grover without even producing
him in court. It is also surprising that no action has been
taken against Grover so far
despite such brazen misuse of
power in order to terrorise the
whole polling process. It has
sent a wrong message to the voters of Haryana.”
Rohtak superintendent of
police (SSP) Jashandeep Singh
Randhawa said in the FIR registered against Lohar, more sections were added considering
other complaints submitted to
the police. “He has been rearrested and six more people are
taken in custody. Further investigation is going on,” he said.
On being asked about action
against the minister, the SP said
the matter was pending with the
returning officer and any action
could be taken only after his
inquiry.

Woman booked
for hurling slipper
at Sidhu
ROHTAK: Police on Tuesday

booked a woman who allegedly
hurled a slipper at Punjab cabinet minister and former cricketer Navjot Singh Sidhu during
an election meeting at Rohtak’s
Gandhi Camp area on May 8.
The accused has been identified as Jitender Vij, a resident of
the same area. The police said a
supporter of the Congress who
had organized Sidhu’s event in
the colony gave a complaint
against Jitender for throwing
her ‘chapal’ at the ministerwhile
he was giving his speech.
He also submitted a video in
which the woman allegedly confessed to have thrown slipper at
Sidhu because he was criticising
PM Narendra Modi. The police
booked her under Section 127 of
Representation of People Act
HTC
and Section 504 of IPC.

Haryana recorded Capt, Asha Kumari
70.34% turnout robbed me of chance to

CHANDIGARH: Haryana joint chief

electoral officer Dr Inder Jeet on
Tuesday said 70.34 % voting was
recorded in the May 12 polling in
the state.
Thepollingpercentageofmale
voters was 71 and female voters
69.61.
He said the Sirsa parliamentary constituency recorded the
maximum voting with 75.97 %
and Karnal recorded the lowest
68.35 %.
Among other seats, 74.32 %
voting was recorded in Kurukshetra,72.37%inHisar,71.12%in
Ambala,70.57%inRohtak,70.96%
in Sonepat, 70.49% in BhiwaniMahendergarh, 67.36% in Gurugram and 64.12% in Faridabad.
Meanwhile, women voters
outnumbered male electors in
Narwana assembly segment of
the Sirsa.
According to voting figures
72.47% women voters exercised
their franchise against 71.42%
male electors in Narwana. Narwana has 1.11 lakh male and
94,542 female voters.
HTC

contest: Navjot Kaur
HT Correspondent
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AMRITSAR: Punjab minister Navjot Singh Sidhu’s wife Navjot
Kaur Sidhu has blamed Punjab
chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh and Punjab Congress
in-charge Asha Kumari for robbing her of a chance to contest
from Amritsar parliamentary
constituency.
Kaur was speaking to the
media on the sidelines of an
event organised in favour of
Congress candidate Gurjit
Singh Aujla in ward number 51
which falls under Amritsar East
constituency, on Monday night.
Replying to a query about
Navjot Singh Sidhu’s absence
from Punjab campaign, Kaur
said, “Captain Sahib is our
small captain while Rahul Gandhi is our big captain. Our small

POLLDIARY

captain has already said he is
winning all 13 seats of the State
then what is left to say? Asha
Kumari is also a star campaigner.”
“Asha Kumari and Captain
sahib think madam Sidhu
doesn’t deserve a ticket. I was
denied a ticket from Amritsar
on the pretext that I could not
win due to the Dussehra train
tragedy. If they don’t find us
deserving, why do something
for them?” she said, adding that
Navjot Singh Sidhu will campaign wherever Rahul Gandhi
asks him to. Kaur had staked
her claim to the Chandigarh
seat, but the party chose former
railway minister Pawan Kumar
Bansal. At least 61 people were
killed and more than 100 were
injured when a train mowed
them down at a railway crossing
on Dussehra on October 19, 2018.

n

Former AAP leader Gurpreet ‘Ghuggi’ campaigning for the Congress in Sangrur.

HT PHOTO

Comedians, singers roped in to counter Mann
SANGRUR: To counter come-

dian turned politician sitting
MP and Aam Aadmi Party
candidate Bhagwant Mann in
Lok Sabha elections the Congress and SAD-BJP candidates are inviting comedians
and singers to fire up the election campaign in Sangrur.
Former AAP Punjab convener and actor Gurpreet
‘Ghuggi’, is campaigning for
Congress candidate Kewal
Singh Dhillon. Mann mis-

guided people and fragmented the party for his personal interests,” Ghuggi said.
Interestingly, one time AAP
member and Mann’s friend
and singer Balkar Sidhu, who
has joined Congress and is
campaigning for Dhillon,
alleged that Mann sidelined
his friends after becoming
MP. Comedian Bhotu Shah
and his team had also entertained voters before the
arrival of SAD-BJP candidate

Parminder Singh Dhindsa in
rallies. However, Dhindsa
clarified that Bhotu Shah was
called only for entertainment. However, Mann got the
support of his artist friends,
as prominent Punjabi singer
Harjit Harman joined his
roadshow in Dhuri area.
“When politics has become a
game of rich people, we
should support an honest and
middle class man,” said Harman.

Priyanka pitches herself as
Punjab’s ‘daughter-in-law’

Sisodia likens Cong
to ‘ganda pani’

BATHINDA: Congress general
secretary and scion of the
Gandhi family – Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra – on Tuesday, impressed the political
gathering with her ability
to speak Punjabi. At an
election rally in Bathinda,
she described herself as a
Punjabi bahu. “Mera gharwala Punjabi hai. Mein
Punjabiandeedhartitekaumnoosalamkardihaan,
jo sada chardi kalan vich rehndi hai (My husband
(Robert Vadra) is a Punjabi. I revere this land of
Punjabis who always remain in high spirit),” said
the leader as her address brought on a round of
applause at the gathering. After her brief address in
Punjabi, the leader smilingly continued speaking in
Hindi after successfully attracting everyone’s
attention with her Punjabi.

CHANDIGARH: Aam Aadmi Party’s senior
leader and Delhi’s deputy chief minister,
Manish Sisodia on Tuesday took a jibe at
the Congress when questioned about his
party’s support to non-BJP government,
if such a situation emerged post result on
May 23. He said his party is ready to support even the Congress despite their bitter relations, to keep BJP out of power.
Sisodia said, “Agar aap ke ghar main aag
lagi ho to aap ganda pani bhi daal ke aag
bujhate ho. Modi aur Amit Shah vo aag
hain, jiske liye ganda pani bhi istimaal
karna pade to bujhana chaiye.” (If your
house is on fire, you would even use dirty
water to douse it. Modi-Shah duo is such
a fire that if need be, one must use dirty
water to douse it).
COMPILED BY VISHAL JOSHI,
AVTAR SINGH AND VIVEK GUPTA
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BEHBAL KALAN
FIRING: HEARING
ADJOURNED
TO MAY 28

FARIDKOT : The court of judicial

n

Members of Kisan Mazdoor Sangharsh Committee protesting near YPS Chowk in Mohali on Tuesday.

KESHAV SINGH/HT PHOTO

Protesting farmers face
water cannons in Mohali

TAX-FREE AGRI TRADE Farmers were marching to gherao Raj Bhawan to oppose
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership agreement for trade with 16 countries
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : At least 12 members of

Kisan Mazdoor Sangharsh Committee sustained minor injuries
after Chandigarh police used
water cannons on farmers protesting in Mohali. The farmers,
who had arrived from various
districts of Punjab, were marching to gherao Raj Bhavan, on
Tuesday, to oppose the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership agreement under which
the government is planning to initiate tax-free agri-trade with 16
countries.
The members started their
protest from Gurudwara Amb

Sikh groups
protest against
SAD chief
FEROZEPUR : Sikh organizations,
including Bargahi Insaaf Morcha, launched a campaign
against Akali Dal chief and
party nominee Sukhbir Singh
Badal, in several areas of Ferozepur constituency on Tuesday.
Leading the agitation, Baljeet
Singh Dhaduwal and Dhian
Singh Mannd, blamed the previous Akali government in Punjab, particularly Sukhbir, for
the alleged cases of sacrilege
and deaths of two Sikh
HTC
protesters.

›

With the import of
farm products, the
economy of agrarian
states, like Punjab, will
be ruined.
SAWARN SINGH PANDHE, general
secretary, Kisan Mazdoor
Sangharsh Committee

Sahib in phase-8, Mohali and
while they were crossing the UT
border near the YPS roundabout,
they were stopped by the Chandigarh police. The cops used six
vehicles equipped with water
cannons to douse the protestors.

At least 12 protesters were
injured and had to be rushed to
Government Medical College and
Hospital (GMCH) Sector 32, however, their injuries weren’t
described as serious. A lady constable was also reportedly
injured in this clash which lasted
over two hours.
Later, Rakesh Bhandari, deputy secretary to Punjab governor
VP Singh Badnore, reached the
spot and assured the farmers a
meeting with the governor on
June 4. General secretary, Kisan
Mazdoor Sangharsh Committee,
Sawarn Singh Pandher, said the
Centre is playing into the hands
of private players, and due to
pressure from WTO, the Modi

government is going to privatise
farm markets. “The government
is going to initiate tax-free trade
of agriculture produce with 16
countries under Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership. With the import of farm
products, the economy of agrarian states, like Punjab, will be
ruined. We oppose this Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership agreement and India
should keep away from this,”
added Pandher. Other demands
include full loan waiver, implementation of Swaminathan Commission report, stopping the auction of land and arrest of farmers,
and payment for sugarcane crop
with 15 % interest.

magistrate on Tuesday
adjourned the hearing of Moga
SSP Charanjit Sharma, who was
arrested for attempt to murder
charge on January 27 in Behbal
Kalan firing case, to May 28.
Sharma was presented before
the court through video conferencing.
An SIT had earlier arrested
Charanjit on January 27 from
his Hoshiarpur residence. Currently, he is lodged in Patiala
jail. SIT has filed an interim
chargesheet against Charanjit
on April 24. In the last hearing
on May 14, defence counsel had
filed a plea demanding copies of
all the statements of Charanjit
recorded by probe commissions
and investigation teams so far.
However, the prosecution has
objected it.
HTC

AN SIT HAD EARLIER
ARRESTED CHARANJIT
SHARMA ON JAN 27
FROM HIS HOSHIARPUR
RESIDENCE

Congress’ final push to turn
sacrilege heat on Akali Dal
Gurpreet Singh Nibber
n

CHANDIGARH: In a last-ditch

attempt to make the issue of sacrilege a decisive factor on the polling day in Punjab, the Congress
has arranged a rally of party president Rahul Gandhi in Bargari,
the epicentre of the incidents of
desecration of Guru Granth
Sahib in 2015.
The issue had found a widespread resonance during the 2017
assembly polls when the party
formed government. “Why cannot we hold a rally in Bargari
when they (Akali-BJP) rake up
the issue of the 1984 riots from
time to time? Rahul Gandhi will
raise the issue effectively,” said a
Congress leader.With five days
left for the voting, the issue is
already at the political centrestage.
Candidates of all political parties, including the Congress, Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), SAD (Taksali), Punjabi Ekta Party
(PEP)-led Punjab Democratic
Alliance (PDA) are raising a
bogey over the issue, with the
Akali-BJP combine on the
backfoot.

Fire station officer
held accepting ₹10K
THE COMPLAINANT
APPLIED FOR AN NOC
CLEARANCE FOR HIS
PETROL PUMP BUT WAS
TOLD TO PAY BRIBE
VB, which laid a trap and
caught the accused. A case has
been registered against Giyal
under section 7 of Prevention of
Corruption Act at vigilance
HTC
bureau, Jalandhar.

High court puts Ashu, state govt on notice
n

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: The Punjab and Hary-

ana high court has put state food
and civil supplies minister Bharat Bhushan Ashu, chief secretary, director general of police
and 19 others on notice for
August 23 in the Ludhiana
change of land use (CLU) case.
Urging the court to issue
directions to the principal secretary, local bodies department,
DGP, chief vigilance officer of
the local bodies department to
lodge a first information report

(FIR) against Ashu, builders
and officials of the local bodies
and revenue department, petitioner and whistleblower Kuldeep Khaira has also demanded
that the case should be handed
over to the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI).
CASE ROCKS
PUNJAB ASSEMBLY
The CLU case rocked the Punjab
assembly in February after an
inquiry report regarding construction of flats got leaked to a
section of the media.
The AAP members raised the

IT WAS ALLEGED THAT
CLU WAS GRANTED TO
A PRIVATE DEVELOPER IN
VIOLATION OF NORMS
TO CONSTRUCT FLATS
ON GILL ROAD
issue during zero hour of the
House. It has been alleged that
CLU was granted to a private
developer to construct flats at
Ishar Nagar on Gill Road in violation of norms.
In his petition, Khaira alleged

that Ashu, senior town planner
Gautam Kumar, assistant town
planers Kuljit Mangat, SS
Bindra, patwari Ravinderpal
Singh and others helped the
builder by preparing a false
report.
ALLEGATION OF
DEED TAMPERING
Khaira alleged that the local
bodies department and MC officials had changed the first page
of sale deed and also tampered
with the khasra numbers. They
obtained CLU on the basis of
forged documents, Khaira

ISSUE HAD FOUND A
WIDESPREAD
RESONANCE DURING
THE 2017 ASSEMBLY
POLLS WHEN THE PARTY
FORMED GOVERNMENT

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA CLU ROW

Harsimran Singh Batra
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R A H U L ’ S B A R G A R I R A L LY

GRAFT CASE

JALANDHAR: Vigilance bureau
(VB) arrested a fire station officer posted at Kapurthala fire
brigade station, after he was
caught redhanded while accepting ₹ 10,000 on Tuesday.
Jalandhar SSP Daljinder
Singh Dhillon said the complainant Harman Walia had
applied for NOC clearance for
his petrol pump but the accused,
identified as Ajay Goyal,
demanded ₹10,000 to grant the
certificate.
The complainant approached

punjab

alleged.
Earlier, an audio clip went
viral wherein Ashu is allegedly
threatening inquiry officer Balwinder Sekhon. Khaira also
demanded security for him and
his family members as he
alleged he was continuously getting threat calls.
Khaira said he filed a petition
as no action was taken against
the inquiry report of Sekhon.
Also, a report of additional
deputy commissioner had found
irregularities in the case but no
action
was
taken,
he alleged.

n

Rahul Gandhi

The issue may not find much
resonance in the parliamentary
segments in the Doaba belt, but it
is turning out to be a major poll
plank against the Akali-BJP candidates in Malwa, with a visible
impact in Bathinda, the Badals’
bastion where Harsimrat Kaur
Badal faces backlash besides Faridkot, Sangrur, Patiala, Fatehgarh Sahib, Ludhiana and
Anandpur Sahib.Also, the impact
is palpable in rural pockets of
Amritsar and Khadoor Sahib –
two constituencies in the Majha
belt.At her rally in Bathinda on
Tuesday, Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi also raised
the issue saying that Punjabis
and Sikhs are soulless without
Guru Granth Sahib.
“How can we forget it? Our

Guru was desecrated. I will vote
keeping the issue on mind,” said
Natha Singh of Burj Jawahar
Singhwala village in Faridkot.
In Bargari and Behbal Kalan,
the local residents are angry over
the fact their towns are now associated with sacrilege of Guru
Granth Sahib.
In the Ferozpur constituency,
SAD president Sukhbir Badal is
confident of pulling out a victory.
Realising that the sacrilege is
hurting their prospects in the
ongoing polls, the Akali-BJP candidates are countering it by terming as false the vow that Amarinder Singh took in 2016 on gutka to
break the drug cartel in Punjab in
four weeks after taking over as
chief minister, saying he would
face the Guru’s wrath. “Those
politicising desecration will face
the Guru’s wrath,” Sukhbir says.

Restore old pension
scheme, Mann tells
state government
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Punjab unit chief of
the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
and Lok Sabha nominee from
Sangrur, Bhagwant Mann, said
chief minister Arvind Kejriwal
government in Delhi had
already given its nod to restore
the old pension scheme (2004)
for government employees, and
it is now turn of the Punjab government to follow suit.
In a statement issued from
party headquarters in Chandigarh here on Tuesday, Mann
said that Captain Amarinder
Singh-led Congress government
had befooled the employees in
the state, forcing them to take to
streets.
Terming the introduction of
the new pension scheme as antiemployees, the AAP leader said
that the Shiromani Akali DalBharatiya Janata Party and the
Congress-led governments

›

Captain’s government
should immediately
abolish contractual
appointments and
regularise the services of
the employees.
BHAGWANT MANN, AAP state chief

were running away from their
primary duty.
He said the government
should move a resolution in the
coming assembly session to
expedite the matter.
Slamming the state government, Mann said it should
immediately
abolish
contractual appointments and
regularise the services of the
employees demanding a standing policy of recruitment for
employees on a permanent
basis.
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Protests continue in Valley against Bandipora rape
HT Correspondent
n

ANOTHER MINOR RAPED IN
J&K, ACCUSED ARRESTED

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR: Protests continued in

Kashmir against the alleged rape
of three-year-old girl in north
Kashmir’s Bandipora district,
with protesters blocking the
Srinagar – Baramulla national
highway for the second day on
Tuesday.
There has been no let-up in the
protests despite government
having promised time-bound
enquiry into the incident, which
took place on May 9. Police have
arrested the accused, Tahir
Ahmed Mir, and set up a special
investigation team (SIT) to complete the investigation speedily.
Students of Amar Singh College took out a rally against the
minor’s rape and pelted stones
on police, who then resorted to
tear smoke shells and pellets to
disperse the protesters. Few
moving vehicles were also

SRINAGAR: Days after the rape

n

A student hurling an exploded tear smoke canister at police during
WASEEM ANDRABI/HT
a protest in Srinagar on Tuesday.

stoned by the protesters, forcing
the traffic to stop. No injuries
were reported.
Students of Women’s College,
Kashmir University besides
other colleges protested in large
numbers against the heinous
crime. Protests were also held at

Bemina Degree College campus
with students demanding stern
action against the accused.
The government has already
ordered closure of colleges and
schools in several towns of north
Kashmir as officials apprehended wide spread protests

of an infant in Jammu and
Kashmir’s Bandipora
evoked shock and outrage,
another case of a minor’s
rape came to light in the the
state’s Ganderbal district on
Tuesday.
Based on a complaint
lodged by the family of a
teenaged girl in Ganderbal,
police arrested the accused
and set up a SIT for a speedy

across the institutions. Police
and paramilitary forces have
been deployed on Srinagar –Baramulla national highway and
other sensitive pockets of the
Valley, especially in north Kash-

probe.
“The accused has been
arrested and has been medically examined. An FIR
under relevant sections has
been lodged against the
accused in Ganderbal police
station,” a police officer
said, adding that the incident had reportedly
occurred on Sunday. The
accused also belongs to GanIANS
derbal district.

mir.
A senior police officer said
protesters blocked the national
highway at Singhpore and its
adjoining localities for the second consecutive day, forcing

police to divert the traffic
towards adjacent routes. Besides
speedy trial, protesters
demanded exemplary punishment to the rapists. The traffic
was later restored on the highway. On Monday, more than 60
people were injured, including
47 policemen, as demonstrations
raged across the restive northern territory against the incident. Dozens of vehicle, including ambulances were also damaged by the protesters. On
Tuesday, governor Satya Pal
Malik has sought exemplary
punishment to whoever raped
the minor girl in Bandipora district.
Police have also booked the
principal of a private school that
had issued a date of birth certificate in favour of the accused
showing him as a minor.
Preliminary medical examination of the accused shows Mir
is an adult.

Man who was shot at
apologises to militants
for his political links
HT Correspondent
n

media.
The NC worker is seen seeking
an apology from the militants for
his association with the NC, as
they aim their guns at him.
Sajjad, who is said to be a close
associate of former NC legislator
Showkat Ahmad Ganai, is heard
saying that he will break his ties
with the political party and
Showkat Ganai and will concentrate on his family and two
daughters.
Some senior NC leaders visited
him at the hospital on Tuesday.
“Sajjad is stable now. The gunmen had barged into his home
last night. First they shot his
video and after taking him outside the house, they fired on his
leg,’’ former NC legislator
Showkat Ganaisaid.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SRINAGAR : National Conference

worker, who was allegedly shot
and injured by militants on Monday evening, was warned to stay
away from politics before being
shot.
Militants fired on Sajjad
Ganai, 35, near his residence at
Chitragam Kalan village of south
Kashmir’s Shopian district on
Monday evening.
The NC worker suffered a gunshot wound in his leg and was
rushed to a hospital.
His condition is now stated to
be stable.
In a video, purportedly shot by
the militants before injuring him,
has been shared widely on social

CRPF MAN FEEDS DISTRESSED J&K BOY
SRINAGAR: A video clip of a CRPF
jawan, who was part of the
convoy that was targeted in the
Pulwama attack, has won plaudits
for feeding a boy who appeared
differently-abled in Srinagar’s old
city. Head constable Iqbal Singh
was on law and order duty at
Safakadal on Monday when he
shared his meal with the boy. A
31-second video of Singh feeding
the boy has gone viral on social
media.

“Singh has done a very commendable work. He was deployed at
Safakadal when the boy, whose
hands were stricken with paralysis, signalled him for food, a senior
official said. Singh walked
towards the boy and immediately
started feeding him. Some locals
shot the video. We don’t even
know who shot it,” said CRPF
PRO Sanjay Sharma.

n

Singh was driving one of the 78
vehicles on February 14 when the
fifth in their convoy was hit by a
suicide attack killing 40 troops.

A video grab of CRPF head constable feeding a differently abled boy
in Srinagar.

Management, media, law, engg
courses at Bennett University
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Bennett University has

announced admissions for bachelor’s and postgraduate programmes in the fields of engineering, law, management and media
for the academic year 2019-20.
The university, located in
Greater Noida and run by the
Times of India Group, provides
courses that are supported by
research-driven faculty and
global academic partnerships
with leading institutions across
the world such as Georgia Tech,
Cornell and Babson.
The university’s School of
Engineering and Applied Sciences offers B.Tech modules in multiple streams that include

THE UNIVERSITY,
LOCATED IN GREATER
NOIDA AND RUN BY THE
TIMES OF INDIA GROUP,
PROVIDES COURSES
THAT ARE SUPPORTED
BY RESEARCH-DRIVEN
FACULTY
mechanical, biotechnology, engineering physics, computer sciences and electronics, and communication engineering apart from
PhD programmes for these
domains.
The Times School of Media
offers three-year bachelor’s programmes in journalism and mass

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT
MBKM KALER IELTS academy
urgently required IELTS trainer (IDP
or BC certified) attractive salary.
Free accommodation and food for
outstation candidates. Contact:
8427466322.

TEACHERS REQUIRED for Akal
Academy Dakra Sahib, Near Raipur
Rani, Akal Academy Holi, Near M.M
University Mullana, Barara, Akal
Academy Manoli Surat, Distt Mohali
for Kindergarten, English, Social
Science, Maths, Science, Sports (PTI)
and Fluency in English is must.
Eligibility: Graduation/Post Graduation in required stream. Transport
facility available. B.Ed is
compulsory. Salary: 15,000 to
20,000. Walk in interview: Test:
Sharp 10:30 am only: Gurudwara
Saheed Baba Deep Singh Ji, Ichaa
Poorak Dham, Near Village
Devinagar, G.T. Road, Ambala City
(98720-18459) on 17.05.2019.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, DALJIT Singh Gill S/o Surat Singh
R/o Vill: Waring Suba Singh TehKhadur Sahib(Tarn Taran)changed
my name to Daljit Singh Gill.

I PUJA Wadhwa W/o Amit Wadhwa
R/o 96-A, Near South City, Country
Homes West, Ayali Kalan Ludhiana
have changed the name of my minor
Son from Karam Wadhwa to Karam
Yashvardhan Wadhwa.

I, GURPREET Singh S/o Jaswinder
Singh Village Bahar Mazara P.O.
Kultham Teh. Banga Distt. SBS
Nagar. I have changed my name
Gurpreet Singh to Gurpreet Singh
Ranu. All Concerned note please.

I JATINDER Kaur Saini D/O sh Sher
Singh R/O H. No 734 ph - 6 (mohali)
SAS Nagar hereby declare that my
name is mentioned Jatinder Saini in
some documents where as in other
documents my name is mentioned
as Jatinder Kaur Saini. Jatinder Saini
and Jatinder Kaur Saini are one and
the same person. To all concerned.

I, MOHNI Chopra widow of Dharam
Pal Chopra R/o-HouseNo-3239,
Sector-41D,Chandigarh,declare that
Geeta Chopra W/o Varinder Khana
and Neena Chopra D/o Dharampal
Chopra,are my married daughters
who are not in my control.I disown
them from my all moveable and
immovable properties.Anybody
dealing with them at their own
responsibility.I have no concern
with them.

communication besides one-year
postgraduate diploma programmes in digital media and
business journalism.
The School of Law offers integrated programmes with Honours including BA LLB (Honours) and BBA LLB (Honours).
This year, the school will also add
the three-year LLB (Honours)
course. The School of Management offers a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
programme with specialisations
in marketing, finance, operations
and entrepreneurship.
For graduates, the school
offers the Master of Business
Administration course, which is
supported by the Times of India
Group through its industry network.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, KAMALJEET Kaur W/o Jujhar
Singh, VPO. Karala, Teh. Banur &
Distt.SAS Nagar (Mohali), changed
name Karamjit Kaur.

I, VARINDER Kumar Dawesar S/o
Sh. Satinder Nath R/o 603, E-14, GH79, Sector 20, Panchkula have
changed my name to Varinder
Kumar for all purposes. All
concerned please note.

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

I ASHWANI Kumar S/o Des Raj R/o
# 325 Sector 40-A, Chandigarh have
changed my name from Ashwani
Kumar to Ashwani Kumar Kohli.

I, KIRAN Bala W/o Lalit Mohan
Nayyar R/o 1450/1, Street No. 12,
Janakpuri, Ludhiana have changed
my name to Kiran Nayyar.

I HARPINDER Singh S/o Tarsem
Singh R/o Village Bela Ram Garh,
Tehsil Nangal, Distt. Rupnagar,
Punjab have changed my minor
son's name from Harneet Singh to
Harneet Virk.

I DIVYA Bharti Sharma D/O Pyare
Lal Sharma Village Hapwana PO. MD
Galu Tehsil Sundernagar Distt
Mandi HP declared that in my
father's army Record No. 13754522W
my name entered wrongly Divya
Bharti instead of Divya Bharti
Sharma.

COURT NOTICES

I, SHAMPY Sharma W/o Divyanshu
Arora R/o 217, Rani Jhansi Road
Ghumar Mandi, Civil Lines, Ludhiana
have changed my name to Kayra
Arora.

I, GEETA Dabra W/o Satish Tandon,
R/o #307/2, Sector 45-A,
Chandigarh, have changed my name
from Geeta Tandon after marriage &
both names are of one and same
person. Concerned Note.

I. MAHENDER Singh S/o Dyalu
Ram R/o Bhoor PO Jhangi,Tehsil
Sandhol,Mandi HP in my Army
record my son's name Amit Kumar
DOB 23.02.1995 wrongly entered.
Her Correct name is Amit Thakur &
DOB-23.01.1995.

I, NOOPUR D/o Ganesh Ram R/o
#1349/10, Phase-11, SAS Nagar,
(Mohali), Punjab have changed my
name to Noopur Kumari Kashyap

I, RANJIT Kaur W/o Nirmal Singh
Thind, Vill Gowara Teh Malerkotla,
Sangrur, changed my name to
Ranjeet Kaur Thind.

I, RAJINDER Singh Gosal S/o Ajaib
Singh, Azad Nagar, Khanna,
Ludhiana, have changed name to
Rajinder Singh.

I MANJIT Singh s/o Harchand Singh
R/o Gali no - 5, Gulabgarh Road,
Preet Nagar, Derabassi, Mohali have
lost my Registry vide Vasika No- 751,
jild no 486 dt 24/6/1993 on
01/05/2019.

I BISHAN Lal S/o Bihari Lal and
Prem Lata w/o Bishan Lal, R/o #
3444, Sector 15-D, Chandigarh, are
hereby declare that we disown our
son Amit Kumar and his wife Nidhi
from all our moveable &
immoveable properties.

I, GIRISH Chandra S/o Late Shri
Atma Ram R/o # 2733 Sector 38
Chandigarh have changed my name
from Girish Chandra to Girish
Chander
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spiceoflife

Be practical, just what the Dr ordered
Dr Rajiv Sharma

P

ractice makes a man
perfect. After 25 years of
clinical practice, I’ve
become quite apt in handling patients with a realistic
combination of skill, science
and practicality. A quick socioeconomic and psychological
analysis of the patient helps me
handle the situation with ease.
But that was not always the
case. A quarter of a century ago
when I was freshly out of medical college and a greenhorn, I
often found myself at sea while
treating a patient. Every time a
patient consulted me for an ailment, I would hurriedly start
flipping through the umpteen
textbooks I’d read in college in
the back of my mind. I used to

PRESENCE OF MIND
AND OPTIMUM USE
OF RESOURCES AT
HAND ARE ESSENTIALS
OF FIRST AID
get so engrossed in making
mental notes of what I had been
taught that sometimes I would
lose track of what the patient
was complaining about. Many a
times, I had to request the
patient to recount the ordeal all
over again.
Once, while travelling by
train from Amritsar to Delhi, a
middle-aged woman shouted
out in the compartment: “Is
there any doctor around here?”
I raised my hand only to be told

that a man was suffering from a
severe toothache. The woman
asked if I could be of any help. I
expressed my helplessness, saying: “He needs an analgesic
injection but I’m not carrying
my first aid kit right now.” “Oh!
That’s OK,” she said and immediately asked a migrant labourer sitting near her to give her
his bidi. She unrolled the leaf,
collected the tobacco and pulverised it into a fine powder
before asking the man with the
toothache to insert it in the
affected cavity. I don’t know
how it works exactly but he
completed the rest of his journey in peace.
Presence of mind, common
sense and optimum use of
resources at hand are the essentials of providing first aid to a

letterstoeditor
WAIT AND WATCH
This is with reference to the editorial, The conflict in the opposition (HT, May 14). The mercurial
Mamata Banerjee and self-deifying Mayawati must be complimented for their astute stand
that meetings of opposition parties should be held after the
results come in as deliberations
will be productive once the arithmetic becomes clear. Many permutations and combinations in
both camps are in the offing.
India needs a strong and stable
Centre than ever before to steer
its dasha and disha in five years
and beyond. In national interest,
the media and judiciary ought to
rein in, if a need arises, any misadventures by politicians. It’s
best to keep our fingers crossed
till May 23.
Lalit Bharadwaj,
Panchkula

CLASH OF AMBITIONS
Our democracy has come to a
stage where one-party majority
rule remains a dream, courtesy
the greed of our politicians to
remain in power by hook or
crook. The Mahagatbandhan is

patient in distress.
On another occasion, while
returning from hospital on a hot
day, I saw a school girl unconscious by the roadside. I was
quick to rush to her rescue and
started checking her blood pressure and pulse. In the meantime, my mind was running
through the algorithm of treating an unconscious patient,
which we had been taught in
medical college.
Suddenly, a burly Sikh gentleman emerged from nowhere.
He lifted the girl and took her
under the shade of a tree
before running off to fetch a
bucket full of water from a
nearby cycle repair shop. He
emptied the bucket on her. She
opened her eyes in no time and
stood up sorting her clothes and

belongings.
“Dakter saab, kudi noo loo
lag gayi si. Tuhadi machine
vich kujh nahi aana (Doctor,
the girl suffered a sun stroke.
Your instruments can’t detect
that),” he said as he walked
away. I wore the look of a soldier sent back from the line of
action. I hurriedly kicked my
scooter to life and made a swift
retreat.
Sometimes, empirical knowledge scores over the hardearned textbook knowledge in
day to day life. In Punjabi, there
is a saying to validate this:
“Padhey naalo gudhe change
(Well-trod is better than well
read)”.
n

rajivsharma.rs201067@gmail.com

The writer is an Amritsar-based
freelance contributor

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
vulnerable to a clash of ambitions. It is a myth that if the BJP
wins, Narendra Modi will be the
PM. In the BJP, there are many
aspirants, including Nitin Gadkari. The BJP is dominated by
the RSS that forced its choice,
Yogi Adityanath, as the UP CM.
The thumb rule of Indian democracy is that the party having
maximum numbers will choose
its leader. The position is different in 2019. The aim of the opposition is to dislodge the BJP and
Modi as the next PM.
Capt Amar Jeet Kumar
(retd), Mohali

OPPN UNITY A MIRAGE
The conflict in the opposition has
brought out the inherent complications that result in a clash of
ambitions among leaders. Chandrababu Naidu (TDP) was keen
on a meeting of the opposition
between the end of polling and
declaration of results; Mayawati
and Mamata Banerjee, both
aspiring to be PM, are in favour
of doing so after the verdict. The
opposition did not declare its PM
candidate to avoid bickering
during elections. Broad opposi-

tion unity is a mirage in the face
of competitive politics. Everyone
will demand his/her pound of
flesh sooner than later.
Usha Verma, Chandigarh

MEDIA SHOULD
INTROSPECT
The latest report of the Broadcast Audience Research Council
says Prime Minister Narendra
Modi got three times more TV
airtime than Congress president Rahul Gandhi during the
first four weeks of April. This
skewed coverage raises questions on the media, the fourth
pillar of democracy. It is
expected to be impartial, particularly during elections, so that
voters can make an informed
choice. It is now the media’s
turn to introspect and make a
course correction.
Kamal Arora, Panchkula

ging in mudslinging at his opponents. As if this were not enough,
when one reaches home in the
evening, all TV anchors along
with so-called experts can be
seen using their lung power.
Ever thought why? Just for gaining power. The media should a
constructive role. Shouting and
use of abusive language should
be banned.
Ravinder Kumar Jain,
Ludhiana

A veteran actor like him should
avoid issuing statements that
polarise voters. He has forgotten
that he took the political plunge
by promising to highlight developmental issues. He needs to
mend his ways lest his political
stint end up short and fruitless
like those politicians who forget
that people want development
not to lock horns on religious
issues.
Upant Sharma, Una

NGT FINE ON PANIPAT
REFINERY GOOD STEP

CHECK RISING PRICES
OF ESSENTIAL ITEMS

The National Green Tribunal’s
fine of Rs 17.3 crore on the Indian
Oil Corporation Limited’s Panipat refinery for causing pollution is a good step for environment protection. The amount
could be used for restoring the
environment in the area.
Devendra Khurana

The ruling and opposition parties are busy fighting the Lok
Sabha elections but the common
man is aggrieved as the retail
inflation is at a six-month high of
2.92% in April, making food
items costlier. Inflation in urban
areas rose to 4.64% in April from
3.47% in the previous month.
Cartels and middlemen manipulated prices. The stock markets
or upbeat economic data do not
reflect the true picture of the
economy. The government
should take steps to check rising
prices of essential items.
SK Khosla, Chandigarh

BITTER CAMPAIGN

STOKING COMMUNALISM

The 2019 general election is
among the most bitterly fought
campaigns. Earlier, Mani
Shankar Aiyar was enough to
vitiate the poll atmosphere. Now
nobody, not even the PM, is lag-

One wonders what actor Kamal
Haasan wants to convey by saying that Mahatma Gandhi’s
assassin Nathuram Godse was
the first Hindu terrorist. Is it a
bid to stoke communal passions?

JA M M U M I N O R ’ S A B DU CT I O N

After DGP felicitates probe team, officer says none held
Ravi Krishnan Khajuria
n

ravi.khajuria@htlive.com

JAMMU: : Two days after Jammu
and Kashmir Police director general of police (DGP) Dilbag Singh
appreciated the investigation
team for their “professional
efforts and commitment” in rescuing an abducted boy and
arresting all the accused within a
few days, a state police officer on
Tuesday claimed no arrest had

been made in the case.
Anirudh Sharma, a Class 5 student, was kidnapped by unidentified men on May 6 afternoon
when he was returning home in
Samba district from Army Public
School at Kaluchak in Jammu
district. The 10-year-old boy was
“rescued” on May 8 from Chowadi area.
“No arrest has been made but
we have rounded up around
dozen suspects. We feel that five

to six among them could be
involved in the crime,” said the
police officer, requesting anonymity.
“The identity of the accused
has not been revealed as yet
because one or two among them
are still out of reach. If the names
are revealed, it will make our task
difficult,” he said.
The officer said that media
would not have to wait for long
and by Wednesday the police was

expected to crack the case.
“Most likely we will divulge all
the details by tomorrow (Wednesday). No ransom was paid to the
kidnappers. Once missing links
are established and all the
accused are arrested, we will
divulge the details,” he said.
Some media reports, attributing to unconfirmed sources, said
Rs 50 lakh was paid as ransom by
the family to the kidnappers
before they abandoned the boy,

who then was spotted by a religious leader on a road in Chowadi
during early hours of May 8.
On Sunday, the DGP had
rewarded the teams which investigated the kidnapping and the
abortive Banihal terror attack
cases in the state. The police personnel, who conducted the investigation of the cases, were also
given commendation certificates
and cash prize by the DGP at the
police darbar.

region
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Priyanka’s Himachal rally
cancelled due to bad weather
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SUNDERNAGAR: All India Congress
Committee (AICC) general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra’s
proposed visit to Himachal Pradesh on Tuesday was cancelled
due to bad weather.
Priyanka was scheduled to
address a rally at Sundernagar
in support of Congress nominee
from Mandi Lok Sabha seat
Aashray Sharma, grandson of
former Union minister Sukh
Ram.
Aashray is pitted against sitting MP and BJP candidate Ram
Swaroop Sharma.
The AICC general secretary
was scheduled to arrive at Sundernagar at around noon.
“There were security concerns due to weather conditions
in the region and the permission
for her flight was not granted by

the authorities,” said AICC
in-charge for Himachal Pradesh
Rajni Patil.
“Priyankaji was eager to be
among you, but couldn’t come
due to bad weather. She has sent
a lot of love for the people of Himachal Pradesh,” Patil told the
waiting crowd. Earlier, Priyanka’s rally at Theog in Shimla
district was cancelled due to
security reasons.
Meanwhile, the cancellation
of her visit left the supporters,
who had come from far of places,
including Lahaul-Spiti,
Kinnaur and Bharmour, disappointed.
Many were also angry with
the state leadership for not
informing them on time. “The
state party leaders should have
requested Priyanka to address
the rally through mobile phone,”
said Mohan Negi, who had come
from Kinnaur.

Later, she sent a video clip
urging voters to extend their
support to party’s Mandi candidate Aashray Sharma.
In the 55-second-long video
clip, she appealed to the people to
vote for the Congress if they wish
to see development in their constituency.
In Priyanka’s absence, former
chief minister Virbhadra Singh,
former Union cabinet minister
Anand Sharma, HP Congress
in-charge Rajni Patil, CLP leader
Mukesh Agnihotri and former
Union telecom minister Sukh
Ram addressed a rally.
All the Congress leaders targeted Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and chief minister Jai Ram
Thakur in their speeches.
Interestingly,
Aashray
Sharma did not attend the rally.
All the four Lok Sahba seats in
Himachal Pradesh will go to
polls on May 19.

Punjab-origin man
in UK jailed for life
for killing student
LONDON: A Punjab-origin man in
the UK was on Tuesday jailed
for life along with his British
accomplice for killing a 22-yearold man who was shot at “point
blank range” while travelling in
a car as part of a drug-dealing
feud last year. Juskiran Sidhu,
28, and Philip Babatunde Fashakin, 26, must serve at least 30
years in jail before being considered for parole, the Old Bailey
court in London ruled. Judge
Nigel Lickley said Hashim
Abdalla Ali was “ambushed”
and shot at “point blank range”
in a “ruthless and brutal act” as
part of a drug-dealing feud.
The duo, who went to the cinema after committing the crime,
had been found guilty of the
murder of Ali during a trial at
the court last week.
“Fashakin and Sidhu carried
out a brutal attack which led to
a young man losing his life at the
side of the road,” said Detective
Chief Inspector Garry Moncrieff, who led the investigation
for the Metropolitan Police. “We
hope these lengthy sentences
bring some kind of closure for
Mr Ali’s family,” he said.
The court heard that on 11
October 2018, Ali was passenger
in a black Mercedes driven by
his friend. The car had just
pulled up on Central Avenue in
London when Fashakin and
Sidhu approached and discharged a firearm towards the
passenger side of the vehicle,
PTI
striking Ali.

National High Speed Rail Corporation Limited
(A Joint Sector Company of Govt. of India and Participating
State Governments)

Vacancy Notice
NHSRCL is a joint sector company of Ministry of
Railways and participating state governments which
has been entrusted with the task of building ﬁrst highspeed rail corridor between Mumbai-Ahmedabad.
NHSRCL invites applications for various positions
in Civil, Track, Electrical, S&T, Rolling Stock, Train
Operations, Station Operations from the ofﬁcers/
managers working in Central PSUs (SPVs)/Metro
Railways/Ministry of Railways to join the company
on absorption/deputation basis. The positions are
for various locations/ofﬁces of NSHRCL/MAHSR
Project. The last date for submitting the applications
is 04.06.2019.
Details of vacancy may be seen at the ofﬁcial website:
www.nhsrcl.in

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY HAMIRPUR
(An Institute of National Importance)

ADMISSION OF PHD/ MBA
Applications are invited for PhD (Full Time/ Part Time)
Admission in Various Departments/ Centres and MBA admission at
National Institute of Technology Hamirpur for the Academic Year
2019-20, For Details visit institute Website http://www.nith.ac.in
Sd/Dean (Academic),
NIT Hamirpur (HP)
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An insurance fraud
that preyed on
disease, desperation
PAYING WITH THEIR LIVES Between 2017 and 2019,
nearly hundred people from villages in Haryana died in
tragic but commonplace road accidents. But did they really?

a former insurance agent
born in Sevali, Sonepat

CONNECTED THEY STAND:
WHO PLAYED WHAT ROLE IN THE SCAM

Snigdha Poonam and Leena Dhankhar
n

Pawan Kumar Bhoria (42),

letters@hindustantimes.com

O

fficially, Ajit Singh died in a
roadaccident8kmfromhisvillageinHaryana’sRohtakdistrictat7amonApril1,2018.It’s
what his wife, Satwanti, who
claimed to be present on the
spot,reportedattheHisarSadarpolicestation.Hisnephew,SachinDhull,explained
the chain of events in his statement to the
police: “My uncle, Ajit, and my aunt, Satwanti, had gone to the village Dabra to
check out a buffalo for purchase. [While
theywereout]Iwasinformedthatacarhit
my uncle causing an accident. Driving
carelessly and at high speed, the driver of
the[Hyundai]i-20car(no:HR31M7380)hit
my uncle from behind. He died due to the
injuriesfromtheaccident.Ihaveidentified
thedeadbody[atCivilHospital,Hisar]….I
request the police to find the name and
address of the driver and initiate legal
action.”
On April 2, a report on the front page of
thenewspaperHisarKesarilaidoutmore
details.“Ajithadclimbeddownfromabus
andhadbarely takena few steps when an
unidentifiedvehiclehithim.Ajitdropped
down unconscious. The driver fled the
scene.Ajitwastaken,withthehelpofpeople present on the spot, to the hospital
wherehewasdeclaredbroughtdead.The
body has been handed over to his family
after a post-mortem examination.”
At 10.48am, the officer in-charge at
Hisar Sadar station registered an FIR by
Satwanti, and charged the unidentified
driver under Sections 279 (rash driving)
and 304-A (death by negligence) of the
Indian Penal Code. Five people known to
the deceased identified his body at the
mortuary, including his wife, older
brother, and nephew. “The body is lying
on the stretcher. There is fresh blood on
noseandmouth.Thechestseemssunkon
the right side,” read the panchnama or
police’s record of observations.
The post-mortem examination conducted at 12pm noted “clotted blood in
both nostrils and mouth”, “blue-colour
bruise of approximately 10 x 15 cm over
right side of chest, multiple rib fractures,
laceration of lung tissue” and “multiple
abrasions over both foot, elbow, face and
forehead”.
Signedbytheresidentmedicalofficerat
Civil Hospital, Hisar, the post-mortem
report put down the cause of death as
“injurytovitalorgans…sufficienttocause
death in ordinary course of life”.
That settled the matter. Ajit’s wife and
relativeswenthome.Thepolicemovedon.
At least 150,000 people are killed in road
accidents in India every year. Ajit happenedtobejustanotherone—anordinary
end to an ordinary life. Back home, his
wifeinformallymarriedhisolderbrother,
Naseeb,inacommonturnofeventinparts
of rural Haryana. They expected no big
changes to their life. Except one.
Days before he was killed, Ajit had
signedupforpersonalaccidentinsurance
policy with at least four companies, at an
averagepremiumof₹5,000.An“accidental
death” would entitle his nominee to at
least ₹25 lakh from one. In July 2018, Satwanti sent a letter to the ‘claims’ departmentofBajajAllianz.“Iaminformingyou
withdeepregretthatmyhusbandAjithas
diedinaroadaccident.Ihaveattachedall
documentsrelatedtohisdeath.Pleaseinitiate the process of compensation.”

CONCRETE DOUBT
Sometime between 2017 and 2018, many
insuranceagenciesoperatinginHaryana
began to suspect a trend.
During that period, Bharti AXA General Insurance received a stream of Personal Accidental Claims from Haryana.
Therewasastrangecommonalitytothem.
“Thenominee’sbankaccountwasopened
just one or two months prior to buying
Bharti AXA General Insurance policies.
The PAN (Permanent Account Number)
card of nominees was also issued just a
coupleofmonthsbefore.Interestingly,we
found all the insured were farmers and
they had never taken any personal accidental policies in past,” said Aman Bedi,
associatevice-president,Fraud&Investigation Unit, Bharti AXA. This wasn’t all.
“Aspermedicaldocuments,weobserved
that all insured died due to head injuries
and they were brought dead to the hospital.Whilescrutinisingthesecases,wealso
found three common mobile numbers,”
Bedi said. Similar concerns were coming
upatBajajAllianz.Itwasreceiving“alot”

HARYANA
Karnal
Hisar

Sonepat
Rohtak
Jhajjar

ofcasesfrom“RohtakandSonepat”ofpersonalaccidents in whichthe gap between
buyingofpolicyandpressingofclaimwas
too close. It had also noticed in the police
documents, the absence of eyewitnesses,
photos of the accident spots, and injuries
sufferedbyfellowpassengers.Executives
at Chola MS General Insurance had
noticed that in four such claims received
by the company in 2017-18 “the deceased
wereinsuredfor₹10lakheach,neitherfor
a higher value, nor for a lower value; the
victims were farmers by profession but
purchased online policies using credit/
debit cards; and the policies were bought
one month prior to the deaths”. Mysteriously, in all the four cases, the victim was
ridingpilliononamotorbikewhosedriver
lost balance because of the sudden emergence of an animal in front of the vehicle:
buffalos in two cases, a bull in one, and an
antelope in another.
Theinsurancefirmswerealsonoticing
thattheroadaccidentskillingtheirclients
werebeingreportedatthesamepolicestations in Sonepat, Jhajjar, Hisar and Panipat.Sometimein2017,aprivateinvestigator (PI) in Haryana received “19 to 20”
cases from “various insurance companies”. He reached out to the families,
neighbours,doctorsandpolice officers in
each of these cases. No one was willing to
talk,buthepickedupsomeinformation.In
2018, he reported back to the insurance
companies saying that he had “concrete
doubt” that these deaths weren’t caused
by road accidents.
These farmers had died of cancer.
OnApril5,2019,BhartiAXAfiledacomplaintwiththedirectorgeneralofpolicein
Panchkula,afterayearofinternalinvestigations,allegingthatagangofconmenhad
defrauded the company of crores of
rupees. Several other insurance companiesfollowedwithsimilarcomplaints.The
case was handed over to the Special Task
Force (STF) of Haryana Police. On April
20, after two weeks of investigation, STF
arrested the mastermind of the scam and
his two close aides from Sonepat.
Everything about the scam sounds
strangely unreal. The Haryana-based
gangallegedly identifiedterminalcancer
patients from rural, low-income backgrounds, got them to insure themselves
with multiple companies by hiding their
condition,waitedforthemtodie,andthen
puttheirdeadbodiesthrough“accidents”.
The gang kept a part of the insured sum,
between ₹8 and ₹20 lakh in each case, and
distributed the rest among its partners in
crime: family members, police officers,
recordkeepers,doctors,insuranceagents,
andpublicprosecutors.Atleast100people
havebeenaccusedofbeingcomplicitinthe
scam that allegedly carried on for two
years, executed nearly a 100 cases, and
cheated more than 25 insurance companies of over ₹100 crore, according to STF.
HIT AND RUN
InBhagwatipurvillage,everyoneremembers Ajit Singh, but few are willing to talk
about the circumstances of his death.
Except for Balwan Dhull, his longtime
neighbourwhotreatedhimlikeayounger
brother. “He was diagnosed with cancer
two or three years before his death. His
treatment was going on in PGIMS (Post
Graduate Institute of Medical Science,
Rohtak),” said Dhull between long drags
on his hookah. He said he saw Singh
shortly before the latter took his last
breath. “At four in the morning, I went to
see him. He was feeling uneasy. He asked
metoplacehiscotoutunderthesky.When
Iwentbackat6am,hewaslyingdead.His
wife was there.” Then, Dhull said, the
“insurancewale” showed up. “They took
away his body.Unka accident dikha diya

Pawan Bhoria
and his gang

Record
keepers

Family members

Bhoria masterminded the scam
while handling motor accident
claims at an insurance
company. His eight-member
gang consisted of people he
knew and trusted: cousin,
nephew, friends

The computer operator at
Haryana’s biggest public
hospital in Rohtak sold the
names of last-stage throat
cancer patients to Bhoria and
his gang for 10,000 to
15,000 per file

The family members of these
cancer patients colluded with the
gang to have the patient insured
for 8 to 20 lakh each with
multiple companies. They also
also filed false FIRs and
insurance claims

Investigating
officers
Officers at several police
stations in Jhajjar,
Sonepat, Rohtak
and Hisarr helped
the gang sshow the
patients’ deaths as
accidental o
on paper —
in FIRs and
d in record
of observ
vations for
autop
psies

Postmortem
doctors
The doctors who
performed autopsies llooked
k away
from obvious signs of cancer on the
bodies of the deceased, and mentioned in
their reports only the presence of accident
injuries, as presented by the police, as the
cause of death

Insurance agents

Public prosecutors

The gang used to bribe the investigation
agents of the private insurance companies
after the families had pressed for claims and
ask them to submit a report in their favour.
p by
y an independent
p
It was the report
or that hinted at
investigato
the presence of something
bout the clai
fishy ab

If a claim battle went to the
court, the gang
id the
th
even paid
public
prosecuttors
at timess to
settle th
he
case in itts
favour

Hospitals
The hospitals where the post-mortem
examinations were conducted also
produced the death certificates
in these cases.
The certificates carried
signatures of the Registrar
of Birth and Death for
the said district

HOW THE
SCAM WAS
BUSTED
SSUSPICION
I 2017 and 2018, insurance companies in
In
Haryana received a stream of suspicious
H
cclaims of personal accident insurance
The victims were all farmers with no
iinsurance history
The gap between buying of policy and
p
pressing
of claim was too close — five days
iin one case
No one else got injured in these road
aaccidents

ILLUSTRATION:
GAJANAN NIRPHALE

[they showed his death as an accident].”
Dhull saw the dead body again after a few
hours.“Wewerecalledtothemortuaryto
identify it. [This time] his body had injuriesfromheadtochest.”Likemostpeople
close to Ajit Singh, Balwan Dhull knew
what was going on. “Paise bana rahe the
[they were making money off it].”
Very little is known yet about the mastermind of the scam. Pawan Kumar Bhoria, 42, was born in Sevali village in Haryana’s Sonepat district. At the time of his
arrest,hewaslivinginarentedapartment
inahousingsocietyinKundliontheDelhiHaryanaborderwithhiswifeandtwochildren.AftergraduatingfromaSonepatcollegeandanunfinishedcourseinlawfrom
Meerut University, he began to work for
insurance agencies. Between 2005 and
2015,heworkedinthreeinsurancecompanies,startingasanagentandmovingonto
handlingcasesthatwenttoMACT(motor
accident claims tribunal). It was while
working at Reliance General Insurance,
wherehespenteightyears,thathegotthe
idea for the scam. “It was a unique strategy, and no one had ever thought of turning deaths into accidents,” he explained
to STF.
Currently he and his seven-member
gang — cousins, nephews, friends — are
facingchargesundersection201(destruc-

tionofevidence),205(falsepersonationfor
purpose of act or proceeding in suit or
prosecution), 34 (common intention), 420
(fraud),464(makingafalsedocument),465
(forgery), 468 (forgery for purpose of
cheating), and 471 (using forged document) of the Indian Penal Code at Civil
Lines police station in Sonepat.
Bhoria began the scam in 2015 by contacting the computer operator of the cancerwardofthestate’slargestpublichospital and buying from him the details of
patients going through the last stage of
throat cancer. “The gang paid between
₹10,000 and ₹15,000 per file to the operator
atPGIMS, Rohtak,” saiddirectorgeneral
of police Satheesh Balan.
The computer operator at PGIMS was
arrested on April 21. The institute has

ARMED WITH THE NAMES AND
ADDRESSES OF THE TERMINAL
PATIENTS, BHORIA AND HIS
GANG WENT TO THEIR HOMES
AND PROPOSED A LUCRATIVE
DEAL. IN MOST CASES, IT WAS
MIDDLE-AGED MEN WHO WERE
ABOUT TO DIE OF CANCER

expressed“shock”atlearningthat“someone from PGIMS was also involved.” Dr
Varun Arora, public relations officer at
PGIMS,saidtheinstitutehaslaunchedan
internal inquiry. “We treat more than a
lakh patients per year, and their records
arestoredacrossdifferentwardsbasedon
the category of ailment.”
Armedwiththenamesandaddressesof
theterminalpatients,Bhoriaandhisgang
wenttotheirhomesandproposedalucrative deal. In most of the cases, it was middle-agedmenwhowereabouttodieofcancer. Bhoria and his aides reminded the
family of what they were set to lose with
the death of the main working member of
thefamily,andwhattheycouldgainifthey
played their part in the scheme. They
wouldn’t have to do much, the gang told
the families. Their bank accounts would
be opened, the minimum amount put in,
theirPANcardapplicationswouldbesubmitted, insurance forms filled, even premiumsprovidedfor.STF’sinvestigations
intothefourcasesbroughtupbyCholaMS
revealed that “all the insurance policies
were purchased through the same IP
address, even though the deceased
belonged to different districts”. All the
family had to do was to say as they were
told and to sign, or mark their thumb
impressionsattheappropriateplaces.“In

many cases, the family members turned
downour offers.Weusedto targetatleast
50 patients a month out of which only
10 agreed to get insured,” Bhoria told
STF. As part of this deal, the patient and
theirfamilyalsopermittedBhoriaandhis
gang to seize control of the dead body and
“kill” it in an accident. The most commonlyenactedaccidentwasahit-and-run.
“When the patient would die, they would
take the body to a spot and crush it with a
vehicle to pass it off as an accident,” said
KK Rao, inspector general of police in the
STF. On April 24, STF arrested Sumit
Kumar,thesonofacancervictimwhodied
in December 2018, for filing a false FIR for
accidentaldeathofhisfather.Hehadfiled
claimswithvariousinsurancecompanies
aggregating to a sum of ₹1 crore. He
received ₹2 lakh from the scamsters,
accordingtoSTF.Thepolicerecoveredthe
cash from his house in Ballah village in
Karnal district.
At times, it was the same car hitting
“walking”or“bike-borne”personsindifferentdistrictsandrunningawayfromthe
spot. “The death of Dharamvir Singh on
11.4.2019 who was from village Kansala
and suffered from cancer was shown as
being caused by an accident. The car that
issupposedtohavehithim(HR11LL4100
I-20) belongs to Mohit [accomplice of
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He was diagnosed with cancer two or three years before his death. His treatment was going on in
PGIMS. ...Unka accident dikha diya [they showed it as an accident].

BALWAN DHULL, a Bhagwatipur resident whose neighbour died last year

n

›

My nephew did as he was told by Pawan, which was to call him up after the death of his father and to
bring his body to Sonepat Civil Hospital where he had already managed to show it as an accidental death.

MUKESH MANN, a Ballah resident whose brother died in 2017

A view of the Regional Cancer Centre of PGIMS in Haryana’s Rohtak. The scam
began with the mastermind buying the records of last-stage cancer patients from
the computer operator.

n

Some of the alleged gang members and their accomplices after being arrested by the Special Task Force of
the Haryana Police in April. All eight members of the gang have been charged with fraud, forgery as well as
BURHAAN KINU/HT PHOTOS
destruction of evidence.

THE FIRST ALARM

INVESTIGATION

ACTION

PROBE WIDENS

In 2017, a private investigator (PI)
in Haryana received 19 to 20 such
cases from various insurance
companies to look into

On April 5 2019, Bharti AXA filed
a complaint with the director
general of police in Panchkula,
alleging that a gang had
defrauded the company of crores
of rupees by presenting the death
of terminal cancer patients as
accidental

They tapped phone
conversations between suspected
gang members and followed them.
Over the phone calls the gang
members were heard discussing
bribes to be paid to police officers
and hospitals.

Seven people have been
arrested in the case since, including a family member, two
computer operators and a head
constable

The PI wrote back to the
companies, saying he had a
“concrete doubt” that these people
hadn’t died in accidents
In 2018, the claims department
at Bharti AXA began to investigate
eight of these cases, making
inquiries in the concerned villages,
police stations and hospitals

Pavan Bhoria]. In an earlier claim
[received by Bharti AXA], the accidental
deathofSandeepfromUttam Vihar,Rohtak, on 25.11.18. also involved the same
car,”notedtheFIR.“Thedeadbodieswere
carriedtothe‘deadhouse’evenbeforethe
police was informed.”
The FIR also makes the crucial point
that “the investigating officer in both the
caseswastheheadconstableBalbirSingh
of Civil Lines station, Sonepat”.
Occasionally, the terminal patients
died a second time from “electrocution”.
“This morning at 5.30am my husband
Lilarampluggedinaheatingrodtowarm
waterforhisbath.WhenIcamebackfrom
the fields after feeding our cattle, he was
lyingfacedownonthebathroomfloor.My
relativestookhisbodytoCivilHospitalin
Jhajjar where he was declared brought
dead. My husband died from electric current,” wrote Babli from Ahri village in
Jhajjar district in her statement to the
police on September 25, 2017.
Sherepeatedthisaccountinherletterof
claim to Bharti AXA, emphasising that
“myhusbandhadnopreviousillness”and
“his deathhas leftmeinchargeofour two
children”. As attachments, she provided
a joint statement by her neighbours and
relatives confirming that “Lilaram’s
death happened from electric current”

Several other companies
followed up with similar
complaints, including Bajaj Allianz
and Chola MS General Insurance
The case was handed over to the
Special Task Force

and that he “had no previous illness”, a
reportfromCivilHospital,Jhajjar,noting
his “abrasions and blisters”, and police
inquestpapersshowing“deathduetoelectrocution”.
Lilaramhadsufferedfromthelaststage
ofthroatcancer,accordingtoacopyofhis
case file in Radiation Centre of PGIMS,
Rohtak.Whilethecomputeroperatorhad
either sold or destroyed the original
records, somecopiesremainedincertain
departments where the treatment was
going on. They were found by the officers
of STFwhentheywenttothePGIMSfora
raid. The 40-year-old farmer didn’t die of
electric current. As KK Rao put it, “None
of the eight patients whose investigation
wasconductedby thepolice hadmetwith
anaccidentorsufferedexternalinjuries.”
THE MISSING MANDIBLE
Afterthedeadbodiesofthecancerpatients
were given injuries through accidents,
STF officers said the insurance conmen
informed the police officers with whom
theyhadalreadystruckadeal.Bhoriahad
cultivated his contacts in Haryana Police
througha headconstable,AshokKumar,
30,atKundlipolicestationinSonepatwho
happened to be an old friend of his. “In
2015, Bhoria contacted Ashok and discussedhisplanandaskedforhelp.Ashok

On April 18, an eight-member
Haryana-based gang was charged
with destruction of evidence,
fraud, making a false document
and forgery, among others
On April 20, STF arrested the
mastermind of the scam and his
two close aides from Sonepat.
used to contact the IOs (investigation offcers)andconvincethemtojoinhandswith
Bhoria,” said IGP Satheesh Balan of STF.
Ashok Kumar was arrested on April 29.
“Theyoffered₹1lakhtoeachinvestigating police officer,” said Balan. Their role
was to transfer the version of their death
byaccidenttopaper –fromFIRtowitness
statementsto record of observationssubmittedforpost-mortemexamination.The
post-mortem examiners were paid too,
saidBalan,formappingthepolice’sobservations of the accident on to the medical
assessment of the bodies. “They offered
₹1.75lakhtothedoctorwhoconductedthe
post-mortemexamination,”hesaid.None
of the doctors who conducted the postmortem examination in the eight cases

ON APRIL 21, STF ARRESTED
THE COMPUTER OPERATOR AT
CIVIL HOSPITAL, SONEPAT
FOR ENABLING THE COLLUSION
BETWEEN THE CONMEN
AND THE DOCTORS
WHO CONDUCTED
POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS

As more cases are brought up by
insurance agencies every day, the
family members are being
questioned and raids conducted in
the houses of the deceased, police
stations and hospitals.
STF is currently looking into the
suspected participation of 12 police
officers and 10 government
doctors
brought up by Bharti AXA and investigated by STF used the C word. “There are
external changes in the patients of throat
cancer because they go through mandatory radiotherapy,” said Dr Niranjan
Naik,cancerspecialistattheFortisMemorial Research Institute. “There is visible
thickeninganddiscolouration of the skin
ontheirfaceandneck,”hesaid.Thesuspicionofthroatcancerwasn’tsignalledeven
in the case where a part of the jaw was
missinginthedeadbodybroughtforpostmortem examination at PGIMS, Rohtak.
RamshreshthSahni,38,ofAjmerBasti
inJinddistrictdiedonJuly4,2017inaroad
accident at 10.30 pm according to the FIR
lodged at Hisar Sadar station. On June 9,
2017 the farm worker had bought a “premium personal guard policy” from Bajaj
Allianz with an insured sum of ₹25 lakh.
His body was taken to the PGIMS. “The
[post-mortem] report said that ‘a skin
defect of size 8 x 6 cm is present on the left
Anterolateral aspect of Neck, a linear old
healedscarisalsovisible,andaportionof
the Jawbone is missing at the leftangle of
Mandible’,” said Sanjiv Dwivedi, who
heads the Investigation and Loss Mitigation at Bajaj Allianz. Suspicious, he and
his team went to the PGIMS asking if the
hospital has any previous treatment
recordsforSahni.“Thehospitalrefusedto

share them with us.”
Upon filing a Right To Information
(RTI) application for procurement of the
deceased’shealth-relateddocuments,“the
hospital denied the request mentioning
the confidentiality of the document,” he
said.“Whenweapproachedthepost-mortem department of the hospital with queries related to the missing mandible and
the scar, the doctors refused to entertain
us.”Thepolicewasnomoreforthcoming.
“Our team visited the Rohtak police station multiple times to get details of the
accident but no one provided any details.
Theytoldusitwasahit-and-runcasebyan
unknown vehicle. There was no eyewitnessinthecase.Theaccidentdetailswere
missingandabodypartwasalsomissing,”
Dwivedisaid. Dwivedi andhiscolleagues
went to Sahni’s village to ask around.
Hislandlordhadadifferentstorytotell.
“Ramshreshth Sahni from Bihar was my
tenant for 10 years. He died in July 2017 in
the course of his treatment for cancer at
PGIMS,” Rishipal wrote in a statement
madetoBajajAllianz.AtthelocalAnganwadi centre, the team found in death
recordsofvillageresidentsthe“cause”for
Ramshreshth Sahni’s demise: cancer.
His wife, Renu Sahni, said she wasn’t
aware that his death was shown as accidental.Shesaiditwasaninsuranceagent
who had dealt with the documents.
“We have arrested people who had
major stakes, and others will be arrested
soon. We are focusing on the doctors who
areinvolvedinmultiplepost-mortemsand
thepolicemenwhowereinvolvedinmore
than one case,” said Haryana’s director
general of police (DGP), Manoj Yadava.
STF is currently looking into the suspected participation of 12 police officers
and 10 government doctors in the scam.
OnApril21,STFarrestedthecomputer
operator at Civil Hospital, Sonepat, Pramod Kumar, for enabling the collusion
betweenthe conmenandthedoctors who
conductedthepost-mortemexaminations.
On April 30, Ambuj Jain, a doctor at the
samehospitalwhohadconductedthepostmortemexaminationsinsomeofthecases
under investigation, moved a petition for
anticipatorybail.AshwaniKumar,principalmedical officer,refuted allallegations
concerning Civil Hospital, Sonepat. “The
mainculpritsarethepoliceandthefamily
members.Theyshould bearrestedinthis
case, notthedoctors. Ifan accidentcaseis

b
brought
to the doctor for post-mortem
examination,he will haveto conductit. A
e
doctor’sjobistochecktheinjuriescausing
d
death and submit the report based on the
d
iinjuries found on the body,” he said, addiing that if the police arrested a single docttor, all of them would go on a strike.
However, STF officers said they have
enough substance to frame charges
e
against doctors who worked in collusion
a
withthegang.“Therearecallrecords,witw
nesses and statements which prove them
n
guilty,” said Balan. After receiving the
g
ccomplaintfromAmanBediofBhartiAXA,
STF began to tap phone calls between
S
members of the gang. “The complainant
m
had provided the mobile numbers of the
h
ssuspectsandwestartedinterceptingthree
mobile numbers,” said KK Rao. The conm
versations noted in the FIR demonstrate
v
tthecoordinationbetweenvariousplayers
iin the scam:
n “In code word, Mohit is talking about a
caseinwhichsomeone’sthroatisgetting
worse and his PAN card needs to be
applied for.”
n “PawanistalkingtoPadam,sayingthat
policy is done with PNB, Reliance, SBI
andLIC. He saysICICI,HDFCandBirla
are left to do.”
n “ They are talking about a police officer
askingforanadditional₹20,000.Theyare
saying they have settled the payment
with the hospital.”
Aware of the inquiries being made about
A
tthem,Bhoriaisalsoheardastellingoneof
hiscolleaguesthat“wewillputin₹2crore
h
and have the DSP transferred”.
a
Asinvestigationsproceed,morepeople
appear to be involved in the scam than
what was originally suspected. “If any
case gets stuck, they used to bribe the
investigation agent of the private insurance company and ask him to submit a
reportintheirfavour.Ifanyclaimwentto
the court, they paid the public prosecutor,”saidBalan.“Ifanyonehassubmitted
the positive report for any such a fraud
case, we will support the police and will
demand stringent punishment,” said
Dwivedi of Bajaj Allianz.
“Thisisabigcase,butwewillmakesure
no one walks away,” said DGP Yadava.
MINIMUM GAINS
Itwasaningeniousscam,butalsoonethat
relied on the easy corruptibility of people
in charge of the lives and deaths of poor
and illiterate villagers. In fact, it began
with bringing them on board. Not all conspiring families have ended up richer.
Someofthemclaimnottoknowwhatthey
did wasillegal. “Mynephew did as he was
told by Pawan, which was to call him up
afterthedeathofhisfatherandtobringhis
body to Sonepat Civil Hospital where he
hadalreadymanagedtoshowitasanaccidentaldeathincollaborationwiththedoctor and the police,” said Mukesh Mann, a
43-year-old farmer in Ballah village. His
nephew, a student at the local Industrial
Training Institute, was arrested by STF
for filing a false FIR about the death of his
father.
Sachin Dhull,26, nephew of Ajit Singh
from Bhagwatipur and prime witness of
his death by accident, says his uncle died
ofcancer.“Theinsuranceagenthadasked
me to inform him after his death so we
called him on April 1, 2018. They asked us
to come to Civil Hospital, Hisar, as they
had to get the post-mortem examination
done for the insurance claim,” he said.
Sachin said he signed the documents
because he was told they were needed to
complete the legal formalities to initiate
theinsuranceclaim.Hedidn’treadanyof
them before signing. He said it was the
insurance agents who presented his
uncle’s death as accident-related. “It’s
wrong if they are saying that I was
involved in any kind of fraud as I don’t
evenhaveanychequebookorATMcardof
any account. The account was opened by
them,”hesaid.Sachinsaidheiscurrently
unemployed and struggling to get by.
Ajit Singh’s wife, Satwanti, died in
April.BalwanDhullsaidshehadbeensuffering from AIDS. Her account with YES
bank in Rohtak has only ₹11, 357 —just a
little more than the minimum amount
deposited at the time of its opening.
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election2019
TMC,BJPclashasShahleads
bigshowofstrengthinBengal

Aiyar attacks PM in article,
Congress promises action

BATTLE LINES DRAWN Vidyasagar bust vandalised; BJP chief says police didn’t let him visit Vivekananda’s house

Congress leader Mani Shankar
Aiyar, in which he recalled his
2017 “neech admi” remark about
Narendra Modi, pointing out
that his words were “prophetic”
caused a political storm, with the
Prime Minister bringing it up
while campaigning in Punjab,
and the Congress promising
“appropriate action” against the
former union minister.
The Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) as well as the Congress
condemned Aiyar’s purported
justification for his 2017
remarks. The Congress promised appropriate action against
Aiyar while the BJP called him
“abuser-in-chief”.
In an article Aiyar wrote for
online news sites, Rising Kashmir and The Print and published
on Monday, he said Modi will be
ousted on May 23 when the
results of the ongoing Lok Sabha
polls would be announced. “That
would be a fitting end to the most
foul-mouthed prime minister
this country has seen or is likely
to see,” Aiyar wrote.
“Remember how I described
him [Modi] on 7 December 2017?
Was I not prophetic?” Aiyar
wrote.
Aiyar was referring to his 2017
comment calling Modi a “neech
aadmi” ahead of the Gujarat
assembly elections. He was suspended from the Congress over
the remark. The suspension was
revoked in 2018.
At an election rally in Chandigarh on Tuesday, Modi attacked
Aiyar and the Congress, saying
he takes such abuses as “gifts”

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KOLKATA:CentralKolkata’seducation hub of College Street resembled a battleground on Tuesday
evening as clashes broke out
between workers of the state’s
ruling Trinamool Congress
(TMC) and Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) after a road show by
saffron party chief Amit Shah.
A section of the crowd broke
throughthegatesofthe147-yearoldVidyasagarCollegeandbroke
chairsandglasspanesandsetfire
to bicycles and motorbikes. A
bust of iconic 19th century
reformer,IshwarChandraVidyasagar, was also vandalised.
“About 100 persons have been
detained. Investigation is on to
find out who are responsible.
Those guilty would not be
spared,”saidKolkatapolicecommissioner Rajesh Kumar, without specifying the number of
those injured.
BJP leader Locket Chatterjee
alleged that TMC supporters
broke the bust, while Shah, after
finishing his four-km-long roadshow, attacked chief minister
Mamata Banerjee. “Didi, your
violenceandhooliganismcanno
more stop the people of Bengal
fromreclaimingthetruelegacyof
this great land,” he said.
“TMC supporters came out
with black flags and mounted
attacksonourworkersattwoplaces. I was scheduled to visit
SwamiVivekananda’sancestral
homeafterthe roadshow butthe
policeguidedmycartoadifferent
road,” he added. BJP workers
claimed stones first came flying
at them from inside the college,
and a delegation of party leaders

n

BJP chief Amit Shah leads a road show; (right) damage caused by clashes between TMC, BJP workers in Kolkata on Tuesday.

urged the EC to bar Banerjee
from campaigning.
But TMC supporters alleged
the attack on the college came
from the participants in the road
show.“BJPsupporterswhocame
downfromRajasthan,UttarPradesh, Bihar, Gujarat and JharkhandstormedthecampusofVidyasagarCollegeandvandaliseda
bust of Vidyasagar. None will be
more dangerous than me if Bengal’s heritage comes under
attack,” thundered Banerjeeat a
rally. She, along with education
minister Partha Chatterjee,
rushedtothecollegelateevening.
“What does Amit Shah think of
himself?Is heaboveeverything?
Is he God that no one can protest
against him?” Banerjee told
reporters at the college.
The incident is expected to
ratchet up tensions in the battlegroundstate,wherenineseatsgo
to polls in the last phase of the

general elections on Sunday.
Bengal has been roiled by violence over the past six rounds of
polling, with bombs, bullets and
allegationsofboothcapturingflying thick and fast.
What makes the eastern state
importantarethe42seatsonoffer
(thethirdhighestafterUttarPradesh and Maharashtra) that the
BJP is eyeing to offset possible
losses in northern India, and
which are crucial for Banerjee’s
national political ambitions.
TensionsbeganonTuesdayin
frontofCalcuttaUniversitywith
Trinamool Congress Chattra
Parishad (TMCP) workers waving black flags and shouting “go
back Amit Shah” slogans before
hisroadshowpassedthrough.the
TMCPworkersgatheredinfront
of Calcutta University, BJP supportersgatheredontheotherside
of narrow street.
Shah began his road show

fromEsplanadeintheheartofthe
cityandendeditnnorthKolkata.
Union minister Smriti Irani and
seniorBJPleaderSunilDeodhar
addressed public meetings at
JadavpurandKolkataSouthconstituencies,respectively.Flower
petalsrainedfromtherooftopson
both sides of the streets while
thousands took part in the procession, chanting ‘Jai Shri Ram’
and waving saffron flags.
Shah stood atop a truck,
accompanied by Kolkata North
candidate Rahul Sinha, state
party president Dilip Ghosh,
South Kolkata candidate ChandraKumarBose,UnionMinister
Babul Supriyo and Assam
financeministerHimantaViswa
Sarma. Over 100 pickup trucks,
decoratedwithgreenandsaffron
balloons, party banners and cutouts of Modi-Shah and carrying
enthusiastic activists, followed
the rally.

SAMIR JANA/HT /ANI

BJP WILL MAKE BENGALI
THE NEXT CM: SHAH
BJP chief Amit Shah said TuesdaythataBengaliwillbecomethe
chief minister of the state if the
party comes to power. “Don’t try
to scare us referring as ‘bahari
bahari’ (outsider). Neither I nor
(party incharge of Bengal) KailashVijayvargiyaisgoingtocontest elections here. If BJP comes
topower,aBengaligentleman,or
lady,isgoingtobetheCM,”Shah
toldagroupofintellectualshere.
Shahurgedtheaudiencenotto
get confused by chief minister
Mamata Banerjee’s campaign
andsaid,“Noonewillcomefrom
outside. A Bengali will be the
chief minister and all our MPs
will be those carrying the fragrance of the soil of Bengal.”
His remarks were a response
totheTMC’sallegationsthatBJP
was trying to import north-Indian culture into Bengal.

n

The country is electing a strong government and
not a helpless government. It is choosing ‘India
first’ over ‘family first’, not dynasty but development.

Bathinda

NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister
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CHENNAI: Securityhasbeenbeefed

up at actor-turned-politician
Kamal Haasan’s Alwarpet residence in Chennai after his
“Hinduterrorist”remarkstirred
up a political storm in Tamil
Nadu. Haasan, the chief of the
Makkal Needhi Maiam (MNM),
hascomeunderfirefromtherulingAllIndiaAnnaDravidaMunnetraKazhagam,itsallyBharatiya Janata Party and other parties, for saying at a campaign
rally on Sunday that free India’s
first terrorist was a Hindu, and
named Nathuram Godse, who
killed Mahatma Gandhi in 1948.
At least 50 policemen have
been deployed at Haasan’s residence. Haasan cancelled a campaign rally in Ottapidaram on
Tuesday. “Kamal will continue
hiscampaignfromThirupparankundram Wednesday evening
onwards,” MNM spokesperson
Murali Abbas said.
Lok Sabha elections for 38
seats in Tamil Nadu were held
simultaneouslywithbypollsto18
assembly seats in the state on
April 18. Four more assembly
by-pollsarescheduledforMay19,
along with the last phase of general elections.
The MNM also sought the
removalofAIADMK ministerKT
RajendraBhalajiwhohadsaidon
Monday that Haasan’s tongue
should be cut off for his remark.
MNMgeneralsecretaryAArunachalam Bhalaji should be
removed from his post for his
comments,sayingitshowedthat
theministerlacked“politicalethics and personal dignity”.
Bhalajirespondedsayingthat
he would take back his words, if
Haasan withdrew his Hindu terrorist statement.
Meanwhile, BJP leader Ashwini Upadhyay has moved the
Delhi High Court seeking directionstotheElectionCommission
to“restrict”misuseofreligionfor
pollgains. TheTamilNaduMuslim League on Tuesday also petitioned the state chief electoral
officer to disqualify MNM Aravakkurichi bypoll candidate for
Haasan’s statement.

Ballia

Neemuch

If Cong’s ‘Shehjadi’
(Priyanka Gandhi
Rahul Gandhi
Mayawati
Vadra) and (her brother)
Narendra Modi
Amit Shah
Priyanka Gandhi
Yogi Adityanath
Rahul have nothing to do
with the people of our
Modi ji doesn’t talk about farmers’ suicide,
country, then they should
unemployment and corruption but in his interview
better move to Italy and he tells how he eats mango, how he peels mango and
ask for votes there
how did he cut his kurta’s sleeve to save space in bag.

The soul of Punjab
will be lost if
anything happens to
Guru Granth Sahib. Their
(BJP’s) own ally
indulged in sacrilege of
Guru Granth Sahib for
political gains and votes.

›

YOGI ADITYANATH , UP CM

PRIYANKA GANDHI, Cong leader

›

I’m pushing for a new
language in politics.
Let’s fight each other
brutally on issues. Let’s
fight hard on ideology.
But... Let’s not use hatred
and violence against each
other. It’s bad for India.
RAHUL GANDHI, Congress president

and the public will respond to
each and every abuse by re-electing the BJP government.
“During Gujarat elections,
their confidante who had occupied an important position in
their government said Modi is
‘neech’. There was an outrage in
Gujarat and then, they (Congress) pretended to throw him
out of the party. After some days,
he was taken back,” Modi said,
referring to Aiyar.
Responding to Aiyar’s article,
Congress’s chief spokesperson,
Randeep Surjewala, said an
appropriate forum of his party
will definitely look at Aiyar’s justification and take appropriate
action.
“We completely reject and
condemn the remarks of the
likes of Mani Shankar Aiyar and
every other person, who is violating the time-tested principle
of self-discipline in political discourse, of mutual respect and
adherence to ideas and ideology,
and not to verbally abuse while
fighting an election,” he said.
Surjewala accused Modi of
lowering the political discourse
by using “downright insulting”

and “abusive language” against
his opponents. He said hatred,
violence, and abuse is the modus
operandi of the BJP and not of
the Congress.
“We give due regard even to
our worst political enemy as was
shown by Rahul Gandhi on the
floor of Parliament,” he said,
referring to Gandhi’s hug to
Modi after attacking his government in July last year.
Surjewala said Modi has
“seriously lowered the prestige
of the office of the prime minister
in independent India by his
choice of words, anger, uncontrollable rage, and by his quest to
seek revenge against every opposition leader, particularly the
Congress president [Rahul Gandhi] and his family”.
Later, addressing a press conference in Shimla, Aiyar said
this was just one line in his article and he will not get involved in
media’s “games” when reporters
asked his about the fresh controversy. “I am a fool, but not such a
big fool,” he said.
“...Aiyar then apologized and
hid behind poor Hindi excuse.
Now he says he was prophetic.
Congress revoked his suspension last year for filthy outburst.
Double speak and arrogance of
@INCIndia [Congress] on display again!” BJP spokesman G V
L Narasimha Rao tweeted.
“I’m pushing for a new language in politics. Let’s fight each
other brutally on issues. Let’s
fight hard on ideology. But...
Let’s not use hatred and violence
against each other. It’s bad for
India,” Congress president
Rahul Gandhi tweeted on Tuesday.
(With PTI inputs)

Manmohan unlikely It’s BJP vs former
to get Assam RS berth RSS functionary
in Panaji bypoll
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SECURITY COVER
TIGHTENED AT
HAASAN’S HOUSE
AFTER PROTESTS
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RAHUL GANDHI , Congress president

NEWDELHI :Former prime minister Manmohan Singh’s 28-yearlong Rajya Sabha tenure is
unlikely to get another extension from Assam, the state from
where he has been a five-term
Member of Parliament since
1991. A senior Congress leader,
however, said that the party will
be keen to renominate him from
Tamil Nadu when elections to
the Upper House take place in
July.
With the terms of Singh and
Santius Kujur ending on June
14, the Election Commission of
India announced the biennial
election to the Council of States
from Assam on Tuesday.
Elections will now be held on
June 7. Notification will be
issued on May 21, and the last
date of nominations is May 28.
The Congress would need at
least 43 first preference votes to
win a seat from Assam in this
biennial election from the 126
member-strong state assembly.
Congress, the principal opposition party in the state, has just
25 MLAs, while another opposition party, Badruddin Ajmal’s
All India United Democratic
Front, has 13 legislators. The

gerard.desouza@htlive.com

PANAJI: The bypoll to the Panaji

n

Manmohan Singh

ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP), on the other hand, enjoys
61 members in the House and its
allies Asom Gana Parishad and
Bodoland People’s Front have 14
and 12 MLAs.
This arithmetic makes it difficult for the Congress to secure
an easy win for its candidate.
In July, another six seats will
be up for grabs from Tamil
Nadu. The DMK-led Opposition
group, in which the Congress is
also a partner, has a chance to
bag at least two Rajya Sabha
berths from the largest southern state.
“A clearer picture will
emerge post May 23,” a senior
Congress leader told HT, which
will determine the party’s strategy for the Rajya Sabha polls.

assembly seat will be held along
with the last phase of the ongoing national polls on May 19.
Goa chief minister Manohar
Parrikar’s death in March
necessitated the by-poll. Panaji
has been a BJP stronghold since
1994, when Parrikar first won
the seat. BJP’s Siddharth Kuncalienkar who won the seat by
1,069 votes in 2017, is up against
Congress’s Atanasio Monserrate and Subhash Velingkar,
who is a former functionary of
BJP’s ideological mentor Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh.
“Velingkar commands huge
respect among the BJP workers
and will make deep inroads into
the BJP vote share and damage
the BJP,” said political commentator Pandurang Gaonkar.
The BJP’s move of picking
Kuncalienkar in place of Parrikar’s son, Utpal, has caused
some resentment. The Congress
and BJP have 14 members each
in the 40-member assembly.
Three Goa Forward and three
independent lawmakers support the BJP government in the
state.

Rajnath dares Oppn to
Won’t insult PM’s
BJP
claims
DMK
wants
post-poll
name its PM candidate
tie-up, Stalin rubbishes it as a lie parents, says Rahul
A L L I A N C E TA L K S
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HT Correspondent
NEWDELHI: Senior BJP leader and

Union minister Rajnath Singh
Tuesday dared the Opposition to
nameitsprimeministerialcandidateifitwassureofvictoryinthe
Lok Sabha polls, even as he
claimed that a two-thirds majority for the ruling NDA cannot be
ruled out.
With only the last phase of the
polls to go for 59 seats, he asked
the Opposition to not play “hide
and seek” with people by not
announcing who is its leader.
At a press conference at the
BJP headquarters, Singh took a
swipe at opposition leaders, saying they are unable to elect a
leaderastheyknowthattheywill
not get a majority.
Twenty-one Opposition parties, including the Samajwadi
Party, Bahujan Samaj Party,
Rashtriya Lok Dal alliance in
UttarPradeshandtheTrinamool
Congress in West Bengal, are
expected to meet in New Delhi
betweenthelastdayofpollingon
May 19 and when the results are
announcedonMay23toworkout
the modalities of an alternative
front. The BJP in 2014 had won a
majority with 282 of 543 Lok
Sabha seats.
Modi’sleadershipcomparedto
lack of any lead face in the rival
camp has been one of the key
themes of the BJP-led NDA cam-
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CHENNAI: Bharatiya Janata Party

n

Rajnath Singh

paign,withitsleaderstellingvoters that there will be chaos and
instability if the Opposition
comes to power.
Asked about the Samajwadi
Party-Bahujan Samaj Party allianceinUttarPradesh,hesaidhis
party had believed that it will be
an“effective”combine,butithas
fizzled out and that the BJP has
set a target of winning 74 of the
state’s 80 seats.
Singh, who was the BJP chief
during the 2014 elections, said
people are keen to give Modi
anothertermastheyhaveasense
of satisfaction with his tenure.
To a question about a recent
Time magazine cover story,
which called Modi “divider in
chief”,hesaidtheprimeminister
wants to take everybody along.
UttarPradesh,Bihar,Madhya
Pradesh,WestBengalandPunjab
are among the seven states that
will poll in the final phase. The
seventhandlastphaseofthegeneralelectionisdueonMay19.The
counting of votes will occur on
May 23.

(BJP) state president Tamilisai
Soundararajan on Tuesday
alleged that the Opposition
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
was in talks with the BJP for a
possible post-poll tie-up.
Debunking Soundararajan’s
claim as a “motivated, preposterous (and) unadulterated lie,”
DMK chief Stalin said that he
would quit politics if the allegations made by her were proven.
The DMK and the Congress
fought the elections in Tamil
Nadu as an alliance, while the
BJP is in alliance with ruling
party All India Anna Dravida
Munnetra Kazhagam.
Stalin, who had met Telangana chief minister K Chandrasekhar Rao (referred to as
KCR) a day before, told reporters
that he saw no chance for a nonBJP, non-Congress third front
government take shape after the
Lok Sabha results are declared
on May 23.
KCR, the Telangana Rashtra
Samithi supremo has articulated
his wish to create a non-Congress, non-BJP federal front of
regional parties. At the same
time, the lines of communication
between the Congress and TRS
have been open, and leaders said

›

If Tamilisai or Modi...
[can] prove that I am
talking to them for an
alliance with the BJP, I’m
prepared to quit politics.
MK STALIN, DMK president

the DMK has been a go-between,
as reported by HT.
“If Tamilisai Soundararajan
or Narendra Modi...[can] prove
that I am talking to them for an
alliance with the BJP, I’m prepared to quit politics. If they fail
to prove it, will they renounce
politics?” Stalin said in a statement on Tuesday.
“I was the first to endorse Congress president Rahul Gandhi
for Prime Ministership and rip
apart Modi as a ‘fascist, sadist
and autocrat’ throughout the
poll campaign to prevent by all
means his return to power,” the
DMK chief recalled.
Stalin said that Soundararjan
made the comment in order to
prevent minorities from voting
for the DMK in the May 19
by-elections for four Assembly
constituencies.
Earlier in the day, Soundararajan told reporters in Thoothukudi, “The hunger and thirst for
office is driving Stalin to reach

HT Correspondent

out to Modi. First, it was Rahul,
then KCR [Telangana CM K
Chandrashekhar Rao] and now
it is Modi. Everyone knows the
DMK changes colours...They are
speaking through someone and
are establishing connection.”
“It is true,” she said when
asked whether the DMK was in
touch with the BJP for a post-poll
tie-up.
“Emergence of any number of
fronts would only benefit the
BJP,” she said regarding the Stalin-KCR meeting.
Soundararajan contested
from Thoothukudi against
DMK’s Kanimozhi in Phase 2 of
the ongoing general elections.
“There is not even an iota of
truth in Tamilisai’s unfounded
claim. The DMK is firmly with
the Congress. This betrays the
saffron party’s mortal fear of facing the prospect of a rout in the
LS poll,” KS Alagiri, president of
Tamil Nadu Congress said.
Meanwhile, TRS spokesman
Abid Rasool Khan told IANS that
they were confident that a federal front will form the government after results are
announced on May 23.
“We are confident that we will
get the numbers to form the government, but if we are short of
numbers and Congress wants to
extend outside support we will
consider,” said Khan.
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UJJAIN/NEEMUCH/KHANDWA: Con-

gress president Rahul Gandhi
saidonTuesdaythatwhilePrime
MinisterNarendraModiinsulted
hisfatherandgrandparentsduringcampaigning,hewouldnever
speak ill of the PM’s parents.
Addressing a rally in Madhya
Pradesh’sUjjaindistrict,Gandhi
said: “I don’t hate anyone… But
Narendra Modi ji insults my
father. He speaks about my
grandmother and grandfather. I
will die, but will never insult his
(PM’s) parents. This is because I
am not a RSS or BJP man; I am a
Congressman.”
The Congress would defeat
Modi“withlove”,Gandhiadded.
The Congress president’s
statementcomesinthebackdrop
of Prime Minister Modi’s recent
attacks on the Gandhi family,
particularly on Rahul Gandhi’s
fatherandformerprimeminister
Rajiv Gandhi.
At a rally in Uttar Pradesh on
May 4, Modi attacked Congress
president Rahul Gandhi, saying,
“Your father was termed Mr
Cleanbyhiscourtiers,buthislife
ended as corrupt no 1.”
Counteringtheclaimmadeby
former chief minister Shivraj
ChouhanduringarallyonMay9,
where Chouhan had alleged that
farmers were being betrayed in

n

Rahul Gandhi

thenameofaloanwaiverinMadhya Pradesh, Gandhi said even
theBJPleader’skinhadreceived
the benefit of the loan waivers.
“When farmers were killed
and you (people in the region)
calledmeIcamehere.Ipromised
that the farmers loans would be
waived and we kept our promise
but Modiji says the loan was not
waived.Pleaseseethispaper.The
loans of Niranjan Singh and
Rohit Singh from (former chief
minister) Shivraj Singh Chouhan’s family were waived.”
Vice-president of Bharatiya
Janata Party’s state unit, Vijesh
Lunawat, said, “Rahul Gandhi
hasrealisedwellthatCongressis
notgoingtocross the tally of2014
in Lok Sabha elections and there
is no chance of Congress coming
back to power in 2019 again.
That’s why he is targeting the
Prime Minister in his every
speech to save his chair andposition in Congress after Lok Sabha
polls.”
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Decisiononpurchasingoil
fromIranafterpolls:India

US SANCTIONS Swaraj reiterates ‘commercial considerations, energy security’
Rezaul H Laskar
n
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NEWDELHI:External affairs minis-

terSushmaSwarajinformedher
Iranian counterpart Javad Zarif
on Tuesday that a decision on
purchasingIranianoilintheface
ofUSsanctionswillbemadeafter
the conclusion of India’s general
election, people familiar with
developments said.
Iranian oil exports and Tehran’sapproachtorecentdevelopments in the region, including
tensionsbetweenIranandtheUS
over the Joint Comprehensive
Plan of Action (JCPOA), or the
Iranian nuclear deal, figured in
the discussions between Zarif
and Swaraj.
ZarifarrivedinNewDelhilate
on Monday for a previously
unscheduled visit to lobby for
India’ssupport againstthebackdrop of the Iran-US tensions. He
lastvisitedIndiainJanuary,and
thecurrenttrip wasorganisedat
shortnoticeatZarif’srequest,the
people cited above said.
When Zarif raised the pur-

n

External affairs minister Sushma Swaraj with Iranian foreign inister
PTI
Mohammad Javad Zarif in New Delhi on Tuesday.

chase of oil from Iran, Swaraj
reiterated India’s position that a
decision will be made after the
general elections while keeping
in mind the country’s “commercialconsiderations,energysecurityandeconomicinterests”,the
people said.
TheUSdecisiontoendexemptions to sanctions on Iranian oil
imports on May 2 has hit India.
Tehran was among New Delhi’s
top three energy suppliers, pro-

viding 23.6 million tonnes of oil
last year, or about 10% of the
country’s energy needs.
The sanctions were imposed
after President Donald Trump
unilaterally withdrew the US
from the 2015 nuclear deal
between Iran and world powers.
ZarifbriefedtheIndiansideon
Iran’sapproachtodevelopments
in the region, including on
JCPOA, and also reviewed bilateral cooperation.

The outreach to India, he
explained,waspartofIran’sconsultations with key countries,
including Russia, China, Turkmenistan and Iraq, over the past
fewdays.Theimpact of the sanctions on Iranian oil exports, the
country’s main revenue earner,
promptedTehrantothreatenlast
week that it would roll back its
compliance with the nuclear
deal. Zarif referred to President
Hassan Rouhani’s announcementonMay8aboutIrankeeping
larger amounts of enriched uraniumandheavywater,insteadof
exporting the excess as required
under the JCPOA.
He also mentioned the 60-day
timeline given to the EU3
(France, Germany, the UK) and
other parties to the JCPOA
(China and Russia) for restoring
oilexportsandbankingchannels.
The Indian side, the people said,
reiterated its position that New
Delhi wouldlikeall partiesto the
JCPOA to continue to fulfil their
commitments and engage constructively and resolve issues
peacefully through dialogue.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

A tigress with her cubs at the Corbett Tiger Reserve in Uttarakhand. Two tigresses and their cubs
have become the star attraction of the reserve this season. PHOTO: PV SUBRAMANIAM/SARITA SUBRAMANIAM

“There were some changes in
the style of canvassing this time.
Apart from the traditional doorto-door campaigning that was
buttressedwithdigitaloutreach,
Sangh cadres reached out
throughfrontalgroupsofprofessionalsandentrepreneurs,andto
influencersineachconstituency
to convey their message,” said a
functionaryprivytothemeeting.
Themessage is to redoublethese
efforts, he added.
The change in the canvassing
style, the functionary said, is the
reason why in some states the
RSS isseentobemissingfromthe
campaign.
OnTuesday,Mayawatisaidin
Lucknow that she could not see
RSS workers “anywhere in the
election [campaign]”. She added
that this is because the BJP has
not fulfilled its promises.
Estimatedvoterturnoutasper
theelectioncommissionis69.5%,

Mega security breach hits WhatsApp
HTC and Agencies

HACKING THE MESSENGER
The problem:
A vulnerability
in how the
application
manages
memory
allowed the
injecting of
spyware, which
could open a
backdoor and
help snoop on
all communications and data

n

The method: An attacker can merely ring a
target phone through a WhatsApp call. It need
not be answered, meaning a so-called missed
call would work as a hack. The call would often
disappear from logs.
The discovery: The problem was first reported
by a UK-based lawyer who noticed suspicious
calls on WhatsApp and approached researchers.
WhatsApp said it separately too found the flaw.
The suspects: Reports said the spyware
belonged to Israeli company NSO Group, and
carried references to Pegasus – NSO’s flagship
product that spies using microphone, camera.

WHAT YOU MUST DO:
WhatsApp, which was alerted about the flaw in early May,
released an update fixing it on Monday and urged all users
to install it immediately

Govt extends ban
on LTTE by 5 yrs
CHENNAI: The ministry of home

affairs(MHA)onTuesdayissued
a notification extending the ban
ontheLiberationTigersofTamil
Eelam(LTTE)—amilitantoutfit
that fought for Tamil independence in Sri Lanka until its defeat
in 2009 — for five more years. It
said LTTE’s continued violent
anddisruptiveactivitiesareprejudicialtotheintegrityandsovereignty of the nation.
India had banned the LTTE
after the assassination of former
PMRajivGandhiin1991.Theban
onthegroupwaslastextendedfor
five years in 2014. The LTTE, a
terror outfit based in Sri Lanka,
cameupin1976withademandfor
a separate homeland [Tamil
Eelam] for Tamilians. “LTTE
continues to adopt an anti-India
posture which is posing a grave
threat to the livelihood of Indian
nationals. Therefore, it is essential to declare the LTTE as an
unlawfulassociation,”anotification issued by MHA read. HTC

JAIPUR: The Rajasthan government on Tuesday announced
that a picture of ‘jauhar’ (a practice of mass self-immolation by
women to escape enslavement)
has been removed from Class 8
textbooks of the Rajasthan
Board of Secondary Education.
The English textbook has a
picture of several burning pyres
depicting mass self-immolation
by women.
The education minister said
the revised books will be made
available from next academic
session.
Announcing the decision,
state education minister Govind
Singh Dotasara said, “The picture depicted on the book cover
said that our sisters, mothers
and daughter take birth to
observe Jauhar. What are we
trying to teach our daughters?
Are we trying to teach what is
prohibited as per law?”
However, former Bharatiya
Janata Lok Sabha candidate
from Rajsamand, Diya Kumari,
opposed the move.
“By changing the syllabus,
Congress government has
insulted Rani Sati, an epitome of
‘satitva’ and the golden history
of our land...,” she tweeted.HTC

RSS outreach plan

CORBETT CATWALK

n

JAUHAR PHOTOS
REMOVED FROM
RAJ TEXTBOOKS
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NEWDELHI:WhatsAppurgedusers

onTuesdaytoupdateitsmessaging application, following a
report that a vulnerability
allowed attackers to hack into
and snoop on people’s phones
using commercial Israeli spyware.
The chat app, owned by Facebook Inc,saidit haddiscovered a
vulnerability in early May that
could enable attackers to insert
andexecutecodeonmobiledevices. WhatsApp said it made
changestoitsinfrastructurelate
last week to block the attacks
from taking place, adding that
only a select number of users
appeared to have been targeted
through the vulnerability by an
advanced cyber actor, Bloom-

berg reported. “WhatsApp
encourages people to upgrade to
the latest version of our app, as
well as keep their mobile operating system up to date, to protect
against potential targeted
exploitsdesignedtocompromise
information stored on mobile
devices,” aspokeswoman forthe
company said Tuesday.
Thestatementfollowsareport
by the Financial Times that
attackerswereabletoinstallsurveillancesoftware,developed by
Israeli company NSO Group, on
iPhones and Android devices by
calling targets using the app’s
phonecall function.
WhatsApp said the attack has
the hallmarks of a private company that works with governments to deliverspyware, which
takes over control of mobile
phone operating systems.

Name of
Name of Work/ Opening Date Amount/ EMD Website of the Nodal Officer
Department Notice/ Tender Closing Date (Approx.) in
Department
Rupees
1. Industries &
RFP for
08.05.2019
2 Lacs
https://
hepc.industries@
Commerce
Implementation 30.05.2019
investharyana.in
gmail.com
Department,
of Data
Haryana on
Analytics at
0172-2587101
behalf of
Haryana
Haryana
Enterprises
Enterprises
Promotion
Promotion
Centre
Centre (HEPC)

down from 70.84% for phase I;
69.44%asagainst69.6%forphase
II; 68.40%, up from 67.4%, for
phaseIII;65.51%,upfrom63.01%,
for phase IV; 57.33% down from
61.7% for phase V; and 64.61% as
against 63.69% for phase VI.
In March, after the annual
meeting of its highest decisionmaking body, the Sangh emphasised the need to increase voter
turnout to 100% so that the overall percentage of votes polled in
favour of the BJP go up. During
thelastgeneralelections,theBJP
won with a thumping majority,
butwithavoteshareofonly31%.
The Sangh wanted to take that
number up.
“For the upcoming round of
elections for eight seats in Bihar
and Madhya Pradesh, 13 each in
Uttar Pradesh and Punjab and
nine in West Bengal, the cadre
has been asked to campaign vigorously,”saidasecondRSS functionary requesting anonymity.

In a first, Navy to
hold entrance test
for post of officers
NEWDELHI:The Indian Navy will

for the first time conduct an
entrance exam for engineering
graduates seeking to join the
service as officers. The first
Indian Navy Entrance Test will
be held in September 2019 at
centers across the country for
screening candidates who
aspire to join the navy as officers in the permanent commission and short-service commission streams, a navy spokesperson said. All graduate entries
will be covered under the INET
other than those screened by
the Union Public Service Commission or the University entry
scheme.
HTC

nation
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ASHRINKING,
SHAKINGMOON

The moon may be dynamic and tectonically active
like Earth — not the inert world scientists believed it
to be — based on a new analysis of quakes
measured by seismometers on the moon
n Apollo astronauts left probes

to measure seismic activity on
REUTERS FILE
the moon.

50metres
how “skinny” the moon has
become over the last several
hundred million years

28

the number of lunar
quakes registered between
1969 and 1977
American astronauts during
the Apollo 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16
missions placed seismometers
on moon, recording 28 shallow
quakes registering as much as
5 on the Richter scale

GETTING
‘WRINKLES’
The moon has
“shrivelled” as itss
interior has coole
ed
over the eons, ak
kin to
a grape transforming
i iinto
t a
smaller raisin. As a result, it
has acquired thousands of
small surface wrinkles in the
form of features called thrust
fault scarps

The moon has
somehow managed to remain
tectonically active
after 4.51 billion years.

THOMAS WATTERS, planetary
scientist, Smithsonian Institution,
who led the research

MALLER, BUT
IMILAR TO EARTH
Scientists say that despite
th
he moon being around a
qu
uarter of the Earth’s size,
its tectonic activity, like Earth,
iis d
driven
i
by its hot interior. “It
wasn't clear if the moon had
already gone through this
period billions of years ago
and was tectonically dead, or
if it was still active,” said
Nicholas Schmerr, University
of Maryland geologist and
study’s co-author.

CONCERN FOR
MANNED MISSIONS
Experts must be mindful
about quakes when planning
sites for long-term human
presence on the moon

MARIANA TRENCH

In deepest-ever submarine dive,
explorer finds trash on ocean floor
Reuters
n
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NEWYORK:On the deepest dive

ever made by a human inside
a submarine, an American
investor and explorer found
something he could have
found in the gutter of nearly
any street in the world: trash.
Victor Vescovo, a retired
naval officer, said he made
the unsettling discovery as he
descended nearly 10.93 km to
a point in the Pacific Ocean’s
Mariana Trench that is the
deepest place on Earth. His
dive went 16 metres lower
than the previous deepest
descent in the trench in 1960.
Vescovo found undiscovered species as he visited places no human had gone
before. He also saw angular
metal or plastic objects, one
with writing on it. “It was
very disappointing to see
obvious human contamina-

n

One of the ‘plastic objects’ that explorer
Victor Vescovo found in the Mariana Trench
— the deepest place on Earth.
REUTERS

tion of the deepest point in the
ocean,” Vescovo said.
Plastic waste has reached
epidemic proportions in the
world’s oceans with an estimated 100 million tonnes
dumped there to date, according to the United Nations.

Scientists have found
large amounts of micro plastic in the guts of deep-dwelling ocean mammals like
whales. Vescovo hoped his
discovery of trash in the
Mariana Trench would raise
awareness
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CIN : U22213DL2006GOI144763
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INTIMATION FOR E-AUCTION
The General Manager, India Government Mint, Mumbai, intends to sale the
following scrap machineries through e-auction being hosted by WRO,
MSTC, Mumbai on “AS IS WHERE IS BASIS”. Interested Purchaser
(registered with MSTC) may participate in the e-auction through MSTC,
Mumbai, Website : https://www.mstcecommerce.com

PUBLIC NOTICE

GOVERNMENT OF HARYANA
EXCISE & TAXATION DEPARTMENT
NOTICE FOR INVITING e-TENDERS FOR ALLOTMENT OF ZONES OF RETAIL LIQUOR
LICENSES OF LIQUOR VENDS OF THREE (03) DISTRICTS FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR
THE YEAR 2019-20 IN THE STATE OF HARYANA.
It is hereby notified for the information of general public that e-TENDERS for ALLOTMENT of zones of
retail liquor licenses of liquor vends of the districts against which these zones are mentioned below, are
invited for the year 2019-2020. The reserve prices of these zones shall be reduced in the slab of 5% of the
original reserve price in case reserve price of the Zone is less than Rs.5.00 crore and in the slab of 3% of
the original reserve price in case reserve price of the Zone is more than Rs.5.00 crore.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Sr. No
1

Name of Distt.
Faridabad

ZFBD16

ZFBD22

2
3

Gurugram (East)
Sirsa

ZGRE04
ZSRS02

ZGRE08

Zone Code
ZFBD33
ZFBD35

ZFBD40

No.

Description of the Scrap

Quantity

1

Lathe Machine (D-18)
Make : The Mysore Kirloskar Ltd.
Lathe Machine (D-9)
Make : The Mysore Kirloskar Ltd.

1 No.

2

Date of e-auction
27.05.2019

1 No.

Sd/Chief Manager (Material)
For General Manager

ZFBD45

Schedule for invitation and evaluation for e-Tenders for
un-allotted Zones of retail liquor vends
1
Starting date and time for placing e -tenders.
From 15th May, 2019 (09:00 A.M.)
2
Closing Date and time for placing e -tenders.
Till 15th May, 2019 (05:00 P.M.)
3
Evaluation of e -tenders.
15th May, 2019 (06:00 P.M.)
These e-Tenders will be submitted online as per public notice issued by the Department (published
on 09th March, 2019) in the leading newspapers inviting e-Tenders for allotment of retail liquor
licenses of Zones of vends for the year 2019-20. The public notice is available on the departmental
website i.e. www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The list of remaining Zones of vends in the Districts and venue for evaluation of e-Tenders shall be
conspicuously displayed in the office of DETC (Excise) & DETC (ST) concerned. The list shall also be
available on the departmental website i.e. www.haryanatax.gov.in.
The e-Tenders shall be received and the Zones of vends shall be allotted in the manner prescribed in
the Excise Policy for the year 2019-20 and the Punjab Excise Act, 1914 (as applicable to the State of
Haryana), the rules framed thereunder.
The relevant provisions contained in the previous Public Notices issued for allotment of vends for the
year 2019-2020 shall hold good and are not reiterated.
The allotment shall be subject to the approval of the Excise and Taxation Commissioner, Haryana. He
may reject, without assigning any reason, any allotment in public interest as the case may be within
10 days of the date of allotment.
Excise & Taxation Commissioner,
Haryana
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Diversifythe
ruraleconomy
The new government must
begin agricultural reforms fast

L

atest government data that shows the slowing of
rural wages is worrying. As is the detail that they
declined for several months in 2018-19. The situation
is exacerbated by the agrarian crisis which, at least to
date, hasn’t been addressed adequately by either the

spate of farm loan waivers across India
or the increase in the government’s
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procurement price for key crops.
Lower than anticipated summer rains (which keeps the soil
extra dry) and fears that El Nino could affect this year’s monsoon
rains just serve to increase the risks.
The importance of the rural economy can’t be overstated. It
powers many consumer- and agri-product companies and also
powers India’s booming scooter/motorcycle and consumer electronics markets. In 2008-09, in the wake of the global financial crisis, it was the resilience of the rural economy (in turn, buoyed by
a farm loan waiver) that helped insulate India. Already, India’s
largest consumer products company, Hindustan Unilever Ltd,
has indicated that its numbers for the three months ended March
31 were hit by a rural slowdown.
It is evident that the old formulae for reviving the rural economy and incomes are no longer working. Nor, it would seem, is
the handout-based approach to reviving agriculture. Both of

thefactivist
SHEKHAR GUPTA, ThePrint

Modi’sremarksonmediaareunfair
Exceptions aside, a vast majority of them sing his
praises and keep criticism only for the opposition

P

rimeMinisterNarendraModiroutinely complains that journalists
are biased against him and his
party.Healsosaystheyaresofton
theopposition,especiallytheCongress and the Gandhi family. He
has now used a media interview, one in the
seriesintheslogoverphaseoftheseelections,
to articulate his view in some detail.
In an interview to The Indian Express
recently, he made the following main points
about journalists:
Theymightpretendtobeneutral,butthey
aren’t. Fair journalists must be neutral.
In the past, editors/journalists could conceal their predilections. Editors always used
to be anonymous, speaking rarely, if at all, at
seminars.Nowtheyspeakallthetime.Today,
with most of them chattering away on social
media (mainly Twitter) they are exposed.
They are complicit in collectively maligninghisimage,apartoftheKhanMarketGang.
Assomeonewho’sbeenaroundinjournalismformorethanabit,Iamhappytojointhis
argument with him. I break down my
response in seven short points.
Journalisticneutralityisanimpossibility.
It is also an uncalled-for demand. Living
beings will always have a view on any situationorissue.Whatjournalistscan,andshould
do,istoemployprofessionaltoolsandteststo
make their reporting objective and fair.
Social media, especially Twitter, is a great

newmedium forjournaliststomultiplytheir
reachandimpact.ItcanalsobeatrapandPM
Modi is right to say that when journalists
maketheirpreferencessopublic,howdoyou
trustthemwith theireditorialfairness?It’sa
problemandnewsroomsarelearningto deal
with.IntheUS,legacygiantssuchasTheNew
York Times and Washington Post have
greatly strengthened their social media policies, placing limitations on their journalists
publishingtheirpersonalviewsiftheyreveal
their bias.
Itisincorrecttosayeditors’viewswerenot
known until the arrival of social media. This
variesbetweenindividualsanderas. Evenin
thepast,manyeminenteditorssuchasFrank
Moraes, BG Verghese, Girilal Jain, Arun
Shourie, Prabhash Joshi and Rajendra Mathur have shared their views generously and
without hypocrisy or pretence of anodyne
neutrality with the readers.
The PM is unfair to the vast majority of
Indian media, which dotingly supports him
today, by insinuating that journalists are
mostly opposed to him. If you watch your TV
channelsatprimetime,all,bartheoddexception, mostly sing his praises and keep tough
questions only for the opposition. He has the
biggestmediafanclubforaleaderIhaveseen
since 1977. Again, barring a couple of exceptions,thebig dailiesin mostlanguages donot
give him any discomfort.
Some media still questions and criticises

n

Some media still question Modi. But he is
not the only leader to face this SONU MEHTA/HT

him. But he is not the only leader in power to
face this. Every leader does, as did Manmohan Singh, particularly in his second term.
The same Time magazine, which has now
causedconsternationbycallingModiIndia’s
‘Divider-in-Chief’, had featured Singh on the
coverwiththeheadline,‘TheUnderachiever’.
The PM mentioned two specific issues from
theUPAperiod,theformationoftheNational
Advisory Council (NAC) which could overrule the Cabinet and Rahul Gandhi tearing
that ordinance. Both had drawn criticism.
The lesson is, when you are in power, be prepared to face the heat. Or at least some heat.
His characterisation of his critics, where

One can understand the
Sangh only from the
Bharatiya perspective

OLDTIES

these statements can be made with some level of certainty especially because some of the Budgets of the National Democratic
Alliance government, including its Interim Budget spelt out earlier this year, have focused sharply (and sometimes exclusively)
on the rural economy. Part of the solution may lie in radical agricultural reform. For instance, where is the focus on water-use in
a country where almost half of the area under crops depends on

An assessment of the organisation is not possible
through a western perspective that thinks in binaries

monsoon rains? (This emphasis on water-use should also consider the choice of crops). And where are the market linkages so
important to a thriving (or at least self-sustaining) agrarian

MANMOHAN
VAIDYA

economy? India’s production-centric focus on agriculture also
ignores the very real and rising threat of climate change, which
is already making itself felt through extreme weather events.
And part of the solution may lie in diversifying the rural economy, wherever possible, into areas other than agriculture.
With the elections behind it, the government that takes
charge in late May would do well to ignore political compulsions
(never out of the picture in a country where the next round of
state elections is scheduled for late 2019) and embark on much-

§

needed rural and agricultural reforms.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Nepal PM KP Sharma Oli, August 31, 2018. India should
demonstrate that it can deliver on its promises as well as China does, if not better
PTI

‘Either with us or against
us’ will not work in Nepal
Given its proximity to Nepal, India gets better returns on
its investments at a fraction of the cost incurred by China

How representative are
our representatives?
TheADRreportshowsthereisawidegap
betweentheincomesofvotersandleaders

I

ndia’s general elections are not just one of the most complex administrative exercises in the world, they also
attract a wide variety of candidates from different social

and economic backgrounds. According to the Association for
Democratic Reforms (ADR), nearly a fifth or 19% of the close
to 8,000 candidates contesting the 2019 Lok Sabha polls have
criminal cases pending against them, while 29% have assets
worth ~1 crore or more. Over the years, the number of candidates with criminal cases against them has increased as have
the assets of candidates. The share of candidates with criminal cases increased from 15% to 19% between the 2009 and 2019
elections, while the share of crorepati candidates increased

from 16% to 29%.
While the ADR report reveals a lot of what is wrong in the
political process, it also highlights an important issue. Candidates are meant to be representatives of the electorate. But the
figures reveal that is not the case. While nearly a fifth of the
candidates have criminal cases pending, it is unlikely that
one-fifth of the country’s voters have cases against them. Candidates are also far richer than the voters they represent. For
example, 50% candidates contesting the 2019 elections own net
assets worth less than ~23.1 lakh. But, according to Credit
Suisse’s Global Wealth Report 2018, 50% Indians had wealth
worth less than $1,289 or about ~90,617 at the current exchange
rate. Many of India’s political candidates could not be more
different from the voters they represent.

we presumehe combines journalists and liberalintellectuals,asKhanMarketGangisthe
most interesting highlight. It is as if that tiny
old market is to devious Lutyens’ Delhi what
Balakot is to terrorist Pakistan. My submission is, irritating though he may find this
pesky lot,hegreatlyexaggerates theirpower
and influence. He does indeed flatter them. It
alsoshowsheisreadingtoomuchTwitter.He
talked about reading a collection of 50 tweets
by a journalist/intellectual and figuring out
his reality. That, prime minister,is toomuch
time spent on Twitter.
Andfinally,wheredoesitleaveusjournalists?Istartedworkinginearly1977withatiny
Delhi-basedweeklycalledDemocraticWorld.
We had created a home-ad for the magazine
that read: “The Left thinks we are Right, the
Right thinks we are Left, so we must be doing
something right.” I’d say, follow the same
view. Keep your opinions and predilections
close, no problem. Just be professional
enoughthatyoucanconvinceyouraudiences
of your objectivity. We are mere journalists.
We aren’t political scientists. What we wish
for, can’t be a part of our journalism.
Finally,don’tworryaboutyouraudience’s
minds getting prejudiced by the abuse you
faceonsocialmedia.Becauseitwon’thappen.
Youraudiencesaresmart.Andifyousowish,
you can update that old ad copy for modern
times:“TheLeftthinksweareRight,theRight
thinks we are Left, so we get trolled by both.”
A thick skin is as much a professional
necessity in journalism now as a clean nose
and an erect spine.
By special arrangement with ThePrint
The views expressed are personal

BISHAL
CHALISE

N

epalhasembracedtheBeltandRoad
Initiative (BRI), China’s ambitious
infrastructure and connectivity
project, with great enthusiasm.
Other than Pakistan, Nepal was the only
country in India’s neighbourhood to send a
high-level delegation to the Belt and Road
Forum (BRF) organised in Beijing recently.
TheburgeoningSino-Nepalrelationship has
raised many eyebrows in India.
Two recent events have added to India’s
discomfort. First, Nepal signed a protocol
arrangementfortradeandtransittreatywith
China. The agreement would allow Nepal to
useatleastsevenChineseportsforthirdcountry trade. Until now, Nepal could use only
Indianports.Second,BRIofficiallyhasaprogrammeforNepalnow,similartoChina-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CEPC). The joint
communique issued during the Forum
includes“theNepal-ChinaTrans-Himalayan
Multi-Dimensional Connectivity Network,
includingNepal-Chinacross-borderrailway”
as one of 35 new BRI-affiliated programmes.
Whileitdidn’tspecifythenumberornatureof
projects, Nepal has proposed nine projects
thatitwantstodevelopundertheBRIbanner.
Oneofthemisaraillinkconnectingthecountry’s capital to the Chinese border.
In the short run, these agreements with
China have mere symbolic, rather than economic,value.GiventhedistancefromChina’s
coasts, inhospitable terrain and high costs of
rail-freight transportation, trading through
Chineseportsisphysicallyandeconomically
notviable.Nepalonlyhasasingleall-weather
road leading to the Chinese border, and that
too remains defunct since the 2015 earthquake. A Chinese rail link is coming to Kathmandu but that is at least a decade away.
Nevertheless, these recent developments
are likely to have far-reaching implications
for Nepal’s relationship with its northern
neighbour. However, for India, the strategic
benefit of focusing on its ties with Nepal outweighs the cost incurring from the latter’s

relationswithChina.Hence,Indiaisbetteroff
strengthening its own ties with Nepal. There
are three things in particular that India
should look at. First, India should demonstrate that it can deliver on its promises as
well as China does, if not better. India’s large
projects in Nepal are often delayed, and this
needs to change if it wants to makeover its
image as a reliable development partner.
Second, India should have its own version
ofthe“communityofshareddestiny”—aconcept used by China in its external relations.
Neighbours like Nepal expect the economic
riseofIndiatobenefitthemaswell.Forexample,atruckcarryingaloadfromKolkataPort
takesanywhere betweentwo andsevendays
tocrosstheborder,addingsignificantcoststo
theNepalitrader.Nepalfacesamassivetrade
deficit with India, giving the country a hard
time managing macroeconomic stability.
Nepaliagricultureexportsoftenfacenon-tariffentrybarriers.LinkagestoIndianproductionvaluechainisnon-existent.Borderinfrastructure direly needs an upgrade. India’s
approachto dealing withNepalis not helpful
either; for example, the 2015 trade blockade.
Besides, India has not exchanged the Indian
currencyheldbyNepalicitizensfollowingthe
demonetisation in 2016. India should give
neighbours reasonsto celebrate its riseas an
economic powerhouse.
Third, India should amend its current
approachofviewingacountry’sleadershipas
pro-India or pro-China. Nepali people are in
genuine quest for prosperity, and foreign
investment is a path to get there. Welcoming
investmentunderBRIisthereforenotazerosum game pittingChinaagainst India.Moreover,Nepalisaflourishingdemocracy,andits
leaders still hold the people’s mandate. That
is why connectivity with China is an issue of
bipartisan consensus in Nepal. Even if the
oppositioncomestopower,itcannotentirely
sway away from the current policy of pursuing better relations with China.
A better option for India is to forgo “either
you are with us or not” approach and work
withtheNepalgovernmenttoexpediteitsown
connectivity projects. Given its geographic
proximity,Indiacangetmoreimpactoutofits
investmentsatafractionofthecostsincurred
by China.
Bishal Chalise is senior programme officer at Niti Foundation, a public policy think-tank based in Kathmandu
The views expressed are personal
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he Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) has always
thought of itself as an organisation which touches all of
society. This has not changed
even after Independence.
Hence in the constitution of the RSS, written soon after Independence, in 1949, it is
clearly articulated that should a swayamsevak choose to enter politics, he is free to
join any party.
This constitution was written before the
establishment of the Jan Sangh.
Even after the Jan Sangh came into
existence and despite the fact that many
swayamsevaks and pracharaks were
working for it, there has been no change
in this provision. As we accepted democracy after Independence, there are bound
to be several political parties in
the country. Since the Sangh touches all
of society, it is naturally expected that
a swayamsevak, with his national
perspective, would actively participate
in every aspect of social life, including
in the political arena. Hence, just because
some swayamsevaks are active in politics,
it is incorrect to say that the RSS is a
political entity.
A political party stands for a particular
ideology to which there will be a counterideology. The Sangh makes no such differentiations. Conceptually, the RSS and
Hindu society are coterminous and psychologically they are one. Then how can
the whole be a party to a part? It is important to understand this distinction.
In 1930, the Sangh’s founder, KB Hedgewar, along with some swayamsevaks and
others, participated in the satyagraha
movement in response to the call for civil
disobedience by Mahatma Gandhi. Prior
to his departure, Hedgewar handed over
the reins of the RSS to Laxman Vasudev
Paranjpe and made it clear that he and
other swayamsevaks were doing this in
their personal capacity. As a consequence,
he was sentenced to a year’s rigorous
imprisonment.
Post-Independence, the then home minister, Sardar Vallabhhai Patel, suggested
the merger of the RSS with the Congress
Party. However Guruji respectfully
turned down the invitation, stating that
the Sangh wants to work as an organisation for all of society and not as a political

A POLITICAL PARTY STANDS
FOR AN IDEOLOGY TO WHICH
THERE WILL BE A COUNTERIDEOLOGY. THE SANGH MAKES
NO SUCH DIFFERENTIATIONS.
THE RSS AND HINDU SOCIETY
ARE COTERMINOUS

party.
A few years later, Syama Prasad Mukherjee approached Guruji and suggested
to him that in view of the need for a political party with a right national perspective,
the Sangh should fulfil this void. Guruji
asked him to take the lead in this direction
and offered the Sangh’s help.
In 1977, during the Emergency, the Janata Party won the elections in which swayamsevaks wholeheartedly participated.
Many erstwhile parties had merged to
form the Janata Party. Balasaheb Deoras,
who was the Sarsanghchalak at the time,
declined the offer of a merger saying that
in a special, critical situation in national
life, the Sangh took part in the election.
But now it would concentrate on its destined mission of organising society.
In 2018, the Akhil Bharatiya Pratinidhi
Sabha (ABPS) was held in Nagpur. On the
invitation of the Sarkaryavah, veteran
swayamsevak, MG Vaidya, attended it for
a day. As he was 95 that day, he was felicitated by the Sarsanghchalak, Mohan
Bhagwat. In response to this, when he
spoke, he said, “To understand the Sangh
is not an easy task and it is certainly not
possible to do so through the western perspective that thinks in binaries. One can
understand the Sangh only with the Bharatiya perspective that is integral
(ekatma).”
The fifth mantra of the Ishavasya
Upanishad, while describing the
Atma Tatva, the spirit that pervades
everything animate and inanimate, says:
Tadejati tannaijati taddure tadvantike/
Tadantarasya sarvasya tadu sarvasyasya bahyatah (The Atma Tatva moves
and it moves not. It is far and it is very
near. It is inside everything and it also is
outside everything.)
Atomic scientists had once claimed that
the atom is indivisible. Later, they stated
that the atom is divisible and contains
three particles: neutrons, protons and
electrons. Further, they realised that it is
not just three but that it contained multiple subatomic particles. Then they said
that they are not just particles, they
exhibit wave-like properties also. Then a
theory came that it can neither be a particle nor a wave, it is both. It exhibits a dual
character and was called duarticle. Eventually Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
came along which said that the position
and velocity of an object cannot be measured exactly at the same time, even in theory and it arises in quantum mechanics
simply due to the matter wave nature of all
quantum objects. “The same thing is
described in the Ishavasya Upanishad.
If one understands this and the Bharatiya
integral view (not the binary view) then
only can one understand the reality of
Sangh,” MG Vaidya said.
Since we are now in the midst of the
greatest festival of democracy, the Indian
general elections, the swayamsevaks will
participate in public awareness campaigns to encourage people to exercise
their franchise with an emphasis on issues
of national significance.
Manmohan Vaidya is sah sarkaryavah (joint general secretary), Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
The views expressed are personal
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ELECTION2019

‘PeoplefedupwithTrinamool,
moodinBengalisforchange’
against appeasement, people are
voting for a strong leader and people are also voting for the nationalistic ideology.

HTINTERVIEW
HIMANTA BISWA SARMA, Assam minister

H

imanta Biswa Sarma,
Assam’s finance and PWD
minister and convener of
the North East Democratic
Alliance (NEDA), spoke to Shishir
Gupta about the Bharatiya Janata
Party’s (BJP) election battle in West
Bengal against the Mamata Banerjee-led Trinamool Congress (TMC).
Sarma, who leads one of the 20 special teams deployed by BJP president Amit Shah with a special focus
on West Bengal, said the state will
throw up a “big surprise” in the Lok
Sabha elections. Present in Kolkata
on the day of the BJP chief’s roadshow, Sarma also spoke about
issues ranging from the Citizenship
Amendment Bill to the Opposition’s
onslaught. Edited excerpts:

What is the mood like?
I think the mood in Bengal is overall
for a change. People are fed up with
the rule of TMC, particularly criminalisation. Here, you will see it is a
total criminalisation of politics.
Everywhere, there will be one mastaan (goon) who will control one
area... I think people are fed up, people are fed up with the appeasement
kind of politics and I am sure that
Bengal is heading for a big surprise.

There is this theory that CPI(M) votes
are getting transferred to BJP because
CPI(M) thinks BJP could be tackled in
the future better than they could tackle
Mamata. What do you say to that?
In a political sense, you can say that
CPI (M) votes are being transferred
to the BJP; this is one part of the
story. But I believe that the CPI(M),
Congress and TMC — the rightthinking people of all these three
parties are voting for PM Modi.

If there is so much violence, even if
someone wants to vote for the BJP
and cannot reach the booth, how will
the BJP gain?
This is a big problem. You have to
see the number of votes that are
being cast and the amount of rigging. The whole election result will
be [determined by] whether the

impact of rigging is higher or
impact of voting is higher.
When we calculate 21-22 seats in
this election, from a purely political
point of view, we are deducting a
portion of votes that are being cast
on the strength of rigging.
Then, we find out what is the net
number. But that net number [for
BJP seats] is also very high, because
they are not doing rigging inside the
centre.
They are threatening people from
48 hours before the polling in the
local village. They have taken their
Aadhaar cards, they have taken
their Voter IDs.
They say until you vote for the
TMC, you will not get these identity
cards back. People plead before
them they say, ‘We will vote for the
TMC’, then these cards are
returned... The behaviour of
Mamata Banerjee in the last 48
hours has convinced me that Bengal
is headed for a big surprise.

Are you saying that the state bureaucracy is hand-in-glove with Mamata
Banerjee?
It is. In Bengal, the politics is such
that the bureaucracy knows that
after May 23, we have to work with
Mamata Banerjee. The Election
Commission has to think on certain
issues very seriously.

Are you saying they are afraid?
They are totally afraid. You have
seen an IPS officer commit suicide.
In the suicide note, he named the
CM. So you can imagine the range of
terror in Bengal.
You can imagine the range of terror [over the issue] of one lady [BJP
youth wing leader Priyanka
Sharma who was arrested for sharing a meme on Mamata Banerjee.
She was granted bail by the
Supreme Court on Tuesday] who
has just shared a Facebook post.
It was not being done by her. It
was posted by somebody else, she
just shared it. The local councillor
filed the FIR against the lady who
has shared the post. But in the FIR,

What are your views on the NRC as
well as the Citizenship Amendment
Bill?

›

The whole election result
will be [determined by]
whether the impact of rigging is
higher or impact of voting
is higher... In Bengal, the
politics is such that the
bureaucracy knows that after
May 23, we have to work
with Mamata Banerjee.
he has not even mentioned that
another person has posted it. It is
pure vendetta.

If there is anger against Mamata
Banerjee, what attracts Bengal to the
BJP?
Bengal has tremendous respect for
Prime Minister Modi. This is a vote
for Modi. People are saying that
they will vote for Modi. The Prime
Minister’s image is single-handedly
responsible for the BJP upsurge
that you are seeing in Bengal today.
Then, we have established a huge
organisational network in the last
three years. Amit Shah visited Bengal many times. He has posted his
trusted and efficient organisational
people in Bengal.

In Assam, we updated NRC without
the Citizenship Amendment Bill.
This has created a problem also
because many Hindu refugees who
came from Bangladesh over time
are facing problem... Although
through appeals, claims and objections, the Supreme Court is trying
to mitigate the sufferings of the people. But still Hindu people are suffering... It is a major suffering. What
our party president is saying [is],
‘First pass the Citizenship Amendment Bill, which will give citizenship to Hindu, Christian, Buddhist
minority of Bangladesh, Pakistan
and Afghanistan. Then you do NRC
to find out the illegal migrants.’

Coming back to Bengal, where do you
see the Congress and the CPI(M)?
Sadly, the Congress has disappeared from the scene except in two
constituencies. It is missing in
action. You’ll not see Congress
party except in two constituencies
of Bengal — Jangipur and Berhampore.
And the Congress has also surrendered before Mamata Banerjee.
That is one part of the story. Rahul
Gandhi has surrendered before
Mamata Banerjee. The CPI(M) is
trying to put resistance somewhere
but they are also limited in pockets... Post 23rd [May], Bengal politics will be a straightforward match
between TMC and BJP. The Congress and CPI(M) will disappear further. The process of dismantling
will be further expedited.

So, you think Bengal is going to add to
the BJP’s seats under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s leadership?
In a big way.

Is the vote in favour of Modi or is the
vote in favour of development?

Do you have a number?

You cannot distinguish between
Modi and development. I think it is a
vote for nationalism as well a vote
for development. It is not only for
development, people are also voting

I’ll be very conservative and I’ll say
the number will be 20, give or take
10%. That will be my own assessment but party cadre here have said
that it won’t be less than 22.

TMC, BJP TRADE CHARGES

I-T dept probes PAN details
of senior TMC leader’s wife
Rajeev Jayaswal
n

rajeev.jayaswal@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: Incometaxauthorities
are investigating discrepancies
detected in the permanent
account number held by Rujira
Naroola alias Rujira Banerjee —
wife of West Bengal chief minister Mamata Banerjee’s nephew
andTMCMPAbhishekBanerjee
— which she apparently procuredasanIndiancitizendespite
having a Thai passport, three
government officials with direct
knowledge of the matter said.
The home ministry has also
been asked to investigate the
Overseas Citizenship of India
(OCI) card issued to her and her
friend, MenkaGambhir, theofficials added, asking not to be
named. The finance ministry
(which oversees the tax department) is the latest to step into
whathasbecomeapoliticalslugfest between the TrinamoolCongress and the Bharatiya Janata
Party, which are locked in an
intense, and sometimes violent
electoral battle in West Bengal.
Itallstartedontheintervening
night of March 15-16, when customsofficialsondutyattheNetaji
Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport (NSCBI), Kolkata
accostedthetwowomen,whohad
arrivedfromBangkokonthesuspicion that they were trying to
smuggle in something.
Atifferupted,RujiraBanerjee
made a call, and the state police
appeared inside the airport to

RUJIRA NAROOLA, WIFE
OF TMC MP ABHISHEK
BANERJEE, WAS FOUND
WITH PASSPORT AND OCI
CARD ISSUED TO HER AS
A CITIZEN OF THAILAND,
REVENUE DEPT WRITES
TO HOME MINISTRY
escort the women out -- without
customs clearance. The Kolkata
airport’s Air Intelligence Unit
filed a FIR on March 22, a copy of
which has been seen by HT.
The officials said that while
OCIs can live and work in India
indefinitely, theyareexpectedto
get PANs as foreign citizens and
not as Indian citizens. After the
customs department flagged
these issues,therevenue department shot off a letter to the home
ministry in this regard.
According to the letter, a copy
of which has been seen by HT,
Rujira Naroola (alias Rujira
Banerjee) had been found with
thepassportandOCIcardissued
toherasacitizenofThailand.The
documents mention her father’s
nameas‘NiphonNaroola’.“However,ithasbeenfoundthatforthe
PAN issuedtoMsNaroolaunder
the name of Rujira Banerjee, the
father’s name has been mentioned as ‘Gursharan Singh
Ahuja’,” the letter said, adding,
while Gambhir’s has a passport
and an OCI card as a citizen of

Thailand,“ithasbeenfoundthat
she has obtained a PAN as a citizenofIndia”.Thehomeministry
isnowaskedtolookintotheissue.
TMC MP Abhishek Banerjee
did not respond to an email seekingcomment.ATMCspokesman,
however,saidthematteris politically motivated and continues
the trend of “political vendetta”
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and BJP president Amit
Shahagainstpoliticalopponents.
Thethreegovernmentofficials
quotedabovesaidthatthematter
is of “serious nature”, “a breach
of national security” and added
that claims being made that the
issue has been are not correct.
Thelastisareferencetomedia
reportsciting anRTIapplication
filed by an activist with Kolkata
Customsandtheresponse,which
states that no one has been
detained or accosted in Kolkata
airport thus far this year for illegally carrying gold into India
On May 11, the Central Board
of Indirect Taxes and Customs
(CBIC)hadissuedastatementon
May11.ItsaidtheRTIapplication
hadsoughtinformationconcerning “detention of one Ms. Jasmit
AhujaBanerjee(anothernameof
Rujira Banerjee), and on the
night of 16.03.2019 or in early
morning of 17.03.2019 (and not in
the intervening night of
15-16.03.2019 when the incident
described above occurred).
Accordingly,thereplyofRTIwas
givenwithrespecttothequeryon
Jasmit Ahuja Banerjee”.

CALLS&CONNECTIONS
HT TRACKS KEY CONTACT POINTS AHEAD OF GOVT FORMATION

Naidu meets DMK treasurer
After Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) chief and Telangana chief minister K Chandrasekhar Rao (KCR), it was the turn of his Andhra Pradesh
counterpart and Telugu Desam Party (TDP) leader Chandrababu Naidu to
meet Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) on Tuesday. Although it wasn’t
with the party chief MK Stalin, DMK’s treasurer Duraimurugan dropped in
to his Amrawati office and called it a “private” visit. When Duraimurugan
came out after the meeting, he refused to reveal what had transpired. However, the two chief ministers have been on a meeting spree with leaders from the left, right and the Centre. Chandrababu Naidu is said to
have already ruled himself out of any central position race. But
KCR has put himself out there, weighing his options on all sides.

NO.1 NEWSPAPER IN PUNJAB

H UNDISPUTED NUMBER 1
HE
NGLISH
DAILY IN PUNJAB
N

Punjab has chosen Hindustan Times as its number 1 English daily. With a readership of 3.2 lakh,
ahead of competition by 49%, Hindustan Times has clearly emerged as Punjab’s most preferred English daily.
With an unwavering legacy of truth, excellence and courage, Hindustan Times has been upholding the highest tenets
of journalism and building unshakable trust amongst its readers. No wonder, we are your number 1 choice.

Source: IRS Q1 2019, AIR
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IT’S A SHAME THAT COUNTRIES LIKE THE UK AND NEW ZEALAND
ARE REALLY AT THE LOWEST RANKS OF THIS INDEX.

> MARC DULLEART, founder of Holland-based KidsRights, on a survey of children’s rights

RiotsinSriLankaclaimfirstlife
INDEFINITE CURFEW Violence erupted on Monday night,
three weeks after extremist bombings killed 258 people
Agencies
n

dhist Sinhalese community on
bail for his role in similar riots in
March last year in the central
Kandy district.
Video footage of the unrest in
the NWP showed burning shops
as mobs armed with sticks and
stonesroamedthestreetsattacking Muslim-owned shops.

letters@hindustantimes.com

MINUWANGODA,SRILANKA:Parts of

n

Syrian fighters from the Turkish-backed National Liberation
Front fire a missile at regime positions in the rebel-held northern
part of Syria's Hama province.
AFP

shortstories
NORTH KOREA CALLS SEIZURE OF CARGO
SHIP BY US UNLAWFUL, SEEKS ITS RETURN
SEOUL:North Korea on Tuesday demanded the return of a cargo ship seized
by Washington last week for violating international sanctions, calling it an
“unlawful and outrageous act”. A spokesman for the North’s foreign ministry
slammed the move on Tuesday, saying it was an “outright denial” of the
spirit of a statement signed by leader Kim Jong Un and US President Donald
Trump at their landmark summit in Singapore last June. It was the first time
a North Korean cargo vessel had been seized by the US, after years of high
seas games in which Korean shippers disguised vessels, used false flags and
AFP
turned off their tracking transponders to avoid discovery.

Stan Lee’s ex-manager
charged with elder abuse

Burkina Faso: 4 killed at
religious procession

LOS ANGELES: The former manager of Stan Lee has been charged
with elder abuse against the late
comic book legend, a Los Angeles
court official said on Monday.
Keya Morgan was charged on
Friday with five counts of elder
abuse, including false imprisonment, fraud and forgery stemming from an incident last
summer when Lee was 95, a
spokeswoman for Los Angeles
Superior Court public information
office told Los Angeles City News
REUTERS
Service.

OUAGADOUGOU:Four Catholics
were killed in an attack on a
religious procession in north
Burkina Faso, the day after
gunmen killed a priest and five
parishioners during mass. AFP

Protests break out in Sudan
after six shot dead at sit-in

UK talk show suspended
after guest commits suicide

Actress pleads guilty in
college admissions scandal

LONDON: The Jeremy Kyle Show
has been suspended indefinitely
after the death of Steve Dymond.
The 63-year-old failed a lie
detector test on the show, taken
to convince his fiancee he had not
cheated on her, leading to the
couple splitting up.
AFP

NEW YORK:In a tearful appearance, American actress Felicity
Huffman pleaded guilty for
paying bribes to help her daughter gain admission to a prestigious university, possibly dodging
AFP
jail time.

OMDURMAN:Sudanese protesters blocked roads with burning
tyres in Omdurman on Tuesday, a
day after an army major and five
protesters were shot dead at a
sit-in in the capital.
AFP

inthenews

ANGELA MERKEL

German chancellor forced to return to Berlin by
helicopter after airport employee damages plane
Merkel’s plane was grounded when a van
collided with the nose of the jet after an
excited fan jumped out of her van to take a
photo of it at Dortmund airport but forgot to
put the parking brake on

1

2
3

The German air force said in a tweet that Merkel returned to Berlin
by helicopter on Monday after her plane was damaged by a vehicle,
but didn’t provide further details
The accident follows a string of highly publicised breakdowns of the
aging government fleet causing delays for Merkel and others.

US AG Barr sets up
team to probe
origins of Russia
meddling probe
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: Attorney general
William Barr has assigned a top
federal prosecutor toinvestigate
the origins of FBI’s probe into
Russia meddling in US elections
anditsfocusonmembersofPresident Donald Trump’s presidential campaign.
US attorney for Connecticut
JohnHDurhamhadbeenatwork
onthisforafewweeksnowbefore
TheNewYorkTimesfirstidentifiedhimastheofficialassignedby
Barr to conduct the review,
which the AG had talked about.
Durham is a veteran of such
specialassignmentsentrustedto
him by both Republican and
Democratic administrations of
the past. He investigated FBI’s
links with Boston mafia, and the
torture of CIA detainees and the
destructionofvideorecordingsof
them.
President Donald Trump and
his allies had been pressing the
departmentofjusticeto“investigatetheinvestigators”sinceSpecial Counsel Robert Mueller’s
reportfoundnoevidencethatany
American conspired with the
Russia meddling and that there
was insufficient evidence to
determinethepresidenthadcommitted the offence of obstruction
of justice.
AskedifhehadorderedBarrto
appoint Durham, the president
said to reporters Tuesday, “I
didn’taskhimtodothat...Ididn’t
knowit...Ithinkit’sagreatthing
that he did it.”
Trump has alleged he was
spied upon, a charge that was
repeated by attorney general
Barr at a congressional appearance,andthatitwasallapartofa
coup against him.

Sri Lanka were under indefinite
curfew on Tuesday and social
media off limits after a man was
killed by sword-wielding rioters
in an escalating anti-Muslim
backlashfollowingtheEasterterror attacks.
Violence broke out on Monday, three weeks after bombings
killed258people,withrampaging
mobs carrying out arson attacks
and 2,000 people vandalising a
mosque, witnesses said.
Anationwide curfewimposed
overnightwasraisedonTuesday
morning except for the NorthWestern Province (NWP) where
policesaida45-year-oldmanwas
slaughteredinhiscarpentryshop
by a crowd carrying swords.
Police said on Tuesday that 13
people hadbeenarrestedincluding Amith Weerasinghe, a man
from Sri Lanka’s majority Bud-

GOVT BANS
3 EXTREMIST
GROUPS
COLOMBO: The Sri
Lankan government has
banned three Islamist
extremist groups,
including the National
Thowheeth Jama’ath
(NTJ). President Maithripala Sirisena issued
a gazette banning a number of extremist organisations on Monday. He
also prohibited the use of
drones in the country till
further notice.
According to the
gazette, NTJ, Jamaathe
Millaathe Ibrahim (JMI),
and Willayath As Seylani (WAS) organisations were banned. PTI

ENGINEER WAS UNDER
INDIAN SURVEILLANCE
COLOMBO/AHMEDABAD: A Sri
Lankan software engineer suspectedofhavingprovidedtechnical and logistical support to the
Easter Sunday suicide bombers
was monitored by Indian intelligence agencies three years ago
forlinkswithISsuspects,investigators said.
SourcesinSriLankaninvestigating agencies believe Aadhil
Ameez,a24-year-old,wasthelink
between two groups that carried
out the attacks. He has been
arrestedandis in police custody,
sources said.

n

Sri Lankan soldiers patrol a road of Hettipola after a mob attack in a mosque in a village nearby.

Trump denies US plans to send troops to Iran
gulftensions

Yashwant Raj
n

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

SAUDI PIPELINES
HIT BY DRONES

WASHINGTON: President Donald
Trump on Tuesday dismissed as
fake news a report that top US
national security officials
revieweda planto deploy 120,000
troops to West Asia if Iran
attacked American forces, but
vowed that if he was forced to
make that choice, he would send
“a hell of a lot more troops”.
Theplan,firstreportedbyThe
New York Times, was to send
nearlythesamenumberoftroops
as theinitialUSinvasionforcein
Iraq in 2003.
Inresponsetoaquestionabout
it, Trump said: “Now, would I do
that?Absolutely.Butwehavenot
planned for that. Hopefully we
don’t have to plan for that.” But,
“if we did that we will send a hell
ofalotmoretroopsthanthat,”he
added.
Trump had earlier warned
Iran that “it’s going to be a bad
problem for Iran if something
happens, I can tell you that.
They’re not going to be happy.”
The news report said the plan
wasorderedbyNationalSecurity
Adviser John Bolton, a strident
Iran hawk, and the meeting was
attended by acting secretary of
defencePatrickShanahan,chairman of the joint chiefs of staff
Joseph Dunford, CIA director
Gina Haspel and Director of
National Intelligence Dan Coats
among others.
The United States despatched

n

Drone attacks claimed by
Iran-aligned Yemen rebels shut
down one of Saudi Arabia’s
major oil pipelines on Tuesday,
further ratcheting up Gulf
tensions after the mysterious
sabotage of several tankers.
Two pumping stations had
been targeted early Tuesday on
the East West Pipeline, able to
pump five million barrels of oil
a day from the oil-rich eastern
province to a Red Sea export
terminal. Yemen’s Huthi rebels
said they had targeted vital
installations in Saudi Arabia.

Satellite photo by Maxar Technologies shows a Saudi-flagged oil tanker off the coast of Fujairah, UAE. AP

an aircraft carrier strike group
and B-52 bombers to West Asia
last week citing intelligence that
Iran,byitselforthroughproxies,
couldlaunchanattackonAmerican interests or allies.
It has also deployed a Patriot
anti-missile battery and an
amphibious warship used for
transporting troops.
TheNYTreportsaidthatsome
nationalsecurityofficialsbelieve
Iran has felt emboldened after
Trump’sannouncementtowithdraw troops from Syria and a
thinningUSnavalpresenceinthe
region.
Teheran, in their view reportedly, has concluded the Trump
administration doesn’t have the
stomach for a conflict.

‘No major damage seen
on sabotaged ships’

There will be no war
with US: Iran leader
TEHRAN/SOCHI : Iran’s Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
said on Tuesday there would no
war with the US despite mounting tensions.
In comments carried by state
TV, Khamenei reiterated Iran
won’t negotiate with the US on a
nuclear deal. “There won’t be
any war. The Iranian nation has
chosen the path of resistance.”
In Sochi, Russia, US secretary
of state Mike Pompeo said the US
doesn’t want war but vowed to

Satellite images obtained by
The Associated Press on
Tuesday showed no major
visible damage to the four oil
tankers anchored in the
Mideast that were damaged by
what Gulf officials described as
sabotage. Details of the
alleged sabotage to two Saudi,
one Norwegian and one
Emirati oil tanker remained
unclear. US national security
agencies believe proxies
sympathetic to or working for
Iran may have attacked the
tankers off the United Arab
Emirates rather than Iranian
forces themselves, a US official
AGENCIES
said.

keep pressuring Tehran. “We
fundamentally do not see a war
with Iran,” he told a joint news
conference with Russian foreign
minister Sergei Lavrov.
Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani told a meeting of clerics that
his country is “too great to be
intimidated” by anyone. “God
willing we will pass this difficult
period with glory and our heads
held high, and defeat the
enemy,” state media quoted him
as saying on Monday.AGENCIES

US, Russia clash on
Blast in Quetta leaves four cops dead
election meddling
E Y E O N PA K I S TA N

HT Correspondent & Agencies

Agence France-Presse
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

SOCHI: Secretary of state Mike
PompeoonTuesdaywarnedRussia not to interfere in next year’s
USelectionevenasthetwocountries worked to improve relations.
Pompeo onTuesdaywasvisiting the Black Sea resort of Sochi
where he is set to become the
highest-ranking American to
meet with President Vladimir
Putin in nearly a year. But at a
joint news conference with RussianForeignMinisterSergeiLavrov, Pompeo renewed US concerns that Moscow meddled in
the 2016 election to try to tip the
votetoPresidentDonaldTrump.
“Interference in American
electionsinunacceptable.IfRussia engaged in that in 2020, it
would put our relationship in an
even worse place than it has
been,”Pompeo said. “I conveyed
that there are things that Russia

can do to demonstrate that these
kinds of activities are a thing of
the past. I hope that Russia takes
advantage of those opportunities,” Pompeo said.
Lavrov,however,rejected the
accusations of Russian interference, which an investigation by
USSpecialCounselRobertMuellersaidincludedextensive,shadowyeffortsonsocialmedia.“The
facts show that those who are
inflating this topic do not have
any proof,” Lavrov said.
On“collusion”involvinghighranking officials, Lavrov said:
“It’sclearthatsuchinsinuations
are absolute fiction.”
“We want and we are ready to
deal with cybersecurity issues
along with our American partners,withoutanypoliticisation,”
he said.
The two-year-long investigationbyMuellerfoundthatRussia
intervenedextensivelybutfound
noevidencethattheTrumpcampaignwascolludingwithRussia.

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

QUETTA/ISLAMABAD: Four police

were killed and eleven people
wounded when militants detonated a bomb hidden under a
motorbike in the city of Quetta,
police said on Monday night.
ThePakistaniTalibanclaimed
responsibilityfortheattack.Two
policewereamongthewounded,
seniorpoliceofficialAbdulRazaq
Cheema told AFP. “Two of the
injured are critical,” he added.
The bike was parked outsidea
mosque where police personnel
werepostedinQuetta,thecapital
of Balochistan province.
Investigators worked at the
scene,placingevidencemarkers
around a car, one door of which
was open and shredded.
Theattackcametwodaysafter
Balochseparatistsattackedaluxuryhotelintheprovince’ssecond
city, Gwadar, where development of a port is the flagship
project of a multibillion dollar

Chineseinfrastructureinitiative
in Pakistan. Five people including a soldier died in the hotel
attack, which also left all three
militants dead.

US HASN’T IMPOSED VISA
RESTRICTIONS: QURESHI
Pakistan foreign minister Shah
Mehmood Qureshi said the US
hasn’t imposed any visa restrictionsonPakistan,RadioPakistan
reported.
Qureshiwasbriefingasession
oftheparliament’sstandingcommitteeonforeignaffairsinIslamabad on Tuesday.
PAKISTAN UNVEILS
NEW TAX SCHEMES
Pakistan has unveiled a new
scheme for those who don’t pay
taxes, urging people to declare
their assets and pay a 4% tax on
them before June 30 to avoid
arrest and confiscation.
Themeasurecomesdaysafter
Islamabad reached a deal with
the IMF for a $6 billion bailout.

n

Pakistani security officials examine the site of a bomb blast in
Quetta on Monday night.

M YST E RY R O C KS G E R M A N Y

Possible suicide pact in macabre crossbow bolt deaths
Agence France-Presse
n

n

Undertakers carry a coffin out of a cordoned-off house in
Wittingen, Germany, where two bodies were found.

AFP

letters@hindustantimes.com

MUNICH:Investigators were on
Tuesday pursuing leads that
five mysterious deaths, including three by crossbow bolts,
may have been a murder-suicide pact among Germans with
a reported passion for medieval folklore and weaponry.
Police probing the initial triple death said they found the
last wills of two of the victims
in a hotel room, and no signs of
a struggle or involvement of
other people.
Germany has been baffled
by the macabre case since the

trio of corpses was found on
Saturday in a hotel in the Bavarian town of Passau, followed
by Monday’s discovery of two
dead women across the country in the town of Wittingen.
Bild daily reported that the
victims had shared a fascination with the Middle Ages,
including knights, jousting,
weapons and alchemy.
According to an autopsy
report, two of the victims in the
Passau hotel room - a man
named Torsten W, 53, and a
woman called Kerstin E, 33 were found lying in the double
bed, hand-in-hand.
They were killed with cross-

bow shots to their heads and
hearts, the post-mortems
found. The last wills of the couple from Rhineland-Palatinate
state were also found in the
room, police said.
The other woman, 30-yearold Farina C, lay on the floor, a
crossbow arrow in her neck.
The local prosecutor’s office
said it was treating the case as
a “requested killing and suicide”, suggesting Farina shot
the couple and then herself.
German law restricts firearms but archery equipment is
freely available for sports and
anyone over 18 can purchase a
high-powered crossbow.

AFP

REUTERS

FIVE DEAD, ONE
MISSING AFTER
TWO SEAPLANES
COLLIDE IN US
Agence-France Presse
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: Five people diedand

one person went missing on
Monday after two floatplanes
collided mid-air in Alaska while
carrying passengers from a
cruise ship’s sightseeing expedition, officials said.
Emergencyrescue operations
were under way after the two aircraft carrying 14 passengers
from the Royal Princess ship
crashed near Ketchikan, a popular tourist spot on southern Alaskan cruise routes surrounded by
fjords and dense forests.
Four passengers and a pilot
were killed, Princess Cruises
said in a statement circulated by
US media.
Ten people were rescued and
were receiving medical care.
One of the wounded was in critical condition and three others
were seriously injured, a spokesperson for Ketchikan Medical
Center said. The USCoast Guard
confirmed that four people were
dead and it was searching for two
others near George Inlet, along
with help from volunteers and
agencies including the US forest
service and Alaska state troopers.

Texas cop shoots
dead woman who
said ‘I’m pregnant’
BAYTOWN: Police in Texas said an
officer who shot and killed an
African American woman
moments after she seems to say
“I’m pregnant” in a videotaped
altercation has been placed on
paid administrative leave.
Baytown Lt Steve Dorris said
the officer shot 44-year-old Pamela Turner around10:40pmlocal
time on Monday after trying to
arrest her at an apartment complex in the community about 40
kilometres east of Houston.
Dorris declined to identify the
officer but said he is Hispanic.
Dorris said Turner struck the
officer in the groin with a Taser,
shockinghim.He saidthe officer
then fired multiple rounds at
Turner, shooting her at least
once. Dorris said earlier that the
officer had dealt with Turner
before and knew she had outstanding warrants. In the video,
Turner is heard saying “You’re
AP
actually harassing me.”

Boycott business with
Myanmar’s army: UN
Associated Press
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

BANGKOK:A UN fact-finding missionurgedonTuesdaythatcountries cut off all business with
Myanmar’s military as part of
effortstoholdthearmyaccountable for human rights abuses.
Investigatorsworkingundera
mandate from the UN Human
Rights Council said there has
been no progress toward resolving the crisis over Myanmar’s
Rohingya minority, more than a
million of whom have fled military operations in Rakhine.
“The situation is at a total

standstill,” said Marzuki Darusman,chairmanoftheUNmission
on Myanmar. Authorities have
razed Rohingya villages and
membersoftheminorityremaininginthecountryliveindisplacement camps.
“Due to the gravity of the past
andcontinuingviolations,attentionmustbegiventothepolitical,
economicandfinancialtiesofthe
Myanmar military - to identify
whoandwhatshouldbetargeted
so we can cut off the money supply as a means of increasing the
pressure and reducing the violence,” Christopher Sidoti, a
member of the mission, said.
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plans to introduce
Jet CEO, CFO step down, Suzuki
two more brands in India
raising fresh concerns
Malyaban Ghosh
n

n

Former RBI deputy governor
R Gandhi.
MINT FILE

RBI APPOINTS
R GANDHI ON
BOARD OF YES
BANK FOR 2 YEARS
MUMBAI: Yes Bank on Monday
said that Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) has appointed former
deputy governor R Gandhi as an
additional director on the board
of the bank for a period of two
years. In a notice to the stock
exchanges, private sector lender
said that the appointment will be
effective from May 14, 2019 to 13
May 2021. Yes Bank also said that
the appointment has been made
under sub-section (1) of Section 36
AB of the Banking Regulation Act,
1949. According to the particular
section, RBI can appoint additional directors “if the Reserve
Bank is of 2 [opinion that in the
interest of banking policy or in the
public interest or] in the interests
of the banking company or its
depositors it is necessary so to do,
it may, from time to time by order
in writing, appoint, with effect
from such date as may be specified in the order, one or more
persons to hold office as additional Directors of the banking
company.”

Union Bank net loss widens
to ₹3,370 crore in Q4
NEW DELHI: State-owned Union
Bank of India on Tuesday said its
net loss widened to ₹3,370 crore in
the fourth quarter of 2018-19,
mainly on account of higher
provisioning. The company had
registered a net loss of ₹2,583
crore in the same quarter of the
preceding fiscal. However, the
bank had posted a net profit of
₹153 crore in the third quarter of
2018-19. Total income in three
months to March grew to ₹9,621
crore, as against ₹9,596 crore in
the same period of 2017-18.
For fiscal 2019, the bank reported
a net loss of ₹2,922 crore on a
consolidated basis, as against
₹5,212 crore loss in 2017-18.

WPI inflation dips to 3.07%
in April on cheaper fuel
NEW DELHI: Wholesale inflation
eased to 3.07% in April on cheaper
fuel and manufactured items,
even as prices of food articles
remained high, official data
released on Tuesday showed. The
Wholesale Price Index-based
inflation was at 3.18% in March
and 2.93% in February. It was
3.62% in April 2018. Inflation in the
food articles basket hardened to
7.37% during April 2019 as against
5.68% in March, as prices of
vegetables skyrocketed. Food
inflation has been on the rise for
the last five months since December 2018 when it was (-) 0.42%.
Vegetables inflation too has seen
a steep rise since December 2018
when it was (-)19.29%. It stood at
40.65% in April, up from 28.13% in
the previous month. Amongst
food items, inflation in potato
cooled to (-)17.15%.

Dailyhunt in early talks to
raise funds from SoftBank
BENGALURU: Regional language
news aggregator Dailyhunt is in
initial talks with Japan’s SoftBank
to raise more than $150 million,
according to two people familiar
with the matter. If this transaction goes through, it will mark
SoftBank’s first independent
investment in the content space,
which has seen several startups
coming up over the past few
years. “SoftBank’s interest in
Indian content startups emerges
from the larger theme of tapping
into the next internet user wave
in the country,” one of the two
people cited above said, requesting anonymity. “SoftBank has
held talks with another regional
content startup for a potential
investment, but nothing has been
finalized yet.”Both SoftBank and
Dailyhunt declined to comment.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES
AND MINT REPORTERS

TOP-LEVEL EXITS CEO Dube, CFO Agarwal among latest executives to quit Jet
Rhik Kundu
n

rhik.k@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Jet Airways (India) Ltd

lost its senior-most executives
on Tuesday, raising fresh uncertainty over whether the airline,
grounded for nearly a month,
will ever take to the skies.
Vinay Dube, chief executive
officer (CEO), and Amit Agarwal, deputy CEO and chief financial officer, put in their papers,
adding to the growing list of toplevel exits at the Mumbai-based
carrier.
Later in the day, Kuldeep
Sharma, company secretary and
vice-president of global compliance, joined the list of exits,
according to regulatory filings
by Jet Airways.
The cash-strapped airline was
forced to suspend operations on
April 17 as it amassed more than
$1 billion in debt. A consortium
of lenders, led by the State Bank
of India (SBI), that has taken control of the airline had initiated a
bidding process, but failed to find
a suitor willing to buy a majority
stake. Dube and Agarwal cited
“personal reasons” for their resignations. Both executives did
not respond to Mint’s queries
seeking comments. Sharma
could not be reached for comment. The resignations come at a
time when the finance ministry’s
Enforcement Directorate has
initiated a probe into Etihad Airways PJSC’s investment in Jet
Privilege Pvt. Ltd (JPPL), the frequent-flyer programme of Jet
Airways. The country’s top economic intelligence agency is
seeking to ascertain whether
certain foreign direct investment norms were violated when
the Abu Dhabi-based carrier
took a stake in JPPL in 2014.
The series of senior personnel

n

Vinay Dube.

KULDEEP SHARMA,
COMPANY SECRETARY
AND VP OF GLOBAL
COMPLIANCE, ALSO
JOINED THE LIST OF
EXITS ON TUESDAY
exits in just about a month has
coincided with the ongoing general election that has effectively
ruled out a government-backed
bailout.
The latest exits are expected to
cause fresh setbacks to Jet’s
stake sale plans and make it
tougher for a potential buyer to
take over the reins of the airline.
The resignations come amid
efforts by the SBI-led consortium

MINT FILE

to scout for potential investors to
revive the airline. “Either both
these top executives saw the
writing on the wall and realized
that the airline is beyond
redemption, or they were asked
by SBI to quit,” said an aviation
industry executive, requesting
anonymity. “The timing of the
resignations is indeed odd.”
The resignations come within
days of Etihad making a nonbinding bid for a minority stake
in Jet Airways, subject to several
conditions.
Mint reported on Monday that
Etihad had offered to infuse close
to ₹1,400 crore in Jet Airways,
aimed at keeping its stake at the
current level.
This has prompted lenders to
look for new investors willing to

Agencies
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MUMBAI: Indian stocks advanced,

Agencies
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WASHINGTON: US President Donald

Trump on Tuesday said trade
talks with China had not collapsed, characterizing the trade
war between the world’s two largest economies as “a little squabble.”
He made the remarks to
reporters at the White House as
Beijing and Washington ratchet
up tensions with tit-for-tat tariffs
on billions of dollars of imports.
Trump indicated negotiators
from the two countries were still
talking, saying they were having
a good dialogue. China’s foreign
ministry spokesman said on
Tuesday the two sides had agreed
to continue pursuing relevant
discussions.
The US and China have been
engaged in talks for months to
reduce trade tensions between
the world’s two largest economies, but in recent weeks, talks
have stalled, with both countries
blaming each other for the breakdown.
Meanwhile, in early-morning
tweets, Trump kept up his
“America First” agenda in support of hefty tariffs and called on
US companies to back him by
shifting their businesses away
from China. But he also softened
his tone on soybeans and other
agricultural products, appealing
to Beijing to act.
“When the time is right we will
make a deal with China,” Trump
said. “It will all happen, and
much faster than people think!”
“Hopefully China will do us the

n

US President Donald Trump with Chinese President Xi Jinping. REUTERS

honor of continuing to buy our
great farm product, the best, but
if not your Country will be making up the difference,” he wrote in
post addressing US farmers
directly.
Trump said on Monday that he
expected to meet with Chinese
President Xi Jinping at a G20
leaders summit in Japan in late
June.
TARIFFS IN HAND
Based on an accelerated schedule
laid out by the US trade representative’s (USTR) office late on
Monday, Trump will be in a position to launch 25% tariffs on
another $300 billion worth of Chinese goods when he meets with
Xi, adding potential leverage.
USTR said it would hold a public hearing on the tariff list on
June 17, with final comments due
as little as seven days later. The
list includes a wide range of consumer goods, from cellphones
and computers to clothing and

footwear, but it excludes pharmaceuticals, some specialty compounds and rare-earth minerals.
Meanwhile, the Indian government on Tuesday again extended
its deadline to impose retaliatory
import duties on 29 US products,
including almond, walnut and
pulses, till June 16.
A notification of the finance
ministry said that implementation of increased customs duty on
specified imports originating in
the US has been postponed from
May 16 to June 16 this year.
These deadlines were
extended several times since
June 2018, when India decided to
impose these duties in retaliation
to a move by the US to impose
high customs duties on certain
steel and aluminium products.
This extension comes in the
backdrop of the US decision to
withdraw export incentives
being provided to Indian exporters under Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP) programme.

Bayer ordered to pay $2 bn in Roundup trial
Bloomberg
feedback@livemint.com

SAN FRANCISCO/MUNICH: Bayer

AG was ordered to pay more
than $2 billion in damages to
a California couple that
claimed they got cancer as a
result of using its Roundup
weedkiller for about three
decades, raising pressure on
the company to settle thousands of similar lawsuits.
It’s the largest jury award
in the US so far this year and
the eighth-largest ever in a
product-defect claim, according to data compiled by
Bloomberg. The verdict
prompted analysts to boost
their estimates on the value
of a settlement.

exploring the possibility of having two more brands in India, taking a leaf out of its Japanese rivals
Honda Motor Co. Ltd, Toyota
Motor Corp. and Nissan Motor
Co. Ltd that sell vehicles under
more than one brand name.
All vehicles produced by Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, the country’s largest carmaker, currently
sport the Suzuki badge. What the
company is deliberating is to
carve out Nexa, its premium
chain of dealerships, into a separate brand, with vehicles under it
possibly sporting a new badge in
the future. The company is also
evaluating the possibility of a
third brand to attract consumers
in the 25-35 age bracket, two people directly aware of the developments said, requesting anonymity.
Suzuki and Maruti are discussing the revamped strategy, which
they feel is critical for the local
unit to maintain its dominance of
the Indian market through 2030.
If implemented, this could be one
of the most significant initiatives
of Suzuki in its more than threedecade-long presence in India.
“This strategy will be useful
for Maruti Suzuki since they need
to evolve as a company to sell 4-5
million vehicles by 2030 and such
a step is needed to stay ahead of
competition,” said the first person cited earlier. “Suzuki may
also get some of Toyota’s vehicles
in the Nexa brand as part of the
collaboration.”
Toyota and Suzuki have a pact
to sell each other’s cars in India.
While Suzuki will supply its premium hatchback Baleno and
compact sport utility vehicle
Vitara Brezza to Toyota, Suzuki
will source Toyota’s popular
sedan Corolla and sell it through
the dealership network of Maruti.
The Nexa chain of premium
dealerships was formed by Mar-
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Suzuki is looking to spin-off Nexa, its premium chain of dealerships,
MINT
into a separate brand.

uti in 2015 to sell its premium
vehicles such as the Baleno and
the S-Cross crossover vehicle.
Maruti garnered nearly 20% of its
total sales volume in FY19 from
Nexa dealerships.
The process of building a separate brand for Nexa would start
from 2022-23, when the life cycle
of the current products in Nexa
would come to an end, said the
two people cited earlier. Maruti
sells its other models through the
Arena network of dealerships.
According to the first person,
Maruti Suzuki needs to have a
separate brand as it will be difficult to sell at least 4 million vehicles from a single channel. Globally, companies have followed
this structure so that they can
attract customers for products at
different price points. Toyota has
the premium brand Lexus as well
as the Daihatsu minicar brand.
Nissan sells cars under the Nissan, Datsun and Infiniti brands,
while Honda has its namesake as
well as the Acura premium
brand.
A spokesperson for Maruti
termed the development “incorrect” in response to emailed queries sent on May 7.
Puneet Gupta, associate
director of vehicle forecasting at
IHS Markit, said Indian consumers had shown tremendous confi-

dence and trust in the Nexa channel and this would also help Maruti move into the next orbit of 2
million cars annually in the next
year or so.
“Nexa as a brand can be a master stroke to target premium customers. Consumers are full of
aspiration these days and products need to be differentiated not
only at the distribution channel,
but also from the quality, features
and technology perspective,”
Gupta said. “We feel this is a must
strategy in case Maruti Suzuki
wants to sustain their market
share above 50% in India as a
sales group.”
The Nexa brand has managed
to consolidate Maruti’s position
in segments such as premium
hatchback and crossover, where
customers did not prefer the company’s products earlier.
In FY19, wholesale dispatches
of the Baleno rose 11% to 212,330
units, while the S-Cross posted a
22% increase to 37,822 units. Sales
of the Ciaz sedan, however, fell
22% to 46,169 units. The second
person cited earlier said that once
Nexa was separated as a different
brand, the vehicles would share
the same platform but have substantial changes in the rest of the
structure and this would be quite
challenging for Suzuki’s engineering department.

US-China trade talks have Sensex breaks nine-session losing streak
not collapsed, says Trump

L E G A L TA N G L E

n

take a majority stake.
Dube took charge of Jet Airways in August 2017, while Agarwal had joined in December 2015.
Jet Airways has seen a slew of
top executives and board members quit in the past few months.
In April, former chief election
commissioner Nasim Zaidi
resigned as non-executive and
non-independent director on the
airline’s board citing “personal
reasons” and “time constraints”.
Independent director Rajshree
Pathy left in April, weeks after
Jet’s founder-promoter Naresh
Goyal and his wife Anita Goyal
quit the airline’s board.
Last week, top executive Gaurang Shetty, considered close to
Goyal, also resigned from the
board.

malyaban.g@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: Suzuki Motor Corp. is
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Bayer chief executive officer
Werner Baumann. REUTERS FILE

Bayer’s third Roundup
court loss comes two weeks
after shareholders disavowed chief executive officer
Werner Baumann at a meeting in Germany, lambasting
his handling of the $63 billion

Monsanto Co. acquisition.
The verdict puts the onus
on Bayer to alter its defence
course and consider a settlement: litigation concerns
have eroded Bayer’s value by
more than 40% since the deal
was sealed in June. The stock
declined 2.3% on Tuesday
after initially dropping to a
seven-year low.
“The company has got to
come to the table with a viable plan to resolve these
cases, or the losses are going
to mount,” Micah Dortch,
managing partner at the
Potts Law Firm in Dallas who
has filed dozens of Roundup
cases, said by email. “This
outcome should make Monsanto realize the seriousness

of these claims and how a
jury perceives the evidence.”
Bayer vowed to challenge
Monday’s ruling, calling it
“excessive and unjustifiable.” Bayer has defended the
safety of Roundup’s active
ingredient glyphosate since
inheriting the product from
Monsanto.
The verdict “conflicts
directly with the US Environmental Protection Agency’s
interim registration review
decision released just last
month,” Bayer said.
“The consensus among
leading health regulators
worldwide that glyphosatebased products can be used
safely and that glyphosate is
not carcinogenic.”

snapping their longest stretch of
losses since February, as some
investors felt nine days of
declines to be excessive.
The S&P BSE Sensex climbed
0.6%, or 227.71 points, to 37,318.53
in Mumbai after falling as much
as 0.4% earlier in the session.
That avoided the longest ever
losing streak for the benchmark
gauge. The NSE Nifty 50 Index
gained 0.7%, or 73.85 points, to
end the session at 11,222.05.
Stocks have been weighed
down in recent days as investors
weighed their positions ahead of
next week’s national ballot
results and fretted over the escalating US-China trade dispute.
The seventh and last phase of
voting for India’s marathon elec-

n

The Sensex rose 227 points to
settle at 37,318 on Tuesday. MINT

tions takes place on May 19, with
vote counting and results scheduled for release on May 23. On
the earnings front, 17 of the 27
Nifty companies that have
reported so far have either met
or exceeded estimates.
“The market is in an oversold
territory but it will be too early to
say that we are out of the woods

after this gain,” said Jitendra
Panda, managing director at
Peerless Securities Ltd. in Kolkata. “Foreign investors have
been selling and we will have to
see how it pans out over the next
couple of days.” “There was a
build-up of positions in the
run-up to the elections and it’s
natural that some investors may
wish to book profits as the event
is close,” said Joseph Thomas,
head of research at Emkay
Wealth Management. “Amid
this, the US-China trade dispute
is further adding to the negative
environment.”
All but two of 19 sector indexes
compiled by BSE Ltd advanced,
led by a gauge of telecom companies. Reliance Industries Ltd
contributed the most to the index
advance, increasing 2.3%. Sun
Pharma had the largest gain, rising 5.4%. Tata Consultancy Ser-

Employees, sellers colluded in
cashback fraud, says Paytm
Ridhima Saxena
n

ridhima.s@livemint.com

Japan takes India
to WTO over import
duties on mobile
phones, routers
Reuters

MUMBAI: The recent fraud at

Paytm Mall, the e-commerce
marketplace arm of Paytm,
involved hundreds of sellers and
tens of employees, said Paytm
founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma.
The fraud, which involved fake
transactions between merchants
and employees to make undue
gains from cashback offers, is
estimated to be to the tune of ₹10
crore, Sharma said on the sidelines of a press meet in Mumbai
on Tuesday. “I don’t know the
(exact) amount but, it will be ₹10
crore for sure,” said Sharma.
Since its inception in April
2017, Paytm Mall has raised $650
million from Alibaba, SoftBank
and SAIF Partners, with Alibaba
group arm Ant Financial holding
a 42% stake in Paytm Mall. Alibaba also holds a large stake in
Paytm’s parent, One97 Communications.
On Monday, news agency PTI
reported that the company had
appointed consulting and audit
firm EY to investigate the cashback fraud. The investigation has
been going on for almost a fortnight and some employees have
already been fired, it added.
“We found out that there were
some sellers who were colluding
with some employees at the junior level and they sort of got more
cashbacks on their products, so
we blocked those sellers and fired
those employees,” said Sharma.
The online retailer plans to
make its seller registration process more stringent in order to

vices Ltd was the biggest drag on
the index and had the biggest
drop, declining 1.7%.
Jet Airways slumped 7.3%
after its chief financial officer
resigned.
India’s retail inflation in April
was 2.92% and it remained below
the central bank’s target for the
ninth month, raising hopes of a
RBI rate cut and helping investor
sentiment to revive.
In the last nine sessions, the
Sensex had lost 1,940.73 points
and the Nifty has given away
nearly 600 points.
The Tuesday’s trade, mainly
the first half of the session, was
marked by intense volatility as
investors appeared cautious
weighing a host of headwinds
like concerns on macroeconomic
front, US-China trade war tensions and uncertainty over election outcome.

n

n

Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar Sharma.

THE PAYTM MALL FRAUD
IS ESTIMATED TO BE TO
THE TUNE OF ₹10 CRORE,
SAID PAYTM’S SHARMA
curb such frauds in the future.
“We first used to believe that
every seller should be able to sell
on Paytm Mall. Right now we are
stringently clear that only authorized brand sellers will be
allowed,” said Sharma.
According to Sharma, even as
the platform continues to delist
fraudulent merchants, it does not
plan to revoke cashback offers.
Paytm currently has 12 million
merchants, and over 300 million
customers. It continues to spend
most of its cash in acquiring new
merchants and customers.
“We don’t want to be profitable
till we have acquired 500 million

BLOOMBERG FILE

customers and 45-50 million merchants,” he said
The fraud at Paytm Mall comes
at a time when the e-commerce
company has been struggling to
make its mark in a market dominated by Amazon and WalmartFlipkart, despite being one of the
fastest internet companies in
India to reach $1 billion in valuation. According to Forrester
Research, Paytm Mall’s market
share fell from 5.6% in 2017 to 3%
in 2018.
In April, The Economic Times
reported that Paytm Mall
reported loss of ₹1,787.55 crore on
a total revenue of ₹774.86 crore in
2017-18, citing regulatory filings.
The newspaper added that the
company’s largest backer Alibaba was uncomfortable to pump
in more capital to support its
cashback based e-commerce
business model.

feedback@livemint.com

GENEVA: Japan has complained at
the World Trade Organization
about India’s duties on mobile
phones, base stations and routers, and the circuit boards and
other components that go into
them, a WTO filing showed on
Tuesday.
Japan’s complaint said India
had sought to foster domestic production by adjusting various
taxes including customs duties,
especially since it launched the
“Make in India” campaign in September 2014. Some of the tariffs on
goods of substantial interest to
Japan were now “clearly in
excess” of the rates allowed by the
WTO. India’s WTO membership
terms specified that the import
tariff on all the disputed goods
was zero percent, but India
applied a 20% tariff to mobile
phones and base stations, and tariffs of 10%, 15% and 20% on the
other products, Japan said. Trade
data provided by the International Trade Centre, a UN-WTO
joint venture, showed Japan
accounted for a tiny proportion of
India’s mobile phone imports,
valued at $53 million in 2011 and
$43 million in 2012, but less than
$2 million in all other years in the
past decade. Under WTO rules,
India has 60 days to settle the dispute, after which Japan could ask
WTO to set up an adjudication
panel to say whether India’s tariffs break the rules.
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OPENING WITH FINCH AND WARNER. THEN KHAWAJA OR SHAUN
MARSH AT 3 AND SMITH AT FOUR, THIS IS YOUR TOP FOUR.

> DARREN LEHMANN, ex- Australia coach on his choice of the top order at the World Cup

shortstories

WhereareIndia’scricketcoaches?
STRANDED Despite being the sport’s centre of power, India’s cricket coaches find opportunities hard to come by at the highest level
Somshuvra Laha

n

Vijay Shankar.

AP

HAVE ENOUGH
AMMUNITION FOR
THE WORLD CUP,
SAYS SHASTRI
NEW DELHI: India are a flexible
side with enough ammunition in
their arsenal going into the World
Cup, says head coach Ravi Shastri,
making it clear that combinations
would depend on conditions.
When Vijay Shankar was picked in
the 15-man squad, it was assumed
that the Tamil Nadu all-rounder
could bat at the crucial number
four position but Shastri said
there were many options for that
slot. “We are a flexible team. It’s
horses for courses, we have got
enough ammunition. We have got
enough players who can bat at 4.
So, I am not really worried about
that,” Shastri said. “I think we
have got all bases covered. Last
thing you want is passengers on
the tour. You want to have in
those 15 players ... who can play
anytime, at any given time.”

Saha back in the mix with
India A call-up
NEW DELHI: Wicket-keeper
Wriddhiman Saha is back in the
scheme of things for India in the
longer format after being named
in the A squad alongside Rishabh
Pant for the West Indies tour
comprising five one-dayers and
three four-day games beginning
July 11. The selectors also announced the squads for the home
series against Sri Lanka A beginning May 25. Jharkhand wicketkeeper batsman Ishan Kishan will
lead India A in the two four-day
games in Belgaum and Hubli
while Gujarat’s Priyank Panchal
will captain the side in five
one-dayers beginning June 6 in
Hubli. Test regulars including R
Ashwin, Cheteswar Pujara, Ajinkya
Rahane and Umesh Yadav have
not been picked as they are likely
to play county cricket.

Sachin, Laxman depose
before BCCI ethics officer
NEW DELHI: Sachin Tendulkar and
VVS Laxman desposed before the
BCCI Ethics Officer (Justice) DK
Jain on their alleged Conflict of
Interest case. Tendulkar’s deposition began at 10.30 am and ran till
3.30 pm, delaying VVS Laxman’s
deposition, which was to begin at
2.30 pm, by an hour. The complainant Sanjeev Gupta also
deposed. The next hearing will be
held on May 20 and all parties
have been asked to provide
written submissions. The parties
have been told not to discuss the
matter outside. Both Tendulkar
and Laxman are members of the
Cricket Advisory Committee (CAC)
and are also associated with IPL
franchises Mumbai Indians (as
icon) and Sunrisers Hyderabad
(mentor), respectively.

todayontv
CRICKET
MUMBAI T20
LEAGUE

3.30pm: Eagle Thane
Strikers v North Mumbai
Panthers
7.30pm: Namo Bandra
Blasters v Arcs Andheri,
live on Star Sports 2, 3 &
2HD

TENNIS
ITALIAN OPEN

2.30pm: Day 3, live on
Sony ESPN & HD

KABADDI
PKL

8.00pm: Haryana Heroes
v Pondy Predators
9.00pm: Pune Pride v
Bangalore Rhinos, live on
D Sport

n

somshuvra.laha@htlive.com

NEWDELHI:Indiaiscricket’sundisputed centre of power. The Test
teamhasbeenNo.1fortwoyears
in a row. Other nations work
overtime to accommodate a
series with India to boost their
finances.Itis hometothe biggest
and the richest T20 franchise
league in the world, and the
BCCI’scentrallycontractedplayerscommandthehighestsalaries
in the world.
This is cricket country—
except whenit comes to coaches.
Look no further than the
Indian Premier League (IPL),
wherealleightteamsareheaded
by foreigners: three South Africans, two Australians, two New
Zealanders and one Sri Lankan.
Even among the support staff,
thereisonlyahandfulofIndians.
In other leagues, in other
nations, the story is different.
Australia’s Big Bash League has
six out of eight teams coached by
Australians, the other two
helmed by New Zealanders. Of
the 18 counties in England’s T20
Blast, 13 are headed by English
coaches, three have Australians
and there is one each from South
Africa and New Zealand.
When it comes to national
teams, barring India coach Ravi
Shastri, only Lalchand Rajput
headsthe coaching staffof Zimbabwewhofailedtoqualifyforthis
World Cup.
Though there are a few
coaches from India who have
found opportunities with international teams—Sunil Joshi is
the spincoachofBangladesh—it
is not a patch on the voluminous
number of coaches sent out by
Australia, South Africa, New
Zealand and England.
According to former India
pacerVenkateshPrasad,mostof
these cricketing nations have a
strong culture of encouraging
local coaches, providing a structured platform for them to rise

through. “None of the Indian
coaches will figure in county or
Big Bash League,” Prasad, who
hashadcoachingstintswithmultiple IPL teams, says.
WHO COACHES THE
COACHES?
What prevents Indian coaches
frombaggingtopappointments?
Is it technical knowhow or the
will to move out of their comfort
zones?
Some coaches, by their own
admission, never gave much
thought to going beyond the
realmofRanjiTrophy.LikeDebu
Mitra, a seasoned professional
who coached Saurashtra for 10
years and under whom CheteshwarPujara andRavindra Jadeja
made their mark. “I have been
goingtoEnglandeveryyearsince
1987 but apart from a few stints
hereandthere,Ineverthoughtof
doinganything else,”saidMitra.
But for the majority, Prasad
says bluntly, it’s a lack of coaching skills that keep them tied
down.
“I’m sorry to say, a lot of them
are not competent enough. They
feel since they have played the
game, they can coach,” Prasad
says. “That is not how it works.
They are not in tune with modern-daycoaching(whichneeds)a
good understanding of biomechanical and technical issues.
“More than anything, I think
the coaches need to address the
mentalaspectofthegame.Where
youscoreovertheotherplayeris
in the mind. You need to understandtheplayer.Youhavetobea
good man manager. A solution
for one player may not be the
solution for another guy. Not
many understand that.”
Prasad recalls an incident
fromhisplayingdaysinthe1990s
to make his point.
“A legend in fast bowling told
metobowlthewayhebowled,”he
says. “That is not how it works.
The coach needs to understand
my physical aspect, my mental

aspect, my technical aspect and
coachme,notcoacheveryonethe
same way.”
IS THERE A BIAS?
Youdon’thavetobeagoodplayer
to be a competent coach, and
Umesh Patwal, Nepal’s batting
coach, is an example. A former
Mumbai A division player, Patwal was a journeyman cricketer
who took his game to UAE and
Englandbeforeturningtocoaching.
Patwal had failed to pass the
Level3course—thehighestqualification for a cricket coach—at
theNationalCricketAcademyin
Bengaluru but cleared the Australian board’s coaching certificate in Dubai in 2011. He then
joinedKochiTuskersKeralaasa
second assistant-coach under
Sanjay Bangar, who is now
India’sbattingcoach.Patwalwas
also the academy head of the
Vidarbha under-16s. “Around
seven players from that batch
havemadeittotheIndiaunder-19
squad,” he says.
But, Patwal says, recognition
for this work is not easy to come
by. Patwal was the batting coach
for Afghanistan during the Asia
Cup in 2018, where the cricket
rookies performed admirably
with the bat.
“None of the commentators,
manyofthemIndian,mentioned
myname,”Patwalsays.“Thereis
thispoormindsetoftheIPLownerswhothinkIndiancoachesare
not good enough. But if you see,
Paras Mhambrey and Robin
Singh are with Mumbai Indians
for a long time. Bangar did very
well too.”
PrasadagreeswithPatwalthat
there is a bias against Indian
coaches. “In IPL, we only have
foreign(head)coaches.Theyjust
come for two months and have
fun,” says Prasad. “If the franchise does well, it’s okay and if
theydon’t,theysay‘wehavedone
our job, we have been professional’ and leave.”

facetoface

n

Ravi Shastri (right) will be the only Indian coach in charge at the upcoming World Cup.

exceptionally well in ODI
cricket in the last 2-3 years in
whatever limited opportunities I got. I always believe in
myself and focus on controllable things. If I can play cricket
with a good attitude and passionately, other things will fall
(in place) automatically.

AJINKYA RAHANE , INDIA CRICKETER
Would you say batsmen let
Rajasthan Royals down?

Bihan Sengupta
n

bihan.sengupta@htlive.com

MUMBAI: Ajinkya Rahane’s

middle-order batting was crucial in India’s run to the semifinals of the 2015 World Cup.
Four years on, his name was
not even discussed despite the
focus on a No 4 batsman before
India’s 15-man squad for the
World Cup was picked. In the
IPL, he led Rajasthan Royals in
phases of the tournament but
failed to inspire them to a playoff berth.
Speaking on the sidelines of
the CEAT Cricket Rating
Awards, the Test vice-captain
discussed his form, World Cup
omission, IPL and the upcoming County stint with Hampshire.
Excerpts:

How would you sum up your IPL
season?
I thought I really did well as a
batsman throughout. As a
team we could have done better, we had those chances,
moments in two-three matches
but didn’t capitalise on them.
In T20, one or two overs can
change the game. A lot to learn
from this season as a team, and
I’m sure the guys will come
really hard next time as
improved players.

Not really. People always see
the big runs. What one has to
see is the impact runs you
score for your team. The number doesn’t matter to me. I feel
the couple of 30s, 40s and the
hundred I got were really
impactful. You got to think
about your team, you cannot
think about yourself.

GETTY

I don’t think it is difficult
because we are all used to it.
We play Test cricket and then
next day we go play T20. Players are used to this format and
every player will adjust to it
very quickly. It’s all about having that good mental space and
mindset. Recovery is very
important for each player. The
IPL season was very hectic.
Recovery and rehab and all the
strengthening sessions, apart
from your cricketing skills, are
very important.

Talking about impactful shows,
your thoughts on Riyan Parag?
He is a very talented and confident cricketer, it’s good to see
him do so well. He hardly
played five-six games (seven),
but the temperament he
showed was incredible. I’m
sure he will learn many things
from this season and come out
an improved cricketer next
year.

Your thoughts on playing County
cricket with Hampshire.
n

You batted at No 4 in one game. Is
that your favourite spot?
I am always an opener, especially in T20. That’s my favourite number. I came at No 4
(against Kings XI Punjab)
because the team wanted me to
stabilise the position and get
the innings going. I always
believe whatever the team
wants, you should do. In ODIs,
I have batted many times at No
4 and done well. I did well as an

Ajinkya Rahane wasn’t named in India’s World Cup squad.

knockouts, where consistency
will be very important.

How do you rate India’s World
Cup chances?

Where do you think you missed
out on a berth?

India’s chances are really high.
I feel we are the favourites. But
it is important to play consistent cricket. The (all teams play
each other) format is new and if
you get momentum early on,
you have to carry it into the

If you see my ODI record, it’s
really good. Whenever I got an
opportunity as a No 4 or
opener, I did really well. I can
only focus and control that,
scoring runs. Other things, I
cannot control. For me, I did

I am really excited. It’s my first
stint with Hampshire and I’m
looking forward to it and (hope
I) get to learn many things
about batting and in general
about cricket. It’s going to be a
different experience altogether. I spoke to Rahul Dravid
and Sachin Tendulkar, (and)
they told me ‘we learnt so
many things from County stint
… just enjoy yourself, enjoy
your cricket and give your
best.’

Lakshmi first woman in ICC referees’ panel

Reuters
sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

YANGON: Referee Yoshimi Yama-

n

REUTERS

opener too but it’s always what
the team wants from me.

Khurram Habib
n

Yoshimi Yamashita.

AFC

torybooksinwomen’srefereeing
in Asia.”
Yamashita joins the likes of
Stephanie Frappart andBibiana
Steinhaus, who have officiated
top flight men’s games in France
and Germany, respectively.
TheJapanesetrioarealsopart
oftheAFC’slistof12Asianmatch
officials at the Women’s World
Cup in France this summer.

khurram.habib@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: GS Lakshmi, who
on Tuesday became the first
woman to be included in
ICC’s international panel of
match referees, feels her elevation is a step forward for
women’s cricket.
It comes on the heels of
Australia’s Claire Polosak,
who became the first woman
to stand in a men’s ODI this
month.
Lakshmi, who was part of
the India squad which
toured England in 1999 but
didn’t get to play, was among
the five who were shortlisted
from the more than 100
women who took the match
officials’ test held under the
supervision of former ICC
Elite Panel umpire Simon
Taufel in 2014.

IPL is focused
heavily on cricket
STRAIGHTT D

How difficult is it to switch from
T20 to a 50-over World Cup?

PIONEER

Female referees
for AFC Cup game
shita and assistants Makoto
BozonoandNaomiTeshirogiare
set to make AFC Cup history on
Wednesdaybybecomingthefirst
all-femaletriotoofficiateamatch
at the tournament.
The three Japanese women
will take charge of Yangon
United’s final Group F match
against Cambodia’s Naga World
afterpassingafitnesstestsimilar
to the one required for male officials, the Asian Football Confederation said.
“This is one of my dreams,”
said Yamashita. “We’ve worked
very hard and this is the result. I
have to thank the AFC for giving
usthisopportunitytojointhehis-

THE RIGHT GROOMING
In the modern game, coaching is
a highly specialised profession,
and Prasad, who is from the first
batch of Level 3 graduates from
the NCA, feels that coaches need
to commit to expanding their
knowledge.
“There was a lot of emphasis
onbiomechanicsandtheoretical
aspectofthegame,”Prasadsays,
describing his NCA days. “The
faculty was outstanding with
none other than Frank Tyson in
it. But I thought I need another
Level 3 abroad. That’s when I
went to Shropshire in England.
That’s where few of England’s
Olympic teams come and practice.Thisstintwasallaboutpractical aspects and video analysis,
whichwedidn’tdoinIndiathen.”
Exchangeprogrammescanbe
another way of encouraging
domestic coaches,” Prasad says.
“Seven(Indian)cricketersare
playing county this year. You
need to have a similar sort of
understanding where you identify the 10-15 top coaches in India
and you send them to England
during the off-season. Let them
work at a county under a mentor.”

Consistency key to India’s Cup hopes Peripherals shed,

WOMEN IN BLACK

n

VVS Laxman, the Sunrisers
Hyderabad mentor, is not convinced.
“Ashish Nehra is with RCB,
Sriram is with KXIP, Robin and
Zaheerarewith Mumbai.It’snot
that Indian coaches are not part
ofanyfranchise.It’sallaboutgettingthebestpeople,andcontinuity is very important in IPL,” he
says.“Familiarityisimportant.If
a coach gets used to a franchise
and is giving results, usually the
franchise doesn’t look to make
changes.
It’s also about owners being
comfortablewithacertaincoaching style. As long as a coach
understands the character of a
teamandbuildsit,itdoesn’tmatter whether he is Indian or foreigner.”

n

GS Lakshmi.

ICC

“I have been a referee in
women’s domestic cricket
since 2008 (when BCCI began
posting women) and was sort
of expecting this promotion.
However, I didn’t know it
would come so soon. It is yet
to sink in,” said Lakshmi, 51,
who played for Bihar, East
Zone, Andhra and South
Zone, from 1986 to 2004.

Employed with South
Central Railway since 1989,
the Hyderabad-based
Lakshmi had continued
playing as a mother. “My
mother would take care of
my daughter while I was
away playing. A lot of credit
must go to her for ensuring I
continued with cricket as a
career.”
Her career began with
Bihar. She then shifted to
Hyderabad, playing for
South Central Railway and
Andhra. Her appointment
means women’s matches,
which either had male referees for tournaments like
World Cup or women as
match managers who
reported to male referee
Graeme Labrooy, will now
have a women’s match referee.
She should also be able to

officiate in men’s internationals though there has
been no communication yet
on the matter.
‘IT’LL BE DIFFERENT’
“I have not received details
as yet regarding the matches
I’ll do,” said Lakshmi, who
has officiated in over 100
matches, including in U-16
and U-19 boys’ matches.
“Since 2014, we (the shortlisted five) have been officiating as match managers (in
bilateral series) reporting to
Labrooy. Now that we have a
match referee, it will be different,” she said.
Until now, former India
pacer, Javagal Srinath, had
been India’s lone member in
ICC’s international panel of
match referees, whose
strength now goes up to
eight.

AMRIT MATHUR
HUR
An abiding memory of this IPL is
an Election Commission banner
of Rishabh Pant urging people to
vote. That demonstrates Rishabh’s star power among young
voters. It also confirms cricket’s
deep connect with India. IPL is
Indian cricket’s grand festival.
Elections, the bigger festival that
celebrates India’s democracy,
come every five years.
Since it started, IPL has been
disruptive in a positive way—it
changed Indian cricket, Indian
sport and much more. Designed
as a league where opportunity
shook hands with talent, IPL is
sport spiced with entertainment
and glamour. High quality
cricket smartly packaged and
home delivered at prime time,
the formula is eye-catching in
every sense. It was no surprise
that IPL took off like a rocket.
Fans loved the format and the
excitement it generated. Families sat together at dinner in
front of television sets and consumed cricket.India was gripped
by a cricket viral which meant
streets were deserted in the
evenings and anxious producers
postponed film releases for six
weeks. Sure signs IPL had conquered the box office.
ALWAYS SOARING
Twelve seasons later, IPL’s
dream run is uninterrupted. Its
journey thus far has seen more
ups than downs, in terms of
cricket and commercial success.
All matches are almost sold
out and every other game is
decided on the last ball. IPL has
grown to create a special slot for
itself in the Indian summer,
placed strategically between
class 12 board exams and the
monsoon.
IPL today is more cricket than
commerce, having discarded the
peripherals it never needed.
There is less noise now. The
notorious after parties are gone.
Cheerleaders still go through
their routine but theirs is a tired
performance, an item number
which lost its fizz long ago.
Team owners who earlier
grabbed media attention took a
dignified backseat. SRK contin-

THE INDIAN PREMIER
LEAGUE TODAY IS MORE
CRICKET THAN
COMMERCE, HAVING
DISCARDED THE
PERIPHERALS IT NEVER
NEEDED. THERE IS LESS
NOISE NOW. THE
NOTORIOUS AFTER
PARTIES ARE GONE AS
WELL.
ues to create a flutter, waving
imperiously from his corner box
at Eden Gardens, but the days of
celebrities exchanging high fives
and hugging players near the
boundary are past. There is all
round understanding that IPL is
about players and brands, fan
loyalty and engagement.
RUSSELL MANIA
Cricket remains the core, and
this season saw power-hitting
reach an altogether new high.
Andre Russell muscled the ball
with astonishing ease, scoring at
a strike rate of 204, which was
achieved by smashing every
third ball to the boundary. Death
overs were carnage in most
matches, and such was the domination of bat over ball that even
Ishant Sharma finished a game
by hitting a last-ball six.
In the middle of this madness,
leg-spinners held their own. If
40-year-old Imran Tahir was an
absolute star, so was Rahul Chahar, age 19. Rashid Khan is still a
mystery for most batsmen and
Shreyas Gopal/Amit Mishra/
Piyush Chawla were attacking
options for captains.
IPL again pushed exciting
young Indian talent to the fore,
none more impressive than
KKR’s Shubman Gill. Clearly, he
is one for the future given his
sound technique, match awareness and calm presence in the
middle. Riyan Garg, a 17-yearold school kid, showed plenty of
skill and composure in pressure
situations. While new talent
came through, IPL was harsh on
some who were heroes yesterday. Yuvraj, Raina, Rayudu and
Yusuf Pathan have all had better
IPLs and going forward could
switch to more rewarding roles
in team dugouts or TV studios.
Writer is a senior sports administrator.
View are personal
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O/o: Dy. CE/ TS (Design), Telefax: 0175-2207774, E-mail: se-trd@pstcl.org

Notice Inviting E-Tender
Enquiry No.
Description
Qty.
Last Date & Time for Downloading of
tender
Last Date & Time for receipt of tender
Last Date & Time for Opening of tender

STQ-5103
66KV Potential Transformers
41 nos.
17.06.19 upto 11.00 am
18.06.19 upto 11.00 am
20.06.19 at 11.00 am

Detailed NIT/ specification may be downloaded from PSTCL etendering website https://eproc.punjab.gov.in. Corrigendum, if any, will
not be published in newspapers. As such the website may be visited
regularly for updates.
Dy. CE/ TS (Design), PSTCL, Patiala.
C-5361
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Tiger chases 16th Major, top rank
PGA CHAMPIONSHIP Woods, Johnson, Koepka, Rose and McIlroy — all have a chance to top next week’s rankings
Agencies
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

City ‘extremely
concerned’ by
Europe ban story
Agence France-Presse

BETHPAGE (USA): Tiger Woods

launched his quest for a 16th
Major title, and a possible return
to world No 1, with a PGA Championship practice round in cold
and rainy conditions on Monday.
The 43-year-old American,
who snapped an 11-year Major
win drought by capturing last
month’s Masters, toured the
front nine at Bethpage Black in
just under two and a half hours
ahead of Thursday’s start to the
year’s second Major tournament.
“I feel good,” Woods told Golfweek. “Got a couple more days
of work to get in and I’ll be ready
to go.”
Woods hopes to pull within two
of the all-time record 18 Majors
won by Jack Nicklaus and take a
fifth PGA crown, which would
match the career record hauls of
Nicklaus and Walter Hagen. “To
tie Walter Hagen and Jack Nicklaus with five wins would be a
very special accomplishment,”
Woods said.
With a victory, Woods would
also match the all-time career US
PGA wins record of 82 by Sam
Snead. Woods, whose career had
been jeopardised by years of nagging back pain before 2017 spinal
fusion surgery, won the 2002 US
Open at Bethpage Black and
shared sixth in the 2009 US Open,
but those were in warmer midJune conditions. This marks the
first PGA Championship since
1948 to be played in May after the
event was shifted this year from
its traditional August spot in
golf’s lineup.
Woods practised four times
last week, including an 18-hole
session at the Long Island public
layout last Wednesday, two days
after accepting the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in a White
House ceremony. The in-depth
shotmaking session at Bethpage
was the first time Woods had seen
the facility since the 2012 US PGA
Barclays tournament.
Sixth-ranked Woods is among
five players with a chance to top
next week’s rankings.
Top-ranked Dustin Johnson,
defending champion Brooks
Koepka, England’s secondranked Justin Rose, four-time
Major winner Rory McIlroy of
Northern Ireland and Woods all

n
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LONDON:Premier League champions Manchester City said on
Tuesday they were concerned
“individuals intent on damaging” the club may be behind a
news report that European football’s financial regulators are
poised to recommend they be
barred from the Champions
League.
European football’s governing body UEFA and the Premier
League launched an investigation this year after allegations
made in German magazine Der
Spiegel that the club broke
Financial Fair Play rules.
The New York Times said on
Monday that members of the
investigatory chamber of
UEFA’s financial control board,
set up to analyse the accounts of
clubs suspected of breaking costcontrol regulations, met two
weeks ago in Switzerland to
finalise their conclusions.
“The investigatory panel’s
leader, the former prime minister of Belgium Yves Leterme,
will have the final say on the submission to a separate adjudicatory chamber, which could be
filed as soon as this week. The
body is expected to seek at least a
one-season ban,” said the Times.
However, City said they were
fully co-operating with “the
CFCB IC’s (club financial control
body investigatory chamber)
n

Tiger Woods (C) and caddie Joe LaCava during a practice round prior to the PGA Championship at Bethpage Black on Monday.

have a chance at the top spot.
Johnson, Rose, third-ranked
Koepka and fourth-rated McIlroy
could take No 1 with a triumph
while Woods would need to win,
have neither Rose nor Koepka
finish second alone and have
Johnson finish worse than solo
11th place.
TIGER OLDEST NO 1?
Woods, who has not been world
No 1 since March 2013, has spent
a record 683 weeks atop the rankings. Should he return to the top,
Woods would become the oldest
world No 1, overtaking Australian legend Greg Norman for the
distinction. Las Vegas Westgate
Superbook oddsmakers have

Woods as a 10-1 co-favourite with
Johnson and two-time US Open
winner Koepka with four-time
Major champion Rory McIlroy
just behind at 12-1.
Woods jumped from 13th to
sixth after winning the Masters
but hasn’t played since his Masters triumph. This marks only the
sixth time in his career Woods
has played two Majors without at
least one event between them, the
first time since the 2013 British
Open. Woods had fallen to 1,199th
in the world rankings in December 2017 after spinal fusion surgery as a last-ditch move to ease
nagging back pain that made simple movements difficult.
From there, Woods contended

at last year’s British Open and
PGA, won his first title in more
than five years by taking the 2018
Tour Championship. That set the
stage for Woods to win his fifth
Masters green jacket.
EYE ON OLYMPIC GOLD
Tiger Woods has collected plenty
of Green Jackets and Claret Jugs
during his decorated career, but
there is one shiny thing missing
from his collection—an Olympic
gold medal. That is about the only
big thing worth winning that
Woods does not have, and something he would like to take care of
at next year’s Tokyo Games.
“Would I like to play in the
Olympics? Yes,” Woods said. “I’m

sure I won’t get many more
opportunities going forward at 43
years old to play in many Olympics. That would be a first for me
and something I would certainly
welcome if I was part of the team.
“Getting there and making the
team is going to be the tough
part,” he said.
WOODS SADDENED
Woods expressed sadness for the
death of a staffer at his Florida
restaurant whose parents have
filed a lawsuit against the golf
star, his girlfriend and the business. The parents of Nicholas
Immesberger, who died in a drink
driving accident last December at
age 24, filed the lawsuit saying

ongoing investigation”.
“In doing so the club is reliant
on both the CFCB IC’s independence and commitment to due
process; and on UEFA’s commitment of March 7 that it ‘will make
no further comment on the matter while the investigation is
ongoing’,” read their statement.
“The New York Times report
citing ‘people familiar with the
case’ is therefore extremely concerning. The implications are
that either Manchester City’s
good faith in the CFCB IC is misplaced or the CFCB IC process is
being misrepresented by individuals intent on damaging the
club’s reputation and its commercial interests. Or both.”
It was unclear if such a ban, if
levied, would be enforced next
season or in the 2020-21 campaign, the Times said, noting
that with qualifying for Europe’s
most prestigious and lucrative
club championship set to start in
June there is little time to finalise a sanction.
City would also have the right
to appeal such a ban to the Court
of Arbitration for Sport.
City were fined 60 million
euros and subjected to squad,
wage and spending caps in a 2014
settlement agreed with UEFA
following a previous breach of
the rules.
But the club says the claims
made in Der Spiegel were an
“organised and clear” attempt to
damage its reputation.

AFP

their son had been overserved
alcohol at The Woods in Jupiter,
Florida, celebrity website TMZ
reported Monday. Immesberger
was a bartender at The Woods
and knew the golf star personally,
according to the report.
Woods expressed his sorrow
over Immesberger’s death in
response to a question about the
lawsuit. “We’re all very sad that
Nick passed away,” Woods said.
“It was a terrible night, a terrible
ending. We feel bad for him and
his entire family. It’s very sad.”
The restaurant’s manager is
Erica Herman, who is Woods’s
girlfriend and, according to TMZ,
recruited Immesberger to the restaurant.

n

Manchester City won the 2018-19 Premier League on Sunday.

GETTY

When archery provides De Rossi, ‘beating heart’ of Roma, to leave
another shot at life
Agencies
n

ROME: Captain Daniele De Rossi
will bring the curtain down on
his 18-year career with Roma at
the end of the season, the Serie A
side announced on Tuesday.
The 35-year-old former World
Cup winning midfielder will play
his final game at home against
Parma on May 26, but will not be
retiring from professional football. “(De Rossi) plans to pursue
a new adventure away from
Rome,” the club said in a statement. “It will be the end of an
era.”
The game could be a crucial
one for Roma’s Champions
League ambitions next season as
last year’s European semi-finalists are sixth in Serie A just one
point off fourth place with two
games to play.
De Rossi has spent his entire
senior career with his home
town team coming through the

Ajai Masand
n

ajai.masand@htlive.com

NEW DELHI: Sitting upright in a

wheel chair, wearing a blue
blazer that fit snugly across his
broad shoulders, Rakesh Kumar
smiles reticently as he shows his
bronze medal, won in the mixed
team event at the Fazza Para
Archery World Rankings International in Dubai in April. It was
the only medal India got at the
event, and Kumar, 34, who is paralyzed from the waist down after
a road accident, is proud of it.
That he is alive at all is something of a miracle to him.
Ten years ago, on 19 January,
Kumar was in a car with seven
other passengers travelling from
Jammu to his home in Katra, the
small town that serves as base for
pilgrims to the Vaishno Devi temple. Soon after leaving Jammu,
the car skidded off the road and
plunged 400 feet into a gorge. Five
of the nine people in the car died.
“I was pulled out by locals and
police,” Kumar recalls. “I was in
my senses but couldn’t move a
limb.”
Later, in the hospital, he was to
learn that he had a spinal injury
that will leave him paralyzed.
In the next eight years, Kumar
tried to take his own life thrice.
Then, two years ago, while he
sat in his wheelchair on a pavement in Katra and killed time, a
car pulled up to him.
“A man came out and said he
was the archery coach at the local
academy,” Kumar says. “And he
asked me to accompany him to
the range.”
Kumar did not even know the
sport existed. But that day at the
academy he watched children
shooting arrows, laughing, competing, and something changed.
“I went to the Para national
championships next month, travelling to Secunderabad, just to
watch,” he says.
When he came back to Katra,
he went to the academy and
picked up a bow.
“My arrows were missing the
target and my arms tired very
quickly,” he says. “But I wanted
to do this. I borrowed money from
my brother to a hire a auto-rickshaw to take me to the academy
from my house and back.”
In October that year, Kumar
got his first compound bow. “That
changed my life. I never missed
practice. I became No. 1 (W2 Open
category, for paraplegic athletes)

n
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(Above) Quadriplegic archer
Adil Ansari with wife Majida,
and (right) Rakesh Kumar,
who won the mixed team
bronze at the Fazza Para
Archery World Rankings
in Dubai with Jyoti Baliyan.

club’s academy system.
“For 18 years, Daniele has
been the beating heart of AS
Roma’s team,” said club president Jim Pallotta said.
“We will all shed tears when
he pulls on the Giallorossi shirt
for the last time against Parma
but we respect his desire to prolong his playing career—even if,
at almost 36, it will be away from
Rome. On behalf of everyone at
Roma, I’d like to thank Daniele
for his incredible dedication to
this club and ensure him that our
doors will remain open for him to
return to the club in a new role
whenever he wants.”
Rossi made 615 appearances
and scored 63 goals for Roma in
all competitions winning the
Coppa Italia in 2007 and 2008, and
the Supercoppa in 2007. He took
over the captain’s armband from
club legend Francesco Totti—
the one player ahead of him for
Roma appearances—in 2017.
He is also the fourth-most

n

Roma captain Daniele De Rossi will leave the club after 18 years.

capped player for the Italian
national team with 117 appearances.
The 2006 World Cup winner
retired after Italy failed to qualify for last year’s World Cup,
missing the tournament for the
first time in 60 years.

AP

INTER MILAN ON BRINK
OF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Matteo Politano and Ivan Perisic
scored in either half as Inter
Milan reclaimed third spot in
Serie A on Monday with a 2-0 win
over already-relegated Chievo to
close in on Champions League

Serena pulls out with knee problem

HT PHOTOS

Muguruza beats
Zheng to find her
clay feet in Rome

Agence France-Presse
in the country at the national
trials in Rohtak on March 24,
2018.”
It was the beginning of a great
run for Kumar, who graduated to
winning medals at international
tournaments last year, and has
not stopped since. On June 3, he
will be in action at the World Para
Archery Championships in the
Netherlands.
He will be joined there by his
teammate Adil Ansari, 38, who is
a quadriplegic. When he shoots,
Ansari has to be strapped down to
his wheelchair—“If I pick up the
bow, I’ll fall on one side otherwise,” says Ansari.
Ansari is a three-time national
champion in his category, and he
missed out on a medal by just two
points at Dubai, and is hoping he
will do better at the Worlds.
As a young boy, Ansari was a
strong swimmer and a diving
enthusiast, who was more likely
to be found in the rivers and
creeks in Bhiwandi, the industrial city 20km from Mumbai,
than in classrooms. In 2002, he
jumped into the Kharoli river, but
misjudged just how shallow it
was that day. He hit his head on a
rock and slipped into a coma.
“The doctors gave me 48 hours.
Because dirty water had entered
my lungs, I also developed lifethreatening pneumonia, which
wasn’t responding to treatment,”
said Ansari.

n
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ROME: Serena Williams withdrew

He survived, but lost all movement in his limbs.
Ansari points to a furrowed
scar running all the way down to
his elbow. “This is what separates
the region which still has some
muscular activity and the region
which has wasted away.”
Ansari picked up archery on
the advice of a friend.
To shoot, he needs more than a
little help from Majida, his wife of
13 years. Majida helps him nock
the arrow on the bow and Ansari
pulls it till the string touches his
cheek. He then uses his “small
innovation”—a contraption
made from a peg (used to hang
clothes) and a string—to release
the arrow with his mouth.
“Had Majida not come in my
life, I wouldn’t have achieved
this,” he says. He had met her
when he had decided to finish his
schooling in 2006, four years after
his accident; Majida was also
appearing for her Class 12 exams
at the same location.
At Netherlands, Ansari’s target is to shoot well enough to qualify for the 2020 Paralympics in
Tokyo. “I am certain I will,” he
says. Majida agrees with a nod.

from the Italian Open on Tuesday
with a recurring left knee injury
handing sister Venus a walkover
into the third round. In Tuesday’s
statement, the 23-time Grand
Slam winner insisted she would
still be competing in the French
Open later this month.
“I must withdraw from the
Italian Open due to pain in my left
knee,” Serena said in a statement.
“I will miss the fans and competition at one of my favourite tournaments. I’ll be concentrating on
rehab and look forward to seeing
you all at the French Open and
next year in Rome.” The French
Open starts on May 26.
Serena’s withdrawal comes a
day after she beat Sweden’s
Rebecca Peterson in straight sets
to set up a second round meeting
with her older sister Venus.
She had been returning after
more than two months out with a
knee problem, in the final
warm-up clay-court tournament
before the French Open.
Four-time Rome winner
Serena, 37, had eased through 6-4,
6-2 her first round match against
Swedish qualifier Petersen.
Serena had also played
Petersen in the second round at
the Miami Open in March before
withdrawing with a knee injury.
Her withdrawal sends Venus

next season.
Politano opened after 39 minutes at the San Siro with Perisic
adding the second four minutes
from time, as Chievo played the
last 15 minutes a man down after
Nicola Rigoni was sent off for a
second yellow card.
Inter move back one point
ahead of Atalanta as both teams
edge closer to joining champions
Juventus and second-placed
Napoli in elite European football
with two games left this season.
AC Milan and Roma are three
points adrift of fourth place, with
further back Torino in seventh,
five points outside the Champions League berths. Inter could
seal their place with a win next
Sunday at Napoli or at home
against lowly Empoli on the final
day of the season the following
weekend. Inter’s win ended
Lazio’s Champions League
ambitions with the Romans in
eighth with a slim hope of making the Europa League.

Agence France-Presse
n
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ROME:Former French Open win-

n

Serena Williams expressed confidence she would compete in the French Open.

Williams, the 1999 winner,
through to a third round meeting
with either Johanna Konta of
Britain or American seventh
seed Sloane Stephens.
Serena—now ranked 11th—
has completed just eight matches
this year, also withdrawing from
Indian Wells in March with illness. There are now doubts that
the veteran can add to her tally of
Grand Slams, something which
has so far proved beyond her
since returning last year after
taking time out following the
birth of her first child.

Her last Grand Slam singles
title was won at the Australian
Open in 2017, where she was pregnant, breaking a tie with Steffi
Graf for the most in the professional era.
Her win in Melbourne moved
her one behind Australian
Court’s record of 24 major singles
titles. She is a three-time French
Open winner, claiming her last
title in Roland Garros in 2015.
ZVEREV CRASHES OUT
Germany’s Alexander Zverev
crashed out of the Italian Open on

AP

Tuesday with a 7-5, 7-5 loss to Italian wild card Matteo Berrettini in
the second round.
The 33rd-ranked Italian survived four break points in the second set, breaking the German in
the twelfth game to close 7-5 to the
delight of the home crowd.
The 22-year-old Zverev had
been seeded fourth in the final
clay-court warm-up before the
French Open later this month,
and was playing his first game
having received a first-round
bye. Also, David Goffin rallied
past Stan Wawrinka 4-6, 6-0, 6-2.

ner Garbine Muguruza warmed
up for this month’s clay-court
Grand Slam at Roland Garros by
easing into the second round of
the Italian Open on Monday with
a straight sets win over China’s
Zheng Saisai. Muguruza—a
former world No 1 now ranked
19th—came through 6-3, 6-4 for
her third win over 46th-ranked
Saisai this season.
The 25-year-old Muguruza,
who won the French Open in 2016
and Wimbledon in 2017, has twice
reached the semi-finals in Rome.
“It was a slow start but I’m
happy because last week wasn’t a
good week for me,” Muguruza,
who exited the Madrid Open in
the first round, told said.
“I love Rome and it is very
important for me to get as many
matches as I can for the Grand
Slam at the French Open.”
She next plays either Denmark’s Caroline Wozniacki, the
11th seed, or American Danielle
Collins, for a place in the third
round. It was not a good day for
Chinese players with two-time
Australian Open champion Victoria Azarenka crushing Zhang
Shuai 6-2, 6-1.
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me
right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.

T
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www.facebook.com/HTcity

“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I
don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also

praises actors who are
working in both the media
and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.

n
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Here’swhyChildrenofHeaven
almostdidn’thappen
Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.

I

TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR
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I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration
for the senior actor calls
Hrithik his idol. Tiger sounds
excited while talking about
Hrithik, especially when
asked about the much-talked
about dance-off that is a part
of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.

twitter.com/htshowbiz

But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected so much from
it. But even after all these
years, COH is still loved by
people and gets screened at so
many places. According to me,
that’s due to the nature of the
film.” But at the start, no one
was ready to back the movie. So
much so, that the film-maker
had dumped the idea and sold
off the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed
everywhere. They
would tell me,
‘what’s this
movie? What is
the use of it?
Two kids are
looking for a

PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

shoe in the entire film. At the
most, you can make it into a
short film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making Father, the
story of which I had written in
the same year as COH. At that
time, I told COH’s story to a
friend, who got very excited
and asked, ‘where is this story
now? It could make for a great
film’. When I told him that I
sold it for 1,000 dollars, he said,
‘you get the story back. I will
help you’. The person to whom
I had sold the story had failed to
pay me the money even after
two years. But I was very
happy about it. I went back to
him. He was also very happy
giving the story back as he too
couldn’t do anything with it,”
he says with a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all.
Then, I recalled that
I had shared my
copy with Iran
TV. At that time, I
had an assistant,
who was working
there. So, he
went to the
storehouse and
searched for

Children of Heaven
the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent “hours
and hours” thinking what were
there in those five pages. “It
was very difficult but I
somehow completed the script.
Then, I got it to my friend, who
had asked me to get it back. But
when he read it, he also said, ‘is
this really a film story?’ So, I
asked him to forget about the
story and that I will give him a
narration. Then I started
talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
CLOONEY ADVISED BEN
AFFLECK TO NOT TAKE
UP BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking on
a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down

H

the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that, which
was like 20 times more than I

was paid for it, and, you know,
we never even worked together!
We worked together one day.
But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo, he
advised him to decline the offer
to play Batman in Zack Snyder’s
Batman v Superman: Dawn of
Justice. “I actually did talk to him

about it. I said, ‘Don’t do it’. It
was only from my experience,
which is, you know...” Clooney
said. The actor, however,
believes Affleck did a “great” job
with the part. PTI

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.
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My brother
is my life,
and I
am his:
Bobby
Juhi Chakraborty
hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
D
filed his nomination
n
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.

W

y
Deol during
u
his campaign
a gn
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Dil Diyan Gallan, Punjabi
09:05AM 02:40PM 06:55PM
11:40PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:45AM
11:05AM 02:00PM 04:05 05:00
08:00 09:10 10:55 11:50
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 11:25AM
01:45PM 09:15PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka Hindi 12:30PM 04:50PM
07:00PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086

Student Of The Year 2 10:30AM
01:30PM 02:10PM 04:30PM
07:30PM 10:00PM 10:30PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 11:50AM 05:10PM
Avengers: Endgame English
12:45PM 09:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 07:00PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

OW Y RR
C HM O O
PRSYOT
IN N O MW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

Student Of The Year 2 09:35AM
10:35AM 11:35AM 12:40PM 01:40
02:40 04:45 05:45 06:45 07:50 08:50
10:55 11:55
Dil Diyan Gallan 09:40AM
03:35PM 06:15PM 09:05PM
11:45PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
10:00AM 12:35PM 04:20PM
08:05PM 10:40PM 11:50PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka 3D 10:00AM 01:45PM
08:05PM
Lukan Michi 10:00AM 08:45PM
Blackia 12:20PM 05:45PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 12:45PM
03:45PM 11:30PM
The Intruder English 03:20PM
Maharshi Telugu 04:20PM
The Tashkent Files 09:50PM

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK

Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 10:45AM 04:55PM 07:25PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
01:10PM 09:55PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH

Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Student Of The Year 2 09:30AM
10:45AM 12:15PM 01:45 04:45 05:45
07:45 10:50 11:15
Lukan Michi 09:40AM 05:40PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 09:45AM
03:15PM 08:45PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 12:20PM
08:20PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
04:00PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
12:30PM 07:30PM 11:00PM
Blackia 02:50PM 10:50PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni
Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Blackia 09:00AM 02:40PM
08:20PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
09:45AM 11:15AM 02:20PM
03:55PM 05:25PM 08:30PM
10:05PM 11:35PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 12:00PM
05:40PM 11:20PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
12:05PM 03:50 07:35 11:20
Lukan Michi 12:50PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 07:00PM

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

Collateral Damage at 2100
0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

Avengers: Endgame Hindi, 2D
11:30 PM
Avengers: Endgame English 2D
07:40 PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
09:35 PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 09:40 PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Blackia 09:00AM 01:30PM
04:30PM 07:30PM 10:30PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
10:30AM 12:05PM 01:35 03:10 04:40
06:15 07:45 08:30 09:20 10:50 11:31
The Intruder English 09:00AM
Dil Diyan Gallan 09:40AM
12:20PM 03:00PM 05:40PM
08:20PM 11:00PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 10:30AM 03:25PM 08:20PM

Lukan Michi 10:45AM 02:45PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
11:20AM 03:05PM 06:50 10:35
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 11:55AM
05:30PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka 3D 12:55PM 05:50 PM
10:45PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Student Of The Year 2 09:45AM
12:50PM 03:55PM 07:00PM
10:05PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
10:00AM 01:45PM 05:30PM
09:15PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, CHANDIGARH
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
10:00AM 01:10PM 02:25PM
04:50PM 08:10PM 10:05PM
10:30PM 11:05PM
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 09:10AM 03:00PM 07:45PM
15 Lakh Kadon Aauga 09:55AM
01:55PM 05:25PM
Lukan Michi 11:00AM
07:50PM
Avengers: Endgame 2D 03:15PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
11:30AM 07:00PM 10:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:55AM 10:40PM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka 3D 12:30PM 05:15PM
Blackia 04:20PM 07:25PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Student Of The Year 2 09:15AM
12:00PM 02:45PM 05:30PM
08:15PM 11:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 09:00AM 02:30PM
08:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
09:40AM 12:50PM 02:05 04:00
05:10 07:10 07:40 10:20 10:50PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 2D
09:05AM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
04:25PM 10:40 PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
12:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:30AM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka 3D 11:50AM 05:00PM
08:05PM
Blackia 10:30PM

INOX: DHILLON PLAZA,
ZIRAKPUR
Pokemon Detective Pikachu
English 2D 09:00AM 02:30PM
08:15PM
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
09:40AM 12:50PM 02:05 04:00
05:10 07:10 07:40 10:20 10:50
Avengers: Endgame 09:05AM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
04:25PM 10:40PM
Avengers: Endgame English 3D
12:45PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:30AM
Chhota Bheem: Kung Fu
Dhamaka Hindi 3D 11:50AM
05:00PM 08:05PM
Blackia 10:30PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Student Of The Year 2 10:00AM
11:00AM 01:50PM 04:40 06:35 07:35
10:30
Dil Diyan Gallan 10:30AM
04:00PM 07:05PM
Lukan Michi 12:50PM
Blackia 01:05PM
09:30PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
03:35PM 09:45PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Student Of The Year 2 09:00AM
12:15PM 02:10PM 03:10PM
03:45PM 07:45PM 09:00PM
10:30PM
Dil Diyan Gallan 11:50AM
08:00PM
Avengers: Endgame Hindi 3D
12:15PM 10:10PM
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

LEGENDARYACTOR-SINGER
DORIS DAYDIESAT97

PHOTO:
HTCS

The singer turned actor famed for her 1956 box office hit number ‘Que Sera, Sera’
had starred in films including Pillow Talk, Love Me or Leave Me and Calamity Jane
Agencies

anyway.”
The actor’s sunny
personality belied a
tumultuous personal life.
Of German parentage, the
actor was born Mary Ann Von
Kappelhoff in Cincinnati, Ohio
on April 3, 1922.
Her parents divorced when
she was 13, leaving her to be
raised by a pushy stage
mother. After a near-fatal car
crash that ended her hopes for
a career as a dancer, she made
the switch to singing.
By the time she was 20, she
was already divorced from a
physically abusive husband
and the mother of a young
child, the first of her four
failed marriages.
In 1948, she made her first
film, Romance on the High
Seas, the first of a string of
hits, that later included
Calamity Jane, Love Me or
Leave Me, and Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies.

oris Day, the US screen
icon famed for her
wholesome, girl-nextdoor appeal in a string of
box office hits, died Monday at
age 97, her foundation said.
The Doris Day Animal
Foundation said the actor and
animal rights activist died at
her Carmel Valley, California
home, after a
short illness.
“Day had been in excellent
physical health for her age,
until recently contracting a
serious case of pneumonia,
resulting in her death,” the
foundation said in a statement.
“She was surrounded by a
few close friends as she
passed,” the statement read.
During much of her career,
Day reigned as Hollywood’s
top female box office
attraction, a darling of an
adoring public who snapped
up tickets to see her in
musicals, comedies, suspense
thrillers and westerns.
The perky blonde star,
whose career spanned nearly
40 movies from 1948 through
1968, excelled in one particular
film genre of the day -- the
“bedroom farce” -- typified by
the 1959 hit film Pillow Talk,
with Cary Grant, Rock
Hudson, and James Garner.
“Her 39 films - many still
incredibly popular and shown
frequently today -- stand as a
testament to her talent,” her
foundation said.

D

‘I WANT TO
BE JOYOUS’

TUMULTUOUS
PERSONAL LIFE

Hollywood actor Doris Day

Even without her
accomplishments as an actor,
Doris Day would have been
celebrated as a chart-topping
vocalist.
Her first hit, Sentimental
Journey, remained among her
biggest, along with her

signature mega hit, the classic
song ‘Que Sera Sera’
(Whatever Will Be, Will Be),
which she introduced to the
world in the 1956 film, The
Man Who Knew Too Much.
“For those of us in my

Idon’tneedtodo
thingsjusttofill
uptime:Anushka

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

generation, Doris Day was
synonymous with Hollywood
icon,” Star Trek actor George
Takei posted, “She would no
doubt remind us, upon this day
of her passing, ‘Que sera sera,’
but we will miss her dearly

COVER VERSION
OF A SONG GETS
YOU AN INSTANT
FAN FOLLOWING:
ADHYAYAN

On her 29th birthday, she
married Martin Melcher, who
became her manager, but after
his death in 1968, she
discovered that he had
disastrously mismanaged her
affairs and that she was
millions of dollars in debt.
She later won a $22 million
lawsuit against a man hired by
Melcher to invest her money.
Melcher was the adoptive
father of her only child -- son
Terry Melcher, who died of
cancer in 2004.
All of the upheaval in Doris
Day’s life, however, was kept
in the background.
The actor kept up a squeaky
clean image in her choice of
movie roles, famously turning
down the role of Mrs Robinson
in the hit film The Graduate as
being too racy.
She bolstered her

Sangeeta Yadav
asking in the glory of the
success of his two cover
versions — Aaya Naa Tu
2.0 and Sonio 2.0 — actorturned-singer Adhyayan
Summan is now gearing up for
his next single, which is going
to be an original song. Not
willing to spill the beans about
this untitled number,

B

wholesome image with her hit
television variety program
The Doris Day Show.
“I want to be joyous. I want
to have fun on the set. I want to
wear beautiful clothes and
look pretty,” the actor was
once quoted as saying.
Day never won an Oscar,
although her many honors
included the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 2004 and a
Grammy for lifetime
achievement in 2008.
After retiring from acting,
she became a tireless animal
rights activist, running a pet
friendly hotel in California.
“My message,” she
continued, “is just be kind to
your animals, and let them
know you love them. Please
watch out for your loved ones,
and don’t worry about me.”

‘NO FUNERAL, NO
MEMORIAL AND NO
[GRAVE] MARKER’
Day’s manager made it clear
that the actor will not be
receiving any funeral stating
that the late actor had
mentioned this in her will. “No
funeral, no memorial and no
[grave] marker,” Bob Bashara
told People.
“She didn’t like death, and
she couldn’t be with her
animals if they had to be put
down. She had difficulty
accepting death,” added
Bashara.
Recalling her conversation
with Day about her dogs post
her death, Bashara said, “I’d
say we need to provide for her
dogs [after she died], and she’d
say, ‘I don’t want to think
about it’ and she said, ‘Well,
you just take care of them.’”
“I think it was because she
was a very shy person.”
Bob also added that Doris
never liked to talk about any
kind of funeral or a memorial.

Adhyayan simply says his two
cover versions have helped him
garner a fan base.
“People like me, who have
begun their music career on
YouTube and garnered 25,000
subscribers in three weeks,
need a certain push and a solid
subscriber base to start with.
Thus, remakes of the popular
number will have an
immediate recall value and

Muklawa is like a walk down
the history lane, say makers

he upcoming Punjabi
romantic comedy film,
Muklawa, is all set to
provide a sneak peak into
the traditional wedding
customs that seem to be
losing their sheen in today’s
era, share producers of the
film, Gunbir Singh Sidhu
and Manmord Sidhu.
After the path-breaking
success of movies such as
Carry on Jatta 2, Sardaar Ji,
Punjab 1984, etc, the
producer duo, Gunbir Singh
Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu,
who are founders of White
Hill Studios, are back with a
bang with their latest
Punjabi film, Muklawa. The
film stars Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in lead roles.
Its cast also includes BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, and
Karamjit Anmol.
“Ammy Virk and Sonam

T

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Bajwa are definitely the best
fit for the respective roles.
Their proficient acting skills
and charm have made the
movie come out to be even
more aesthetic,” shares
Manmord Sidhu.
Shot in multiple locations
including Ganganagar in
Rajasthan and near
Ferozepur border, Muklawa

Adhyayan
Summan is
gearing up for
his next single
PHOTO: RAHUL
RAUT/HT

grab a lot of attention,”
Adhyayan says adding, “A new
singer might not get accepted
and have that kind of fans base
instantly with an original
song.” Taking about whether
singers should come up with an

original song or remake
popular classics , Adhyayan
says, “I think there should be a
balance. I have remade two
songs. The next three to four
songs are going to be originals.
I want to make more original

will take the viewers
through a walk down the
history lane with a
beautifully romantic
storyline.
Highlighting the same,
Gunbir Singh Sidhu says,
“Muklawa is a unique
Indo-Punjabi romantic
comedy film that not only
celebrates the innocence
of pure love but also
provides a sneak peak into
the bygone era where
people used to follow the
wedding customs, especially
when a newlywed bride was
taken to her husband’s
home for the first time. We
are truly excited about the
film’s release.”
Directed by Simerjit
Singh, and written by
Upinder Waraich and Jagjit
Saini, the movie is
scheduled to release
worldwide on May 24.

music because that’ll define
who I am and my style. You
can’t deny that all the remakes
have done extremely well. For
instance, the ‘Seeti bajaye’ song
from Simmba (2018).”
With the popularity of
remakes, the 31-year-old feels,
“In films, original music is
dying, which is sad because
films are a huge medium to
promote music. Production
houses and big labels should
concentrate on creating more
original music.”
Describing his music debut
as his second innings, he says,
“Being a new artist, I’m
extremely grateful for my
YouTube channel. With my
first few songs, I have not
moved mountains but I have
started climbing one. It has
done extremely well with twoand-a-half million views in
two weeks.”

Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka
Sharma has gone
from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films
that came out last year —
Pari and Sui Dhaaga. She
ventured into production
fairly early, as a 27-year-old,
with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she
is going slow right now.
“In the past three years, I
worked in a fashion that was
very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding.”
“To do films like Pari, Sui
Dhaaga and Zero in a calendar
year is not easy, and takes a
toll on you. All (roles) were
different, and required a lot of
prep.”
“You feel you want to sit
back and take a call. I think I
have reached that position
and security as an actor in my
career where I don’t need to
do things or sign films just
because I have to fill up time,”
says Anushka, who was seen
in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I
anyway have my hands full.
We’re doing some interesting
work. We’ve been producing
shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those
are things that also require
my time.”
“I am an actor at the same
time. There are things that I
do behind the scenes, which
obviously people are not
going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both
roles, then, is imperative
for the Band Baaja Baaraat
(2010) actor.
“I want to be able to focus
on that... I also want to be able
to look back and see what I
have done. I am satisfied with
the work I have done.”
“I have always been like
that, picky with the work I
have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and
roles for myself,” she ends.

A

n

For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.
ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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KillingEvewinsat Vin pens down a heartfelt post for RDJ
E
BaftaTVAwards
merica drama Killing
Eve was the biggest
winner at the British
Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA)
gala.
The awards ceremony was
held on Sunday at the Royal
Festival Hall, UK.
The hit show took home
three trophies, for best drama
series, best actress for Jodie
Comer and best supporting
actress for Fiona Shaw,
reports variety.com. The first
award of the night saw
Patrick Melrose beat out
strong competition from A
Very English Scandal to take
home the prize for best
miniseries.
Actor Benedict
Cumberbatch bagged the best
leading actor prize for his
performance in the show,
beating competition including
actor Hugh Grant in A Very
English Scandal.
“I’m very used to being the
bridesmaid,” said
Cumberbatch, who won the
award from his seventh
BAFTA TV Award
nomination. He thanked
author Edward St. Aubyn for
his “wit and courage”.
Grant’s co-star, Ben
Whishaw, repeated his
Golden Globe success by
winning the best supporting
actor BAFTA for A Very
English Scandal. It marks the
actor’s second BAFTA TV
Award after winning leading
actor in 2013 for The Hollow
Crown: Richard II.
Director Stephen Frears
took the award on Whishaw’s
behalf, as the actor is
currently starring offBroadway in Norma Jeane
Baker of Troy.
Killing Eve won its first
award of the night when Shaw
took home the best supporting
actress award. It was her first
BAFTA nomination and win.
Shaw said that, since she
had taken on the role:
“People have started to
suspect I am a spy.”
Comer’s win in the
leading actress category came
at the expense of Killing Eve
co-star Sandra Oh, who was
also nominated, alongside
Ruth Wilson for Mrs. Wilson
and Keeley Hawes for
Bodyguard.
It was Comer’s debut at
BAFTA, having previously
been nominated two year’s
ago in the same category for
crime drama Thirteen.
Succession won the
international category,
beating out competition
including last year’s winner
The Handmaid’s Tale.
The awards were hosted by
Graham Norton, himself a
five-time BAFTA TV Award
winner. Norton returned to
hosting duties after a twoyear hiatus. It marked his
11th time hosting, having first
taken the helm in 2005.
Killing Eve and A Very
English Scandal scored the
most nominations with 14
and 12, respectively, across
both the TV and TV Craft
Awards.

xpressing his love for
Robert Downey Jr, Vin
Diesel penned a heartfelt
tribute to the actor, referring
to him as “Bobby” in his post
on Instagram.
The Fast and Furious actor
posted a long message saying
that Downey provided him
with the inspiration to take
‘Fast 9’ to “new heights”.
“My brother Bobby... let me
tell you about this amazing
individual. He has a way of
giving everyone he comes in
contact with so much
inspiration. You see it in the
roles he plays. Like me, he has
never won an Oscar, but that
means zero when it comes to

A

MAJOR WINNERS
Drama series
Killing Eve
Mini-series
Patrick Melrose
Leading actress
Jodie Comer – Killing Eve
Leading actor
Benedict Cumberbatch –
Patrick Melrose
Supporting actor
Ben Whishaw – A Very English
Scandal

how he has affected the world.
His very existence represents
the power of resilience. The
love you have for him pales in
comparison to the love I have
for his spirit,” he wrote.
He added, “On the weekend
of the highest grossing movie of
all times, he in the most humble
way says, your next brother.
Fast 9 is going to take the
industry to new heights! His
belief in me sometimes scares
me. I never want to let anyone
down. So I will do everything
in my power to make sure Fast
9 is everything! I love you RDJ
and your brotherhood is truly a
gift of which I am eternally
— ANI
grateful for.”

Vin Diesel and Robert Downey Jr

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/VINDIESEL

Supporting actress
Fiona Shaw – Killing Eve
Female performance in a
comedy programme
Jessica Hynes – There She
Goes
Male performance in a
comedy programme
Steve Pemberton – Inside No
9
International Succession
Entertainment
performance
Lee Mack – Would I Lie To You?

Benedict Cumberbatch

IANS

Jodie Comer
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WEATHER
Wed 15

Thu 16

Fri 17

Rain

Rain

Rain

Max

Max

36°c

35 c

madein
chandigarh

Sunset
Wednesday at
7:09pm
Sunrise
Thursday at
5:29am

Max

I OWE A
LOT TO CITY

35°c

Min

Min

Min

23°c

23°c

23°c

Humidity
Max: 73%
Min: 28%

ACTOR PRINCE NARULA TALKS OF
>>p4
CHANDIGARH’S FREE SPIRIT

Yesterday’s temp: Max 34.6°C Min 22.3°C

shortstories
BODY FOUND
OUTSIDE PGI
CHANDIGARH:The body of a man,
in his 40s, was found outside a
gate of the Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and
Research in the early hours of
Tuesday. The body was found
around 5am with no documents to
trace his identity, said police. It has
been kept at the Government
Multi Specialty Hospital, Sector 16.
Police have initiated inquest
HTC
proceedings.

CHANDIGARH: Three men robbed
a jewellery shop in Sector 44 at
gunpoint on Tuesday night. Police
said the trio cut the wires of the
CCTV camera installed in the shop
after entering it. They tied up the
owner, Harsh Bedi, at gunpoint
and fled with some jewellery. The
value has not been ascertained
yet. Bedi freed himself and raised
the alarm. A case has been registered at the Sector 34 police
HTC
station.

debate of
the week
CITY’S ICON

WHAT CAN BE
DONE TO REVIVE
ROCK GARDEN?
How can Chandigarh revive its
architectural icons such as
Rock Garden when the
government is short of funds?
The offer by a US foundation
could breathe new life into
Nek Chand’s creation. It could
show the way to revamp our
monuments. Do you agree?
Write to chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by May 17.

PART OF ANANDPUR SAHIB LOK SABHA SEAT, MOHALI’S ASPIRATIONS
>>p3
HAVE BEEN HELD HOSTAGE TO OFFICIAL APATHY AND NEGLECT

TATA STEEL PGTI PLAYERS MEET

BENGALURU’S TRISHUL CHINNAPPA MATCHED THE COURSE RECORD
>>p6
OF SEVEN-UNDER-65 TO TAKE THE OPENING ROUND HONOURS

PM’S POLL PUNCH Says when kin of railway minister were indulging in corruption, Congress thinking was ‘hua toh hua’
election
2019

CHANDIGARH SEAT
Munieshwer A Sagar
munieshwer.sagar@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Addressing an elec-

tionrallyinChandigarhonTuesday, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi invoked Railgate.
Without naming Congress
candidatePawanKumarBansal,
Modisaid:“Whentherelativesof
a railway minister were indulging in corruption, the Congress
thinking was ‘hua toh hua (if it
happened, so what)’.”
Last week, the enforcement
directorate(ED)hadattached₹89
lakhpaidasbribeinthe2013Railgate scam. The main accused in
the case, Vijay Singla, is the
nephew of the then railway minister Bansal.
On May 3, 2013, the Central
Bureau of Investigation had
caught Singla for allegedly
acceptingtheamountonbehalfof
MaheshKumar,thethengeneral
manager, Western Railways,
whowantedtobecomeaRailway
Boardmember.Asthescamcame
tolight,Bansalhadtoresignfrom
the ministry.
Earlier, the PM reached the
venue—groundoppositetheSector 34 gurdwara — an hour late
than the scheduled time of 6pm

CITY CONNECT
InvokinghisstintinChandigarh
in’90s, Modisaid: “Ihavelived in
Chandigarh for a long time, and
you are the one who know me
the best.”
Speaking about the achievementsofhisgovernment,hesaid:
“Chandigarh became the first
kerosene-free city... kerosene
worthlakhswasbeingconsumed
in the city. I first ensured that
everybodyinthecityhadgascylinders, and then got list of kerosene recipients checked.”
He assured his government
would continue to improve the
easeofdoingbusinessinthecity,
modernisation of the transport
systemandtheinternationalairport.Statingthathisgovernment
eliminatedeightcrorefakebeneficiariesofdifferent government
schemes, Modi said: “To get the
scale of the number, compare it
with Chandigarh’s population.”

n

(From left) City BJP president Sanjay Tandon, PM Narendra Modi, Chandigarh MP and party candidate Kirron Kher and her Anandpur Sahib
counterpart Prem Singh Chandumajra of the Shiromani Akali Dal at a rally in Sector 34 on Tuesday.
RAVI KUMAR/HT

He said the country is opting
for “India first” over “Dynasty
first”, a “strong government”
overa“helplessgovernment”,“a
government that attacks terrorists in their homes in the countries that sponsor them” over “a
government that hides after
every terrorist attack’.

PANCHKULA : Snatchers struck in
the city for the 15th time this
year, targeting a 64-year-old
woman resident of Sector 20.
They fled with her gold earrings,
injuring her in the process on
Monday night.
Radha Devi was out for a walk
after dinner around 9.30 pm
when two men on a motorcycle
followed her. After the vehicle
was turned to face her, the pillion rider stepped down and tore
off her jewellery, her son,
Deepak Kumar, 32, informed
the police.
A case has been registered
under Section 379B (snatching
and use of force) of the Indian
Penal Code.
HTC

KIRRON GIVEN A MISS

BETTING ON IPL

In his nearly 40-minute address, the
PM did not make a single mention
to Chandigarh candidate Kirron
Kher and exhorted the crowd to
vote for the BJP symbol

Reminding the people of how the
Indian Premier League had to be
shifted out of India ahead of the
2009 and 2014 polls as the then
Congress government expressed

inability to provide security, Modi
said this time the matches were
held in the country despite the
elections. “It was not because of
Modi. It was because of your vote.
You voted for a strong government,” he said.

MEETING AN OLD FRIEND
After the rally, Modi met an old
colleague, Madan ji, from his days in
Chandigarh in the ’90s. He enquired
about the senior citizen’s health and
even tweeted about it later.

ELECTION COMMISSION

MC enforcement wing chief gets
notice for not issuing challans
vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : The election com-

Delhi deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia (centre) campaigning for AAP’s Anandpur Sahib candidate
SANJEEV SHARMA/HT
Narinder Singh Shergill (right) during a road show in Mohali on Tuesday.

and don’t want to see him”.
Meanwhile, lashing out at the
CongressgovernmentinPunjab,
Sisodia said: “Captain Amarinder Singh has completely failed
the state. Our MLAs have done
more in Punjab, by constructing
schoolsandupgradingdispensaries, than the government.”
Theroad showbeganinPhase

NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister

MORE STORIES >>P2

Vivek Gupta

n

BJP’s DBT stands
for Direct Benefit
Transfer. Congress’ DBT
stands for Direct Bicholiya
(middleman) Transfer

sidelights

n

SNATCHERS
LEAVE ELDERLY
WOMAN INJURED

›
›
›
›

Congress’ dhakosla
patr’ (manifesto) has
ensured that middle
class bears the brunt

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :Slamming Kharar MLA
Kanwar Sandhu, Aam Aadmi
Party senior leader and Delhi
deputy chief minister Manish
SisodiaonTuesdaysaidtheelectorate had reposed faith in him
and will now teach a lesson to
leaders like him.
Journalist-turned-politician
Sandhu had rebelled against the
party along with Sukhpal Singh
Khaira, following which they
weresuspendedinNovemberlast
year for “indulging in anti-party
activities” and “continuously
attacking the central and state
leadership”. Though Khaira
resignedfromthepartythisJanuary, Sandhu is still in AAP but
has remained absent from campaigningforLokSabhaelections.
Sisodia, who was in Mohali to
hold a road show in support of
party candidate from Anandpur
Sahib Narinder Singh Shergill,
said AAP was formed for agitation and “it is up to the people till
when they can support us”.
EvenShergilltookadigatSandhu, saying that the party is
“happyheisnotcampaigningfor
us as he has done nothing in his
assembly in the past three years
andpeopleareannoyedwithhim

modizingers

Youthful and
energetic Chandigarh,
your josh is telling me: Phir
ek baar Modi sarkar

People will teach lesson to leaders
like Kharar MLA Sandhu: Sisodia
n

Radha Devi, Panchkula resident

UT ADVISER
ASKS DEPTS FOR
100-DAY PLAN
TO RESTART
DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES AFTER
ELECTIONS >>p2

Apko kya chahiye,
Majbur sarkar ya
Majbut sarkar?

and started his speech amid the
chants of “Modi, Modi”. The
chants went on throughout the
40-minutespeech,interruptingit
a number of times.
Taking on the Congress, Modi
saiditwouldimposenewtaxeson
themiddleclassifvotedtopower.
“Wehavetakenspecialcareof
the honest tax-paying middle
classbyexemptingtaxonincome
upto₹5lakh.Wehavealsooffered
affordable housing to middle
class and concessions and
rebates to them,” he said.

Hillary Victor

n

WORKS
IN CITY

ModiinvokesRailgatetotargetCong,Bansal
n

Jewellery shop robbed at
gunpoint in Sector 44

THE LOST FUTURE

11, Mohali, and culminated in
Anandpur Sahib after passing
through Landran, Kharar and
Rupnagar.Earlier,Shergillsaid:
“Our direct contest is with the
Congress and not with any other
party as people of Punjab are fed
upwithAkalisoverthe2015sacrilege issue.”
In the 2014 Lok Sabha elec-

tions, AAP got the highest number of votes in Mohali, but this
time its poll campaign has
remainedsubdued.WhileAAP’s
HimmatSinghShergillgot96,085
votes in Mohali assembly segment,PremSinghChandumajra
of the SAD-BJP combine, who
won the seat, got 93,888 votes.
SISODIA SLAMS KHER >>P3

mission on Tuesday put the
municipal
corporation’s
enforcement wing head, inspector Sunil Dutt, on notice for
allegedly not issuing challans for
the past two weeks. The enforcement wing is responsible for acting against unauthorised street
vendors and encroachments in
market corridors.
The notice was issued on the
complaint of two Sector 17 traders — JS Kalra and Subhash
Kataria — who alleged the
enforcement wing was deliberately neglecting its duty and not
taking action against offenders.
Traders in Sector 17 had
recently held a protest against
the civic body for not shifting
street vendors from the market
and also alleged that their number had gone up due to weak
enforcement ever since the poll
process began in Chandigarh.
In the complaint to the EC, the
traders alleged the enforcement
wing had not made any seizure
or issued challans in the past
several days. “The unofficial
instructions have been issued to
them to propagate the falsehood

that the ruling BJP was in favour
of encroachers, which constitute
a large vote bank,” it was alleged.
“... there has been misuse and
abuse of power by the enforcement wing to create a sentiment
in favour of the ruling party.”
The EC notice served on Dutt
read that according to the model
code of conduct, anything done
or omitted to be done with a view
to furthering the prospects of the
party in power should be scrupulously avoided. “Before any
action is taken, you are directed
to furnish your comments
within 24 hours in this matter,”
said the notice.
‘STAFF DEPUTED ON
ELECTION DUTY’
While Dutt refused to comment
on the matter, his staff objected
to the complaint against the
department.
A sub-inspector working in
the enforcement wing, who did
not wish to be named, all SIs
have been deputed on poll
duties. “Each one of them has
been given specific area to supervise, which has been taking a lot
of time,” he said, while another
colleague claimed they challaned offenders before poll duty.
BANSAL GETS NOTICE >>P3

Warning to PU V-C;
event expenditure
in BJP account
CHANDIGARH :The Election Com-

mission on Tuesday issued a
warning to Panjab University
vice-chancellor, a week after
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS) leader Indresh Kumar
addressed a gathering and sang
praises for Prime Minister Narendra Modi during a private
event on the campus.
Calling the event a “poll meeting”, the EC has also decided to
add its expenditure to the Bharatiya Janata Party’s account.
Deputy commissioner-cumadditional chief electoral officer
Mandip Singh Brar said V-C Raj
Kumar has been warned to take
an undertaking from organisers
that events will not be used for
political propaganda while the
model code of conduct is in place.
PU will have to abide by the
guidelines, which make it mandatory to inform the EC 48 hours
prior to any event on the campus
and closely monitor the proceedings through videography. HTC

Mohali official fined ₹25K, to
face action for denying info Teen tried to lure 2 more girls: Neighbours
PA N C H K U L A H O R R O R

Yuvraj Kaushal

Shailee Dogra
n

shailee.dogra@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Thedistrictdevelopment

and panchayat officer (DDPO),
Mohali,DKSaldihasbeenpulled
up by the Punjab State Information Commission and fined
₹25,000 for not responding to
informationsoughtbyaresident
of Bharatpur village in Mohali’s
Bhago Majra for 18 months on
rebuilding of a dharamshala
(resthouse).
TakingastrongviewofSaldi’s
misconduct,thecommissionhas
recommendedthatadisciplinary
authorityissueachargesheetand
take disciplinary action against
him by July 2, 2019.
“The commission is intrigued

by his (Saldi’s) conduct who
despite clear directions along
with a show-cause notice has
shown scant attention to it. No
reply or explanation had been
filedbyhim,”saidYashvirMahajan, state information commissioner, while disposing of an
appealby Fateh Singh, the Bharatpur village resident.
Observing that the DDPO
seemed dismissive of various
directions issued bythecommission, it directed that the amount
of the fine be recovered from
Saldi’ssalaryintwoequalinstalments from June 2019.
FatehSinghwasalsoawarded
₹5,000forthehardshipsendured.
Hehadsoughtinformationonthe
rebuildingofthedharamshalain

hisvillageonJune29,2017,wanting to know how the material
which was wasted after the
rebuildingofthestructurewould
be disposed of.
After Fateh Singh moved the
commissionwhenhedidnotgeta
response, Harmesh Singh, panchayat secretary, appeared
beforethecommissiontosaythat
the records were in the office of
the DDPO, which had then been
askedtofurnishtheinformation.
Saldi was then granted two
opportunitiesforapersonalhearing and to explain the delay, but
he failed to do so. Documents
handed to Fateh Singh by Harmeshdidnotgivehimthecorrect
information, the former told the
commission.

n

yuvraj.kaushal@htlive.com

PANCHKULA: :The 18-year-old boy

who has been accused of raping
andkillingafive-year-oldgirlhad
tried to lure two other girls from
theshantiesinSector14wherehe
lived to a secluded spot, telling
themthathismotherhadinvited
themforareligiousritualknown
askanjakpuja,neighboursofthe
victim say.
A day after the rape and murder, a woman living near the victim’s house said that two of the
three girls who had followed the
youth had returned soon saying
that he made them feel uncomfortable. None of the girls’ parentswereathomewhentheteenager asked them to accompany

‘ALL BECAUSE OF HIS BAD COMPANY’
The mother of the accused too
appeared to be traumatised and
said her son was an alcoholic and
in “bad company.” Also a domestic
help whose husband is a car
cleaner, she has a six-year-old son
apart from the accused.
“There was no religious ritual at
home. He’s an alcoholic and was
beaten up by his father two
weeks back when he returned

him, she said.
Thevictim’smother,adomestic helper who has yet to recover
from the shock of her daughter’s
death, said her family, with a
painter husband, two daughters

home intoxicated. Everything has
happened because of the bad
company he’s in,” she said.
A daily wager, the teenager had
earlier worked as a painter with
the victim’s father too. “I can
understand the pain the girl’s
mother is going through,” she
said, adding that justice should
prevail and that her son be strictly
punished.

and two sons, had moved from
Uttar Pradesh four months ago.
“We were not around when the
boy went away with our daughter. When we returned in the afternoon we were told by neigh-

bours that she had left with him
and we started searching for
her,” she said.
Another neighbour said the
teenager “wanted to take three
girls with him but as two did not
gowithhimhecarried hisvictim
and left in a hurry. Our children
arenoteducated,theycannotdifferentiate between good touch
and bad touch. She was a little
girl,shedidnotunderstandwhat
washappening,”thewomansaid.

AUTOPSY CONFIRMS
5-YR-OLD WAS RAPED
Meanwhile,thevictim’sautopsy
conducted at Civil Hospital, Sector 6, Panchkula, on Tuesday,
revealedseveralinjurymarkson
thebodywith internalfractures.
“The autopsy report con-

firmed sexual assault on the victim, and several injuries including fractures in the skull and
hand and a broken jaw,” said
inspector Naveen Saharan, Sector14stationhouseofficer(SHO).
Officialsprivytotheinvestigation said the accused had confessed to his crime and was producedinalocalcourtonTuesday,
which remanded him to judicial
custody.
Theteenagerhadtakenhisvictim to a vacant plot after scaling
aneight-foot-highboundarywall
and killed her after she threatenedtodiscloseeverythingtoher
mother. He lifted her by her legs
andsmashedherhead twiceon a
stone.Medicalsamplesweresent
to forensic science laboratory as
part of the probe.
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MPKherfadesamidloud
chantsofModi-Modi

POLLBUZZ
‘BJP used
ex-servicemen
as vote bank’
Chandigarh Congress Lok
Sabha candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal said it is
unfortunate that instead of
doing anything constructive
to redress the issues of
ex-servicemen, the BJP government only used them to
gain votes. Bansal said this
in a public meeting where
several ex-servicemen had
gathered on Tuesday in Sector 35. “Retired ex-servicemen even wrote to our PM to
at least spare the armed forces in his politics,” he said.
Expressing his admiration
for the armed forces, he said,
“The army makes supreme
sacrifices not for any political party but for the country.”

NAMO FRENZY BJP supporters who had come to attend the rally said that
they came to see Modi while some were not even aware of Kirron’s presence
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Among the loud

chants of Modi-Modi, MP Kirron
Kher’s presence was eclipsed at
the rally hosted by Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) in Sector 34 on
Tuesday.
Many BJP supporters who
had come to attend the rally said
that they came to see Prime Minister Narendra Modi while some
were not even aware of the local
MP Kirron Kher being present in
the event.
Burail-resident Sunil Kumar
who had visited Sector 34 said,
“Because of Modi, India is clean.
He has made washrooms.”
Sunil accompanied by his
friends Suraj Kumar, Abhishek
Rajput and Ankit Tayal came
were busy chanting Modi-Modi
through the rally. “We will vote
for Kanwar Rana and Modi,”
said Sunil. But when asked who
is the local candidate from BJP,
there were no answers.
Ajay Kumar, a student from
Post Graduate Government College, Sector 11 said, “Kirron
Kher is also propagating Modi
but I am here for Modi, not her.”
Nayagaon resident, Shambhu
Charan Mal, 36, while flaunting
his T-shirt ‘Lakshay hamara,
Modi dubara’ said, “No matter
who is the Parliamentarian from
Chandigarh, the government
should be of Modi.”
Tara Singh,47, who hails from
Nepal but has Indian citizenship
now said, “I am here with my
10-year-old son so that he can see
Modi.”
A former Congress supporter,
Chiranjiv Lal, said, “In 2011, I
supported AnnaHazare and now
I am supporting Modi.”
“Modi was the crowd puller
for the thousands of people who
attended the rally,” said Vishnu
Pratap, a student. “Many people
stood outside the ground as they
were unable to get a glimpse of
Modi but left only after his
speech ended.”
A Dhanas family said they had
visited Kher with a plea to
resolve their water issues, however, it was not taken care of,
still, they are attending the rally
owing to Modi’s presence.
“Kirron Kher didn’t work for
us. But we believe in Modi as he
is building the nation so our vote
is for him,” 47-year-old Roshan
and his son Aman, 21 said.

shortstories
UNACCOUNTED
₹2.8 LAKH SEIZED
MOHALI :Police recovered unaccounted ₹2.8 lakh cash from a Ritz
car at a checkpost on Mohali
barrier on Monday. Kuldeep Singh
and Karambir Singh, both residents of Kaithal, were the two
passengers in the car. The seized
cash was dispensed to the income
tax authorities and daily diary
report (DDR) has been registered
HTC
in Mataur police station.

Two R’sthan men held with
19.8kg opium in Panchkula
CHANDIGARH: Two smugglers
from Jhalawar, Rajasthan, were
arrested with 19.8kg of opium by
the Narcotics Control Bureau ( NCB
), Chandigarh, on Tuesday. They
were stopped by the NCB officials
near Krishi Bhawan in Panchkula,
when they were on their way to
Chandigarh in a white Swift car.
The accused will be presented in
court on Wednesday and the NCB
HTC
will seek their remand.

Road rage: Taxi driver
held for beating up scribe
CHANDIGARH :Vikramjit Singh
Mann, a resident of Sector 39,
working for a Chandigarh-based
daily, was punched on the face by
a taxi driver in an incident of road
rage on Monday. The taxi driver,
identified as Manpreet, a resident
of Jagadhri, was arrested. A case
under Sections 341, 323 and 506 of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) has
been registered at the Sector 36
HTC
police station.

n

Youth Congress supporters, dressed up as graduates, protesting against unemployment with
fritters outside PM Narendra Modi’s rally venue in Sector 34, Chandigarh, on Tuesday. They
were detained and removed before Modi’s arrival. Even those present at the spot burst into
RAVI KUMAR/HT
laughter over the manner of protest.

Manish Tewari promises
₹50,000-cr investment
n

Congress candidate from Anandpur Sahib
Manish Tewari on Tuesday promised that
if voted, he will ensure an investment of at
least ₹50,000 crores in the nine assembly
constituencies of the Parliamentary segment.Addressing a meeting of the lawyers
and later speaking during the election
meetings, Tewari said, he had identified
unemployment to be the main problem in
the area. Tewari said, he expects to bring in
on an average ₹10,000 crore every years
through the Centre, the state government
and the private investors.

BJP supporters during the rally of PM Narendra Modi in Sector 34, Chandigarh, on Tuesday. RAVI KUMAR/HT

OVERCROWDEDBUSESFERRYSUPPORTERS
TOTHERALLYVENUEINSECTOR34
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Over 20 buses

ferried Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) supporters from
peripheral areas of Chandigarh to the venue of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
rally on Tuesday. School
buses were filed with supporters beyond capacity.
Most buses were rented
by the local counsellors to
ferry people to and from the
gurdwara grounds in Sector
34.
Sunil Kumar, 37, of
Burail, said that he, along
with 35 others, went to see
PM Modi. “Our counsellor
Kanwar Rana arranged the
ride to the venue for all of us,
free of cost. We came as we
wanted to see the Prime
Minister.”
People from Sector 52,
Mauli Jagran, Ram Darbar,
Vikas Nagar, Sundar Nagar
and Mauli Pind were also
seen coming to the venue in
overcrowded school buses,
managed by their respective
counsellors.
Over 14 buses made

round trips to ferry people
from Dhanas. Ahsan Ali, 26,
of Dhanas, said, “Around 14
buses ferried people from
our area to the rally venue.
People have come to see
Modi ji. Despite reaching
the grounds at around
4.30pm, most of us couldn’t
get inside.”
Swaraj Upadhaya, 49, of
Dhanas, said, “We, as a BJP
Sangathan, have hired private school buses to ferry
people. Most of these are private buses that we rehired
for the event.”
As per traffic guidelines,
challans should be issued to
people if found carrying
more than 1.5 times the people as compared to seats on a
bus, say officials.
While going back, many
people encountered troubles. Pinky, of Ram Darbar,
with 15 other women was
stranded at Sector 35-34
lights as their bus was
nowhere to be seen. “I don’t
know where the bus is. We
have been waiting here for
more than 15 minutes now. I
don’t know how we will go
back now,” Pinky said.

TRAFFIC SNARLS
LEAVE RESIDENTS
HASSLED
As per the official concerned, traffic jams were
witnessed in the sectors
adjoining the venue even
before the rally started.
Also, traffic had almost
come to a standstill in Sector
34 and remained this way
even after the rally ended.
After the rally, the crowd
dispersed and jams were
observed on roads heading
southwards (towards
Mohali) as participants
headed for Punjab.
Amit Kumar, a commuter, said, “I faced difficulty while travelling from
Sector 35 to Sector 19 due to
lack of proper traffic
arrangements. There was
congestion near Sector 34-35
lights which was cleared
after long.”
Mona, a student who had
gone to study at the state
library in Sector 34, said, “I
had a tough time trying to
find a parking spot. I ended
up parking my vehicle at a
distance due to the traffic
jam.”

Kharar admn
to felicitate
first-time voters

Aiming to encourage more people to vote, the Kharar civil
administration will felicitate the
first-time voters. “The first- time
voters will be given appreciation
certificates,” said Kharar subdivisional magistrate Vinod
Kumar Bansal. The EC
approved the plan for two polling centresin Mundi Kharar and
Kharar, Bansal said.

an accountant in the office of the
district welfare officer of Sonepat (Haryana) for embezzling
₹3.5 crore from post-matric
scholarship funds.
Police said the complainant,
Sanjeev Verma, principal secretary of Haryana’s welfare of
scheduled castes and backward
classes department, had submitted the complaint on April 13
via the public window alleging
that funds had been embezzled
by changing the Aadhaar numbers of the beneficiaries
and transferring the money
into forged Aadhaar-linked
accounts.
The department had suspended four officials, which
included Surender Kumar, the
accused named in the complaint, assistants Ramdhari and
Bilender Kumar, and clerk San-

jeev Kumar, after an inquiry
report submitted by a committee led by departments chief
accounts officer indicted them.
As per the complainant, Surender’s period of duty in the
directorate was up to March 1,
but he continued even after
that, and was mainly responsible for the wrongful forwarding
of the modified XML file to the
banks.
A case under Sections 420
(cheating), 409 (criminal breach
of trust), 467 (forgery of valuable
security, will, etc), 468 (forgery
for purpose of cheating), 471
(using as genuine a forged
document or electronic record)
and 120B (criminal conspiracy)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC),
and the Prevention of Corruption Act 1988 was registered at
the Sector 17 police station. No
arrest has been made yet. HTC

OPERATION

Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH:As the model code of
conducthasstalledpolicyformulation and development work in
the city, UT adviser Manoj
KumarParidahasshotoffaletter
toallgovernmentdepartmentsin
Chandigarh, seeking a 100-day
action plan to restart development activities after the completion of ongoing Lok Sabha elections.Chandigarhwillgoforpolls
on May 19, and the model code is
expected to be lifted after results
of Lok Sabha elections are
declared on May 23.
Parida has sought list of all
activitiesandactionpointswhich
the departments propose to take
up in the first 100 days after the

HT Correspondent
n

As per the police complaint,
the embezzlement was
done in two parts — the first
of ₹1.7 crore for 170 students
on February 13, and the
second of ₹1.8 crore for 182
students on February 19. The
treasury had passed the bill
on March 8 for ₹3.5 crore. A
large number of candidates
were shown having the same
phone numbers. Many
candidates were found
having the same name as
their father as well. In the
case of 182 students, for
whom ₹1.8 crore was sanctioned, it was found that
Aadhaar numbers had been
changed.

poll code is lifted, which include
finalisationoftenders,startingof
works and placing the orders.
PROJECTS, POLICIES,
PAYMENTS IN FOCUS
Due to the poll code, the MC had
beenfacingpolicyparalysis,beit
paidparkingorgarbagemanagement.
The MC was also unable to
finaliseadraftpolicyonoutsourcing maintenance of public toilets, besides tendering of road
works, and Smart City projects.
Also, with the MC getting ₹95
croregrant-in-aidtwoweeksago,
paymentof over₹10 croreto contractors is also to be cleared.
MC commissioner KK Yadav
work will be expedited once the
model code is lifted.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Police arrested a woman
for trying to steal ₹9,500 from the
pocketofaseniorcitizenwhowas
sleeping at his house in Kambali
villageontheinterveningnightof
Monday and Tuesday.
Policesaid the accused, Pooja,
mother to a 4-year-old boy, had
scaled the boundary wall of the
complainantSukhjinderSingh’s
house, and entered the room of
his father Ragveer Singh.
The accused had stolen the
mobile but as she was about to
steal₹9,500fromthepocketofthe
Ragveer’s kurta, the man woke
up, grabbed her arm and raised
an alarm.
Sukhjinder,whowassleeping

in other room, said he heard his
father’s cries for help, nabbed
Pooja,andhandedherovertothe
police.
A case was registered under
Sections 380 (theft) and457 (lurking house-trespass) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) at the Sohana
police station. Pooja was produced before the court on Tuesday and remanded to one-day
police custody.
Policesaidshewasdesertedby
her husband, Aman, due to her
involvement in thefts, and was
stayingwithherpartner,Anil,in
Kambali.PolicesaidPooja,along
withtwoyoungsters,whoareyet
to be arrested, had been committing thefts and had stolen eight
mobile phones, which were
recovered.

Close shave for 3 as
car falls into gorge Thieves target 2 garment shops
₹12,000 SNATCHED FROM
in Morni hit-and-run
TWO GUARDS AT MINING SITE
CRIMES IN PINJORE

HT Correspondent
PANCHKULA:Police booked an uni-

Boora said, “Due to the jerk,
the car slipped off the road and
fell into a gorge. It was our luck
that we were saved.”

dentified man for allegedly ramming his vehicle into a car, pushing it into a gorge here in Morni
on Monday night.
Complainant Vivek Boora, 30,
a resident of Sector 14, Panchkula, told the police that he and
his friends Abhishek and Ankit
Mor were around two kilometers
from Redwood Resorts towards
Morni hills in their Hyundai i20,
when a rashly driven vehicle hit
them from the rear at a blind
curve at around 10pm.

CASE LODGED
Investigating official assistant
sub-inspector Zile Singh said a
case was registered under Sections 279 (rash driving) and 336
(act endangering life or personal
safety of others) of the Indian
Penal Code at the Chandimandir
police station.
“We have initiated further
investigation to trace the unidentified accused driver,” Singh
said.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : In separate cases of
theft, two garment shops were
targeted by thieves on Monday.
In the first case, Mohanjeet
Singh,25,aresidentofManakpur
Nankchandvillage,Pinjore,said
when he reached his shop ‘New
Style’ on Tuesday morning, he
found the shutter lock broken
and the shop ransacked.
In another case, Gurpreet
Singh, 25, of Khera village, Pinjore,saidwhenheandhisbrother
arrived at Gurpreet’s shop ‘Billa
Cloth House’ on Tuesday, they
found the shutter lock broken
andgarmentsworth₹4lakhmissing. Cases under Sections 380
(theft in dwelling house)
and 457 (lurking house-trespass)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
have been registered at Pinjore
police station.
HTC

The Supreme Court on Tuesday refused to accord
urgent hearing on a plea filed by PS Chhatwal,
whose nominationpapers for Chandigarhconstituency as an independent candidate were rejected.
A vacation bench of justices Indira Banerjee and
Sanjiv Khanna said that Chhatwal’s plea will
come up for hearing in due course of time.When
Chhatwal’s advocate Tarun Khaira said he has a
right to contest election, the bench said, “It is the
subject matter for Election Commission.”
CONTRIBUTED BY VIVEK GUPTA,
BAHADURJEET SINGH,IDRESS
BUKHTIYAR, HILLARY VICTOR

UT adviser asks depts for 100-day
plan to restart works after elections

Accountant booked for bungling Woman’s bid to steal
₹3.5 cr from scholarship funds
cash from sleeping
man’s pocket foiled
MODE OF

CHANDIGARH :Police have booked

SC says no to urgent
listing of Chhatwal’ s plea

PANCHKULA :Police booked

four unidentified men for
snatching ₹12,000 from two
men posted as guards at a
mining site in Karanpur village of Pinjore on Monday.
Police said Gulshan
Kumar, a native of Kurukshetra, and Ram Bharan of
Uttar Pradesh, were sitting
at a naka on the site in the
morning when the accused
came on two motorcycles
and started thrashing them.
Kumar said the accused
snatched a mining book and
₹12,000 cash from them.

“They threatened us with
dire consequences and
asked us to tell our employers to pay them weekly protection money,” said
Kumar. Investigating official ASI Anand Kumar said,
“The complainant said one
of the motorcycles had a registration number HR-49E8624, and the other had the
word ‘Fatia’ pasted on its
number plate. A case was
registered under Section
379A (snatching) of the
Indian Penal Code at the
Pinjore police station.” HTC

DEBRIS PLANT TO BE LAUNCHED TODAY
UT adviser Manoj Parida will
inaugurate a construction and
demolition waste processing
plant in Industrial Area on
Wednesday. MC commissioner KK
Yadav confirmed the development. Chandigarh took three
years to set up the plant at a cost
of ₹2 crore. The city generates
nearly 100 tonnes of debris daily
which is disposed of on empty
government land. MC will soon
make it mandatory for residents
to dump their debris at the
landfill site adjacent to the
processing plant. Those who will
not comply will be fined. The
draft policy on disposal of

construction waste will be tabled
in the MC House meeting scheduled for later this month, officials
said.

Councillor objects
MC councillor Satish Kainth, who
recently joined Congress, objected to the inauguration of the
plant, calling it a violation of
model code of conduct. “There
are many other development
works related to colonies and
villages, which were not taken up
due to pole code. The inauguration is a direct favour to the
BJP-led MC, and must be postponed,” Kainth said.

tricitytoday
May 15, 2019

LAUGH RIOT
A comedy play, Plaza Suite,
will be organised by
Nayana Sagar Production,
New Delhi. The play is
directed by Nayan Sagar
and written by Neil Simon.
Where: Tagore Theatre,
Sector 18, Chandigarh
When: 6:30pm

CREATIVE WRITING COMPETITION
A creative writing competition will be held by the department of
orthodontics and dentofacial orthopaedics to celebrate World
Orthodontic Health Day.
Where: Room No 301, Dr Harvansh Singh Judge Institute Of Dental
Sciences and Hospital, PU When: 12 noon

MUSICAL NIGHT

LIFE AND BOOKS

A musical night, Surmai Sham,
will be organised by Pracheen
Kala Kendra in collaboration
with Mohali Senior Citizen
Association (MSCA) and IVY
hospital. Singers RD Kailey,
Komal Chugh and SD Sharma
will perform.
Where: Dr Shobha Koser
Indoor Auditorium, Mohali,
sector 71 When: 4:30pm

Livre En Vie, translated as
books in life is a photo
exhibition by JeanMarc
Godes. A photographer
specialising in images of
books, he has shown his
work all around the world
and promotes books and
writing.
Where: Alliance Francaise,
Sector 36 When: 11am

FOR APPRENTICESHIPS
CII is organising an apprenticeship workshop to share the benefits
offered for apprenticeships by the government.
Where: CII Northern HQ, Sector 31, Chandigarh When: 9:30am

APNI MANDI

Sector 15B
Sector 40A
CHANDIGARH:
Sector 40A, Sector
Chandigarh
46 and Sector 15B
Sector 57
MOHALI: Sector 57
Mohali
and Phase 11
Sector 46
PANCHKULA:
Phase 11
Sector 26

Panchkula

Sector 26

To list events write to us at tricityevent@gmail.com
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ISSUES THAT MATTER:
MOHALI IGNORED

The lost
future
QUAGMIRE OF NEGLECT Part of Anandpur Sahib Lok Sabha
seat, Mohali’s aspirations have been held hostage to official
apathy; it needs a massive dose of political will to fulfil its
potential. Will it happen after elections remains a moot question?
Hillary Victor
n

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Part of Anandpur Sahib seat,

Mohali is uniquely placed as it has a historical and spiritual connection and its
proximity to Chandigarh gives it a development model to follow.
However, over the years, civic issues
have come to dominate the discourse
here, even as the city hogged the limelight when Sukhbir Singh Badal, the
state’s then deputy chief minister, called
it the ‘Future City’.
To date, Mohali (given the status of a
district in 2006) residents continue to
wage a lonely battle against water shortage, encroachments, sanitation and
stray animals.
There is a four-cornered contest for
the Lok Sabha seat with the Congress pitting former Union minister Manish
Tewari against Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) sitting MP Prem Singh Chandumajra. Former Punjab deputy speaker
Bir Devinder of the SAD Taksali and
Aam Aadmi Party’s Narinder Shergill
complete the quartet. Mohali district has
7.2 lakh voters spread across 749 booths.
WATER SHORTAGE
With the Greater Mohali Area Development Authority (GMADA) failing to construct a water treatment plant at Jandpur village of Mohali under Phases 5 and
6 of Kajauli water works, water shortage
plagues residents. The project will supply five Million Gallon Daily (MGD).
There is shortage of 10MGD that
increases to 12MGD in May and June.
Residents of Sectors 66-80, which are
under GMADA, and Phases 9, 10 , 11 and
3A, under the Mohali MC, are the worsthit.
MULTIPLICITY
OF AUTHORITIES
Industrial Area is in a shambles with
potholed roads, even as it is divided
among separate authorities. Phases 1-4
fall under the GMADA; Phases 7, 8-A and
8-B under the Punjab Small Industries
Export Corporation Limited (PSIEC)
and Phase 9 Industrial Area under Punjab Infotech.
The authorities need to implement a
Uniform Industrial Policy. There is also
a need to ensure that vacant plots do not
turn into garbage dumping spots. It will
help if suitable eating joints and recrea-

The problem in
numbers
For a district created 13 years
ago in 2006, Mohali issues
have not been resolved to
citizens’ satisfaction. Here are
some numbers that show a lot
more needs to be done.

10-12 MGD

n

To date, Mohali (given the status of a district in 2006) residents continue to wage a lonely battle against water shortage, encroachments, sanitation and stray animals.

Water shortage in May and June

viewfrompoliticalleaders

4,200

Encroachments that have been
identified; no notices issued yet

100 tonne

Garbage dumped everyday at an
open ground in Industrial Area,
Phase 8-B, Mohali
tional spots are allowed.
CITY NEEDS DUMPING GROUND
In 2015, the National Green Tribunal
(NGT) directed the MC to acquire land
for a dumping ground till January 2015
and make the ground fully operational
by January 2017. The order is yet to be
implemented. The issue, however, had
flared up many years before that.
GMADA had allotted a 13-acre site in
Phase 8-B for dumping solid waste in
May 2006, but some residents moved the
Punjab and Haryana high court against
the move. In May 2012, the MC had
assured the high court that it would
acquire 13 acres at Samgauli village near
Dera Bassi, a promise it has failed to
keep.
The result of all this is that city slipped
to the lowly rank of 153 of 425 cities in
Swachh Survekshan. Waste segregation
is also an issue. Over 100 tonne of garbage is being dumped at an open ground
in Industrial Area, Phase 8-B of Mohali.
The cattle menace continues unabated and a horde is seen even opposite
the MC office in Sector 68. Fatal accidents often occur even on the Airport
Road due to the menace. Overall, the
menace has claimed four lives over the
past year.
ENCROACHMENTS:
WHO WILL BELL THE CAT?

HT FILE

‘NO DEVELOPMENT
FOR A DECADE’

›

The city’s infrastructure
has not grown over the
past decade. If voted to power,
my priority will be
to provide basic
amenities.
BIR DEVINDER
SINGH, Shiromani
Akali Dal (Taksali)
candidate

‘WILL BRING INDUSTRY
TO MOHALI’

›

My priority will be to bring
industry in Mohali. As an
MP, I will create an
ecosystem where
more jobs can be
created for
youngsters.
MANISH TEWARI,
Congress candidate

The Mohali MC identified 4,200
encroachers, but is yet to issue any
notice. Most violations are done by VIPs
or their security personnel; government
land is being encroached with impunity
be it parks or road-berms in name of religion. This hinders traffic movement.
Vendors have encroached upon corridors and parking areas, but the MC has
not conducted any aggressive drive to
remove them.
POLLUTION IN DERA BASSI
Several villages in Dera Bassi (part of
Patiala Lok Sabha seat, but included in
Mohali district) are affected by discharge of effluents from factories, yet no
candidate has raised the issue yet during
campaigning.
More than three years ago, the foundation stone for a Common Effluent
Treatment Plant (CETP) was laid at village Saidpura in Dera Bassi, but the

project has floundered.
SECTORS 76-80: TWO-DECADE
WAIT FOR AMENITIES
GMADA floated a housing scheme in
newly-carved Sectors 76-80 in December
2000. Today, 50,000 residents are crying
for basic amenities over there. Damaged
roads, non-functional streetlights, illmaintained parks, and stray animals
have made life hell for residents. On
paper, GMADA had earmarked spaces
for schools, markets and community
centres, but nothing has materialised.
Sucha Singh Kalaur, Sectors 76-80
Plot Allotment and Development WelfareCommittee, says, “There are around
60 parks in Sectors 76-80 for which a
maintenance model is needed. Buffaloes
graze freely and rainwater collects in
patches with wild growth giving shelter
to insects and reptiles. GMADA has
failed in its duty.”

‘MOHALI WILL
BE AN IT HUB’

›

As an MP, I will ensure
Mohali becomes an IT hub
to generate more jobs
and to promote
service sector in
the region.
PREM SINGH
CHANDUMAJRA, MP and
SAD candidate

theysay

›

Our problems are
encroachments, stray
cattle, dog menace and
sanitation. We requested both
GMADA and MC
for help, to no
avail.
CL GARG, president,
Confederation of
Greater Mohali
Residents’ Welfare
Association
(CGMRWA)

‘COMMON MAN’S ISSUES
MOST IMPORTANT’

›

Both SAD and Congress
governments have failed to
provide basic amenities here. If
voted to power,
my priority will
be to solve local
issues.

NARINDER SINGH
SHERGILL, AAP candidate

›

GMADA has failed to
provide amenities in
Sectors 76-80. Around 60
parks are going to
the dogs.
GMADA.
SS KALAUR, chief,
Secs 76-80 plot
allotment
committee

Now, Bansal gets notice for use
of children in election campaign
HT Correspondent
n

n

AAP senior leader and Delhi deputy CM Manish Sisodia with party
candidate Harmohan Dhawan during a press conference at
ANIL DAYAL/HT
Sector 9 in Chandigarh on Tuesday.

‘Kher did nothing
in 5 years except
appearing on TV’
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Slamming BJP candidateKirronKher, Aam Aadmi
Party’s senior leader and Delhi
deputy chief minister, Manish
Sisodia, who was in city on Tuesdaysaid,Kherdidnothinginlast
fiveyearspartfromappearingin
TV programmes.
Sisodia met party’s Chandigarh candidate Harmohan
Dhawan at latter’s residence in
Sector 9.On being asked why
AAP candidate GulPanag disappeared after 2014 elections in
spite of getting over one lakh
votes, he said, Kher should be
askedthesameasshedidnotstay
in Chandigarh despite winning.
When asked why AAP’s local
unit was left defunct after elections, he said that is a wrong perceptionand thepartywasalways
active here. The deputy CM said
that AAP was winning all seven
seats in Delhi (that went on polls
onMay12).Hewasconfidentthat
partywillalsowrestseatinChan-

digarh due to Dhawan’s positive
image and party’s performance.
‘KEJRIWAL WILL VISIT’
On party’s prospects in Punjab
that will go for polls along with
Chandigarh on May 19, he hesitantly said that he will let it be
known after touring the state.
OnAAPconvenerArvindKejriwal being shown black flags
during his ongoing Punjab tour,
he said that it was a political
stunt. “Our rivals are nervous
and are indulging into petty
things,” he said.
AsChandigarhwasnotinKejriwal’s schedule during his tour
in Punjab, Sisodia said that the
former will visit and campaign
for the party candidate.
On former AAP Punjab convener Gurpreet Singh Ghuggi’s
latest statement that Kejriwal’s
dictatorship and Bhagwant
Mann'sambitiondestroyedparty
in Punjab, Sisodia said that if
Ghuggi was so concerned, he
shouldhavestayedandcleansed
it internally than leaving party.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: AfterBJPcandidate
KirronKher,now,CongresscandidatePawanKumarBansalhas
got a notice by the Election Commission (EC) for using children
whilecampaigningforelections.
Bansal has been asked to file the
reply in 24 hours.
Kher has already been issued
notice twice in past week for a
similar case where kids were
usedforcampaigninginviolation
of EC guidelines.
Bansal was served the notice
after BJP’s convener of election
cellShivoyDhirfiledacomplaint
allegingthatminorchildrenwere
found carrying Congress flags in
Ram Darbar while campaigning
for Bansal.
ElectionCommissionsaidthat
the use of children for poll campaigning is prohibited and there
are guidelines of National Commission for Protection of Child
rights which convey that children should not be involved in

VVIP FLIGHTS
LEAD TO DELAYS
MOHALI: With several VVIPs

landing at Chandigarh International Airport in charter flights,
the normal air traffic was disrupted here.
On Tuesday, several VVIP’s
including Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Union health minister JP Nadda, Congress leader
Raj Babbar arrived by charter
planes.
Airport security staff said
that the air exercise was halted
due to arrival of Prime Minister’s aircraft. Six domestic and
two international flights were
delayed.
HTC

n

Congress candidate
Pawan Kumar Bansal

any manner possible in the election campaigning.
Meanwhile, it has been learnt
thatKherhasalreadybeenissued
warning after she shared a video
in which her aide was seen with
children and coaxing them to
vote for Kher.
So far Bansal has been issued
four notices including that of
Tuesday for different violations
in last one week.

ENSURE PARTY
WORKERS DON’T
MISLEAD VOTERS: EC
TheEChasdecidedonthenotice
served to Bansal for allegedly
using party’s minimum income
guarantee scheme to influence
local voters.
It has directed Bansal to make
surethathispartyworkersdon’t
mislead the voters regarding the
party’s scheme.
Further, nodal officer of the
expenditure cell has been
directed to book the expenditure
for printing of the pamphlets of
NYAY (Nyunatam Aay Yojana)
scheme,whichwasbeingusedto
seek name, contact number and
location of the voters.
Congresshaspromised₹72,000
peryeartomorethan5crorefamilies under this scheme.
Further, local EC office has
decided to ask from the EC head
office in Delhi whether seeking
informationofthevotersasgathered by the Congress workers is
allowed or otherwise it is a violationofthemodelcodeofconduct.
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Jumbled questions
leave students in tizzy

30 MARKS AT STAKE Questions were asked under wrong
units, leading to confusion and chaos among examinees
Srishti Jaswal
n

srishti.jaswal@htlive.com

STUDENTS GET WRONG MAP

CHANDIGARH : Students of sixth

semester, Master of Arts in psychology, at Panjab University
and its affiliated colleges were
confused when the questions in
clinical psychology examination were not given as per the
units.
The questions were from different units according to the
university syllabus but they
were asked under the wrong
units in the question paper. This
has put 30 marks in the paper at
stake for students.
MCM DAV College assistant
professor Natasha Khera said,
“There was not even a single
question from unit 1. How can
they exclude such an important
unit? On top of that, questions
from the other units were jumbled and no internal choice was
given to the students.”
Tanisha Sankhyan, a student
of MA psychology, said, “Question number 2 and 3 were asked
under unit 1, however, according to the syllabus, they were
part of unit 3. Despite internal
choice, the same question was
asked from same topic pharmacology therapies.
“In unit 2, both the questions
were asked from the same topic
of psychoanalysis,” she said.
“In unit 3, questions were
asked from unit 2 and unit 4.
It had no questions from
unit 3. Similarly, questions
from unit 3 were asked under

Simran Kaur, a third-year
student at SD College said,
“In sixth semester exam of
history and culture of Punjab, the map was given of
pre-independence period
and question was for postindependence period.” Lakshay, another student, said,
“We were asked to at least

›

We will forward the
grievances to expert
panel which will decide
what will be next the
course of action.
PARVINDER SINGH, controller
of examination, PU

unit 4,” she said.
“This resulted in a lot of confusion. There is a vast syllabus
to cover, students study topics
keeping in mind that there will
be internal choices,” she added.
The official MA psychology
syllabus, under the instructions
for candidate and paper setter,
mentions that the paper from
entire syllabus will be spread
across four units and each unit
shall have two questions. It further mentions that candidates
will be given internal choice
where they will have to attempt
one question from each unit.

PU declares result of
Common Entrance
Test for UG courses

attempt the paper by invigilators. Later, we submitted
an application to the controller of examination.”
PU controller of examination Parvinder Singh said,
“We had already instructed
the college authorities to
procure maps from outside
in such cases.”

PU controller of examination
Parvinder Singh said, “We have
received a representation on the
matter. We will forward the
grievances to the expert panel
which will decide what will be
next course of action.”
About the complexity in university examination, controller
said, “We are conducting 1,100
papers simultaneously. Paper
setters are usually from other
universities, because of which
in one or two examinations such
errors occur. All complaints are
settled between 24 to 48 hours.”
NOT THE FIRST CASE
A student of DAV Sector 10 said,
“Last semester, in child psychology, we got questions for 15
marks out of syllabus.”
She said, “In the first year,
our batch sat for research methodology exam and the question
paper was changed midway
because the original question
paper was out of syllabus.”

3 AMBALA
YOUTHS HELD
FOR MURDER
AMBALA : Three persons were
arrested for allegedly killing an
Ambala Cantonment resident
and injuring his brother on May
6. The deceased was Mohit, 23, of
Khatik Mandi and injured was
his younger brother Gaurav, 21,
when he incident happened.
The accused, identified as
Rahul Kumar, Rohit Kumar and
Lucky, all residents of Ambala
cantonment, were presented
before the court on Tuesday and
sent on a six-day police remand.
Vishal Rajaura, brother of the
deceased, said in a complaint
that his cousin brother Gaurav
has a business of supplying batteries and lights on rent at a vegetable market near Batra Palace.
He said, “One of the accused
Nanu also has a business of vegetables in the same market. My
brother Gaurav had some heated
arguments with Nanu, Payia and
Sikander related to the supply of
some batteries on May 5 and 6.
On May 6, around 10pm when
Gaurav and his cousin brother
Jatin were heading home after
collecting batteries, they were
stopped near Sewa Samiti
Chowk by Nanu, Payia and Sikander, who began to thrash
them. he said. “Jatin called
Mohit for help. At the same time
some more youths came on a bullet motorcycle and i-20 car and
they
attacked
Gaurav
and Mohit with swords, sticks
and knives. Mohit was killed
during the thrashing and they
fled.
Parao SHO Munish Kumar
said, “A case was registered
against eight accused identified
as Lucky, Payia, Nanu, Rishu,
Rahul, Rohit, Sikander, and Kuldeep under Section 302, 307, 323,
341, 506 and 34 of the Indian Penal
HTC
Code.”
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MADEINCHANDIGARH
PRINCE NARULA, 28, ACTOR

I owe a lot to city for its culture,
society and its free spirit
BOSS MAN This
reality show winner
and TV actor wants
Chandigarh to have
its own film city
where young talent
can train and
achieve success in
the movie industry

HOMETOWN:
Chandigarh
FAMILY
His father Joginder Pal Narula is a businessman and mother Asha Narula is a homemaker. Elder sisters Geetika Chabbra and
Preetika Sharma are happily married and
blessed with children.Narula is married to
actor Yuvika Chaudhary.
EDUCATION
After passing Class 10 from Chandigarh Baptist School, Sector 45, he moved to
Paragon Senior Secondary School, Sector 71,
Mohali, to complete Class 12. A graduate in
arts from Goswami Ganesh Dutta Sanatan
Dharma (GGDSD) College, Sector 32,
Chandigarh, he joined a mass communications course for post graduation in the same college but
could not complete it as he had
to contest for Mr Punjab, a modelling reality show in Punjab.
MY AREA OF EXPERTISE
I am a master of all trades
(laughs). Well honestly, I can do
pretty much everything from
singing and dancing to acting.

High drama at Hi-5
Mall as man tries
to commit suicide

MY SECRET SAUCE
Just be real. “Hum bohot desi
bande hai, jo karte hai dil se
karte hai, (I am from this country and everything I do is from
the heart)” he says. Narula
believes that if a person doesn’t
follow anyone and stays original, he can accomplish great
things in life.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

has announced the results of
Common Entrance Test (CET)
2019 for undergraduate courses.
The entrance for admission to B
Pharmacy and BSc (Honours)
courses at PU campus was held
on April 30.
The Controller of Examination
(CoE) Parvinder Singh informed
that 4,339 candidates appeared
for physics-chemistry-biology
(PCB) combination and 3,753
qualified the test.
In physics-chemistry-mathematics (PCM) combination, 4,238
candidates appeared and 3,113
qualified the test. As many as
4,748 appeared for mathematics
and 3,486 have qualified the test.
The result is available on http://
results.puchd.ac.in.
Lakshit Jindal topped PCB
combination with 99.98%, Manav
Bansal was ranked second with
99.95 % and Riya Garg was ranked
third with 99.93%.
In PCM combination, Khyati
Jain topped with 99.98%, Vidhita
was ranked second at 99.95% and
Garima Goyal was ranked third
with 99.93%. In Mathematics,
Nitin Kaushik topped with
90.41%, Mansi Garg was ranked
second at 89.58% and Ashish
Kumar was ranked third with
88.75%.
The online admission forms
will be available from May 22 on

PANCHKULA :High drama was wit-

NUMBER OF
SEATS
AVAILABLE

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

Course (UG)
B Pharm
Botany
Zoology
Anthropology
Chemistry
Geology
Physics
Physics*
Biochemistry
Microbiology
Biotechnology
Biophysics
Mathematics

Open NRI
seats seats

46
20
25
30
58
30
40
20
30
30
15
25
40

06
03
04
04
08
04
06
03
04
04
02
04
06

*(Specialisation in Electronics)

https://cetug.puchd.ac.in.
The entrance test will carry
75% weightage and the qualifying
examination of Class 12 will carry
25% weightage for the admission. The cut off percentage in the
test is 15% of total marks.
In the case of candidates from
scheduled castes, scheduled
tribes, backward classes and
PwD candidates, the requirement
will be a minimum attainment of
10% (cut off) of total marks.

nessed at Sector 5, Panchkula, on
Tuesday night after a man in his
early 30s reached the top of a
mall to commit suicide. As per
officials, the man identified as
Amit, who is an advocate and a
resident of Himshikha Colony in
Pinjore, reached the top of Hi-5
Mall and started threatening to
jump-off the building.
The mall management initially tried to bring the person
down but as the matter went out
of control with family of the man
including her mother gathered
at the mall, local police was
called on the spot. Later, a team
of fire brigade also reached the
spot with a hydraulic ladder to
bring the man down, but everything failed.
The drama that started at
around 9.30pm was resolved at
10.50pm when Amit’s brother
along with the cops requested
him to come down. He was then
taken to a civil hospital for medical examination.
As per his family members, he
was stressed following some personal dispute with parents and
in-laws.

THE DRAMA ENDED
AT 10.50PM WHEN
AMIT’S BROTHER
AND COPS REQUESTED
HIM TO COME DOWN

THE MANTRA OF SUCCESS
IN ACTING
No one teaches you how to act. It

Call: 98762-99888

Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH:Does Panjab University (PU), recently slapped with
an Election Commission notice
for inviting Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) ideologue
Indresh Kumar to speak at an
event where he sang the praises
of prime minister Narendra
Modi, have a “pick and choose
policy” in giving the green signal
to events, as some faculty members and student leaders allege?
PU allows use of its auditoriums and halls for a fee to student
organisations and NGOs which
can be waived off by the vice
chancellor. The seminar, No
More Pakistan, by the Forum for
Awareness of National Security
where Indresh Kumar was
invited was allowed, but others
were not. One such event was
organised by the All India Stu-

›

PU had denied
permission for an
auditorium for a seminar in
2017 where human rights
activist and journalist
Seema Azad was invited.
HARMANDEEP SINGH , Students
For Society spokesperson

dents’ Association (AISA) and
Students’ Federation of India
(SFI), which had requested booking of an auditorium where Jawaharlal Nehru University Students Union president N Sai Balaji was to speak. It had to be
finally held off campus.
Another AISA event, Shiksha
Nahi Rozgar Chahiye, in 2018,
where JNUSU leader Geeta
Kumari was to speak, was cancelled after BJP student arm

Road assault case

Rachna Verma
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The Northern

Indian Railways had introduced
the glass-enclosed vistadome
(transparent) coach last year to
give boost to tourism on the
UNESCO world heritage 96.6km
Kalka-Shimla track. After
receiving a good response from
passengers, the northern railways is preparing to bring ten
more such vistadomes.
Divisional railway manager,
Ambala, DC Sharma said, “ The
popularity of Kalka – Shimla
Track has increased after we
launched the glass-enclosed vistadome coach. And it is for the
first time that prior reservation
demands are coming.”
He said, “Keeping this in
mind, we are making ten more
vistadomes at Kalka workshop
and at least five will be operational by the next tourist season.”
DC Sharma said they have
planned the beautification of 18
railway stations between Kalka
and Shimla. The beautification
includes changing the colour of
the railway stations to make
them attractive and displaying
some local traditional items to

HT Correspondent
n

n

Railways had introduced glass-enclosed vistadome coach on the
HT FILE
Kalka-Shimla tracks last year.

attract tourists.
Sharma informed Shimla and
Kalka railway station have been
already modified whereas other
stations are in line. Now, all the
18 stations between Kalka and
Shimla have free Wi-Fi facility,
he said.
CII ORGANISES VENDOR
DEVELOPMENT MEET
The Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) and Northern
Railways in association with the
Rail Coach Factory (RCF),
Kapurthala, and Diesel Modernisation Workshop (DMW),
Patiala, organised a Vendors

Development Meet at CII Northern Region, Headquarter, Sector
31, on Tuesday.
“Digitisation is the new face of
Indian Railways Procurement
System,” said TP Singh, General
Manager, Northern Railways.
He said the purpose of a vendor development meeting was to
provide an opportunity for new
and existing vendors to familiarise with the railway procurement process for the new vendors, inform them about digitisation of railway supply chain –
transparency, efficiency and the
ease of doing business in railways.

comes naturally. Unlike the olden days, acting as an activity has improved a lot. One does
not have to be theatrical or talk loudly and
there is subtlety in performance. To be a successful actor, just get the hang of the script,
practice facial expressions, voice modulation
and keep it as real as possible.
THE TURNING POINT
Roadies X2 was a major turning point in my
life. It not only opened doors to other reality
shows such as Splitsvilla and Big Boss for me
but also got me a lot of other opportunities in
the industry.
Getting married to Yuvika was another and
the most amazing turning point.
WHAT I OWE TO CHANDIGARH
I have spent my entire childhood in Chandigarh. The city has made me the person I am. I
owe Chandigarh a lot for its culture, society
and its free spirit that actually makes it the
city beautiful.
THINGS I LIKE TO DO WHEN
I VISIT CHANDIGARH.
Coming to Chandigarh means spending time
with family. But I also like to chill, meet my
friends and go on the gehri route. I enjoy eating
out at Barbecue Nation here. Recently, Yuvika
and I went there for our special dine-out.
HOW HAS THE CITY CHANGED
OVER THE YEARS?
With people of different states coming to the
city for education and employment, the culture here has changed. The entertainment
industry is booming in Chandigarh as many
nightclubs and party hubs have opened in
Chandigarh. However, for me, it’s still the
same, it’s my home.
CHANGES I WOULD WANT
TO SEE IN THE CITY.
I wish Chandigarh gets its own film city,
where young, talented individuals can hone
their skills and launch promising careers in
the industry. With the opening of production
houses, there will be a great rise in opportunities for aspiring actors. If this happens, the little that is missing in the city beautiful, will be
completed.
THE BEST ADVICE I’VE EVER GOT
I got it from my wife. She has been in this
industry for long. So whenever I took stress or
felt confused, she supported me by saying,
“Do what your heart says. Don’t take up anything just for money. Be selective and do what
brings you good name and respect.”

PU has a pick-and-choose policy for
events, allege faculty and students

10 more glass-enclosed coaches Police fail to make
to run on Kalka-Shimla track headway in Airport
n

WORK
Model-turned-actor, Prince Narula is popularly known as the reality show king. Winning the Mr Punjab second runner-up title in
2014, he began his journey in the Indian television industry with MTV Roadies X2, in 2015
followed by MTV Splitsvilla 8 and Big Boss 9,
in 2015 and 2016, respectively. The first contestant ever to win three reality shows in a
series, Narula has acted in many TV serials
including Pyaar Tune Kya Kia, Badho Bahu,
Laal Ishq and Naagin 3 besides playing a role
in a web series called Boomer. A popular
name in the Punjabi industry, Prince not only
lends his voice for songs but also features in
music videos.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : A day after a group of
bouncers was booked for
assaulting three men on the busy
airport road near TDI City in
broad daylight on May 11, police
have failed to make any arrest in
connection with the case.
Police had booked the accused
Harpal Singh, who runs a company proving bouncers, his
friend Harsh and Jordan Virk
and 10 other unidentified persons after a video of them allegedly smashing the windowpanes
of the victims’ car and assaulting
them was shared on different
social media platforms.
Police said the victims —
Akshay and Shivjot of Fatehgarh Sahib, and Sunny of
Mohali, who are working as private security guards with an
immigration company in Sector
70 — were returning from
Kharar after meeting their
friend when Harpal and his
accomplices attacked them.
Akshay said Harpal was holding a .9mm pistol while others

GROUP OF BOUNCERS
SMASH WINDOWPANES
OF CAR, ASSAULT TRIO
NEAR TDI CITY , CASE
LODGED AFTER VIDEO
WAS WIDELY SHARED
were armed with wooden sticks.
Sources said the attack was an
offshoot of police inaction on the
complaint filed by Harpal’s
brother Preet, who was
assaulted by Akshay’s friends
over parking in Sector 70,
Mohali. Preet said he had lodged
a complaint at the Mataur police
station, but no action was taken,
which is why Harpal attacked
them.
“We are investigating the
matter and will arrest the
accused soon,” said Deep Kamal,
deputy superintendent of police
(DSP), Kharar.
A case under Sections 307, 325,
148, 323 of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) and the Arms Act was registered at the Balongi police station.

ABVP members protested even
after authorities gave permission, said Vijay Kumar, leader of
the student group.
“Some of the organisations are
allowed to hold events and
recently, we have seen how one
political ideology is being promoted,” says a PU senator speaking on condition of anonymity.
Recalling the controversial
incident in 2017, Students For
Society spokesperson Harmandeep Singh said, “PU had denied
permission for an auditorium for
a seminar in 2017 where we were
calling human rights activist and
journalist Seema Azad because
the ABVP, had complained
against it.” Several teachers, on
condition of anonymity, said that
PU does not directly deny permissions but “dilly dallies sometimes” till it’s too late to host the
event on campus. Kanupriya,
president, Panjab University

Campus Students’ Council
(PUCSC), agrees that it takes time
to give the authorities all the
information. “When we organise
any event, we have to submit all
the details regarding the speakers, the time, the venue we want
and the theme.”
“There is a form one has to fill
and every detail has to be filled. If
you don’t, it is rejected. It is the
same rule for everyone, including
NGOs,” said Vipul Atray, joint
secretary, PUCSC. When asked if
only certain select events were
allowed, PU registrar Karamjeet
Singh denied this, saying, “we
have to look at the nature of the
event. In case of academic events
we give permission.”
On the No More Pakistan seminar, he said, “The organisers had
told us that it is a seminar on
internal security. They had mentioned the time but had not mentioned the speakers.”

AS TOLD TO RIBHA SOOD

P’kula man let off
in 2017 drugs case
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The district court

acquitted a Panchkula man in a
drugs case of October 2017.
Raghu Arora, now 28, a resident of Sector 17, Panchkula, was
acquitted under Section 21 of the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
Substances (NDPS) Act after the
prosecution failed to prove its
case. The matter dates back to
October 11, 2017, when Arora was
allegedly caught with a polythene
containing 11 grams of heroine
near Nirankari Bhawan in Mauli
Jagran.
Arora’s counsel Yadwinder
Sandhu argued that he was
falsely implicated by the police.
Sandhu said the police had failed
to comply with the Section 50 of
the Act, under which the accused
had to be served a notice and
recoveries were to be made in the
presence of a magistrate or a gazetted officer. After the arguments, the court acquitted Arora.

schoolnotes
LITTLE FLOWER
CONVENT SCHOOL

Volleyball team
wins championship
PANCHKULA : Little Flower Convent
School, Sector 14, stood first in the
three-day ICSE Inter-school Volleyball Championship (Girls) that
concluded at Tender Heart School,
Chandigarh, on Tuesday. The players
who took part were- Asmita, Mani,
Aarushi, Shreya, Himanshi, Shrutkirti
and Gaurisha.

GOVERNMENT MODEL HIGH
SCHOOL, SECTOR 49

Science exhibition
CHANDIGARH : A science and math
exhibition was conducted at Government Model High School, Sector 49D,
on Tuesday. Director UT Suman
Sharma and CSIO senior scientist HK
Sardana were the chief guests.
Scientist Neerja Mittal demonstrated
math applications on the projector.
As many as 250 students demonstrated science and math activities
prepared with the help of Amandeep
Sahni, TGT math, and Sanjay, TGT
science. Headmistress Darshanjit
Kaur welcomed all students, teachers
and parents.

SOLITAIRE INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL

Plantation activity
PANCHKULA : A plantation activity
was organised for the Nursery
students of Solitaire International
School, Sector 20, on Tuesday.

Children were made to sow seeds in
small pots and were apprised of the
process of a seed turning into a plant.
They watered the seed and took care
of it.

Reema Dewan emphasised on the
importance of building confidence
among children.

AKSIPS-41 SMART SCHOOL

Session on drug abuse

Workshop on waste
segregation

MOHALI : A session on drug abuse
was organised by DAV Senior
Secondary School, Sector 64, in
collaboration with Dr Inder Kaur
Charitable Trust on Tuesday. It aimed
to inform the students about the
risks of alcohol and other drugs. A
documentary was shown to apprise
the students the devastating
impacts of drugs. Principal Rosy
Sharma thanked the resource person
for the interactive session.

CHANDIGARH : The eco and Swachh
Bharat club of AKSIPS-41 Smart
School in collaboration with youth
innovative society (YIS), Chandigarh,
organised a workshop on waste
segregation on Tuesday. Senior
veterinary officer MP Singh was the
chief guest. A presentation on
different activities conducted by
school related to the nature and
environment was shown. The
students delivered speeches on
waste segregation. The students of
Class 9 presented a play plastic
pollution. Executive director Jasdeep
Kalra and principal Ritu Bali lauded
the efforts of the students.

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL

Prize distribution
ceremony
CHANDIGARH : Delhi Public School,
Sector 40-C, organised its annual
prize distribution ceremony and the
class show of Class 5 on Tuesday.
Children presented dances, songs,
plays and poems. PGI financial
advisor Kumar Abhay was the chief
guest. He urged the parents to
provide a stress-free and healthy
environment to their children for
their holistic development. Principal

DAV SCHOOL

GOLDEN BELLS PUBLIC SCHOOL

Investiture ceremony
MOHALI : Golden Bells Public School,
Sector 77, organised investiture and
oath ceremony on Tuesday. Chairman
CS Bawa handed over the badges of
appointment to Akashdeep Singh as
head boy and Nanty as head girl. The
oath ceremony was performed by
head boy and head girl along with
the captains and vice-captains of the
three houses.

AKSIPS-45

Student council elections
CHANDIGARH : The student council
elections were held at AKSIPS-45
Smart School on Tuesday. Students
of Classes 6 to 10 cast their votes for
various posts. After the process of
counting, the results will be declared
next week.
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Trishul equals course record
to take round one honours
PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP Teenager
Karandeep Kochhar fired a four-under68 to be the highest-placed among
the Chandigarh golfers at tied fifth
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Bengaluru’s Tri-

shul Chinnappa matched the
course record of seven-under-65
to take the opening round
honours at the TATA Steel PGTI
Players Championship at
Chandigarh Golf Club on Tuesday.
The 25-year-old Chinnappa
joined the likes of Shiv Kapur,
Mukesh Kumar, Gaganjeet
Bhullar, Gaurav Ghei and Ranjit Singh, as the joint course
record holder.
The trio consisting of Patna’s
Aman Raj, Mumbai’s Anil Bajrang Mane and Bangladesh’s
Md Dulal Hossain were in tied
second with scores of five-under-67 at the ~30 lakh event.
Teenager Karandeep Kochhar fired a four-under-68 to be
the highest-placed among the
Chandigarh golfers in tied fifth.
Trishul Chinnappa, who was
one of India’s leading amateurs
prior to turning professional in
2015, made early gains in round
one as he birdied the second
thanks to a brilliant bunker shot
and then sank a 20-feet birdie
putt on the fourth.
Chinnappa subsequently
picked up a shot each on the fifth
and eighth, the latter coming as
a result of a chip-in.
The bogey on the 10th was the
only blip on Trishul’s card as he
went on to pocket an eagle on the
13th and two more birdies on the
12th and 16th.
Chinnappa, currently lying
34th on the PGTI Order of Merit
and still searching for his
maiden win, converted his second 20-footer of the day for eagle
on the 13th.
“I’m delighted to have
equaled my previous careerbest score of seven-under. I put
myself in good positions today
and created a lot of chances. I
made up and downs whenever I
missed the green. Importantly,
I kept myself in play off the tee,”
Trishul said.
“I believe my good score is a
result of the lessons I have
learnt from all my past experiences at this venue. I have had
some good starts here which I
wasn’t able to capitalize on. But
today was different as I kept the
intensity going till the end,” he
said.
“I’ve been playing well this
season as I’ve posted three top-

Kaavya, Sushant book
quarter-final berths
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Playing to their

potential, Kaavya Sawhney and
Prinkle Singh entered quarterfinals in the girls under-18 singles
of the All India Tennis Association Super Series Tennis Tournament at the Chandigarh Lawn
Tennis Association (CLTA), Sector 10, on Tuesday.
Top seed Kaavya Sawhney of
CLTA defeated Lakshmi Gowda
of Delhi in straight sets 6-1, 6-0.
Kaavya maintained her rhythm
throughout the match and played
high level tennis to earn the win.
Another CLTA trainee Prinkle
Singh also won from Sai Rajesh in
straight sets 6-1, 6-3 to surge
ahead. Anjali Rathi and Vanshika Choudhary won their
respective matches and also
moved into quarterfinals.
Top seed Chirag Duhan
advanced into quarterfinals in
the boys under-16 singles, beating
Torus Rawat in a three-setter
tough fought match 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.
Chirag won the first set 6-3
without much resistance.
Torus made a comeback in the
match and won the second set 7-5
to make it 1-1. In the deciding set,
Chirag outplayed Torus 6-4 to
take the match and enter the
quarters.
In another match, Jagmit
Duhan upset second seed Karan
Singh 6-4, 6-4.
In the boys under-18 singles,
top seed Sushant Dabas and
Drona Walia moved into quarterfinals.
Drona upset seventh seed
Rhythm Malhotra 6-2, 6-4. Top
seed Sushant defeated qualifier
Torus Rawat of Uttarakhand in
straight sets 6-0, 6-1.
Those players who moved to
quarterfinals are Deepender
Grewal, Akhilendran Indrabalan
and Divesh Gahlot. Top seed
Renne Singla, Anjali Rathi and
Lakshmi Gowda advanced into
U-16 girls quarterfinals.

›

I put myself in good
positions today and
created a lot of chances. I
made up and downs
whenever I missed the
green.
TRISHUL CHINNAPPA, Day 1 leader

›

The conditions are
phenomenal this
week and one has to
flight it up more here
as compared to
Panchkula last week.
CHINNAPPA, on course record

20s in seven events and my game
has shown promise.
The conditions are phenomenal this week and one has to
flight it up more here as compared to Panchkula last week,”
he said.
Anil Bajrang Mane shot his
best score in over a year to
occupy joint second place.
Mane’s round of 67 was highlighted by a chip-in birdie on the
10th as well as a great recovery
from the trees followed by a
35-foot conversion for eagle on
the 13th.
He also landed his wedge
shots within five feet on the 16th
and 18th to set up two more birdies.
Aman Raj, who has top-6 finishes in his last two appearances at the Chandigarh Golf Club,
was once again at his best at one
of his favourite venues.
Aman mixed six birdies with
a bogey as most of his putts were
less than 12 feet.
Md Dulal Hossain, who also
took a share of second, carded
seven birdies and two bogeys.
He enjoyed a late surge as he
closed the round with birdies on
the last two holes.
Local lad Karandeep Kochhar knocked down five birdies
over the first 13 holes but then
had a dramatic end to the day
with a double-bogey on the 15th
followed by birdies on the next
two holes and a bogey on the
18th.
Jyoti Randhawa’s first round
70 placed him tied 21st.

A I TA M E E T

n

A player in action during the All India Tennis Association Super
Series Tennis Tournament at the Chandigarh Lawn Tennis
Association, Sector 10, on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

RESULTS

n

Trishul Chinnappa in action on Day One of the TATA Steel PGTI Players Championship at Chandigarh Golf
Club on Tuesday.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

LEADERBOARD
Trishul Chinnappa (65); Aman Raj,
Anil Bajrang Mane and MD Dulal

Hossain (67); Shankar Das , Karandeep Kochhar, Divyanshu Bajaj and
Gaurav Ghei (68); C Muniyappa ,
Arjun Singh, Gulfam Pappan, Yashas

Chandra MS, M Dharma, Kushal
Singh, Gaurav Pratap Singh, Sachin
Baisoya, Kapil Kumar, Udayan Mane,
Karan Taunk and Ajay Baisoya (69).

Minerva face Manang in Three-day bridge
must-win AFC Cup match tourney from May 16

Boys under-16 (pre-quarters):
Chirag Dhuan (HR) [1] bt. Torus
Rawat (UK) 6-3, 5-7, 6-4, Aditya
Nandal (HR) [7] bt. Sarabjot Singh
(PB) [Q] 6-2, 6-3, Ajay Kundu (HR)
bt. Sukhpreet Singh Jhoje (PB) 6-3,
6-7(4), 7-6(4), Yogee Panwar (HR) [8]
bt. Karan Sandilya (HR) 6-2, 5-7, 6-3,
Dhanya Shah (GJ) [5] bt. Samar Bir
Singh Sidhu (PB) 6-3, 6-0, Ansh
Kundu (HR) bt. Lakshay Batra [Q]
6-4, 6-4, Hardik Choudhary (UP) [Q]
bt. Vansh Yadav (UP) [6] 6-3, 7-5,
Jasmeet Dhuhan (HR) bt. Karan
Singh (HR) [2] 6-4, 6-4.
Boys under-18 (pre-quarters):
Sushant Dabas (HR) [1] bt. Torus
Rawat (UK) [Q] 6-0, 6-1, Deepender
Grewal (HR) [6] bt. Shashikant
Rajput (HR) 6-2, 6-3, Akhilendran

Indrabala (DL) bt. Anand Prakash
Gupta (UP) [Q] 6-2, 6-3, Karan Singh
(HR) [5] bt. Bhupender Dahiya (HR)
7-6(4), 5-7, 6-3, Nitin Jaipal Singh
(HR) [8] bt. Arthav Neema (MP)
7-6(6), 6-2, Divesh Gahlot (HR) [4]
bt. Manveer Singh (PB) 6-4, 6-4,
Drona Walia (UK) bt. Rhythm
Malhotra (DL) [7] 6-2, 6-4, Krish
Patel (GJ) [2] bt. Aditya Balsekar
(MH) 6-3, 7-6(0).
Girls under-16 (pre-quarters):
Renee Singla (HR) [1] bt. Pawandeep Kaur (PB) 6-1, 6-2, Kavya
Khirwar (DL) [6] bt. Radhika
Vasudeva (CH) 6-1, 6-3, Sanvi
Ahluwalia (DL) [4] bt. Hannah
Nagpal (UP) 4-6, 6-4, 6-2, Kanupriya
Rajawat (RJ) [7] bt. Kaavya Palani
(TN) 6-1, 7-6(4), Lakshmi Gowda (DL)

[8] bt. Yashika Sharma (CH) 6-1, 6-4,
Disha Sehrawat (HR) bt. Suryanshi
Tanwar (HR) [3] 6-3, 6-2, Anjali Rathi
(HR) [5] bt. Riya Kaushik (CH) 6-3,
6-2, Tanushri Pandey (UP) bt. Sai
Rajesh Bhoyar (MH) [2] 6-2, 6-1.
Girls under-18 (pre-quarters):
Kaavya Sawhney (HR) [1] bt.
Lakshmi Gowda (DL) 6-1, 6-0,
Shreya Gulia (HR) bt. Kaavya Palani
(TN) 6-2, 6-3, Lagan Bidhan (HR) bt.
Sanvi Ahluwalia (DL) 6-3, 4-6, 6-0,
Kanupriya Rajawat (RJ) bt. Kavya
Khirwar (DL) 6-2, 3-6, 7-6(4), Prinkle
Singh (JK) bt. Sai Rajesh Bhoyar
(MH) 6-1, 6-3, Anjali Rathi (HR) [Q]
bt. Ashpreet Kaur Bajwa (PB) [Q]
7-5, 3-6, 6-1, Vanshika Choudhary
(UP) [2] bt. Harleen Kaur (PB) 6-4,
6-3

SPORTS ROUNDUP

Press Trust of India
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

KATHMANDU : Unbeaten yet without a win so far, former I-League
champions Minerva Punjab will
need a victory to remain afloat
when they take on Manang
Marshyangdi Club of Nepal in
their AFC Cup group match
here on Wednesday.
Minerva are yet to notch up
their first win of the AFC Cup,
having played out three consecutive draws in as many
matches.
The 2017-18 I-League champions are third in Group E with
three points and another draw
or a loss will severely dent their
chances of advancing to the next
round.Chennaiyin FC are leading the group with seven points
while Abahani Dhaka are second with four points. Manang
are at the bottom of the fourteam group with just one point.
All the four sides have played

MINERVA ARE YET TO
NOTCH UP THEIR FIRST
WIN, HAVING PLAYED
OUT THREE
CONSECUTIVE DRAWS IN
AS MANY MATCHES
three matches each so far and
only the top team from the
group will make it to the the
Inter-Zonal Play-off Semifinals.
The two sides had played out
a 2-2 draw in the first leg in
Bhubaneswar and Wednesday’s
match at the ANFA Complex
will be crucial for both Minerva
and Manang.
Minerva need a win to be in
contention for a next round
berth while a loss will more or
less send them out of reckoning.
The situation is even worse
for Manang as they need nothing less than a win to remain

afloat. They will be out of reckoning for a next round berth if
they lose on Wednesday.
In the last match between the
two sides, Minerva squandered
their lead twice, allowing the
Nepalese side to come back each
time.
Shreyas Gopalan put
Minerva ahead early on but
Manang Marshyangdi equalised in the second half through
Abhishek Rijal.
Minerva did manage to take
the lead again through a spot
kick courtesy Kareem Omolaja
but Oluwaunmi Somide scored
seconds after to restore parity.
The Punjab side, still searching for its maiden victory in the
AFC Cup, has failed to win a
game in its last five official
appearances.
Manang may look the weaker
side of the two but they have the
home advantage and may
spring a surprise on
Wednesday.

HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Chandigarh Bridge
Association (CBA) will host the
10th Steel Strips Open Bridge
Championship in the city from
May 16 to 18. CBA president HS
Dhariwal said more than 30
teams comprising five to six players each, are expected to participate in this three-day championship at Hyatt Regency in Chandigarh. The national and
international teams from various
states of India including Punjab,
Haryana, Uttarakhand, UP, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Delhi,
Rajasthan and Chandigarh, have
confirmed their participation.

CHANDIGARH BEAT
HARYANA 3-0
CHANDIGARH: Hockey Chandigarh
defeated Hockey Haryana 3-0 on
Day four of the 9th Hockey India
Sub-Junior Men National (A
Division) Championship at Rai-

pur in Chhattisgarh on Tuesday.
Hockey Odisha held Hockey
Punjab to a 1-1 draw, while Namdhari XI defeated Hockey Andhra
Pradesh 10-0. Hockey Bihar
secured a 4-0 over Delhi Hockey.
CITY EVES WIN IN
T-10 CRICKET
CHANDIGARH:Chandigarh defeated
Maharashtra by six runs to win
the title in the T10 woman cricket
tournament in Gurgaon on Tuesday. Chandigarh scored 78 for
two wickets in 10 overs. Mamta
made 30, while Palak scored 22.
Chasing, Maharashtra could
only manage 72 for the loss nine
wickets in 10 overs.
FOOTBALL MEET
FROM MAY 16
CHANDIGARH: St Soldier International School, Sector 28, Chandigarh will conduct 10th St Soldier
Football Trophy from May 16 to
18. As many as 16 teams from the
schools of tricity will compete.

Shubman to turn up for India ‘A’ against Lanka, WI
HT Correspondent
n

n

Shubman Gill played for the
Kolkata Knight Riders, scored
296 runs in 14 matches in IPL12. He was named emerging
player of the tournament. HT FILE

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Punjab batsman
Anmolpreet Singh has been
named in the India ‘A’ teams
that will compete in the two
multi-day and five one-day
matches against Sri Lanka ‘A’
starting from May 25.
Meanwhile, Punjab batsman
Shubman Gill, leg-spinner
Mayank Markande and Chandigarh-based Prashant Chopra,
who plays for Himachal Pradesh have been selected in the
India ‘A’ squad for 2 multi-day
matches.
While the two multi-day
matches begin from May 25, the
five one-day matches against Sri
Lanka ‘A’ will start from June 6.
The first multi-day match will
take place at Belgaum and the
second at Hubli.

The one-day contests will be
organised at both Belgaum and
Hubli.
Punjab batsman Shubman
has also been included in the
India ‘A’ team for the West
Indies ‘A’ tour. The team is set to
play three multi-day and five
one-day matches against West
Indies ‘A’ starting July 11.
The 19-year-old Gill, who
played for the Kolkata Knight
Riders, scored 296 runs in 14
matches, with 76 as his highest
score. He was named emerging
player of IPL-12. He has made
his ODI debut for India against
New Zealand.
TEAMS
India A squad for 2 multiday matches against Sri
Lanka A: Ishan Kishan (C &
WK), Anmolpreet Singh, Rituraj
Gaikwad, Deepak Hooda, Ricky

WHILE TWO MULTI-DAY
MATCHES BEGIN FROM
MAY 25, THE FIVE
ONE-DAY MATCHES VS
SRI LANKA ‘A’ WILL
START FROM JUNE 6
Bhui, Shubman Gill, Shivam
Dube, Shreyas Gopal, Washington Sundar, Mayank Markande,
Tushar Deshpande, Sandeep
Warrier, Ishan Porel, Prashant
Chopra;
India A squad for 5 oneday matches against Sri
Lanka A: PK Panchal (C), AR
Easwaran, Anmolpreet Singh,
Ricky Bhui, Siddhesh Lad,
Rinku Singh, Shivam Dube, KS
Bharat (WK), Rahul Chahar,
Jayant Yadav, A Sarwate, San-

deep Warrier, Ankit Rajpoot,
Ishan Porel;
India A squad for 5 oneday matches against West
Indies A: Manish Pandey (C),
Prithvi Shaw, Mayank Agarwal,
Shubman Gill, Shreyas Iyer,
Hanuma Vihari, Rishab Pant
(WK), Rahul Chahar, Washington Sundar, Axar Patel, Krunal
Pandya, Deepak Chahar, Navdeep Saini, Khaleel Ahmed,
Avesh Khan;
India A squad for 1st and
2nd multi-day matches
against West Indies A:
Shreyas Iyer (C), PK Panchal,
AR Easwaran, Shubman Gill,
Hanuma Vihari, Shivam Dube,
Wriddhiman Saha (WK), KS
Bharat (WK), K Gowtham, S
Nadeem, Mayank Markande,
Navdeep Saini, Mohammed
Siraj, Shardul Thakur, Avesh
Khan.
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Now, cook decamps with ₹8 lakh from Moti Nagar office

shortstories
STATE-LEVEL
FUNCTION ON
BIRTH ANNIV
OF SUKHDEV

NO POLICE VERIFICATION A native of Nepal, the 24-year-old accused was hired just 10 days ago to prepare meals
for the office staff of contractor Deepak Mittal; investigating official says they have launched a manhunt to nab him

LUDHIANA: On the occasion of
birth anniversary of freedom
fighter Shaheed Sukhdev on May
15, the Punjab government would
be organising a state-level
function in the city at Shaheed-EAzam Sukhdev Thapar Government Girls Senior Secondary
Smart School in Bharat Nagar on
Wednesday. The function will
start at 8am, where children are
expected to take part in large
HTC
number.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: There seems to be no

end to burglaries executed by
domestic helps in the city. A
cook of Nepalese origin
decamped with ₹8 lakh from the
office of a contractor in Moti
Nagar on Tuesday, making it the
fourth such incident in four
days wherein servants fled with
cash and jewellery of their
employers.
The police have registered a
first information report (FIR)
against the accused identified as
24-year-old Deepak Bahadur.

61 government school
principals honoured
LUDHIANA: As many as 61 principals of the district government
schools on Tuesday received
appreciation letters for achieving
100%results in Class 10 Punjab
School Education Board (PSEB)
examinations, at Malwa Khalsa
Senior Secondary School, Model
Gram. The certificates were
distributed by district education
officer (DEO secondary) Swaranjit
Kaur and deputy state project
director Subhash Mahajan. Kaur
asked the school heads to direct
teachers of their respective
schools adopt eight meritorious
students and guide them
››P2
throughout the year.

›

I had collected ₹8 lakh on Monday and kept it in
an almirah at our office. The next day, I found the
cash missing and there was no trace of Bahadur too.
INDERJIT SINGH, accountant of contractor and complainant in this case

The case was filed on the
basis of the statement given by
Inderjit Singh, accountant of
contractor Deepak Mittal, who
used to collect cash from market
and deposit it in the account of
the firm.
Inderjit told the police that he
had on Monday collected ₹7.99
lakh and kept it in the locker of

TALLY REACHES FOUR
On May 12, a domestic help had
escaped after stealing two gold

Old rivalry: Former
sarpanch run over
by tractor, survives

PPCB collects samples
from dyeing units
LUDHIANA: After the monitoring
committee of the NGT slammed
the Punjab Pollution Control
Board (PPCB) and municipal
corporation (MC) for their failure
to keep a check on rising pollution
in the Buddha Nullah, the pollution control board has initiated a
drive and on Tuesday collected
samples from outlet points of
dyeing units on Tajpur Road. The
dyeing and electroplating
industry has been accused of
dumping untreated industrial
waste into the drain.

bangles from a house in
Raghunath Enclave. The owner
of the house had hired her
through a consultancy firm.
On May 11, a recently
employed 18-year-old Nepalese
domestic help had decamped
with ₹3 lakh and jewellery from
the house of his employer in
Durga Puri.
Another Nepalese domestic
help, with the help of his accomplices, had on the same day stolen cash and valuables from the
house of a hosiery owner after
serving eatables laced with sedatives to other servants of his
employers.

n Get an authentic ID proof of the

domestic help
n Try to install surveillance

cameras at key spots
n Go for a proper background

check
n Interact with help face to face
n Identify the people he/she

interacts with outside work
n Buy limited amount of house-

hold items and groceries
n Prepare an inventory of all your
valuables
n Do not let him/her know where
the valuables are

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Meharban police
on Tuesday booked seven persons of Garhi Sheru village for
attempting to kill a former sarpanch over an old rivalry.
The accused had ran a tractor
over Lal Chand, 40, former head
of Garhi Sheru village, with an
intention to kill him and fled
from the spot assuming that he
was dead.
However, the victim survived
and is currently undergoing
treatment at the Christian Medical College and Hospital
(CMCH).
Lal Chand has sustained
severe injuries. The index finger
of right hand has been severed
and he has sustained three fractures in his ribcage.
The accused of the murder bid
have been identified as Ravi
Kumar, Kamal, Avtar Singh, his
brother Bahadar Singh, Beer
Singh, Saudagar Singh and Mangaljeet Singh, all residents of the
same village.

CHANGE IN TREND

HOW CAN HABIT
OF READING BE
REVIVED?
City’s three libraries run by
the municipal corporation at
Rose Garden, Children Traffic
Park and Guru Nanak Bhawan
are in want of readers. Advent
of the internet has resulted in
dwindling reading habits,
especially among youth and
children. What should be
done to revive this habit? Are
parents required to inculcate
the importance of reading in
their kids at young age? Send
your inputs to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
by May 18.

‘ACCUSED INTERCEPTED
ME EARLIER TOO’
Lal Chand, after his condition
was stated to be stable, recorded
his statement with the police and
stated that on May 12, when he
was going to Garhi Togar for
some personal work on his

THE FORMER VILLAGE
HEAD SURVIVED AS THE
ACCUSED LEFT THE SPOT
ASSUMING HE WAS DEAD
motorcycle, the accused had
intercepted him and threatened
to kill him. “However, I ignored
them and moved ahead,” he said.
“On my way back after a few
hours, the accused stopped me
again. Ravi Kumar was driving a
tractor, while Kamal was sitting
besides him. Kamal provoked
Ravi to kill me, following which
he rammed his tractor into my
bike. The accused then dragged
me to the fields nearby and ran
the tractor over me. Other
accused were standing on the
spot and instigating Ravi to kill
me,” Lal Chand told the police.
“The accused left me there
assuming I had already died.
However, a passerby rushed me
to the hospital,” he added.
LAND DISPUTE
THAT TURNED UGLY
Lal Chand alleged that he had a
rivalry with one Nanju Ram of
his village. He is the father of
accused Avtar Singh and Bahadar Singh. “Nanju had grabbed
the land of a villager Sri Ram. A
case against him is already pending in a court. I was supporting
Sri Ram in the case, which did

FULL OF ENTHUSIASM

1,500 disabled voters request for
transport facility on polling day
Deepa Sharma Sood
deepa.sharma@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Eager to cast their

votes in the general elections on May 19, at least
1,500 persons with disabilities (PwDs) from nine
assembly segments, which
are part of the Ludhiana
parliamentary constituency, have sought the pickand-drop facility to reach
the voting booths on the
polling day.
There are as many as
5,708 such people registered
with the election commission in the district.
Twenty-two people with
locomotive disabilities have
applied for the transport
facility from the Ludhiana
East constituency, the number is 13 from Ludhiana
North, 200 people are from
Ludhiana West, 600 from
Gill constituency, and 86
voters are from Dakha constituency.
SPL ARRANGEMENTS
ALREADY IN PLACE
The assistant returning officers (AROs) of all the nine
constituencies have made
special arrangements and
vehicles will be pressed into
service to transport PwDs.
That’s not all, volunteers
from NCC, NSS and guides
will also be deployed at
every polling station in the

n

There are as many as 5,708
persons with disabilities
registered with the EC in the
district.
HT FILE PHOTO

district to assist the persons
with disabilities.
The volunteers will also
manage the voters’ queues
and guide them.
‘I EXPECT BETTER
FACILITIES THIS TIME’
One such person, Kuldeep
Singh, said, “I have
informed the block-level
officer in the Gill constituency and they have assured
that I will be provided with
the transport facility. Last
time, I had to face a lot of difficulty to reach the polling
station and no wheelchair
was available at the centre.

This time, I expect better
arrangement and improved
facilities for people like
me.”
Ludhiana West ARO
Jiwanjot Kaur said, “There
are at least 200 persons with
various disabilities in my
constituency and vehicles
have been arranged to provide transport facility to
these voters. One nodal officer has details of all these
voters, who can contact him
whenever they require a
vehicle to reach the polling
booth.”
There are total 259 persons with disabilities registered in the Dakha constituency. Dakha ARO Amrinder
Singh Malli said, “As of
now, the transport facility
has been sought by 86 voters
with locomotive disabilities.
We are expecting the number of applicants to rise as
the polling day draws
nearer.”
Deputy commissionercum-district election officer
Pradeep Kumar Agrawal
said, “The assistant returning officers have also been
directed to provide crèche
facility at 140 polling stations. Anganwadi workers
can be instructed to take
care of the children and
some toys can be provided to
keep the little ones occupied
till the time their parents
cast their votes.”

not go down well with Nanju and
he and his family ended up nursing a grudge against me,” he
added.
Sub-inspector Satbir Singh,
who is investigating the case,
said the matter of land dispute
had come to the notice of police
two months ago. “There was no
formal complaint, but Sri Ram
had filed a case in court. Since
Lal Chand was helping Sri Ram,
Avtar Singh and Bahadar Singh,
with the help of their accomplices, attempted to kill him,” he
added.
The sub-inspector said all the
seven accused were absconding.
“Teams have been formed,
which are conducting raids to
nab them,” he added.
A first information report
(FIR) under Sections of 307
(attempt to murder), 323 (voluntarily causing hurt), 341 (wrongful restrain), 325 (punishment
for voluntarily causing grievous
hurt), 326 (voluntarily causing
grievous hurt by dangerous
weapons and means), 427 (mischief causing damage to the
amount of fifty rupees), 506
(criminal intimidation), 148
(rioting armed with deadly
weapons) and 149 (every member of unlawful assembly guilty
of offence committed in persecution of common object) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) has been
registered against the accused.

3 STOLEN CARS
RECOVERED WITH
ARREST OF TWO
VEHICLE-LIFTERS
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The police at Rose Gar-

den arrested two vehicle-lifters
and recovered three stolen cars
from their possession on Tuesday. The accused had installed
fake number plates on the cars,
police said.
The accused have been identified as Raman Kumar of Gobind
Singh Basti in Harsahai, Ferozepur, and Bhupinder Singh of Fazilka.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) (civil lines) Mandeep Singh said the accused were
wanted by police in several vehicle-lifting cases. “Raman Kumar
was lodged in a Ferozepur jail for
his involvement in some other
criminal activity,” he added.
The police had on Monday
brought him on production warrant. “Following the information
provided by Raman, the police
arrested his accomplice Bhupinder Singh,” the ACP said.
Acting on the details given by
the accused, the police have
recovered three cars — a Maruti
Alto and two Honda City — which
they had stolen from Ludhiana.
A first information report
(FIR) under Sections 379, 201, 465,
467, 468, 471, 473 and 411 of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) has been
registered against the accused at
the Division Number 8 police station.

vised in a room containing
valuables
n Do not become dependent on
your domestic help
n Keep the relationship professional

LUDHIANA: A 24-year-old biker died

n

A plain tiger butterfly spotted in Sarabha Nagar in Ludhiana on Tuesday.
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Pollution near Ludhiana jail:
HC for action against violators
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and Haryana high court on Tuesday
asked the Punjab government to
take action on a report submitted
by a lawyer on illegal activities of
dyeing factories causing pollution in the vicinity of the Ludhiana Central Jail.
The high court bench of chief
justice Krishna Murari and justice Arun Palli was hearing a suo
motu petition initiated on a letter
written by jail inmates earlier
this year against the alleged environmental havoc created by
mills. The letter states that the
gases released cause harmful

effects on the surroundings as
well as on drinking water.
In the report submitted by amicus curiae, advocate HC Arora,
who had also visited the place,
produced photographs of illegal
activities by dyeing factory owners and recommended prosecution.
The photographs produced
showed discharge of industrial
pollutants into the Buddha Nullah through illegal connections.
Arora has also recommended
closing down of all submersible
pumps installed by the factory
owners in their factories, and has
suggested recycling of industrial
water for usage by them.
He has also recommended that

the entire cost of providing infrastructure for recycling the
treated sewage into dyeing units
should be contributed by dyeing
factory owners on the principle of
“polluter must pay” as evolved by
the Supreme Court. The court has
given two weeks time for the government to take action on the
issues and file a status report by
May 29.
Meanwhile, PPCB too submitted a report and stated that
between June 2018 and April 2019,
as many as 181 inspections were
carried out of which, 18 units
were found to be defaulting.
Eight units have been closed
and action is underway against
the remaining, the court was told.

reportedly after losing balance
over his vehicle and crashing into
a roadside pillar during the dust
storm that hit the city on Monday,
police said.
The deceased has been identified as Gurpreet Singh of Rod village in Koom Kalan, who had
been living with his maternal
grandfather in Jassowal village,
the added.
Gurpreet, who used to work as
a driver with a private bus company, was on his way to Jassowal
village when the accident took
place at Julfgarh in Machhiwara.
The police were informed about
the mishap on Tuesday morning
after locals spotted Gurpreet’s
body lying on the road.
The police initiated investigation after reaching the accident
spot.
Machhiwara SHO inspector
Ramaninderjit Singh said they
were still probing the matter.
“Prima facie, it appears that
Gurpreet lost his balance due to
dust storm and crashed his
motorcycle into the pillar,” he
added. The police have initiated
inquest proceedings under SecHTC
tion 174 of the CrPC.

n

Gurpreet Singh, the deceased

Clouds of uncertainty hover over Modi’s
rally as party scrambles to seek permission
HT Correspondent
n
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LUDHIANA: Uncertainty looms

HT Correspondent

n Do not leave the help unsuper-

Biker loses
balance amid dust
storm, crashes
into pillar, dies

WINGED BEAUTY

MURDER BID 7 booked; victim left with severed finger, 3 fractures

debate of
the week

n

an almirah.
“On Tuesday, when I came to
office, I found the cupboard
open and cash missing. When I
also failed to find the cook, I
immediately alerted the police,”
he added.
He told the police that they
had hired the Nepalese man
about ten days ago to cook food

for the staff.
Head constable Rajesh
Kumar, who is investigating the
case, said the firm had not verified the Nepalese cook with the
police before employing him.
“The FIR under Section 381
(theft by clerk or servant of
property in possession of master) of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) has been registered
against Deepak Bahadur. We
have launched a manhunt to
nab the accused,” he added.

NOTE TO READERS: HOW TO AVOID
FALLING PREY TO DOMESTIC HELPS

large over Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the city —
which according to the BJP is
scheduled for May 17 — as the district party unit is still struggling
to get permission to hold the rally
within the municipal corporation
(MC) limits.
The SAD-BJP was earlier considering to hold the rally on the
ground of Government College
for Girls in the heart of city, but
the college reportedly denied permission as it is an exam day on

May 17, where 1,150 students are
set to appear for their semester
exam.
After the refusal, the BJP is
now trying to get clearance to
hold the rally on the Greater Ludhiana Area Development
Authority (GLADA) ground on
Chandigarh Road, which is on the
city outskirts.
SAD-BJP candidate Mahesh
Inder Singh Grewal’s brother GS
Grewal alleged that the administration was delaying to give the
permission to organise rally on
the GLADA ground and they
have already raised the objection
over it. “The preparations for the

rally would be completed in 24
hours after we get the permission,” he added.
The district BJP unit is showing its resentment with the district administration for “not
allowing” to hold the rally of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on the ground of the Government
College for Women. The party
leaders claimed that they will
host a “bigger and larger rally” on
the GLADA ground.
The district BJP president, Jatinder Mittal, has accused the
administration of working under
the pressure of the Congress government in the state. “That is why

Vigilance catches GST taxation
officer accepting ₹50,000 bribe
LUDHIANA: The economic offence

wing of the vigilance bureau on
Tuesday caught red-handed a
GST excise and taxation officer
(ETO) accepting a bribe of ₹50,000
for issuing GST number to a Ludhiana-based firm. The vigilance
bureau has also recovered the
money from his possession.
The accused has been identified as Amardeep Singh Nanda.
Vigilance bureau SSP Paramjit Singh Virk said complainant
Umesh Kumar, a cloth trader,
had complained that the official
was seeking bribe from him to
solve a dispute over GST number
of his firm.

Umesh said in 2018, the ETO
had cancelled the GST number of
his firm around Diwali. “We had
also appealed to GST divisional
taxation commissioner (DTC),
Patiala, for the release of the
number. Later, the district taxation commissioner summoned us
and the ETO to present our case,”
Umesh added.
The SSP said that Umesh also
ran another firm named Jal
Dhara Cot Spin Pvt Ltd at Budhewal near Kohara. “No manufacturing had taken place in this
particular firm for some time.
ETO Amardeep Singh Nanda had
also issued a notice to cancel the

GST number of this firm as well.
Few days ago, Umesh met Nanda
regarding this notice and
requested him to find a solution to
the matter,” the SSP said, and
added that the ETO demanded a
bribe of ₹50,000 from Umesh.
SSP Virk said as the complainant did not want to pay bribe, he
approached the EOW. “The VB
laid a trap and caught the accused
immediately after he accepted the
bribe from his office,” he added.
A case under Section 7 of the
Prevention of Corruption Act has
been registered against the
accused. He will be produced in a
court on Wednesday.
HTC

permission to hold the event at
the government college was
denied,” he alleged.
“We are still struggling to
obtain approval and are in talks
with the party to decide the further course of action,” GS Grewal
said.
Meanwhile, GLADA chief
administrator PS Gill, said the
authority will give permission for
holding the rally on its land only
after the assistant returning officer (Ludhiana East) approves the
same. However, despite attempts
to contact Ludhiana East ARO
Sumit Mudh, his comments on
the matter could not be elicited.

mustread
RAHUL GANDHI
TO ARRIVE AT
MULLANPUR
TODAY
Congress candidate and MP
Ravneet Singh Bittu said that
his party president Rahul
Gandhi will address an
election rally at the Dussehra
Ground in Mullanpur
on Wednesday at 1pm. For the
smooth conduct of rally,
elaborate arrangements to
accommodate large number
of supporters have been
made, he said. Bittu called
upon the party office-bearers
and workers to attend the
rally to ensure its success.
Rahul had on Monday
addressed a rally in Khanna.
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For 100% results, 61 principals of
govt schools get appreciation letters
PSEB CLASS 10 EXAMS DEO (secondary) Swaranjit Kaur asked school heads to direct teachers of
their respective schools to adopt and guide 8 meritorious students through the year to sustain success

›

HT Correspondent
n

I will make all efforts
to ensure that our
students make their mark
in provisional merit list
next year too as we have
achieved the target of
producing 100% results.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: As many as 61 princi-

pals of the district government
schools on Tuesday received
appreciation letters for achieving 100%results in Class 10 Punjab School Education Board
(PSEB) examinations, at Malwa
Khalsa Senior Secondary
School, Model Gram.
The certificates were distributed by district education officer (DEO secondary) Swaranjit
Kaur and deputy state project
director Subhash Mahajan. Kaur asked the school
heads to direct teachers of their
respective schools to adopt eight
meritorious students and guide
them throughout the year.
This way, teachers can
evaluate the performance of
students for the entire year and
better results can be expected
next year, she said.
Hailing the work of school
heads, Mahajan asked them to
make efforts so that students of
their schools make a mark in the
provisional merit list next year.
The principals shared success
stories of their schools with the
district officials. Most of them

JAGDEV SINGH SEKHON, GSSS
Multipurpose principal

results.”

n

Sat Paul Mittal School team after bagging the trophy of ASISC Zonal Level Swimming Competition in
HT PHOTO
Ludhiana on Tuesday.

Sat Paul Mittal School wins
zonal swimming tourney
HT Correspondent

n

Principals and teachers of district government schools during the felicitation programme at Malwa
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
Khalsa Senior Secondary School in Ludhiana on Tuesday.

had conducted extra classes for
the meritorious and weak students to achieve the 100% target,
the principals said.
The principals said that such
appreciation from higher

authorities keeps them motivated to impart better education
to the students. Principal of
Government Senior Secondary
School (GSSS), Multipurpose,
Jagdev Singh Sekhon, who was

also felicitated, said, “I will
make all efforts to ensure that
our students make their mark in
provisional merit list also next
year as we have achieved the
target of producing 100%

‘APPRECIATION
LIFTS OUR MORALE’
“The appreciation will not only
lift our morale but also inspire
all the school staff to motivate
students in their studies. I wish
such events continue in the
future,” Sekhon said.
Reiterating similar
sentiments, Swaranjit Kaur
said the appreciation letters
given to the school principals
will further motivate them to
pour in more efforts in their
educational services.”
PSEB declared the results of
Class 10 examinations on May 7.

n
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LUDHIANA: Sat Paul Mittal School,
Dugri, lifted the overall winners
trophy of the ASISC Zonal Level
Swimming Competition, here at
its campus on Tuesday.
As many as 50 boys and girls
competed in various events in
senior, junior and sub-junior categories of the event organised by
the Association of Schools for the
Indian School Certificate (ASISC)
for the students of ICSE schools.
Saksham Thakur and Yajur
Dhir of Sat Paul Mittal School
clinched first and second posi-

tions in 50 metre butterfly (senior
boys) while Deep Fateh of Sacred
Heart Convent School, Jamalpur,
secured third position.
In 100 metre freestyle (junior
boys), Daksheesh Singhania and
Vedaang Chaudhary bagged first
and second positions, respectively, while Abhijeet Singh of
Sacred Heart Convent School,
Jamalpur, stood third.
In 100 metre backstroke (senior boys), first and second positions were won by Bhavik Kapoor
and Gurlovleen Singh of Sat Paul
Mittal School, respectively. Deep
Fateh Singh of Sacred Heart Convent School, Jamalpur, stood

third. Adhiraj Singh Mangat and
Fatehveer Singh of Sat Paul Mittal School secured first and second positions, respectively, in 50
metre freestyle (sub-junior boys).
In 50 metre breast stroke (subjunior boys), Navraj Sikand of
Sacred Heart Convent School,
Jamalpur, was the winner, while
Fatehveer Singh and Parampreet
Singh of Sat Paul Mittal School
pocketed second and third ranks,
respectively.
In 50 metre freestyle (sub-junior girls), Nisa Arora and Vanya
Gupta of Sat Paul Mittal School
secured first and second positions, respectively.
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Ludhiana, Sangrur girls secure berth in finals
HT Correspondent
n
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LUDHIANA: Girls of Ludhiana and

HERO INDIAN WOMEN’S LEAGUE

Sangrur made it to the finals of
7th Sub Junior State Baseball
Championship that kicked off at
Government Girls Senior Secondary School (GGSSS), Gill village, on Tuesday.
Both the teams will fight for
the title on Wednesday and on its
sidelines, a match for the third
position will be held between
Amritsar and Moga.
On the first day, as many as
eight teams of girls participated
in the championship.
Ludhiana decimated Patiala
10-0, Amritsar won over Fatehgarh Sahib 3-1, Moga pipped off
Ropar 18-8 and Sangrur clinched
victory over Ferozepur 8-7 in a
tough fight.

Manipur Police Sports Club
makes it to semi-finals

LUDHIANA SMASH 10
In the first semi-final match,
Moga failed to open their account
while Ludhiana smashed 10
scores to secure their berth in the
finals.
In the second semi-finals, San-

n

Players in action during a match between FC Kolhapur City (white) and Manipur Police Sports Club
GURPREET SINGH/HT
(blue) at Guru Nanak Stadium in Ludhiana on Tuesday.

n

As many as eight teams of girls played on the first day of 7th Sub-Junior State Baseball Championship that kicked off at the Government
Girls Senior Secondary School in Gill village, on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

grur went for 26 scores against
Amritsar who failed to chase the
target and were stopped by San-

grur at 14 points.
The matches of boys teams will
begin on Wednesday. 12 teams —

Ludhiana, Patiala, Jalandhar,
Mohali, Fatehgarh Sahib, Moga,
Ferozepur, Fazilka, Sangrur,

Faridkot, Amritsar and Sri
Muktsar Sahib, have confirmed
their participation so far.

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com
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LUDHIANA: In the ongoing Hero

Indian Women’s League, Manipur Police Sports Club on Tuesday secured a berth in the semi-finals by decimating FC Kolhapur
City with a 7-1 margin, here at
Guru Nanak Stadium.
Bala Devi went for the player
of the match title by scoring three
goals for the team. Manipur followed the strategy of their previous match, went for an offensive
start and earned two goals in the
first 15 minutes of the match
which were contributed by Prameshwori Devi and Bala Devi.
To respond to the Manipur’s
attack, Kolhapur’s Nigerian forward Crystal Eke took the offensive stance and broke the offside
trap, dummied Manipur keeper
Roshini Devi, and walked the ball
into the goal in the 21st minute.
On the whistle of first half,
Manipur striker Bala Devi went
for another goal giving the lead of
3-1 in the end of the half
time. Manipur came out with
more intent in the second half,
strategically controlled Kolhapur’s striker Eke and at the same
time, maintained to put up points
on the tally.
In the 58th minute, Daya Devi
added a fourth point for Manipur
when Bala played her into space
on the right and the former
kicked it past Kolhapur keeper
Gyurme Dolma Tamang.
It was Bala again in the 75th
minute as she dribbled past three
players and passed it to Pramodini Chanu who successfully

WORKSHOP
ON TECHNICAL
EDUCATION AT GGI
LUDHIANA : Gulzar Group of Institutes (GGI), Khanna, organised a
workshop on ‘Future of technical and
online education’. A discussion on
ways to bring change in education
and make it more accessible was held
during the event. Applied sciences
assistant professor Rakesh Kumar
emphasised on the need to bring
change and take education towards a
bright future. Executive director
Gurkirat Singh said that technology
is in its best developmental phase,
adding that it looks like online
education is also going to become a
matured sector and students are
expected to widely opt for online
courses to sharpen their knowledge
and develop skills that help them in
the long run.
n

Manipur’s goalkeeper Roshini Devi blocking Kolhapur’s attack in
Ludhiana on Tuesday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

placed it in the net for the fifth
point. Four minutes later, Bala
herself took the ball to the net to
add sixth point for the team and
went for the hat-trick. The seventh goal was placed in by Prameshwori Devi in the 90th minute.
SAI-STC CUTTACK WIN
OVER BANGALORE
Earlier in the day, SAI-STC Cuttack beat Bangalore United FC by
a margin of 1-0. Mid fielder Deepa
Nayak converted a penalty into
the score in the 76th minute of the

match to earn three points for
SAI. Defender Jyoti Kumari was
adjudged as the player of the
match for her gutsy display in
defence.
Bangalore United FC started
off the game at a high tempo.
Forward Paromita Sit led the
line and mid-fielder Tanvie Hans
stood back to pick up the ball and
spray it around the park. SAI STC
Cuttack defended the attacks
and didn’t allow Bangalore
United to earn any point in the
first half.

GNDEC holds talk
on industrial design
LUDHIANA : Guru Nanak Dev Engineering College (GNDEC) conducted
an expert talk on ‘Industrial DesignIntroduction and future possibilities’.
Mobility and design program
coordinator Sugandh Malhotra from
Indian Institute of Technology,
Mumbai, said that passion and
compassion are the major attributes
for a good design engineer. Malhotra
visited the mechanical engineering
department and took a look at the
research facilities in the department.
Principal Sehijpal Singh and mechanical engineering head Paramjit Singh
were in attendance.

Small Wonders Pre-school
organises craft activities
LUDHIANA : Small Wonders Preschool celebrated Mother’s Day at
Pavilion Mall. A special play area was
set up for the students. Craft activities were organised wherein children
presented handmade cards to their
mothers. Mothers and children
enjoyed clicking pictures with the
props. A ramp walk was organised for
mothers and their children. The
winners were awarded gifts from
Hamley’s.

Chart-making competition
conducted at SDP school
LUDHIANA : SDP Senior Secondary
School, Hazuri Road, celebrated
Mother’s Day. Students expressed
gratitude and affection towards their
mothers through poems, songs,
speeches and cards. As many as 60

students participated in the card and
chart making competitions. The
winners of the competition from
senior group were Gurkanwal Singh
and Abhijeet. In the junior group,
Jatin, Kunal and Om Bali stood first.

BCM Arya students
visit beverage plant
LUDHIANA : The Class 12 students of
BCM Arya Model Senior Secondary
School, Shastri Nagar, visited the
Coca Cola plant of Ludhiana Beverages Pvt Ltd at Jaspalon village in
Doraha. Vice-president Satinder
Singh presented on the journey of
Coca Cola industry and discussed the
quality measures taken during coke
production. Student’s queries
regarding financial standards and
marketing challenges of the industry
were cleared. Principal Paramjit Kaur
appreciated the staff for taking the
initiative.

Tagore Public School
celebrates Int’l Family Day
LUDHIANA : Tagore Public School
celebrated International Family Day
on Tuesday. The students of Class 9
organised a special assembly highlighting the need for co-operation
between the different countries of
the world. They delivered speeches
which highlighted causes such as no
poverty, no hunger, literacy, life
under water, Sustainable growth and
gender equality. The principal
appreciated the efforts of the
students.

HVM Convent
felicitates toppers
LUDHIANA : HVM Convent Senior
Secondary School, New Subhash
Nagar, Basti Jodhewal, honoured the
toppers of CBSE Class 10 and 12
examinations with trophies and
merit certificates. For Class 12 results,
Sahil Jangra from commerce, Anjali
from non-medical and Gurleen Kaur
from humanities were felicitated. For
Class 10 results, Tushar Sharma,
Inderpal Singh and Dinah Joshi were
feted. Principal Sunita Kumari
congratulated the students on their
achievements.

n

Winners of an inter-house carrom competition at Bhartiya Vidya Mandir, Udham Singh Nagar, in
HT PHOTO
Ludhiana on Tuesday.

mothers and lauded the efforts of
students and the faculty members.

Poster-making activity
at DAV Public School
LUDHIANA : A creative poster-making
activity on drug addiction was
organised at DAV Public School,
Pakhowal Road. The objective behind
the event was to remind the students about the ill-effects of drugs.
As many as 150 students from Classes
6 to 8 took part. The best posters
were displayed on the bulletin
boards. The school principal lauded
efforts of the students and school
faculty members.

Ryan International School
celebrates Yellow Day
LUDHIANA : Ryan International
School, Dugri, celebrated Yellow Day
to mark the significance of the
colour. Various activities were
organised for the Montessori
students such as cotton dabbing,
balloon impressions and ear-buds
printing.

Musical programme for
mothers at GMT Public

GNPS organises quiz to mark
Guru Nanak’s anniversary

LUDHIANA : GMT Public School
celebrated Mother’s Day on Tuesday
by organising a musical programme
for mothers. The students of Kindergarten made cards for their mothers.
Principal Jasbir Kaur Bal delivered a
speech expressing the importance of

LUDHIANA : To mark the 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev, a
quiz contest was organised for the
Classes 3-5 at Guru Nanak International Public School, Model Town, on
Tuesday. Each round consisted of
different set of students. There were

n

A parent and student during a craft activity at Small Wonders
Pre-school in Ludhiana on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO
five rounds based on the life history
of Guru Nanak Dev. Principal Gurmant Kaur Gill lauded the efforts of
the students and teachers.

Inter-house carrom
competition at BVM
LUDHIANA : An inter-house carrom
competition was held at Bhartiya
Vidya Mandir, Udham Singh Nagar,
on Tuesday. Members of all four

houses, namely Swami Vivekanand
House, Sri Aurbindo House, Bhagat
Singh House, Lokmanya Tilak House
took part. Vipin from under-19
category stood first, followed by
Udayveer from under-14 category
and Vedansh from under-17 category.
Bhagat Singh House bagged the
overall winner’s trophy. Principal
Bandana Sethi congratulated the
winners.
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Diesel autos continue to ply
on city roads despite HC ban

BUDDHA NULLAH:
PPCB COLLECTS
SAMPLES FROM
DYEING UNITS

ILLEGAL VEHICLES RTA records show 7,071 permits issued for 3-wheelers since
2011, but the number of such vehicles plying in the city is reported to be much more

HT Correspondent

Harvinder Kaur

committee of the National Green
Tribunal (NGT) slammed the
Punjab Pollution Control Board
(PPCB) and the municipal corporation (MC) for their failure to
check the rising pollution of the
Buddha Nullah, the PPCB has
initiated a drive and collected
samples from outlet points of dyeing units on the Tajpur road.
The dyeing and electroplating
industry has been accused of
dumping untreated industrial
waste into the nullah. Congress
MLA (east) Sanjay Talwar had
also raised this issue in the past.
The PPCB authorities were, however, tight-lipped over the drive,
initiated on Monday.
Sources in the PPCB said that
political pressure by different
parties was also becoming a hurdle in the PPCB's functioning
ahead of the Lok Sabha elections.
General secretary of the Punjab Dyers Association Bobby Jindal said that the industry was
already establishing common
effluent treatment plants
(CETPs) for treating the industrial waste. The PPCB should not
trouble the industry at this time
as the industry was spending a
hefty amount for the establishment of CETPs, he said.
Chief engineer Gulshan Rai
said that samples were collected
in the past two days, but the PPCB
could not disclose the details till
the time sample results were out.
The drive had been initiated to
check alleged illegal dumping of
untreated waste by dyeing units
into the nullah, he added.
The NGT committee, led by
Justice Pritam Pal Singh (retd),
visited the city on May 1 and
directed the PPCB and the MC to
take steps to check dumping of
untreated waste into the nullah.
The committee slammed the MC
and the PPCB for doing nothing to
reduce the level of pollution.
MC Commissioner Kanwalpreet Kaur Brar visited the nullah near Shivpuri Puli on Tuesday and asked MC officials to
expedite the process of cleaning
the nullah banks starting from
Chand cinema to Shivpuri Puli.
Brar also pulled the officials for
delaying the process.

n

harvinder.kaur@htlive.com

LUDHIANA: Though there is a ban
on the plying of diesel auto-rickshaws in the city, yet these vehicles continue to ply here with
impunity. Three-wheelers
using diesel as fuel were banned
as such vehicles emitted black
smoke and caused pollution .
The Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) had also
ordered a ban in 2009 on issuing
permits for three-wheelers
within the city limits of Ludhiana, Jalandhar and Amritsar.
Even the Punjab Pollution
Control Board (PPCB), in its latest notification in January,
banned the registration of diesel
autos in Jalandhar, Ludhiana,
Amritsar, Mohali and Fatehgarh Sahib.
The Regional Transport
Authority (RTA) records show
that a total of 7,071 permits had
been issued for three-wheelers,
both passenger vehicles and
goods carriers, since 2011, but
the number of such vehicles
plying in the city is much more.
However, the number of
three-wheelers issued permits
from the district office came
down from 1,634 in 2011 to 396
from May 2018 to April 2019 (see
table).
Satish Kumar, president of
the District Auto-Rickshaw
Workers Federation, said that
over 15,000 auto-rickshaws were
currently plying on city roads.
“We want to help the government in curbing pollution by
removing diesel auto-rickshaws
from roads, but the authorities
have not made any alternate
fuel arrangements to make auto

n

The number of three-wheelers issued permits from the district office came down from 1,634 in 2011 to
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
396 between May 2018 and April 2019.

drivers comply with the ban
orders,” said Satish Kumar.
“There are two compressed
natural gas (CNG) filling stations on the Gill Road and the
Ferozepur Road in the city, but
one of these remains dysfunctional most of the time. Another
CNG station is at Gobindgarh
village, around 4 km from the
city, which is not a feasible
option for three-wheeler drivers,” he added.
He said, “The auto-rickshaw
union is now planning to give a
memorandum to the RTA
against the agencies, which are
supplying CNG-based autos in
the city even though there are
no CNG stations in the city.”
An environmentalist, Balwinder Singh Lakhewali, who
works for promoting plantation
of trees, said that the lack of
check on unregistered vehicles
and rising pollution has badly
affected the environment if

3-wheelers
registered in
Ludhiana
since 2011
Year

Registered

2011-12
1,634
2012-13
1,424
2013-14
821
2014-15
975
2015-16
744
2016-17
415
2017-April 2018
662
May 2018-April 2019 396
TOTAL
7,071
the city.
“The transport authority
should keep a strict check on the
plying of unregistered vehicles,

whether three-wheelers or fourwheelers. The number of such
vehicles has increased over the
years,” Lakhewali said.
Regional Transport Authority Damanjeet Singh said the
authority had been taking
various steps to curb the number of diesel auto-rickshaws in
the city.
“The production of diesel
auto-rickshaws has totally
stopped and no permits to such
three-wheelers are being
issued. Further, our staff carry
out a regular drive and issue
challans to the those violating
norms,” said Damanjeet Singh.
On the lack of CNG stations in
the city, Singh said that the
issue had never been brought to
his notice.
“If auto-rickshaw drivers
are complaining about the lack
of fuelling stations, the administration will soon take steps to
resolve the issue,” he added.

POLLBUZZ

Bittu's wife on
door-to-door
campaign
LUDHIANA : Congress candidate and sitting MP Ravneet Singh Bittu’s wife
Anupama Jhajh, along
with Neelam Dawar, wife
of Ludhiana Central MLA
Surinder Dawar, and over
30 women supporters, held
a door-to-door campaign in
the Ludhiana central constituency on Tuesday.
Interacting with residents, Anupama and
Neelam apprised them of
‘anti-people’ and ‘foolish
decisions’ of the Modi government such as demonetisation and introduction of
GST, which have destroyed
the trade and industry of
the country.
Anupama also told the
residents about the NYAY
scheme promised by the
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi after the party came to
power.

n
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LUDHIANA : After the monitoring
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Police personnel checking the luggage of passengers a day ahead of the general manager’s visit to the
railway station in Ludhiana.
GURMINDER SINGH/HT

Inspection of railway
station by general
manager today
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : An inspection of the

local railway station by general
manager (GM) TP Singh is scheduled for Wednesday . Authorities
have been working hard on
removing mosses and grass from
the railway tracks at the Ludhiana junction. Steps have also
been taken to ensure cleanliness
on the station premises.
Station director Abhinav Singla said, “We have been carrying
out cleanliness drives for the past
several months and any loopholes left are being taken care of. We
have also started the construction of another waiting hall at the
station for passengers and hopefully it will be ready soon,” he
added. Extra security forces have
also been deployed at the station
for checking of passengers and

their luggage. RPF inspector Anil
Kumar stated, “Every passenger
is being checked and work is also
on to close all unmanned entry
points that lead to platforms.”
Rajesh Agrawal, divisional
railway manager (DRM) Ferozepur division, visited the station
on May 3 and reprimanded
authorities for poor infrastructure and mismanagement at the
station.
NRMU TO HOLD PROTEST
Members of the Northern Railway Mazdoor Union (NRMU)
have decided to stage a protest
during the visit of the general
manager.
Shiv Dutt, secretary of the
NRMU, said, “We have been
demanding payment of risk
allowance and safe working conditions, but getting nothing
except false promises,” he added.

Delayed trains
leave passengers
hassled, fuming
LUDHIANA : Construction work on
various railway tracks in the
Ferozepur division affected the
schedule of some trains, leaving
hundreds of passengers fuming
at the railway station here on
Tuesday.
While the Amritsar Janaseva
Express (14617) from Saharsa
(Bihar) to Amritsar was late by
three hours, a special train, running from Anand Vihar Terminal to Vaishno Devi Katra
(04401) was delayed by seven
hours.
Not only the delayed trains,
but scorching heat also added to
their woes. Hassled passengers
were frequently seen enquiring
about the trains at counters.
Station director Abhinav
Singla said, “We have been
improving facilities for passengers and a waiting hall is also
under construction. Trains
were delayed du to renovation
of railway tracks today.” HTC

Unidentified body found
LUDHIANA : The body of an unidentified man, believed to have
fallen off a train and died, was
found at the Ladhowal railway
station by Government Railway
Police (GRP) personnel around
2 am on Tuesday.

Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Jaswinder Singh, investigating
the case, said, “Early investigation shows the man died after
falling off a train. A ticket was
recovered from him, which
showed that he was travelling in

train from Bhagowal to Jakhal,”
he added.
The ASI said the GRP personnel were trying to identify the
decreased. The body has been
kept in the mortuary of the civil
HTC
hospital here.

HT PHOTO

Training workshop for poll staff
HT Correspondent
n

MP'S MOTHER
PAYS TRIBUTES
TO CPI LEADER
Jasbir Kaur, mother of
Bittu, paid floral tributes to
martyr CPI leader Gurmel
Singh Hunjan at his native
village, Pandher Kheri, on
Tuesday. Jasbir Kaur said
that he was a fearless and
visionary leader, who
raised his voice against
HTC
terrorism.

DEO-cum-deputy commissioner Pradeep Kumar Agrawal addressing the polling staff during a
workshop in Ludhiana on Tuesday

n

ludhiana
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LUDHIANA: Gearing up for holding

free, fair and transparent Lok
Sabha elections, the district
administration organised a training workshop for the polling and
counting staff at the Guru Nanak
Bhawan here on Tuesday.
District election officer-cumdeputy commissioner Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal said that the aim
of the workshop was to acquaint
the polling and counting staff of
their roles and duties during the

polling process.
A presentation about the use of
EVM and VVPAT machines and
other aspects of the polling
and counting process was also
given.
Agrawal urged the election
staff to perform their duties
with utmost devotion and honesty and warned them of stern
action in case of any negligence
in duty.
He said that any sort of negligence on the part of the staff
would not be tolerated and appropriate action would be taken

against the employees indulging
in malpractices.
He said that if there was any
issue about the working of either
the EVM or the VVPAT machine,
the polling team concerned
would immediately bring it to the
notice of their respective assistant returning officer (ARO). He
also asked them to report at their
place of duty before time so that
there was no delay.
Prominent among those
present in the workshop included
ADC (G) Iqbal Singh Sandhu, all
AROs, besides others.

Vertical garden inaugurated at DMCH
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Aiming to contribute to

n

Chief income-tax commissioner Binay K Jha with officials and senior doctors after the inauguration of
a vertical garden at the DMCH in Ludhiana on Tuesday.
HT PHOTO

the ‘Green Ludhiana’ campaign
and keep the environment clean
and green, a vertical garden was
inaugurated by Binay K Jha,
principal chief commissioner of
income tax (NWR), Chandigarh,
at the Dayanand Medical College
and Hospital (DMCH) here on
Tuesday.
Appreciating the efforts of all
the members of the management,
who have contributed in this
project, Binay K Jha asked all the
youngsters to come forward and
involve themselves in this project
wholeheartedly.
“The DMCH is the first hospital in the region to take the initiative to set up a vertical garden to
provide a clean environment to
the patients as well as the visitors
to the hospital,” said secretary of
the DMCH managing society
Prem Kumar Gupta.
A vertical garden is a technique used to grow plants on a
vertically suspended panel by
using hydroponics.
These unique structures can
either be freestanding or
attached to a wall.
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PAU to host Nobel Prize Fire breaks out at main garbage
dumping
site
on
Tajpur
Road
Series on September 10
HT Correspondent
n

GEARED UP It is an annual initiative that brings together Nobel laureates and
experts to stimulate innovation and creative thinking among teachers and students
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: : The Punjab Agricultural University(PAU) has been
selected to host the third edition
of the Nobel Prize Series this
year. In a meeting held among the
officials of Nobel Media Foundation, Swedish Chamber of Commerce India (SCCI) and PAU here
in the university on Tuesday, the
officials discussed the layout plan
for the event which is proposed to
be held on September 10.
PAU vice-chancellor BS
Dhillon discussed climate change
and agriculture, this year’s
theme and how not just the faculty and students of PAU would
benefit from the exposure, but a
wide audience comprising doctors, teachers, eminent professionals from the city would also
gain from it.
As a part of the five-year collaboration between the Department of Biotechnology (DBT)
under the ministry of science and
technology, Government of India
and Nobel Media Sweden, the
Nobel Prize Series is an annual
initiative that brings together
Nobel laureates and experts to
stimulate innovation and creative thinking among scientists,
teachers and students across
India. The first two editions were
held in Gujarat and Goa in 2017
and 2018 respectively.
Lena Abrahamsson from
Nobel Media Foundation and
Sara Larsson of the SCCI and
Nobel media also attended the
meeting. Larsson said the series
would include a spectrum of conferences, lectures, roundtables,
an exhibition besides panel discussion with Nobel laureates.
DBT advisor Mohammad
Aslam spoke about the magnitude of impact of the series and
how Ludhiana with institutes
like PAU, Dayanand Medical College, GADVASU and Christian
Medical College was strategically
selected to host the event.
The meeting was also attended
by experts fromICAR, IARI and
Punjab Remote Sensing Center.

n
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LUDHIANA: Fire broke out at the
main dump site of the Municipal
Corporation (MC) on Tajpur
Road resulting in nuisance and
suffocation in nearby residential
areas here. The fire broke out
around 7pm on Monday and took
three hours to douse.
MC secretary Jasdev Sekhon
said that it was a a matter of routine as fire broke out often due to
the presence of methane gas
which is produced by the garbage. But on Monday, the fire
spread to garbage dumped in
around an acre of land due to
strong winds. He added that the
rainfall that the city witnessed on
the same night helped control the
flames. It was difficult for the fire
brigade to reach the site due to the
presence of garbage and an uneven road. Meanwhile, the residents of nearby areas and factory
workers raised hue and cry as the

PAU vice-chancellor BS Dhillon during a meeting with members of the Nobel Media Sweden at PAU in
HT PHOTO
Ludhiana on Tuesday.

n

People throwing cotton bundles, which caught fire, off the truck at Machhiwara in Ludhiana on
Tuesday.

smoke resulted in suffocation.
COTTON LOADED TRUCK
CATCHES FIRE
Cotton loaded in an overloaded

truck caught fire after it came in
contact with the high tension
wires running over the main
Machhiwara Chowk. Panic
gripped residents along with the

HT PHOTO

driver threw the bundles on the
road, due to which the tragedy
was averted. The fire brigade
reached the spot and doused the
flames.

CLEAN-UP ACT

DHILLON: PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES TO MEET
CHALLENGES OF ERRATIC CLIMATIC CHANGES
HT Correspondent
n

Pusa Campus, New Delhi.
During the lecture, Dhillon said, “The genetic needs
of our country have
increased in response to the
emerging challenges.
Improved varieties are
expected to be resistant to
biotic and abiotic stresses
and are expected to combine
productivity with climate
resilience and stability.The
improved varieties provide
better nutritional value, possess greater resource-use
efficiency and carry a host of
other traits.”
“A sustainable food production system would be
built on the foundation of
plant genetic resources but
with considerable strengthening through conceptual
and technological advances
as well as policy support.
Genetic improvements
through biofortification have

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: “With the chang-

ing climate conditions, the
plant genetic resources and
crop diversity are likely to
play a major role in producing climate resistant varieties. These will help in meeting the emerging challenge,”
said Punjab Agricultural
University(PAU) vice-chancellor and Padma Shri awardee Baldev Singh Dhillon
while delivering the
third Dr AB Joshi Memorial
lecture on ‘Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and
Nutritional Security’.
The lecture was organised
by the Indian Society of Plant
Genetics Resources (ISPGR)
as a part of its award function
at Dr BP Pal Auditorium,
National Bureau of Plant
Genetic Resources (NBPGR),

helped in the development of
new varieties of staple food
crops, containing higher content of key nutrients such as
vitamin A, iron and zinc,” he
added.
Dr Dhillon further said
that the major future role of
plant genetic resources is
likely to be in the context of
climate change. Crop diversity will be the key for adapting to climate change and
thus, will help mitigate the
possible negative impact of
climate fluctuations.
He called for integrating prebreeding, biotechnology and
conventional plant breeding
to harness the potential of
plant genetic resources and
said that it was time to institute an all India coordinated
research programme based
on pre-breeding with focus
on all major fruit and vegetable crops.

n

Workers cleaning the platform ahead of the general manager’s visit at railway station in Ludhiana on Tuesday.
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POWER OUTAGE:
PSPCL GETS 1,900
COMPLAINTS

Wear helmets to guard against PM Bir Devinder promises defence
Modi’s false promises: Hardik Patel university in Anandpur Sahib

HT Correspondent

Vivek Gupta

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Following the thundershowers that hit the city on
Monday evening, the Punjab
State Power Corporation Limited (PSPCL) central zone office
reportedly received as many as
1,900 complaints from the residents in Ludhiana.
DPS Grewal, chief engineer,
PSPCL central zone, said that
due to the lighting and thundershowers, several places
witnessed problems related to
the power supply, which was
resumed by the Tuesday
morning.
“Aggar Nagar area under our
jurisdiction had experienced
power cut as trees got uprooted
and signboards fell on the power
lines, causing a blackout in the
area. But the electricity was
restored by our staff in the area
by 11pm,” DPS Grewal said.
He further said that the 1,900
complaints that the power
department had received from
various areas of the city were
resolved by their staff and the
power was resumed by 9am on
Tuesday.
The thundershowers that
took place on Monday disrupted
the power supply in several
parts of the city and some feeders of the Punjab State Power
Corporation Limited (PSPCL)
also went down due to which,
the electricity supply remained
interrupted for hours.
The areas in Ludhiana that
were affected due to the
thundershowers and lighting
include Haibowal, Sundernagar, Kakowal village,
Gobindgarh and some parts of
Khanna.

HAIBOWAL RESIDENT
NARRATES HER ORDEAL
Paramjeet Kaur, a resident of
Haibowal, said even after the
repeated calls to the complaint
centre of the Punjab State
Power Corporation Limited
helpline number, there was no
response.
“We had to spend the entire
night in dark,” she added.

THE POWER OUTAGE
WAS A RESULT OF
LIGHTENING AND
THUNDERSHOWERS
THAT HIT THE CITY ON
MONDAY EVENING

HT Correspondent

n

real issues. On the BJP’s failure
to build the Ram Temple, he
claimed, “Jis Modi aur BJP Ne 32
Saal Se Bhagwan Ram Ko Thagne
Ka Kaam Kiya Hai, Vo Hamara
aur Tumhara Kya Karenge (Modi
and the BJP have hoodwinked
Lord Rama for 32 years. How will
they do you and me any good?”
“The Modi-Shah Jodi is collectively nicknamed as ‘RangaBilla’ in my state (loose connotation for thugs),” Patel claimed.

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: A day ahead of Prime

Minister Narendra Modi’s rally
in the city, Hardik Patel, the public face of the Patidar agitation in
Gujarat who had joined the Congress in March, tore into Modi’s
Gujarat development model.
Patel, who addressed a gathering
in Sector 22, in support of Congress candidate Pawan Kumar
Bansal also took jibes at the PM.
“Maine Suna Hai Ki Aap Ke
Yaha Kaal Modiji Prachar Ke
Liye Aane Wale Hain. App Logo
Se Binti Karunga Ki Bazaar Main
Neeklain To Helmet Jaroor
Pahane, kyon ki Kal Aap Pe Bade
Bade Gole Phenkee Jayege (I
have heard that Modi will visit
Chandigarh tomorrow. Do wear
a helmet as a lot of false promises
will be thrown at you,” Patel told
the gathering.
Congress had given a ticket to
Patel, but he could not contest
due to his failure to get over his
conviction in a rioting case.
Referring to Modi’s latest TV

n

Hardik Patel (right) with Chandigarh Congress candidate Pawan
HT PHOTO
Kumar Bansal.

interview, Patel added that Modi
claimed to have used digital camera and e-mail service in 1988. “Do
you think it was possible then,”
he asked of the gathering.
He claimed that Modi had
become the PM on false propaganda of the Gujarat Model. “He
did not show you the real face of
Gujarat. Of 16,000 villages in the
state, 10,000 lack water and irriga-

tion facility,” he claimed, alleging
that 5,500 farmers had committed
suicide over the past five years
and 55 lakh were unemployed.
He claimed, “I belong to the
Gujarat of Mahatma Gandhi and
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and
certainly “not” from PM Narendra Modi and BJP president Amit
Shah’s Gujarat.” Patel also dared
Modi to contest the elections on

SLAMS KIRRON
Coming to Chandigarh, he said
that people had seen development under Congress rule, but
nothing had happened in the last
five years. “ You voted for Kirron
Kher. What has she done in her
tenure? She wasted time in
India’s Got Talent,” said Patel.
“How many questions has she
raised in Parliament during her
tenure and most importantly
what was the outcome” he said,
adding that there was a time
when Chandigarh was number 1
in sanitation, but had now slipped
to 20th place.

n
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Mohali: Shiromani Akali Dal
(Taksali) candidate from Anandpur Sahib Bir Devinder Singh
promised to set up a Guru Gobind
Singh Defence University in
Anandpur Sahib and neighbourhood campuses in Nangal. He
also released an election manifesto, promising upgrade of
health, power, water and education infrastructure. The manifesto adds that Mohali district
will have one corporation of
Kharar, Mohali and Zirakpur.
Free coaching institutes for
under-privileged students, sports
stadiums are also promised, as is
development of villages under
the Greater Mohali Area Development Authority (GMADA) and
the MC.
“If elected, we will demolish
the MC building and panchayat
house and construct a bus stand
and on the first floor of bus stand,
both the offices will be constructed,” he claimed. He also
claimed that an institute like the
PGIMER will be built in the

n

(From left) Former MLA Ujagar Singh Wadali, SAD (Taksali)
candidate for Anandpur Sahib Bir Devinder Singh and HS Bubby
Badal, president, Youth Wing, SAD (Taksali), releasing a manifesto
for the constituency in Mohali.
SANJEEV KUMAR/HT

Doaba area.
He added that the BangaGarhShankar, Anandpur Sahib
road will be constructed on priority. He lashed out at the Congress
for the slow pace of flyover work
in Kharar.
Bir Devinder accused the state
election commission of being
biased and targeting his party
only. “In spite of having all rele-

INFRA ISSUES IN CHANDIGARH AIRPORT’S PERIPHERY

HC calls Mohali DC, civil aviation secy on May 21
HT Correspondent
n

warning for the last time. On the
next date of hearing come up
with what is to be done by
whom,” the court observed.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The blame game

between different arms of Punjab government over lack of
coordination on issues related
to vicinity of airport during a
hearing in Punjab and Haryana
high court (HC) culminated in
the court summoning Mohali
deputy commissioner for May
21 hearing.The high court bench
of chief justice Krishna Murari
and justice Arun Palli was hearing a 2015-PIL on poor infrastructure at the Chandigarh
International Airport.
IMPROVE OR FACE
THE MUSIC
The court stated that it will not
hesitate in firing the officials if
the lack of co-ordination
remains unimproved.
The HC also requested Punjab civil aviation secretary
to attend May 21-hearing to
assist the court in some issues
regarding taxes and further
warned that it won’t hesitate in
summoning the chief secretary.

n

On the Punjab and Haryana high court’s orders, a demolition drive was carried out at Pabhat village in
Zirakpur on Chandigarh International Airport’s periphery in October 2018.
HTFILE

During the hearing, it came to
light that in February some
encroachments were brought to
the notice of Mohali authorities
by the air force but no action
was taken.
Further, the Centre had also
told court that there was no sub-

stantial progress in the drainage project for the roads around
airport. During the proceedings, Zirakpur MC and drainage
department put blame on each
other for delay and execution
while the Centre told court that
if drainage system is not made

operational before rainy season, there was a possibility of
flood-like situation at airport,
thus affecting flights.
Taking serious note, the HC
observed that these issues
should have been resolved outside the court. “We are issuing

ENCROACHMENT
REMOVAL
When the issue of encroachment removal from the
approach roads to airport came
up, the Centre again told the
court that no tangible progress
was made. While the government counsel informed that
road is in a zig zag shape and
land acquisition needs to done.
The CHIAL submitted that the
land acquisition may take some
time and for now to facilitate
emergency vehicles and movement of safety equipment, roads
need to be cleared.
At this, the miffed court
observed that it was a sheer case
of ‘red tapism’, adding that officers wait for court orders even
to perform their own duty.
Later, the court gave one
week’s time asking the advocate
general and officials to decide
what is to be done by whom and
come up with a concrete plan.

courtsays

›
›

Some or other officer
would be fired…
Someone has
to pay the price.

HC ON POOR COORDINATION

You want to go to jail.
We will send you to
jail right from here.

HC TO ZIRAKPUR MC OFFICIAL
OVER DRAINAGE

›

You don’t do anything
and wait for us to
pass order and evade from
your responsibility.
HC TO MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION OFFICIALS

vant permissions, the EC team
removed our banners and posters
in Kharar. They are going soft on
the Congress,” he claimed.
The SAD (Taksali) president
also raised a question mark over
Sam Piroda’s remark on the 1984
riots. “We condemn this strongly.
Now, people of Punjab are asking,
if it has happened, why has it happened.”

Bengaluru FC
signs Punjab’s
Prabhsukhan
Agencies
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BENGALURU:Indian Super League

champions Bengaluru FC have
signed Indian Arrows duo goalkeeper Prabhsukhan Singh Gill,
a product of Chandigarh Football
Academy (CFA) and midfielder
Suresh Singh Wangjam, adding
to their squad ahead of Carles
Cuadrat’s second year as head
coach.
With Cuadrat having extended
his stay at the Blues until 2021, the
new signings mark the beginning
of the club’s first-team plans for
the 2019-20 season.Prabhsukhan,
whose elder brother Gursimrat
has had two stints with the Blues,
said,“I’ve only heard good things
about Bengaluru FC and I can’t
wait to begin pre-season with this
team. To be in the company and
share the pitch with players like
Sunil Chhetri and Gurpreet
Singh Sandhu is something I am
looking forward to because I
stand to learn a lot and improve
myself”
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me

T

I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR

PHOTO:
PRODIP
GUHA/HT

right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.
“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I

don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also
praises actors who are
working in both the media

www.hindustantimes.com

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht
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WhyChildrenofHeavenalmost
didn’thappen
Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.
But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected

I

and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration for
the senior actor calls Hrithik
his idol. Tiger sounds excited
while talking about Hrithik,
especially when asked about
the much-talked about danceoff that is a part of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.
n
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so much from it. But even aft
all these years, COH is still
loved by people and gets
screened at so many places.
According to me, that’s due to
the nature of the film.” But at
the start, no one was ready to
back the movie. So much so,
that the film-maker had
dumped the idea and sold off
the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed everywhere. They
would tell me, ‘what’s this
movie? What is the use of it?
Two kids are looking for a shoe
in the entire film. At the most,
you can make it into a short
film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making
Father, the story
of which I had
written in the
same year as
COH. At that
time, I told
COH’s story
to a friend,
who got
very
PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Children of Heaven
exc e and asked,
excited
k d ‘where is
this story now? It could make
for a great film’. When I told
him that I sold it for 1,000
dollars, he said, ‘you get the
story back. I will help you’. The
person to whom I had sold the
story had failed to pay me the
money even after two years.
But I was very happy about it. I
went back to him. He was also
very happy giving the story
back as he too couldn’t do
anything with it,” he says with
a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all. Then, I
recalled that I had shared my
copy with Iran TV. At that
time, I had an assistant, who
was working there. So, he went
to the storehouse and searched
for the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent
“hours and
hours”
thinking what
were there in
those five
pages. “It was
very difficult
but I
somehow
completed
the script.
Then, I got

Whichever company I
took Children of
Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody
was ready to
collaborate with me on
the film... So, I sold the
story for 1,000 dollars.
MAJID MAJIDI,
FILM-MAKER
it to my friend, who had asked
me to get it back. But when he
read it, he also said, ‘is this
really a film story?’ So, I asked
him to forget about the story
and that I will give him a
narration. Then I started
talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com
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My brother
is my life, and I
am his: Bobby

Bobby Deol
eol and
(inset) Sunny
Deol during his
campaign

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Juhi Chakraborty

‘It’s important to not lose your own sound’
Samarth Goyal
omposer-singer Tony
Kakkar says he knows he
has a long way to go in the
music industry and considers
himself “new to the industry”.
Yet, the 35-year-old says he is
confident about his music,
and knows the importance of
producing music that is
relevant.
“It is important to adapt
and keep doing new things,
as I’ve started only recently.
I am still new as a composer/
producer. But I know it is very
important for a composer to
be able to adapt to the
everyday changing music,” he
says.
However, Tony feels
having one’s own “sound” is
just as important. “ It is
[equally] important to not lose
your own sound. The
audience should be able to
identify that it’s your music
when they listen to a song by
you for the first time, and they
don’t know that you have
made the song, in the first
place. Your compositions
have to be maintained,” adds
Tony, whose last two singles,
Coca Cola and Kuch Kuch,
have been massive hits.
The singer feels fortunate
to be creating music at a time
when non-film music is on
the rise. “It’s great to be a
musician right now, because
people want to listen to all

Coca Cola
composer Tony
Kakkar adds that
artists need to
evolve with the
constantly
changing sound

C

kinds of music and not just
Bollywood. It’s a great thing
for a musician because there
are more avenues than just

films, for you. There was a
time when pop music was
really popular in India, and it
is coming back. From that

perspective, it is a great time
if you are a musician,” he
signs off.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
filed his nomination
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”

W

n

STOP PRESS
GEORGE CLOONEY
ADVISED BEN AFFLECK
TO NOT TAKE UP
BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking
on a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down
the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that,

H

George Clooney
Ben Affleck
which was like 20 times more
than I was paid for it, and, you
know, we never even worked
together! We worked together
one day. But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo,

PHOTO: AFP

he advised him to decline the
offer to play Batman in Zack
Snyder’s Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice. “I actually did
talk to him about it. I said,
‘Don’t do it’. It was only from
my experience, which is, you
know...” Clooney said. The actor,
however, believes Affleck did a
“great” job with the part. PTI

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Stray animals need your help to survive the summer
PHOTO: ISTOCK

Summercare
tipsforstrays

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

OWYRR
CHMOO
PRSYOT
INNOMW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SET UP A SUMMER
SHELTER
Stray shelters can’t be the same
for every season, especially
summer. While plastic and
mattress lined shelters work
best for cooler months, you will
need to build cooler and more
spacious shelters for summer.
“Use a khus chataai (grass mat)
as the lining and floor for the
shed and use materials like
cardboard and cloth for the
walls of the shelter. Make sure
your shelter is placed in a cool
spot and is spacious so that it
doesn’t trap heat. You can also
add damp towels and sheets to
cool them in the afternoon,”
says Shiven Budhiraja, an
animal rights activist.

KEEP WATER AROUND

FEED ’EM RIGHT
It is very important to give
your furry friends the right
nutrition, and fruits are an
easy and delicious meal for
them. “Choose watermelons,
muskmelons, cucumber,
tender coconut or other
hydrating fruits as they are not
too heavy for strays and also
help maintain the water
balance. Avoid leaving milk for
them as it tends to get bad in
summer. There are a variety of
summer foods for dogs and cats
in stores that you can choose
from too,” says Shweta Rohilla,
a member of DoggoDuty.

CLIP THE COATS
Ask your vet if a stray needs
their coats clipped for summer.
Heavy coats can be a huge
problem during high
temperatures and can also be
responsible for causing a heat
stroke. Some strays might
require sunscreen to protect
their skin if they have a short
coat.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

D

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

n

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Collateral Damage at 2100

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

WATCH OUT FOR BURNS
AND INFECTIONS
It is easy for strays to burn
their paws while walking on
hot asphalt, so look out for
signs of burns and treat them
with the right ointments.
You could also take the
stray to a vet once in a while.
“You can also purchase cool
powders and oils and massage
your stray’s coat and paws
with it. It’ll keep them cool
and infection-free,” says
Rohilla.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

elhi’s unforgiving
summer is here, and one
can only imagine just
how hot it is going to get
in the coming months. While
we might have roofs over our
heads and ACs to keep us cool,
our furry friends on the streets
won’t really have that luxury.
But, fret not, there’s a lot you
can do to help them out and
ensure that they do not have to
face the summer sun alone.
Just follow these simple tips
and give stray dogs and cats the
‘coolest’ summer experience.

It is easy for animals to get
dehydrated when it is too hot,
so always keep water out for
them. It’s best to use terracotta
bowls for drinking water as
they remain cooler, you could
also add a cool stone in it to
keep it cool for long. Make sure
you regularly clean and change
the water. Avoid extremely
chilled water too.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Aditya Dogra

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

aditya.dogra@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

LEGENDARYACTOR-SINGER
DORIS DAYDIESAT97

PHOTO:
HTCS

The singer turned actor famed for her 1956 box office hit number ‘Que Sera, Sera’
had starred in films including Pillow Talk, Love Me or Leave Me and Calamity Jane
Agencies

anyway.”
The actor’s sunny
personality belied a
tumultuous personal life.
Of German parentage, the
actor was born Mary Ann Von
Kappelhoff in Cincinnati, Ohio
on April 3, 1922.
Her parents divorced when
she was 13, leaving her to be
raised by a pushy stage
mother. After a near-fatal car
crash that ended her hopes for
a career as a dancer, she made
the switch to singing.
By the time she was 20, she
was already divorced from a
physically abusive husband
and the mother of a young
child, the first of her four
failed marriages.
In 1948, she made her first
film, Romance on the High
Seas, the first of a string of
hits, that later included
Calamity Jane, Love Me or
Leave Me, and Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies.

oris Day, the US screen
icon famed for her
wholesome, girl-nextdoor appeal in a string of
box office hits, died Monday at
age 97, her foundation said.
The Doris Day Animal
Foundation said the actor and
animal rights activist died at
her Carmel Valley, California
home, after a
short illness.
“Day had been in excellent
physical health for her age,
until recently contracting a
serious case of pneumonia,
resulting in her death,” the
foundation said in a statement.
“She was surrounded by a
few close friends as she
passed,” the statement read.
During much of her career,
Day reigned as Hollywood’s
top female box office
attraction, a darling of an
adoring public who snapped
up tickets to see her in
musicals, comedies, suspense
thrillers and westerns.
The perky blonde star,
whose career spanned nearly
40 movies from 1948 through
1968, excelled in one particular
film genre of the day -- the
“bedroom farce” -- typified by
the 1959 hit film Pillow Talk,
with Cary Grant, Rock
Hudson, and James Garner.
“Her 39 films - many still
incredibly popular and shown
frequently today -- stand as a
testament to her talent,” her
foundation said.

D

‘I WANT TO
BE JOYOUS’

TUMULTUOUS
PERSONAL LIFE

Hollywood actor Doris Day

Even without her
accomplishments as an actor,
Doris Day would have been
celebrated as a chart-topping
vocalist.
Her first hit, Sentimental
Journey, remained among her
biggest, along with her

signature mega hit, the classic
song ‘Que Sera Sera’
(Whatever Will Be, Will Be),
which she introduced to the
world in the 1956 film, The
Man Who Knew Too Much.
“For those of us in my

generation, Doris Day was
synonymous with Hollywood
icon,” Star Trek actor George
Takei posted, “She would no
doubt remind us, upon this day
of her passing, ‘Que sera sera,’
but we will miss her dearly

‘NO FUNERAL, NO
MEMORIAL AND NO
[GRAVE] MARKER’
Day’s manager made it clear
that the actor will not be
receiving any funeral stating
that the late actor had
mentioned this in her will. “No
funeral, no memorial and no
[grave] marker,” Bob Bashara
told People.
“She didn’t like death, and
she couldn’t be with her
animals if they had to be put
down. She had difficulty
accepting death,” added
Bashara.
Recalling her conversation
with Day about her dogs post
her death, Bashara said, “I’d
say we need to provide for her
dogs [after she died], and she’d
say, ‘I don’t want to think
about it’ and she said, ‘Well,
you just take care of them.’”
“I think it was because she
was a very shy person.”
Bob also added that Doris
never liked to talk about any
kind of funeral or a memorial.
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

‘I FIND OUR
SUPERNATURAL
SHOWS FUNNY’

‘Idon’tneedtodothings
justtofilluptime’

Sangeeta Yadav

here actors on TV are
increasingly playing
supernatural
characters such as formchanging snakes, witches,
vampires and ghosts, actor
Shakti Arora has made a
conscious decision to not essay
such roles. Thus, every time
he was offered supernatural
shows, he refused and has
instead taken a break for now.
“After Meri Aashiqui
Tumse Hi, I was on a break as I
was getting supernatural
shows. Even after Silsila
Badalte Rishton Ka, whatever
shows I’ve been offered were
all supernatural,” Shakti says.
Explaining why he doesn’t
take up such a show, the actor
says, “I would not be able to
act in those. Most of the times
when you are in front of the
camera, you have to imagine
there is something crawling
or a scary entity moving
around and you have to get
scared. For me, I find it more
funny than difficult to act,”
Shakti says.
“People would say bhai
supernatural ka hee zamana
hai. I tell them survive karne
ke liye mere paas kuch paise
hain. And tab tak mujhe kuch
acha kaam mil gaya toh theek.
Nahi mila toh roti kamane ke
liye aa jaunga phir se..lekin
abhi ke liye mujhe maaf kar
do,” Shakti chuckles.
He says TV producers need
to up the ante. “I don’t know
when we will get to see a sci-fi
show on TV like the Jessica
Jones web series. If we reach
that level, I don’t mind doing
the supernatural,” he adds.

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

On her 29th birthday, she
married Martin Melcher, who
became her manager, but after
his death in 1968, she
discovered that he had
disastrously mismanaged her
affairs and that she was
millions of dollars in debt.
She later won a $22 million
lawsuit against a man hired by
Melcher to invest her money.
Melcher was the adoptive
father of her only child -- son
Terry Melcher, who died of
cancer in 2004.
All of the upheaval in Doris
Day’s life, however, was kept
in the background.
The actor kept up a squeaky
clean image in her choice of
movie roles, famously turning
down the role of Mrs Robinson
in the hit film The Graduate as
being too racy.
She bolstered her

wholesome image with her hit
television variety program
The Doris Day Show.
“I want to be joyous. I want
to have fun on the set. I want to
wear beautiful clothes and
look pretty,” the actor was
once quoted as saying.
Day never won an Oscar,
although her many honors
included the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 2004 and a
Grammy for lifetime
achievement in 2008.
After retiring from acting,
she became a tireless animal
rights activist, running a pet
friendly hotel in California.
“My message,” she
continued, “is just be kind to
your animals, and let them
know you love them. Please
watch out for your loved ones,
and don’t worry about me.”

W

Actor at 20 and producer at 27,
Anushka Sharma wants to sit
back and take it slow now
Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka Sharma
has gone from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films that
came out last year — Pari and Sui
Dhaaga. She ventured into
production fairly early, as a 27year-old, with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she is
going slow right now. “In the past
three years, I worked in a fashion
that was very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding. To do films like Pari,
Sui Dhaaga and Zero in a calendar
year is not easy, and takes a toll on
you. All (roles) were different, and
required a lot of prep. You feel you
want to sit back and take a call. I
think I have reached that position
and security as an actor in my
career where I don’t need to do
things or sign films just because I
have to fill up time,” says Anushka,
who was seen in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I anyway
have my hands full. We’re doing
some interesting work. We’ve been
producing shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those are
things that also require my time. I
am an actor at the same time. There
are things that I do behind the
scenes, which obviously people are
not going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both roles,
then, is imperative for the Band
Baaja Baaraat (2010) actor. “I want
to be able to focus on that... I also
want to be able to look back and see
what I have done. I am satisfied
with the work I have done. I have
always been like that, picky with
the work I have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and roles
for myself,” she ends.

A

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.
ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

Muklawa is like a walk down
the history lane, say makers

he upcoming Punjabi
romantic comedy film,
Muklawa, is all set to
provide a sneak peak into
the traditional wedding
customs that seem to be
losing their sheen in today’s
era, share producers of the
film, Gunbir Singh Sidhu
and Manmord Sidhu.
After the path-breaking
success of movies such as
Carry on Jatta 2, Sardaar Ji,
Punjab 1984, etc, the
producer duo, Gunbir Singh
Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu,
who are founders of White
Hill Studios, are back with a
bang with their latest
Punjabi film, Muklawa. The
film stars Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in lead roles.
Its cast also includes BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, and
Karamjit Anmol.
“Ammy Virk and Sonam

T

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Bajwa are definitely the best
fit for the respective roles.
Their proficient acting skills
and charm have made the
movie come out to be even
more aesthetic,” shares
Manmord Sidhu.
Shot in multiple locations
including Ganganagar in
Rajasthan and near
Ferozepur border, Muklawa

will take the viewers
through a walk down the
history lane with a
beautifully romantic
storyline.
Highlighting the same,
Gunbir Singh Sidhu says,
“Muklawa is a unique
Indo-Punjabi romantic
comedy film that not only
celebrates the innocence
of pure love but also
provides a sneak peak into
the bygone era where
people used to follow the
wedding customs, especially
when a newlywed bride was
taken to her husband’s
home for the first time. We
are truly excited about the
film’s release.”
Directed by Simerjit
Singh, and written by
Upinder Waraich and Jagjit
Saini, the movie is
scheduled to release
worldwide on May 24.

Cover version of a song gets you
an instant fan following: Adhyayan
Sangeeta Yadav
asking in the glory of the
success of his two cover
versions — Aaya Naa Tu
2.0 and Sonio 2.0 — actorturned-singer Adhyayan
Summan is now gearing up for
his next single, which is going
to be an original song. Not
willing to spill the beans about
this untitled number,
Adhyayan simply says his two
cover versions have helped
him garner a fan base.
“People like me, who have
begun their music career on
YouTube and garnered 25,000
subscribers in three weeks,
need a certain push and a solid
subscriber base to start with.
Thus, remakes of the popular
number will have an
immediate recall value and
grab a lot of attention,”
Adhyayan says adding, “A
new singer might not get
accepted and have that kind of
fans base instantly with an
original song.”
Taking about whether
singers should come up with
an original song or remake
popular classics , Adhyayan
says, “I think there should be a
balance. I have remade two
songs. The next three to four
songs are going to be originals.
I want to make more original
music because that’ll define
who I am and my style. You
can’t deny that all the remakes
have done extremely well. For
instance, the ‘Seeti bajaye’
song from Simmba (2018).”
With the popularity of
remakes, the 31-year-old feels,
“In films, original music is
dying, which is sad because
films are a huge medium to
promote music. Production
houses and big labels should
concentrate on creating more
original music.”
Describing his music debut
as his second innings, he says,
“Being a new artist, I’m
extremely grateful for my
YouTube channel. With my
first few songs, I have not
moved mountains but I have
started climbing one. It has
done extremely well with twoand-a-half million views in
two weeks.”

B

Adhyayan
Summan is
gearing up for
his next single
PHOTO: RAHUL
RAUT/HT

NOT WILLING TO SPILL
THE BEANS ABOUT
THIS UNTITLED
NUMBER, ADHYAYAN
SIMPLY SAYS HIS TWO
COVER VERSIONS
HAVE HELPED HIM
GARNER A FAN BASE
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(From left) Fiona
Shaw, Phoebe
Waller-Bridge,
Jodie Comer Steve
Pemberton and
Jessica Hynes

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTOS: AP

Beauty queen
Kate Beckinsale posted this photograph on her Instagram
account. She captioned it, “Coming soon -my album of
mainly erotic limericks set to gypsy strings. Actually that’s a
lie”.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KATEBECKINSALE

QUOTE HANGER
I DIDN’T HAVE A
LOT OF FRIENDS.
THE CLOSEST
PEOPLE AROUND
ME WERE MY
FAMILY.

I DON’T WANT TO
PUT MYSELF OUT
THERE FOR NO
REASON. UNLESS
I’M PROMOTING
SOMETHING.

TOM CRUISE,
ACTOR

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Jennifer is an incredible
mother, says actor Ben Affleck

The photo which Ben uploaded
en Affleck, 46,
celebrated two of the
most important women in
his life: his ex-wife Jennifer
Garner, 46, and his mom,
Christine Anne Boldt. Ben
honored Jen and his mom
by posting an Instagram pic
of the two of them on a
sunny stroll together. He
also wrote a lengthy
caption, sharing a sweet
message about the two
ladies. “Happy Mother’s Day
to the two incredible
mothers who have shown
me the meaning of love,”

B

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/BENAFFLECK

Ben said. What a lovely way
to both celebrate the
women in his life, help
women in need, and
highlight these causes to
his four million Instagram
followers. Ben and Jen
currently co-parent their
children, Violet, 13,
Seraphina, 10, and Samuel,
7. The parents began dating
in 2004, and married a year
later. The two filed for
divorce in April 2017, and it
was finalized in Oct. 2018.

KILLING EVE WINS AT
BAFTATV AWARDS

merica drama Killing
Eve was the biggest
winner at the British
Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA)
gala.
The awards ceremony was
held on Sunday at the Royal
Festival Hall, UK.
The hit show took home
three trophies, for best drama
series, best actress for Jodie
Comer and best supporting
actress for Fiona Shaw,
reports variety.com. The first
award of the night saw
Patrick Melrose beat out
strong competition from A
Very English Scandal to take
home the prize for best
miniseries.
Actor Benedict
Cumberbatch bagged the best
leading actor prize for his
performance in the show,
beating competition
including actor Hugh Grant
in A Very English Scandal.
“I’m very used to being
the bridesmaid,” said
Cumberbatch, who won the
award from his seventh
BAFTA TV Award

A

MAJOR WINNERS
Drama series
Killing Eve
Mini-series
Patrick Melrose
Leading actress
Jodie Comer – Killing Eve
Leading actor
Benedict Cumberbatch –
Patrick Melrose
Supporting actor
Ben Whishaw – A Very English
Scandal
Supporting actress

nomination. He thanked
author Edward St. Aubyn for
his “wit and courage”.
Grant’s co-star, Ben
Whishaw, repeated his
Golden Globe success by
winning the best supporting
actor BAFTA for A Very
English Scandal. It marks the
actor’s second BAFTA TV
Award after winning leading

xpressing his love for
Avenger star Robert
Downey Jr, Vin Diesel
penned a heartfelt tribute to
the actor, referring to him as
“Bobby” in his post on
Instagram.
The Fast and Furious actor
posted a long message saying
that Downey provided him
with the inspiration to take
‘Fast 9’ to “new heights”.
“My brother Bobby... let me
tell you about this amazing
individual. He has a way of
giving everyone he comes in
contact with so much
inspiration. You see it in the
roles he plays. Like me, he has
never won an Oscar, but that
means zero when it comes to
how he has affected the world.
His very existence represents
the power of resilience. The
love you have for him pales in
comparison to the love I have
for his spirit,” he wrote.
He added, “On the weekend
of the highest grossing movie
of all times, he in the most
humble way says, your next
brother. Fast 9 is going to take
the industry to new heights!
His belief in me sometimes
scares me. I never want to let
anyone down. So I will do
everything in my power to
make sure Fast 9 is everything!
I love you RDJ and your
brotherhood is truly a gift of
which I am eternally grateful
for.”
— ANI

E

PHOTO:INSTAGRAM/
BRYANCRANSTON

Bryan’s
reunion
moment
@Bryancranston:Hal &
Lois together again.
#malcolminthemiddle
#networkonbroadway
#broadway #theater #tv @
Belasco Theatre

@missnemmanuel: NYC
why do you always give me
the feels...

mindykaling: Remember,
they were the same horrible
people who jeered Cersei
and threw feces at her when
she did her walk of shame.
Light ‘em up

@Kumailnanjiani: After
tonight’s Game of Thrones
and Veep, I will never
recover. I’m gonna go lay in a
soft bed for three months.
Goodnight.

Steve Pemberton –
Inside No 9
International

Benedict Cumberbatch

Succession
Entertainment
performance
Lee Mack – Would I Lie To
You?

actor in 2013 for The Hollow
Crown: Richard II.
Director Stephen Frears
took the award on Whishaw’s
behalf, as the actor is
currently starring offBroadway in Norma Jeane
Baker of Troy.
Killing Eve won its first
award of the night when Shaw
took home the best supporting

ctor Channing Tatum
acts, dances and also
indulges in art. He took
to social media to show off
his sketches.
The 39-year-old actor took
to Instagram recently to
show his followers some
detailed sketches he had
drawn during a flight,
reports dailymail.co.uk.
The first sketch the
Kingsman: The Golden
Circle (2017) actor showed
was of a male figure
positioned sideways.
“Saw this pic today and
decided to try and draw it
while sitting on a plane,”
Tatum wrote in the caption.

Vin Diesel and Robert Downey Jr

TWITTER TWATTER

Male performance in
a comedy
programme

A

LOOK BACK

We came across this photograph of Johnny Depp on the
sets of his film, Platoon (1986). The film was directed by
PHOTO:TWITTER/FILMHISTORYPICS
Oliver Stone.

Jessica Hynes – There
She Goes

actress award. It was her first
BAFTA nomination and win.
Shaw said that, since she
had taken on the role: “People
have started to suspect I am a
spy.”
Comer’s win in the leading
actress category came at the
expense of Killing Eve co-star

and
dra Oh, who
as allso
ominatted,
longside R
Ruth
ilson for Mrrs. Wilson
nd Keeley Hawes for
Bodyguard.
It was Comer’s debut at
BAFTA, having previously
been nominated two year’s
ago in the same category for
crime drama Thirteen.
Succession won the
international category,
beating out competition
including last year’s winner

Vin Diesel pens down ChanningTatum
a heartfelt post for
takesupart
Robert Downey Jr

HTC

Before he became a star

Fiona Shaw – Killing Ev
ve
Female performance in a
comedy programme

The Handmaid’s Tale.
The awards were hosted by
Graham Norton, himself a
five-time BAFTA TV Award
winner. Norton returned to
hosting duties after a twoyear hiatus. It marked his
11th time hosting, having first
taken the helm in 2005.
Killing Eve and A Very
English Scandal scored the
most nominations with 14
and 12, respectively, across
both the TV and TV Craft
Awards.

IANS

Channing
Tatum
PHOTO: AFP

“Plus I’m about to get my
train on this month.”
In a second sketch, Tatum
showed a face etched in
green facing sideways. He
wrote: “This is one of my
own. I’m gonna train and
make s*** this next few
months. Let’s go.”The Logan
Lucky (2017) actor, who is
dating singer Jessie J, has
been especially creative of
late, both in artistic
endeavours and home
improvement. He later took
to the social media site with
a black and white shot of
himself sitting on a porch
with swinging chairs.

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/VINDIESEL

Ankita keeps sword from Melissa
Manikarnika as souvenir

PHOTO: AP

McCarthy
turns host

Rishabh Suri
ctor Ankita Lokhande
got the chance of a
lifetime, with a major
role in Manikarnika: The
Queen of Jhansi this year.
The action-packed role
marked her debut in
Bollywood after being a part
of television shows for a
long time. And she got
emotionally attached with
Jhalkaribai, her character
in the Kangana Ranaut-led
film.
So much so that she
wanted to keep a souvenir
from the film. And it turned
out to be the sword that her
character uses in an
important scene!
A source tells us that
though the entire journey of
Manikarnika... will stay
with her forever, that
particular scene was one of
her most unforgettable
ones. “Apart from all the
external difficulties the film
and its cast faced, her dying

Melissa
McCarthy

A

ctor-comedienne Melissa
McCarthy has been roped
in as the new host of the
show, Little Big Shot.
McCarthy replaces
Steve Harvey as the host of
the talent competition
for kids, according
to reports.
Harvey has hosted the
previous three seasons of the
show.
The news comes as his
syndicated show Steve is
slated to come to an end after
seven years, with Kelly
Clarkson set to step into that
time slot with her show. The
Kelly Clarkson Show will
premiere this autumn, as the
37-year-old singer’s new
venture will air during what

A
scene, which was one of the
highlights of the film, was
reportedly the most difficult
part for the actor. The scene
is apparently so close to
Ankita’s heart that the actor
asked the makers to give her
the sword she used in the
scene, to treasure for life.”
Currently, Ankita is
reportedly leafing through
film scripts. We had learned
recently that after
Manikarnika... she wants to
take up an action film next,
and such an offer has
incidentally come her way.

was previously Harvey’s slot.
“Melissa’s just an
incredible performer and
incredible comedian. She will
bring a completely fresh
perspective to it,” said Paul
Telegdy, NBC’s co-chairman
of entertainment alongside
George Cheeks.
Harvey revealed that he
was disappointed at the chain
of events that unfolded in the

time slot going to Clarkson.
‘I thought I was [returning]
until they made an
announcement a couple
weeks ago that they wanted to
give Kelly Clarkson the
owned and operated NBC
Networks, and that’s my slot,’
he said. ‘I don’t know if it sold
- it’s not selling like they
thought,’” he said.

PTI
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TUITION & TUTORIALS

TUITION & TUTORIALS

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/ NEET)
Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase 11
Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881.

EXCELLENT Home tuitions of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 years experience.
8286100004

RESULT oriented Female/ Male
Home Tutor available any Subject/
Class/ board, Graduate, Post
Graduate. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.

HOME Tutors M/F available all
classes, all subjects. Tutors for
Engg. Degree, Diploma, all subjects
all streams. Contact Er. Ashwani
Dharia, Dharia Classes, 8360754669. Tutors welcome.

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

ENGLISH by Gupta Sir. Home/
Group
Coaching
Class-IX
Onwards.Complete-SYLLABUS
During Summer Vacation.Contact
9872655377/9888615377

COMMERCE Home / Group
Tuitions +1, +2, CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS)
Accounts,
Economics,
Maths,
Business
9855042535,
9876390450.

HOME Tuition Maths/ Science 7th
to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed,
experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

HOME Tuition Available upto 10th
Class (CBSE/ ICSE) by Experienced M.Sc. Teacher. Reasonable
Fee 9878428554.

HOME/ Group Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

MATHEMATICS: +2 Compartment clear with highest marks. Individually (Group/ Home) Experienced:
M.ScMathematics
9988246686
MATHS/ Physics 6th-12th CBSE/ICSE, BBA, BCA, Engg. Maths ,
Compartment Batch Sector-53,
(9876818283)
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HOME Tuitions 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
Nios, BBA, B.Com, BA, MBA,
Accounts,
Reasonable
Fees,
9592011001.
MIGLANI home Tuition Accounts,
Economics +1, +2, B.Com, B.B.A,
B.A (experienced Teachers) Mob:
9872973319, 9888457718
PHYSICS home doubt classes for
JEE (Main/ Advanced), NEET,
AIIMS preparing students. Ranvijay
Sir. 7814997347.
CONCEPTUAL
PHYSICS,
Mathematics
(JEE-MAINS,
Advanced) by Holistically Freaking
Experts (Teachers by Choice),
Physics:- Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir),
(Ex-Sr. Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration)
+1, +2 Fifteen years Experience
(Mathematics
98157-25385)
(Chemistry 98550-24657), (Physics
95014- 57805).
CHEMISTRY Home Tuitions +1,
+2 Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and Institute doubts Clearance.. Highly experienced Teacher.
9876444333.
PHYSICS (9896701044), Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics
(7009701574)
(CBSE/
ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.
ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpender.
8427273894.

HOME Tuitions upto 10 (Maths,
Science, Olympiads) +1, +2
(Chemistry, Biology) Qualified
Female Tutor. 9815891571

BIOLOGY +1, +2, NCERT &
Competitions (Sec-69, Mohali)
experienced Doctorate female
faculty: 9877342893.

"FREE Trials" Home Tuitions for
All Classes/ Subjects Competitions
Exam
Soham
Tutorials.
9872662386 (Tutor Welcome)

DANCE , MUSIC
AND DRAMA

CHEMISTRY Group & Home
Tuitions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET
Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali.
Contact: 9855420328.
HOME tuitions/ tutors available
(Female/ male) All classes/ subjects
Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Panchkula.
Impact Creators: 8729015647 (Tutors welcome)
ACCOUNTS Economics +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction,
(13
years),
Pushpinder.
8427273894

EXPERIENCED TRainer Home
Visit Learn Casio Guitar Mouthorgan Flute, Violan Dholak Singing
Sitar Appointment. 9814620006,
0172-2692597.
HOME
tuitions
9th,
10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2,
IIT, B.Tech, Result 95% Professor
Tyagi. 9501243740.
HOME tuition physics, maths, X,
XI, XII. All boards in Mohali,
Chandigarh.
Contact
Goel
9417473984

ENGLISH SPEAKING
IELTS Coaching for Fresher/
Band-Improvement, Minimum-Fee,
Assured-Results, also Free Spoken
and
Personality
Development
Classes,Mohali. 7087867050

ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics, Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc. Home Tutor. Students
getting 98%, Printed Notes.
9815929292.

SCIENCE Home Tuitions 8th, 9th
and 10th ICSE/ CBSE. Experience
of 14 years. Printed Worksheets and
Test. Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Zirakpur.
9417781207.

IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality
Development Academics +1, +2,
Special Batches on Saturday.
Sunday 3036/44-D. Chandigarh.
98764-40363,
0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com

PHYSICS/ Chemistry, NCERT, IIT,
AIPMT experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

GANPATI Tutorials Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

SPEAK English fluently like
foreigner, accent training, pronunciation improvement public speaking
home tuition only. 8427812846.
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EDUCATION
ADMISSIONS
CONSULT for PHD, LLB, LLM,
Pharmacy, B.Tech, Diploma, B.PED,
M.PED, Library, Science, BBA,
MBA, BCA, MCA, BA, MA.Evening/Holiday Classes. Supplementary/
Compartment
Cases.
Kumar
Associates
9915755221,
9779855221.

COACHING
PHYSICS Helpline XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

BUSINESS

PACKERS & MOVERS

LEARN Computer basics, Internet Typing, Web Designing, SEO,
SMO PHP, Photoshop, HR Training,
Tally. 9888647152.

REQUIRED Business partner for
MNC. Minimum Investment 30000/-,
Training
Provided.
Maximum
returns. 9803030308.

METRO Packers & Logistics,
Household Goods, Office Shifting,
Car Transportation. Local/ National
9888832887, 9041266333.

RUNNING gym in Sector-20,
Panchkula available for lease. Call:
9816365777.

HEMKUNT Packers & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
LEARN French from experienced
lady tutor, MA French (PU Gold
Medalist) level AI-BI, TCF School/
College students. Contact: Mrs.
Brar. 525 (ground floor) 18-B,
Chandigarh. 97797-91975.

CIAO!SPEAK *ITALIAN* fluently
Learn from Italy returned Trainer C1
Siena
University
Italy.
Call
7018520148.

LEARN French Qualified Tutor
available cover all School Syllabus
Home Tuition Available Contact:
9855433662

| 03

BUSINESS

COMPUTER COURSE

COMPUTER COURSE
LEARN Java, C++, IELTS, PTE,
Python, PHP, Computer Basics,
HTML, Internet home tutor available. 8872900055

ON WEDNESDAY htclassifieds

NO need to search job, Be your
own Boss, Start your Business, no
investment,
earn
minimum
100,000/- month, maximum no limit.
Details @ 9888334622.
URGENTLY required partner for
Film production company in Sector
34 Chandigarh. No investment.
Contact: 9780286869.
RUNNING Car Service Station
with latest Equipment, Hydrolic lifts,
Paint Booth & mixing Machine, A.C
and Denting machine, Service &
detailing Studio for lease Contact:
7009266814.
CUSTOM Printed T-shirts at low
price. Get superior print quality. Call
9478425255 www.tee4me.in

EX-SERVICEMAN Packers &
Movers Household Tricity All India
Shifting uploading Transport Call:
9914224303, 9779844825.
AGGARWAL
Home
Shifting
Packers Movers, Shift Your Household, Office, Local/ All Over India.
Contact:- 8699551444.

ASTROLOGY
ASTROLOGY Provides peace of
mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your astrological
problems consult- Rajiv at "The Destiny" 9815599555 by appointment
only please. www.thedestiny.co.
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BUSINESS
ADVTG. & MKTG.
BOOK Advertisement: All Newspapers/ Radio/ TV/ Facebook/
Google/ Youtube. Parizwing SCO65, 20-C, Chandigarh. 9888516234.
FOR Advertisement in all newspapers call Atul Arora 98150-43655
Doorstep service. No extra charges.

INSURANCE
INSURE
Life,
Moneyback,
Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

LOAN / FINANCE
GOLD Loan, Personal Loan,
Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.
CASH on swipe of credit card at
nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

ACCOUNTING SERVICES
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE-For
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment,
Part/Pending Accounting work.
9877467025

DETECTIVE & SECURITY
SERVICES
AUTHENTIC Private investigations and detective services.
Chanakya SCO-409, Sector-35C,
Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789,
0172-5014789.
TOP Secret Detective Agency
SCO 487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other problem.

PEST CONTROL
DEEMAK, Cockroaches, Mosquitoes Control with Bayer Indiasmelless chemicals at reasonable
rate. 35 years experience. All clean
pest control. 93161-34897, 9872501485.

PEST CONTROL

ALUMINIUM FABRICATION

DEEMAK,
Cockroaches,
Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards control
with
Bayer
India,
smelless
chemicals at reasonable rate.
99880-93138.

ALUMINIMUM Doors Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.

INTERIOR DECORATION
UNIQUE Interiors and Renovation
Work Specialist: Modular kitchen,
Cupboard, Wooden, Paint, POP,
Plumbing, Electrical, Civil works,
Labour job with Material. 9872572926, 81463-68430.
RENOVATION and Designing of
Your Residential/ Commercial
Interiors Projects with Professional
consultancy. Jazzim Designers.
9876471555.
CATALYST Interior, Chandigarh.
Interior Designing on theme basis by
professional team. All Interior works
on Turnkey basis also. 8558065119, 98140-36059.

ALUMINIUM FABRICATION
SETHI Aluminium fabricator,
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation. 9815716824.

HINDUSTAN TIMES, CHANDIGARH
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 2019

CONVEYANCE &
CAR ON HIRE

CAR FOR SALE

ALL kinds of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available
contact Devikas:- 9872438079

WHITE 2009 Verna Diesel,
immaculate and original condition
for sale contact: 7009266814.

AC Taxi 24 Hours Service. Chandigarh to Delhi 2699/- Delhi- Chandigarh 2499/- Murlidhar Travels.
9888393095.

2012 Toyota Fortuner, 4x4 Manual, Top Model, Total all original,
New
tyre,
full
Insurance,
7009045042.

IATA Certified Travel AgencyDiscounted price- Air Ticketing, Holiday Package, Hotels, Cruises, Visa,
& Passport Services. Best Rates
Guaranteed, Evergreen Travels
Chandigarh- 99586-00585, 9914409433.

CHD-DELHI 2500 Dzire Etios
Innova 3500 Near Krishna Market
41. Dhiman Travels, 9216132805,
9878104288

ALTO Black Color 2005, Chandigarh No., First Owner, A-One Condition, Dealers Excuse. Contact
93168-81007.

THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact:
66-67,
Sector
8C,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers,
131, Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

ALUMINIUM Glazing, Doors,
Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

TOUR & TRAVEL

TICKETING/RESERVATIONS
THAKURAL
Travels:
Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours Contact: 38-39, Sector-17A,
Chandigarh.
0172-5007863/
5007864.

FIBRE GLASS

WHITE BMW X5 with V8 Engine.
Petrol 2008. 7 Seater. Panaromic
SUNROOF. Brand new Tyres,
Battery and Alloys. Going very
cheap. 9646769696.

HEALTH & PHYSICAL FITNESS

FOR SALE

TO Get Healthy / Stressfree life
Learn Yoga/ fitness Training.
Experienced/ Certified Instructor
(Mr. Mehta 9592087442).

165 Ltr Kelvinator's Refrigerator
2850/- Desert Cooler- 2650/Inlasa's Mixer Grinder- 1500/-. All in
Working Condition- 9988097766.

100% Safe Herbal Solution for
health- Vigour- Vitality- 7082733373, www.ska1925.com

Multifunction Devices For

T & C APPLY

HARJAS ENTERPRISES

HARJAS

SCO 531, Sector 70, MOHALI
M: 98151-11000, 62399-77545
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me

T

I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR

PHOTO:
PRODIP
GUHA/HT

right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.
“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I

don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also
praises actors who are
working in both the media

www.hindustantimes.com

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht
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WhyChildrenofHeavenalmost
didn’thappen
Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.
But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected

I

and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration for
the senior actor calls Hrithik
his idol. Tiger sounds excited
while talking about Hrithik,
especially when asked about
the much-talked about danceoff that is a part of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.
n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

so much from it. But even aft
all these years, COH is still
loved by people and gets
screened at so many places.
According to me, that’s due to
the nature of the film.” But at
the start, no one was ready to
back the movie. So much so,
that the film-maker had
dumped the idea and sold off
the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed everywhere. They
would tell me, ‘what’s this
movie? What is the use of it?
Two kids are looking for a shoe
in the entire film. At the most,
you can make it into a short
film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making
Father, the story
of which I had
written in the
same year as
COH. At that
time, I told
COH’s story
to a friend,
who got
very
PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Children of Heaven
exc e and asked,
excited
k d ‘where is
this story now? It could make
for a great film’. When I told
him that I sold it for 1,000
dollars, he said, ‘you get the
story back. I will help you’. The
person to whom I had sold the
story had failed to pay me the
money even after two years.
But I was very happy about it. I
went back to him. He was also
very happy giving the story
back as he too couldn’t do
anything with it,” he says with
a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all. Then, I
recalled that I had shared my
copy with Iran TV. At that
time, I had an assistant, who
was working there. So, he went
to the storehouse and searched
for the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent
“hours and
hours”
thinking what
were there in
those five
pages. “It was
very difficult
but I
somehow
completed
the script.
Then, I got

Whichever company I
took Children of
Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody
was ready to
collaborate with me on
the film... So, I sold the
story for 1,000 dollars.
MAJID MAJIDI,
FILM-MAKER
it to my friend, who had asked
me to get it back. But when he
read it, he also said, ‘is this
really a film story?’ So, I asked
him to forget about the story
and that I will give him a
narration. Then I started
talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com
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My brother
is my life, and I
am his: Bobby

Bobby Deol
eol and
(inset) Sunny
Deol during his
campaign

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Juhi Chakraborty

‘It’s important to not lose your own sound’
Samarth Goyal
omposer-singer Tony
Kakkar says he knows he
has a long way to go in the
music industry and considers
himself “new to the industry”.
Yet, the 35-year-old says he is
confident about his music,
and knows the importance of
producing music that is
relevant.
“It is important to adapt
and keep doing new things,
as I’ve started only recently.
I am still new as a composer/
producer. But I know it is very
important for a composer to
be able to adapt to the
everyday changing music,” he
says.
However, Tony feels
having one’s own “sound” is
just as important. “ It is
[equally] important to not lose
your own sound. The
audience should be able to
identify that it’s your music
when they listen to a song by
you for the first time, and they
don’t know that you have
made the song, in the first
place. Your compositions
have to be maintained,” adds
Tony, whose last two singles,
Coca Cola and Kuch Kuch,
have been massive hits.
The singer feels fortunate
to be creating music at a time
when non-film music is on
the rise. “It’s great to be a
musician right now, because
people want to listen to all

Coca Cola
composer Tony
Kakkar adds that
artists need to
evolve with the
constantly
changing sound

C

kinds of music and not just
Bollywood. It’s a great thing
for a musician because there
are more avenues than just

films, for you. There was a
time when pop music was
really popular in India, and it
is coming back. From that

perspective, it is a great time
if you are a musician,” he
signs off.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
filed his nomination
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”

W

n

STOP PRESS
GEORGE CLOONEY
ADVISED BEN AFFLECK
TO NOT TAKE UP
BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking
on a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down
the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that,

H

George Clooney
Ben Affleck
which was like 20 times more
than I was paid for it, and, you
know, we never even worked
together! We worked together
one day. But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo,

PHOTO: AFP

he advised him to decline the
offer to play Batman in Zack
Snyder’s Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice. “I actually did
talk to him about it. I said,
‘Don’t do it’. It was only from
my experience, which is, you
know...” Clooney said. The actor,
however, believes Affleck did a
“great” job with the part. PTI

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 011-47033152,
40532026 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)
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2019

Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Stray animals need your help to survive the summer
PHOTO: ISTOCK

Summercare
tipsforstrays

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

OWYRR
CHMOO
PRSYOT
INNOMW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SET UP A SUMMER
SHELTER
Stray shelters can’t be the same
for every season, especially
summer. While plastic and
mattress lined shelters work
best for cooler months, you will
need to build cooler and more
spacious shelters for summer.
“Use a khus chataai (grass mat)
as the lining and floor for the
shed and use materials like
cardboard and cloth for the
walls of the shelter. Make sure
your shelter is placed in a cool
spot and is spacious so that it
doesn’t trap heat. You can also
add damp towels and sheets to
cool them in the afternoon,”
says Shiven Budhiraja, an
animal rights activist.

KEEP WATER AROUND

FEED ’EM RIGHT
It is very important to give
your furry friends the right
nutrition, and fruits are an
easy and delicious meal for
them. “Choose watermelons,
muskmelons, cucumber,
tender coconut or other
hydrating fruits as they are not
too heavy for strays and also
help maintain the water
balance. Avoid leaving milk for
them as it tends to get bad in
summer. There are a variety of
summer foods for dogs and cats
in stores that you can choose
from too,” says Shweta Rohilla,
a member of DoggoDuty.

CLIP THE COATS
Ask your vet if a stray needs
their coats clipped for summer.
Heavy coats can be a huge
problem during high
temperatures and can also be
responsible for causing a heat
stroke. Some strays might
require sunscreen to protect
their skin if they have a short
coat.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

D

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

n

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Collateral Damage at 2100

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

WATCH OUT FOR BURNS
AND INFECTIONS
It is easy for strays to burn
their paws while walking on
hot asphalt, so look out for
signs of burns and treat them
with the right ointments.
You could also take the
stray to a vet once in a while.
“You can also purchase cool
powders and oils and massage
your stray’s coat and paws
with it. It’ll keep them cool
and infection-free,” says
Rohilla.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

elhi’s unforgiving
summer is here, and one
can only imagine just
how hot it is going to get
in the coming months. While
we might have roofs over our
heads and ACs to keep us cool,
our furry friends on the streets
won’t really have that luxury.
But, fret not, there’s a lot you
can do to help them out and
ensure that they do not have to
face the summer sun alone.
Just follow these simple tips
and give stray dogs and cats the
‘coolest’ summer experience.

It is easy for animals to get
dehydrated when it is too hot,
so always keep water out for
them. It’s best to use terracotta
bowls for drinking water as
they remain cooler, you could
also add a cool stone in it to
keep it cool for long. Make sure
you regularly clean and change
the water. Avoid extremely
chilled water too.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Aditya Dogra

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

aditya.dogra@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

LEGENDARYACTOR-SINGER
DORIS DAYDIESAT97

PHOTO:
HTCS

The singer turned actor famed for her 1956 box office hit number ‘Que Sera, Sera’
had starred in films including Pillow Talk, Love Me or Leave Me and Calamity Jane
Agencies

anyway.”
The actor’s sunny
personality belied a
tumultuous personal life.
Of German parentage, the
actor was born Mary Ann Von
Kappelhoff in Cincinnati, Ohio
on April 3, 1922.
Her parents divorced when
she was 13, leaving her to be
raised by a pushy stage
mother. After a near-fatal car
crash that ended her hopes for
a career as a dancer, she made
the switch to singing.
By the time she was 20, she
was already divorced from a
physically abusive husband
and the mother of a young
child, the first of her four
failed marriages.
In 1948, she made her first
film, Romance on the High
Seas, the first of a string of
hits, that later included
Calamity Jane, Love Me or
Leave Me, and Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies.

oris Day, the US screen
icon famed for her
wholesome, girl-nextdoor appeal in a string of
box office hits, died Monday at
age 97, her foundation said.
The Doris Day Animal
Foundation said the actor and
animal rights activist died at
her Carmel Valley, California
home, after a
short illness.
“Day had been in excellent
physical health for her age,
until recently contracting a
serious case of pneumonia,
resulting in her death,” the
foundation said in a statement.
“She was surrounded by a
few close friends as she
passed,” the statement read.
During much of her career,
Day reigned as Hollywood’s
top female box office
attraction, a darling of an
adoring public who snapped
up tickets to see her in
musicals, comedies, suspense
thrillers and westerns.
The perky blonde star,
whose career spanned nearly
40 movies from 1948 through
1968, excelled in one particular
film genre of the day -- the
“bedroom farce” -- typified by
the 1959 hit film Pillow Talk,
with Cary Grant, Rock
Hudson, and James Garner.
“Her 39 films - many still
incredibly popular and shown
frequently today -- stand as a
testament to her talent,” her
foundation said.

D

‘I WANT TO
BE JOYOUS’

TUMULTUOUS
PERSONAL LIFE

Hollywood actor Doris Day

Even without her
accomplishments as an actor,
Doris Day would have been
celebrated as a chart-topping
vocalist.
Her first hit, Sentimental
Journey, remained among her
biggest, along with her

signature mega hit, the classic
song ‘Que Sera Sera’
(Whatever Will Be, Will Be),
which she introduced to the
world in the 1956 film, The
Man Who Knew Too Much.
“For those of us in my

generation, Doris Day was
synonymous with Hollywood
icon,” Star Trek actor George
Takei posted, “She would no
doubt remind us, upon this day
of her passing, ‘Que sera sera,’
but we will miss her dearly

‘NO FUNERAL, NO
MEMORIAL AND NO
[GRAVE] MARKER’
Day’s manager made it clear
that the actor will not be
receiving any funeral stating
that the late actor had
mentioned this in her will. “No
funeral, no memorial and no
[grave] marker,” Bob Bashara
told People.
“She didn’t like death, and
she couldn’t be with her
animals if they had to be put
down. She had difficulty
accepting death,” added
Bashara.
Recalling her conversation
with Day about her dogs post
her death, Bashara said, “I’d
say we need to provide for her
dogs [after she died], and she’d
say, ‘I don’t want to think
about it’ and she said, ‘Well,
you just take care of them.’”
“I think it was because she
was a very shy person.”
Bob also added that Doris
never liked to talk about any
kind of funeral or a memorial.
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

‘I FIND OUR
SUPERNATURAL
SHOWS FUNNY’

‘Idon’tneedtodothings
justtofilluptime’

Sangeeta Yadav

here actors on TV are
increasingly playing
supernatural
characters such as formchanging snakes, witches,
vampires and ghosts, actor
Shakti Arora has made a
conscious decision to not essay
such roles. Thus, every time
he was offered supernatural
shows, he refused and has
instead taken a break for now.
“After Meri Aashiqui
Tumse Hi, I was on a break as I
was getting supernatural
shows. Even after Silsila
Badalte Rishton Ka, whatever
shows I’ve been offered were
all supernatural,” Shakti says.
Explaining why he doesn’t
take up such a show, the actor
says, “I would not be able to
act in those. Most of the times
when you are in front of the
camera, you have to imagine
there is something crawling
or a scary entity moving
around and you have to get
scared. For me, I find it more
funny than difficult to act,”
Shakti says.
“People would say bhai
supernatural ka hee zamana
hai. I tell them survive karne
ke liye mere paas kuch paise
hain. And tab tak mujhe kuch
acha kaam mil gaya toh theek.
Nahi mila toh roti kamane ke
liye aa jaunga phir se..lekin
abhi ke liye mujhe maaf kar
do,” Shakti chuckles.
He says TV producers need
to up the ante. “I don’t know
when we will get to see a sci-fi
show on TV like the Jessica
Jones web series. If we reach
that level, I don’t mind doing
the supernatural,” he adds.

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

On her 29th birthday, she
married Martin Melcher, who
became her manager, but after
his death in 1968, she
discovered that he had
disastrously mismanaged her
affairs and that she was
millions of dollars in debt.
She later won a $22 million
lawsuit against a man hired by
Melcher to invest her money.
Melcher was the adoptive
father of her only child -- son
Terry Melcher, who died of
cancer in 2004.
All of the upheaval in Doris
Day’s life, however, was kept
in the background.
The actor kept up a squeaky
clean image in her choice of
movie roles, famously turning
down the role of Mrs Robinson
in the hit film The Graduate as
being too racy.
She bolstered her

wholesome image with her hit
television variety program
The Doris Day Show.
“I want to be joyous. I want
to have fun on the set. I want to
wear beautiful clothes and
look pretty,” the actor was
once quoted as saying.
Day never won an Oscar,
although her many honors
included the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 2004 and a
Grammy for lifetime
achievement in 2008.
After retiring from acting,
she became a tireless animal
rights activist, running a pet
friendly hotel in California.
“My message,” she
continued, “is just be kind to
your animals, and let them
know you love them. Please
watch out for your loved ones,
and don’t worry about me.”

W

Actor at 20 and producer at 27,
Anushka Sharma wants to sit
back and take it slow now
Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka Sharma
has gone from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films that
came out last year — Pari and Sui
Dhaaga. She ventured into
production fairly early, as a 27year-old, with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she is
going slow right now. “In the past
three years, I worked in a fashion
that was very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding. To do films like Pari,
Sui Dhaaga and Zero in a calendar
year is not easy, and takes a toll on
you. All (roles) were different, and
required a lot of prep. You feel you
want to sit back and take a call. I
think I have reached that position
and security as an actor in my
career where I don’t need to do
things or sign films just because I
have to fill up time,” says Anushka,
who was seen in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I anyway
have my hands full. We’re doing
some interesting work. We’ve been
producing shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those are
things that also require my time. I
am an actor at the same time. There
are things that I do behind the
scenes, which obviously people are
not going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both roles,
then, is imperative for the Band
Baaja Baaraat (2010) actor. “I want
to be able to focus on that... I also
want to be able to look back and see
what I have done. I am satisfied
with the work I have done. I have
always been like that, picky with
the work I have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and roles
for myself,” she ends.

A
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rishabh.suri@htlive.com

For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.
ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

Muklawa is like a walk down
the history lane, say makers

he upcoming Punjabi
romantic comedy film,
Muklawa, is all set to
provide a sneak peak into
the traditional wedding
customs that seem to be
losing their sheen in today’s
era, share producers of the
film, Gunbir Singh Sidhu
and Manmord Sidhu.
After the path-breaking
success of movies such as
Carry on Jatta 2, Sardaar Ji,
Punjab 1984, etc, the
producer duo, Gunbir Singh
Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu,
who are founders of White
Hill Studios, are back with a
bang with their latest
Punjabi film, Muklawa. The
film stars Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in lead roles.
Its cast also includes BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, and
Karamjit Anmol.
“Ammy Virk and Sonam

T

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Bajwa are definitely the best
fit for the respective roles.
Their proficient acting skills
and charm have made the
movie come out to be even
more aesthetic,” shares
Manmord Sidhu.
Shot in multiple locations
including Ganganagar in
Rajasthan and near
Ferozepur border, Muklawa

will take the viewers
through a walk down the
history lane with a
beautifully romantic
storyline.
Highlighting the same,
Gunbir Singh Sidhu says,
“Muklawa is a unique
Indo-Punjabi romantic
comedy film that not only
celebrates the innocence
of pure love but also
provides a sneak peak into
the bygone era where
people used to follow the
wedding customs, especially
when a newlywed bride was
taken to her husband’s
home for the first time. We
are truly excited about the
film’s release.”
Directed by Simerjit
Singh, and written by
Upinder Waraich and Jagjit
Saini, the movie is
scheduled to release
worldwide on May 24.

Cover version of a song gets you
an instant fan following: Adhyayan
Sangeeta Yadav
asking in the glory of the
success of his two cover
versions — Aaya Naa Tu
2.0 and Sonio 2.0 — actorturned-singer Adhyayan
Summan is now gearing up for
his next single, which is going
to be an original song. Not
willing to spill the beans about
this untitled number,
Adhyayan simply says his two
cover versions have helped
him garner a fan base.
“People like me, who have
begun their music career on
YouTube and garnered 25,000
subscribers in three weeks,
need a certain push and a solid
subscriber base to start with.
Thus, remakes of the popular
number will have an
immediate recall value and
grab a lot of attention,”
Adhyayan says adding, “A
new singer might not get
accepted and have that kind of
fans base instantly with an
original song.”
Taking about whether
singers should come up with
an original song or remake
popular classics , Adhyayan
says, “I think there should be a
balance. I have remade two
songs. The next three to four
songs are going to be originals.
I want to make more original
music because that’ll define
who I am and my style. You
can’t deny that all the remakes
have done extremely well. For
instance, the ‘Seeti bajaye’
song from Simmba (2018).”
With the popularity of
remakes, the 31-year-old feels,
“In films, original music is
dying, which is sad because
films are a huge medium to
promote music. Production
houses and big labels should
concentrate on creating more
original music.”
Describing his music debut
as his second innings, he says,
“Being a new artist, I’m
extremely grateful for my
YouTube channel. With my
first few songs, I have not
moved mountains but I have
started climbing one. It has
done extremely well with twoand-a-half million views in
two weeks.”

B

Adhyayan
Summan is
gearing up for
his next single
PHOTO: RAHUL
RAUT/HT

NOT WILLING TO SPILL
THE BEANS ABOUT
THIS UNTITLED
NUMBER, ADHYAYAN
SIMPLY SAYS HIS TWO
COVER VERSIONS
HAVE HELPED HIM
GARNER A FAN BASE
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(From left) Fiona
Shaw, Phoebe
Waller-Bridge,
Jodie Comer Steve
Pemberton and
Jessica Hynes

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTOS: AP

Beauty queen
Kate Beckinsale posted this photograph on her Instagram
account. She captioned it, “Coming soon -my album of
mainly erotic limericks set to gypsy strings. Actually that’s a
lie”.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KATEBECKINSALE

QUOTE HANGER
I DIDN’T HAVE A
LOT OF FRIENDS.
THE CLOSEST
PEOPLE AROUND
ME WERE MY
FAMILY.

I DON’T WANT TO
PUT MYSELF OUT
THERE FOR NO
REASON. UNLESS
I’M PROMOTING
SOMETHING.

TOM CRUISE,
ACTOR

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Jennifer is an incredible
mother, says actor Ben Affleck

The photo which Ben uploaded
en Affleck, 46,
celebrated two of the
most important women in
his life: his ex-wife Jennifer
Garner, 46, and his mom,
Christine Anne Boldt. Ben
honored Jen and his mom
by posting an Instagram pic
of the two of them on a
sunny stroll together. He
also wrote a lengthy
caption, sharing a sweet
message about the two
ladies. “Happy Mother’s Day
to the two incredible
mothers who have shown
me the meaning of love,”

B

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/BENAFFLECK

Ben said. What a lovely way
to both celebrate the
women in his life, help
women in need, and
highlight these causes to
his four million Instagram
followers. Ben and Jen
currently co-parent their
children, Violet, 13,
Seraphina, 10, and Samuel,
7. The parents began dating
in 2004, and married a year
later. The two filed for
divorce in April 2017, and it
was finalized in Oct. 2018.

KILLING EVE WINS AT
BAFTATV AWARDS

merica drama Killing
Eve was the biggest
winner at the British
Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA)
gala.
The awards ceremony was
held on Sunday at the Royal
Festival Hall, UK.
The hit show took home
three trophies, for best drama
series, best actress for Jodie
Comer and best supporting
actress for Fiona Shaw,
reports variety.com. The first
award of the night saw
Patrick Melrose beat out
strong competition from A
Very English Scandal to take
home the prize for best
miniseries.
Actor Benedict
Cumberbatch bagged the best
leading actor prize for his
performance in the show,
beating competition
including actor Hugh Grant
in A Very English Scandal.
“I’m very used to being
the bridesmaid,” said
Cumberbatch, who won the
award from his seventh
BAFTA TV Award

A

MAJOR WINNERS
Drama series
Killing Eve
Mini-series
Patrick Melrose
Leading actress
Jodie Comer – Killing Eve
Leading actor
Benedict Cumberbatch –
Patrick Melrose
Supporting actor
Ben Whishaw – A Very English
Scandal
Supporting actress

nomination. He thanked
author Edward St. Aubyn for
his “wit and courage”.
Grant’s co-star, Ben
Whishaw, repeated his
Golden Globe success by
winning the best supporting
actor BAFTA for A Very
English Scandal. It marks the
actor’s second BAFTA TV
Award after winning leading

xpressing his love for
Avenger star Robert
Downey Jr, Vin Diesel
penned a heartfelt tribute to
the actor, referring to him as
“Bobby” in his post on
Instagram.
The Fast and Furious actor
posted a long message saying
that Downey provided him
with the inspiration to take
‘Fast 9’ to “new heights”.
“My brother Bobby... let me
tell you about this amazing
individual. He has a way of
giving everyone he comes in
contact with so much
inspiration. You see it in the
roles he plays. Like me, he has
never won an Oscar, but that
means zero when it comes to
how he has affected the world.
His very existence represents
the power of resilience. The
love you have for him pales in
comparison to the love I have
for his spirit,” he wrote.
He added, “On the weekend
of the highest grossing movie
of all times, he in the most
humble way says, your next
brother. Fast 9 is going to take
the industry to new heights!
His belief in me sometimes
scares me. I never want to let
anyone down. So I will do
everything in my power to
make sure Fast 9 is everything!
I love you RDJ and your
brotherhood is truly a gift of
which I am eternally grateful
for.”
— ANI

E

PHOTO:INSTAGRAM/
BRYANCRANSTON

Bryan’s
reunion
moment
@Bryancranston:Hal &
Lois together again.
#malcolminthemiddle
#networkonbroadway
#broadway #theater #tv @
Belasco Theatre

@missnemmanuel: NYC
why do you always give me
the feels...

mindykaling: Remember,
they were the same horrible
people who jeered Cersei
and threw feces at her when
she did her walk of shame.
Light ‘em up

@Kumailnanjiani: After
tonight’s Game of Thrones
and Veep, I will never
recover. I’m gonna go lay in a
soft bed for three months.
Goodnight.

Steve Pemberton –
Inside No 9
International

Benedict Cumberbatch

Succession
Entertainment
performance
Lee Mack – Would I Lie To
You?

actor in 2013 for The Hollow
Crown: Richard II.
Director Stephen Frears
took the award on Whishaw’s
behalf, as the actor is
currently starring offBroadway in Norma Jeane
Baker of Troy.
Killing Eve won its first
award of the night when Shaw
took home the best supporting

ctor Channing Tatum
acts, dances and also
indulges in art. He took
to social media to show off
his sketches.
The 39-year-old actor took
to Instagram recently to
show his followers some
detailed sketches he had
drawn during a flight,
reports dailymail.co.uk.
The first sketch the
Kingsman: The Golden
Circle (2017) actor showed
was of a male figure
positioned sideways.
“Saw this pic today and
decided to try and draw it
while sitting on a plane,”
Tatum wrote in the caption.

Vin Diesel and Robert Downey Jr

TWITTER TWATTER

Male performance in
a comedy
programme

A

LOOK BACK

We came across this photograph of Johnny Depp on the
sets of his film, Platoon (1986). The film was directed by
PHOTO:TWITTER/FILMHISTORYPICS
Oliver Stone.

Jessica Hynes – There
She Goes

actress award. It was her first
BAFTA nomination and win.
Shaw said that, since she
had taken on the role: “People
have started to suspect I am a
spy.”
Comer’s win in the leading
actress category came at the
expense of Killing Eve co-star

and
dra Oh, who
as allso
ominatted,
longside R
Ruth
ilson for Mrrs. Wilson
nd Keeley Hawes for
Bodyguard.
It was Comer’s debut at
BAFTA, having previously
been nominated two year’s
ago in the same category for
crime drama Thirteen.
Succession won the
international category,
beating out competition
including last year’s winner

Vin Diesel pens down ChanningTatum
a heartfelt post for
takesupart
Robert Downey Jr

HTC

Before he became a star

Fiona Shaw – Killing Ev
ve
Female performance in a
comedy programme

The Handmaid’s Tale.
The awards were hosted by
Graham Norton, himself a
five-time BAFTA TV Award
winner. Norton returned to
hosting duties after a twoyear hiatus. It marked his
11th time hosting, having first
taken the helm in 2005.
Killing Eve and A Very
English Scandal scored the
most nominations with 14
and 12, respectively, across
both the TV and TV Craft
Awards.

IANS

Channing
Tatum
PHOTO: AFP

“Plus I’m about to get my
train on this month.”
In a second sketch, Tatum
showed a face etched in
green facing sideways. He
wrote: “This is one of my
own. I’m gonna train and
make s*** this next few
months. Let’s go.”The Logan
Lucky (2017) actor, who is
dating singer Jessie J, has
been especially creative of
late, both in artistic
endeavours and home
improvement. He later took
to the social media site with
a black and white shot of
himself sitting on a porch
with swinging chairs.

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/VINDIESEL

Ankita keeps sword from Melissa
Manikarnika as souvenir

PHOTO: AP

McCarthy
turns host

Rishabh Suri
ctor Ankita Lokhande
got the chance of a
lifetime, with a major
role in Manikarnika: The
Queen of Jhansi this year.
The action-packed role
marked her debut in
Bollywood after being a part
of television shows for a
long time. And she got
emotionally attached with
Jhalkaribai, her character
in the Kangana Ranaut-led
film.
So much so that she
wanted to keep a souvenir
from the film. And it turned
out to be the sword that her
character uses in an
important scene!
A source tells us that
though the entire journey of
Manikarnika... will stay
with her forever, that
particular scene was one of
her most unforgettable
ones. “Apart from all the
external difficulties the film
and its cast faced, her dying

Melissa
McCarthy

A

ctor-comedienne Melissa
McCarthy has been roped
in as the new host of the
show, Little Big Shot.
McCarthy replaces
Steve Harvey as the host of
the talent competition
for kids, according
to reports.
Harvey has hosted the
previous three seasons of the
show.
The news comes as his
syndicated show Steve is
slated to come to an end after
seven years, with Kelly
Clarkson set to step into that
time slot with her show. The
Kelly Clarkson Show will
premiere this autumn, as the
37-year-old singer’s new
venture will air during what

A
scene, which was one of the
highlights of the film, was
reportedly the most difficult
part for the actor. The scene
is apparently so close to
Ankita’s heart that the actor
asked the makers to give her
the sword she used in the
scene, to treasure for life.”
Currently, Ankita is
reportedly leafing through
film scripts. We had learned
recently that after
Manikarnika... she wants to
take up an action film next,
and such an offer has
incidentally come her way.

was previously Harvey’s slot.
“Melissa’s just an
incredible performer and
incredible comedian. She will
bring a completely fresh
perspective to it,” said Paul
Telegdy, NBC’s co-chairman
of entertainment alongside
George Cheeks.
Harvey revealed that he
was disappointed at the chain
of events that unfolded in the

time slot going to Clarkson.
‘I thought I was [returning]
until they made an
announcement a couple
weeks ago that they wanted to
give Kelly Clarkson the
owned and operated NBC
Networks, and that’s my slot,’
he said. ‘I don’t know if it sold
- it’s not selling like they
thought,’” he said.

PTI
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me

T

I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR

PHOTO:
PRODIP
GUHA/HT

right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.
“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I

don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also
praises actors who are
working in both the media

www.hindustantimes.com

twitter.com/htshowbiz

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht
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WhyChildrenofHeavenalmost
didn’thappen
Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.
But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected

I

and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration for
the senior actor calls Hrithik
his idol. Tiger sounds excited
while talking about Hrithik,
especially when asked about
the much-talked about danceoff that is a part of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.
n

www.facebook.com/HTcity

so much from it. But even aft
all these years, COH is still
loved by people and gets
screened at so many places.
According to me, that’s due to
the nature of the film.” But at
the start, no one was ready to
back the movie. So much so,
that the film-maker had
dumped the idea and sold off
the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed everywhere. They
would tell me, ‘what’s this
movie? What is the use of it?
Two kids are looking for a shoe
in the entire film. At the most,
you can make it into a short
film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making
Father, the story
of which I had
written in the
same year as
COH. At that
time, I told
COH’s story
to a friend,
who got
very
PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Children of Heaven
exc e and asked,
excited
k d ‘where is
this story now? It could make
for a great film’. When I told
him that I sold it for 1,000
dollars, he said, ‘you get the
story back. I will help you’. The
person to whom I had sold the
story had failed to pay me the
money even after two years.
But I was very happy about it. I
went back to him. He was also
very happy giving the story
back as he too couldn’t do
anything with it,” he says with
a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all. Then, I
recalled that I had shared my
copy with Iran TV. At that
time, I had an assistant, who
was working there. So, he went
to the storehouse and searched
for the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent
“hours and
hours”
thinking what
were there in
those five
pages. “It was
very difficult
but I
somehow
completed
the script.
Then, I got

Whichever company I
took Children of
Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody
was ready to
collaborate with me on
the film... So, I sold the
story for 1,000 dollars.
MAJID MAJIDI,
FILM-MAKER
it to my friend, who had asked
me to get it back. But when he
read it, he also said, ‘is this
really a film story?’ So, I asked
him to forget about the story
and that I will give him a
narration. Then I started
talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com
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My brother
is my life, and I
am his: Bobby

Bobby Deol
eol and
(inset) Sunny
Deol during his
campaign

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Juhi Chakraborty

‘It’s important to not lose your own sound’
Samarth Goyal
omposer-singer Tony
Kakkar says he knows he
has a long way to go in the
music industry and considers
himself “new to the industry”.
Yet, the 35-year-old says he is
confident about his music,
and knows the importance of
producing music that is
relevant.
“It is important to adapt
and keep doing new things,
as I’ve started only recently.
I am still new as a composer/
producer. But I know it is very
important for a composer to
be able to adapt to the
everyday changing music,” he
says.
However, Tony feels
having one’s own “sound” is
just as important. “ It is
[equally] important to not lose
your own sound. The
audience should be able to
identify that it’s your music
when they listen to a song by
you for the first time, and they
don’t know that you have
made the song, in the first
place. Your compositions
have to be maintained,” adds
Tony, whose last two singles,
Coca Cola and Kuch Kuch,
have been massive hits.
The singer feels fortunate
to be creating music at a time
when non-film music is on
the rise. “It’s great to be a
musician right now, because
people want to listen to all

Coca Cola
composer Tony
Kakkar adds that
artists need to
evolve with the
constantly
changing sound

C

kinds of music and not just
Bollywood. It’s a great thing
for a musician because there
are more avenues than just

films, for you. There was a
time when pop music was
really popular in India, and it
is coming back. From that

perspective, it is a great time
if you are a musician,” he
signs off.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
filed his nomination
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”

W

n

STOP PRESS
GEORGE CLOONEY
ADVISED BEN AFFLECK
TO NOT TAKE UP
BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking
on a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down
the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that,

H

George Clooney
Ben Affleck
which was like 20 times more
than I was paid for it, and, you
know, we never even worked
together! We worked together
one day. But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo,

PHOTO: AFP

he advised him to decline the
offer to play Batman in Zack
Snyder’s Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice. “I actually did
talk to him about it. I said,
‘Don’t do it’. It was only from
my experience, which is, you
know...” Clooney said. The actor,
however, believes Affleck did a
“great” job with the part. PTI

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Stray animals need your help to survive the summer
PHOTO: ISTOCK

Summercare
tipsforstrays

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

OWYRR
CHMOO
PRSYOT
INNOMW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SET UP A SUMMER
SHELTER
Stray shelters can’t be the same
for every season, especially
summer. While plastic and
mattress lined shelters work
best for cooler months, you will
need to build cooler and more
spacious shelters for summer.
“Use a khus chataai (grass mat)
as the lining and floor for the
shed and use materials like
cardboard and cloth for the
walls of the shelter. Make sure
your shelter is placed in a cool
spot and is spacious so that it
doesn’t trap heat. You can also
add damp towels and sheets to
cool them in the afternoon,”
says Shiven Budhiraja, an
animal rights activist.

KEEP WATER AROUND

FEED ’EM RIGHT
It is very important to give
your furry friends the right
nutrition, and fruits are an
easy and delicious meal for
them. “Choose watermelons,
muskmelons, cucumber,
tender coconut or other
hydrating fruits as they are not
too heavy for strays and also
help maintain the water
balance. Avoid leaving milk for
them as it tends to get bad in
summer. There are a variety of
summer foods for dogs and cats
in stores that you can choose
from too,” says Shweta Rohilla,
a member of DoggoDuty.

CLIP THE COATS
Ask your vet if a stray needs
their coats clipped for summer.
Heavy coats can be a huge
problem during high
temperatures and can also be
responsible for causing a heat
stroke. Some strays might
require sunscreen to protect
their skin if they have a short
coat.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

D

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

n

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Collateral Damage at 2100

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

WATCH OUT FOR BURNS
AND INFECTIONS
It is easy for strays to burn
their paws while walking on
hot asphalt, so look out for
signs of burns and treat them
with the right ointments.
You could also take the
stray to a vet once in a while.
“You can also purchase cool
powders and oils and massage
your stray’s coat and paws
with it. It’ll keep them cool
and infection-free,” says
Rohilla.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

elhi’s unforgiving
summer is here, and one
can only imagine just
how hot it is going to get
in the coming months. While
we might have roofs over our
heads and ACs to keep us cool,
our furry friends on the streets
won’t really have that luxury.
But, fret not, there’s a lot you
can do to help them out and
ensure that they do not have to
face the summer sun alone.
Just follow these simple tips
and give stray dogs and cats the
‘coolest’ summer experience.

It is easy for animals to get
dehydrated when it is too hot,
so always keep water out for
them. It’s best to use terracotta
bowls for drinking water as
they remain cooler, you could
also add a cool stone in it to
keep it cool for long. Make sure
you regularly clean and change
the water. Avoid extremely
chilled water too.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Aditya Dogra

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

aditya.dogra@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

LEGENDARYACTOR-SINGER
DORIS DAYDIESAT97

PHOTO:
HTCS

The singer turned actor famed for her 1956 box office hit number ‘Que Sera, Sera’
had starred in films including Pillow Talk, Love Me or Leave Me and Calamity Jane
Agencies

anyway.”
The actor’s sunny
personality belied a
tumultuous personal life.
Of German parentage, the
actor was born Mary Ann Von
Kappelhoff in Cincinnati, Ohio
on April 3, 1922.
Her parents divorced when
she was 13, leaving her to be
raised by a pushy stage
mother. After a near-fatal car
crash that ended her hopes for
a career as a dancer, she made
the switch to singing.
By the time she was 20, she
was already divorced from a
physically abusive husband
and the mother of a young
child, the first of her four
failed marriages.
In 1948, she made her first
film, Romance on the High
Seas, the first of a string of
hits, that later included
Calamity Jane, Love Me or
Leave Me, and Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies.

oris Day, the US screen
icon famed for her
wholesome, girl-nextdoor appeal in a string of
box office hits, died Monday at
age 97, her foundation said.
The Doris Day Animal
Foundation said the actor and
animal rights activist died at
her Carmel Valley, California
home, after a
short illness.
“Day had been in excellent
physical health for her age,
until recently contracting a
serious case of pneumonia,
resulting in her death,” the
foundation said in a statement.
“She was surrounded by a
few close friends as she
passed,” the statement read.
During much of her career,
Day reigned as Hollywood’s
top female box office
attraction, a darling of an
adoring public who snapped
up tickets to see her in
musicals, comedies, suspense
thrillers and westerns.
The perky blonde star,
whose career spanned nearly
40 movies from 1948 through
1968, excelled in one particular
film genre of the day -- the
“bedroom farce” -- typified by
the 1959 hit film Pillow Talk,
with Cary Grant, Rock
Hudson, and James Garner.
“Her 39 films - many still
incredibly popular and shown
frequently today -- stand as a
testament to her talent,” her
foundation said.

D

‘I WANT TO
BE JOYOUS’

TUMULTUOUS
PERSONAL LIFE

Hollywood actor Doris Day

Even without her
accomplishments as an actor,
Doris Day would have been
celebrated as a chart-topping
vocalist.
Her first hit, Sentimental
Journey, remained among her
biggest, along with her

signature mega hit, the classic
song ‘Que Sera Sera’
(Whatever Will Be, Will Be),
which she introduced to the
world in the 1956 film, The
Man Who Knew Too Much.
“For those of us in my

generation, Doris Day was
synonymous with Hollywood
icon,” Star Trek actor George
Takei posted, “She would no
doubt remind us, upon this day
of her passing, ‘Que sera sera,’
but we will miss her dearly

‘NO FUNERAL, NO
MEMORIAL AND NO
[GRAVE] MARKER’
Day’s manager made it clear
that the actor will not be
receiving any funeral stating
that the late actor had
mentioned this in her will. “No
funeral, no memorial and no
[grave] marker,” Bob Bashara
told People.
“She didn’t like death, and
she couldn’t be with her
animals if they had to be put
down. She had difficulty
accepting death,” added
Bashara.
Recalling her conversation
with Day about her dogs post
her death, Bashara said, “I’d
say we need to provide for her
dogs [after she died], and she’d
say, ‘I don’t want to think
about it’ and she said, ‘Well,
you just take care of them.’”
“I think it was because she
was a very shy person.”
Bob also added that Doris
never liked to talk about any
kind of funeral or a memorial.
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

‘I FIND OUR
SUPERNATURAL
SHOWS FUNNY’

‘Idon’tneedtodothings
justtofilluptime’

Sangeeta Yadav

here actors on TV are
increasingly playing
supernatural
characters such as formchanging snakes, witches,
vampires and ghosts, actor
Shakti Arora has made a
conscious decision to not essay
such roles. Thus, every time
he was offered supernatural
shows, he refused and has
instead taken a break for now.
“After Meri Aashiqui
Tumse Hi, I was on a break as I
was getting supernatural
shows. Even after Silsila
Badalte Rishton Ka, whatever
shows I’ve been offered were
all supernatural,” Shakti says.
Explaining why he doesn’t
take up such a show, the actor
says, “I would not be able to
act in those. Most of the times
when you are in front of the
camera, you have to imagine
there is something crawling
or a scary entity moving
around and you have to get
scared. For me, I find it more
funny than difficult to act,”
Shakti says.
“People would say bhai
supernatural ka hee zamana
hai. I tell them survive karne
ke liye mere paas kuch paise
hain. And tab tak mujhe kuch
acha kaam mil gaya toh theek.
Nahi mila toh roti kamane ke
liye aa jaunga phir se..lekin
abhi ke liye mujhe maaf kar
do,” Shakti chuckles.
He says TV producers need
to up the ante. “I don’t know
when we will get to see a sci-fi
show on TV like the Jessica
Jones web series. If we reach
that level, I don’t mind doing
the supernatural,” he adds.

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

On her 29th birthday, she
married Martin Melcher, who
became her manager, but after
his death in 1968, she
discovered that he had
disastrously mismanaged her
affairs and that she was
millions of dollars in debt.
She later won a $22 million
lawsuit against a man hired by
Melcher to invest her money.
Melcher was the adoptive
father of her only child -- son
Terry Melcher, who died of
cancer in 2004.
All of the upheaval in Doris
Day’s life, however, was kept
in the background.
The actor kept up a squeaky
clean image in her choice of
movie roles, famously turning
down the role of Mrs Robinson
in the hit film The Graduate as
being too racy.
She bolstered her

wholesome image with her hit
television variety program
The Doris Day Show.
“I want to be joyous. I want
to have fun on the set. I want to
wear beautiful clothes and
look pretty,” the actor was
once quoted as saying.
Day never won an Oscar,
although her many honors
included the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 2004 and a
Grammy for lifetime
achievement in 2008.
After retiring from acting,
she became a tireless animal
rights activist, running a pet
friendly hotel in California.
“My message,” she
continued, “is just be kind to
your animals, and let them
know you love them. Please
watch out for your loved ones,
and don’t worry about me.”

W

Actor at 20 and producer at 27,
Anushka Sharma wants to sit
back and take it slow now
Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka Sharma
has gone from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films that
came out last year — Pari and Sui
Dhaaga. She ventured into
production fairly early, as a 27year-old, with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she is
going slow right now. “In the past
three years, I worked in a fashion
that was very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding. To do films like Pari,
Sui Dhaaga and Zero in a calendar
year is not easy, and takes a toll on
you. All (roles) were different, and
required a lot of prep. You feel you
want to sit back and take a call. I
think I have reached that position
and security as an actor in my
career where I don’t need to do
things or sign films just because I
have to fill up time,” says Anushka,
who was seen in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I anyway
have my hands full. We’re doing
some interesting work. We’ve been
producing shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those are
things that also require my time. I
am an actor at the same time. There
are things that I do behind the
scenes, which obviously people are
not going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both roles,
then, is imperative for the Band
Baaja Baaraat (2010) actor. “I want
to be able to focus on that... I also
want to be able to look back and see
what I have done. I am satisfied
with the work I have done. I have
always been like that, picky with
the work I have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and roles
for myself,” she ends.

A
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rishabh.suri@htlive.com

For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.
ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

Muklawa is like a walk down
the history lane, say makers

he upcoming Punjabi
romantic comedy film,
Muklawa, is all set to
provide a sneak peak into
the traditional wedding
customs that seem to be
losing their sheen in today’s
era, share producers of the
film, Gunbir Singh Sidhu
and Manmord Sidhu.
After the path-breaking
success of movies such as
Carry on Jatta 2, Sardaar Ji,
Punjab 1984, etc, the
producer duo, Gunbir Singh
Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu,
who are founders of White
Hill Studios, are back with a
bang with their latest
Punjabi film, Muklawa. The
film stars Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in lead roles.
Its cast also includes BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, and
Karamjit Anmol.
“Ammy Virk and Sonam

T

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Bajwa are definitely the best
fit for the respective roles.
Their proficient acting skills
and charm have made the
movie come out to be even
more aesthetic,” shares
Manmord Sidhu.
Shot in multiple locations
including Ganganagar in
Rajasthan and near
Ferozepur border, Muklawa

will take the viewers
through a walk down the
history lane with a
beautifully romantic
storyline.
Highlighting the same,
Gunbir Singh Sidhu says,
“Muklawa is a unique
Indo-Punjabi romantic
comedy film that not only
celebrates the innocence
of pure love but also
provides a sneak peak into
the bygone era where
people used to follow the
wedding customs, especially
when a newlywed bride was
taken to her husband’s
home for the first time. We
are truly excited about the
film’s release.”
Directed by Simerjit
Singh, and written by
Upinder Waraich and Jagjit
Saini, the movie is
scheduled to release
worldwide on May 24.

Cover version of a song gets you
an instant fan following: Adhyayan
Sangeeta Yadav
asking in the glory of the
success of his two cover
versions — Aaya Naa Tu
2.0 and Sonio 2.0 — actorturned-singer Adhyayan
Summan is now gearing up for
his next single, which is going
to be an original song. Not
willing to spill the beans about
this untitled number,
Adhyayan simply says his two
cover versions have helped
him garner a fan base.
“People like me, who have
begun their music career on
YouTube and garnered 25,000
subscribers in three weeks,
need a certain push and a solid
subscriber base to start with.
Thus, remakes of the popular
number will have an
immediate recall value and
grab a lot of attention,”
Adhyayan says adding, “A
new singer might not get
accepted and have that kind of
fans base instantly with an
original song.”
Taking about whether
singers should come up with
an original song or remake
popular classics , Adhyayan
says, “I think there should be a
balance. I have remade two
songs. The next three to four
songs are going to be originals.
I want to make more original
music because that’ll define
who I am and my style. You
can’t deny that all the remakes
have done extremely well. For
instance, the ‘Seeti bajaye’
song from Simmba (2018).”
With the popularity of
remakes, the 31-year-old feels,
“In films, original music is
dying, which is sad because
films are a huge medium to
promote music. Production
houses and big labels should
concentrate on creating more
original music.”
Describing his music debut
as his second innings, he says,
“Being a new artist, I’m
extremely grateful for my
YouTube channel. With my
first few songs, I have not
moved mountains but I have
started climbing one. It has
done extremely well with twoand-a-half million views in
two weeks.”

B

Adhyayan
Summan is
gearing up for
his next single
PHOTO: RAHUL
RAUT/HT

NOT WILLING TO SPILL
THE BEANS ABOUT
THIS UNTITLED
NUMBER, ADHYAYAN
SIMPLY SAYS HIS TWO
COVER VERSIONS
HAVE HELPED HIM
GARNER A FAN BASE
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(From left) Fiona
Shaw, Phoebe
Waller-Bridge,
Jodie Comer Steve
Pemberton and
Jessica Hynes

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTOS: AP

Beauty queen
Kate Beckinsale posted this photograph on her Instagram
account. She captioned it, “Coming soon -my album of
mainly erotic limericks set to gypsy strings. Actually that’s a
lie”.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KATEBECKINSALE

QUOTE HANGER
I DIDN’T HAVE A
LOT OF FRIENDS.
THE CLOSEST
PEOPLE AROUND
ME WERE MY
FAMILY.

I DON’T WANT TO
PUT MYSELF OUT
THERE FOR NO
REASON. UNLESS
I’M PROMOTING
SOMETHING.

TOM CRUISE,
ACTOR

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Jennifer is an incredible
mother, says actor Ben Affleck

The photo which Ben uploaded
en Affleck, 46,
celebrated two of the
most important women in
his life: his ex-wife Jennifer
Garner, 46, and his mom,
Christine Anne Boldt. Ben
honored Jen and his mom
by posting an Instagram pic
of the two of them on a
sunny stroll together. He
also wrote a lengthy
caption, sharing a sweet
message about the two
ladies. “Happy Mother’s Day
to the two incredible
mothers who have shown
me the meaning of love,”

B

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/BENAFFLECK

Ben said. What a lovely way
to both celebrate the
women in his life, help
women in need, and
highlight these causes to
his four million Instagram
followers. Ben and Jen
currently co-parent their
children, Violet, 13,
Seraphina, 10, and Samuel,
7. The parents began dating
in 2004, and married a year
later. The two filed for
divorce in April 2017, and it
was finalized in Oct. 2018.

KILLING EVE WINS AT
BAFTATV AWARDS

merica drama Killing
Eve was the biggest
winner at the British
Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA)
gala.
The awards ceremony was
held on Sunday at the Royal
Festival Hall, UK.
The hit show took home
three trophies, for best drama
series, best actress for Jodie
Comer and best supporting
actress for Fiona Shaw,
reports variety.com. The first
award of the night saw
Patrick Melrose beat out
strong competition from A
Very English Scandal to take
home the prize for best
miniseries.
Actor Benedict
Cumberbatch bagged the best
leading actor prize for his
performance in the show,
beating competition
including actor Hugh Grant
in A Very English Scandal.
“I’m very used to being
the bridesmaid,” said
Cumberbatch, who won the
award from his seventh
BAFTA TV Award

A

MAJOR WINNERS
Drama series
Killing Eve
Mini-series
Patrick Melrose
Leading actress
Jodie Comer – Killing Eve
Leading actor
Benedict Cumberbatch –
Patrick Melrose
Supporting actor
Ben Whishaw – A Very English
Scandal
Supporting actress

nomination. He thanked
author Edward St. Aubyn for
his “wit and courage”.
Grant’s co-star, Ben
Whishaw, repeated his
Golden Globe success by
winning the best supporting
actor BAFTA for A Very
English Scandal. It marks the
actor’s second BAFTA TV
Award after winning leading

xpressing his love for
Avenger star Robert
Downey Jr, Vin Diesel
penned a heartfelt tribute to
the actor, referring to him as
“Bobby” in his post on
Instagram.
The Fast and Furious actor
posted a long message saying
that Downey provided him
with the inspiration to take
‘Fast 9’ to “new heights”.
“My brother Bobby... let me
tell you about this amazing
individual. He has a way of
giving everyone he comes in
contact with so much
inspiration. You see it in the
roles he plays. Like me, he has
never won an Oscar, but that
means zero when it comes to
how he has affected the world.
His very existence represents
the power of resilience. The
love you have for him pales in
comparison to the love I have
for his spirit,” he wrote.
He added, “On the weekend
of the highest grossing movie
of all times, he in the most
humble way says, your next
brother. Fast 9 is going to take
the industry to new heights!
His belief in me sometimes
scares me. I never want to let
anyone down. So I will do
everything in my power to
make sure Fast 9 is everything!
I love you RDJ and your
brotherhood is truly a gift of
which I am eternally grateful
for.”
— ANI

E

PHOTO:INSTAGRAM/
BRYANCRANSTON

Bryan’s
reunion
moment
@Bryancranston:Hal &
Lois together again.
#malcolminthemiddle
#networkonbroadway
#broadway #theater #tv @
Belasco Theatre

@missnemmanuel: NYC
why do you always give me
the feels...

mindykaling: Remember,
they were the same horrible
people who jeered Cersei
and threw feces at her when
she did her walk of shame.
Light ‘em up

@Kumailnanjiani: After
tonight’s Game of Thrones
and Veep, I will never
recover. I’m gonna go lay in a
soft bed for three months.
Goodnight.

Steve Pemberton –
Inside No 9
International

Benedict Cumberbatch

Succession
Entertainment
performance
Lee Mack – Would I Lie To
You?

actor in 2013 for The Hollow
Crown: Richard II.
Director Stephen Frears
took the award on Whishaw’s
behalf, as the actor is
currently starring offBroadway in Norma Jeane
Baker of Troy.
Killing Eve won its first
award of the night when Shaw
took home the best supporting

ctor Channing Tatum
acts, dances and also
indulges in art. He took
to social media to show off
his sketches.
The 39-year-old actor took
to Instagram recently to
show his followers some
detailed sketches he had
drawn during a flight,
reports dailymail.co.uk.
The first sketch the
Kingsman: The Golden
Circle (2017) actor showed
was of a male figure
positioned sideways.
“Saw this pic today and
decided to try and draw it
while sitting on a plane,”
Tatum wrote in the caption.

Vin Diesel and Robert Downey Jr

TWITTER TWATTER

Male performance in
a comedy
programme

A

LOOK BACK

We came across this photograph of Johnny Depp on the
sets of his film, Platoon (1986). The film was directed by
PHOTO:TWITTER/FILMHISTORYPICS
Oliver Stone.

Jessica Hynes – There
She Goes

actress award. It was her first
BAFTA nomination and win.
Shaw said that, since she
had taken on the role: “People
have started to suspect I am a
spy.”
Comer’s win in the leading
actress category came at the
expense of Killing Eve co-star

and
dra Oh, who
as allso
ominatted,
longside R
Ruth
ilson for Mrrs. Wilson
nd Keeley Hawes for
Bodyguard.
It was Comer’s debut at
BAFTA, having previously
been nominated two year’s
ago in the same category for
crime drama Thirteen.
Succession won the
international category,
beating out competition
including last year’s winner

Vin Diesel pens down ChanningTatum
a heartfelt post for
takesupart
Robert Downey Jr

HTC

Before he became a star

Fiona Shaw – Killing Ev
ve
Female performance in a
comedy programme

The Handmaid’s Tale.
The awards were hosted by
Graham Norton, himself a
five-time BAFTA TV Award
winner. Norton returned to
hosting duties after a twoyear hiatus. It marked his
11th time hosting, having first
taken the helm in 2005.
Killing Eve and A Very
English Scandal scored the
most nominations with 14
and 12, respectively, across
both the TV and TV Craft
Awards.

IANS

Channing
Tatum
PHOTO: AFP

“Plus I’m about to get my
train on this month.”
In a second sketch, Tatum
showed a face etched in
green facing sideways. He
wrote: “This is one of my
own. I’m gonna train and
make s*** this next few
months. Let’s go.”The Logan
Lucky (2017) actor, who is
dating singer Jessie J, has
been especially creative of
late, both in artistic
endeavours and home
improvement. He later took
to the social media site with
a black and white shot of
himself sitting on a porch
with swinging chairs.

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/VINDIESEL

Ankita keeps sword from Melissa
Manikarnika as souvenir

PHOTO: AP

McCarthy
turns host

Rishabh Suri
ctor Ankita Lokhande
got the chance of a
lifetime, with a major
role in Manikarnika: The
Queen of Jhansi this year.
The action-packed role
marked her debut in
Bollywood after being a part
of television shows for a
long time. And she got
emotionally attached with
Jhalkaribai, her character
in the Kangana Ranaut-led
film.
So much so that she
wanted to keep a souvenir
from the film. And it turned
out to be the sword that her
character uses in an
important scene!
A source tells us that
though the entire journey of
Manikarnika... will stay
with her forever, that
particular scene was one of
her most unforgettable
ones. “Apart from all the
external difficulties the film
and its cast faced, her dying

Melissa
McCarthy

A

ctor-comedienne Melissa
McCarthy has been roped
in as the new host of the
show, Little Big Shot.
McCarthy replaces
Steve Harvey as the host of
the talent competition
for kids, according
to reports.
Harvey has hosted the
previous three seasons of the
show.
The news comes as his
syndicated show Steve is
slated to come to an end after
seven years, with Kelly
Clarkson set to step into that
time slot with her show. The
Kelly Clarkson Show will
premiere this autumn, as the
37-year-old singer’s new
venture will air during what

A
scene, which was one of the
highlights of the film, was
reportedly the most difficult
part for the actor. The scene
is apparently so close to
Ankita’s heart that the actor
asked the makers to give her
the sword she used in the
scene, to treasure for life.”
Currently, Ankita is
reportedly leafing through
film scripts. We had learned
recently that after
Manikarnika... she wants to
take up an action film next,
and such an offer has
incidentally come her way.

was previously Harvey’s slot.
“Melissa’s just an
incredible performer and
incredible comedian. She will
bring a completely fresh
perspective to it,” said Paul
Telegdy, NBC’s co-chairman
of entertainment alongside
George Cheeks.
Harvey revealed that he
was disappointed at the chain
of events that unfolded in the

time slot going to Clarkson.
‘I thought I was [returning]
until they made an
announcement a couple
weeks ago that they wanted to
give Kelly Clarkson the
owned and operated NBC
Networks, and that’s my slot,’
he said. ‘I don’t know if it sold
- it’s not selling like they
thought,’” he said.

PTI
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me

T

I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR
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right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.
“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I

don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also
praises actors who are
working in both the media
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WhyChildrenofHeavenalmost
didn’thappen
Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.
But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected

I

and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration for
the senior actor calls Hrithik
his idol. Tiger sounds excited
while talking about Hrithik,
especially when asked about
the much-talked about danceoff that is a part of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.
n
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so much from it. But even aft
all these years, COH is still
loved by people and gets
screened at so many places.
According to me, that’s due to
the nature of the film.” But at
the start, no one was ready to
back the movie. So much so,
that the film-maker had
dumped the idea and sold off
the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed everywhere. They
would tell me, ‘what’s this
movie? What is the use of it?
Two kids are looking for a shoe
in the entire film. At the most,
you can make it into a short
film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making
Father, the story
of which I had
written in the
same year as
COH. At that
time, I told
COH’s story
to a friend,
who got
very
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Children of Heaven
exc e and asked,
excited
k d ‘where is
this story now? It could make
for a great film’. When I told
him that I sold it for 1,000
dollars, he said, ‘you get the
story back. I will help you’. The
person to whom I had sold the
story had failed to pay me the
money even after two years.
But I was very happy about it. I
went back to him. He was also
very happy giving the story
back as he too couldn’t do
anything with it,” he says with
a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all. Then, I
recalled that I had shared my
copy with Iran TV. At that
time, I had an assistant, who
was working there. So, he went
to the storehouse and searched
for the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent
“hours and
hours”
thinking what
were there in
those five
pages. “It was
very difficult
but I
somehow
completed
the script.
Then, I got

Whichever company I
took Children of
Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody
was ready to
collaborate with me on
the film... So, I sold the
story for 1,000 dollars.
MAJID MAJIDI,
FILM-MAKER
it to my friend, who had asked
me to get it back. But when he
read it, he also said, ‘is this
really a film story?’ So, I asked
him to forget about the story
and that I will give him a
narration. Then I started
talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n
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My brother
is my life, and I
am his: Bobby

Bobby Deol
eol and
(inset) Sunny
Deol during his
campaign

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Juhi Chakraborty

‘It’s important to not lose your own sound’
Samarth Goyal
omposer-singer Tony
Kakkar says he knows he
has a long way to go in the
music industry and considers
himself “new to the industry”.
Yet, the 35-year-old says he is
confident about his music,
and knows the importance of
producing music that is
relevant.
“It is important to adapt
and keep doing new things,
as I’ve started only recently.
I am still new as a composer/
producer. But I know it is very
important for a composer to
be able to adapt to the
everyday changing music,” he
says.
However, Tony feels
having one’s own “sound” is
just as important. “ It is
[equally] important to not lose
your own sound. The
audience should be able to
identify that it’s your music
when they listen to a song by
you for the first time, and they
don’t know that you have
made the song, in the first
place. Your compositions
have to be maintained,” adds
Tony, whose last two singles,
Coca Cola and Kuch Kuch,
have been massive hits.
The singer feels fortunate
to be creating music at a time
when non-film music is on
the rise. “It’s great to be a
musician right now, because
people want to listen to all

Coca Cola
composer Tony
Kakkar adds that
artists need to
evolve with the
constantly
changing sound

C

kinds of music and not just
Bollywood. It’s a great thing
for a musician because there
are more avenues than just

films, for you. There was a
time when pop music was
really popular in India, and it
is coming back. From that

perspective, it is a great time
if you are a musician,” he
signs off.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
filed his nomination
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”

W

n

STOP PRESS
GEORGE CLOONEY
ADVISED BEN AFFLECK
TO NOT TAKE UP
BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking
on a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down
the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that,

H

George Clooney
Ben Affleck
which was like 20 times more
than I was paid for it, and, you
know, we never even worked
together! We worked together
one day. But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo,
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he advised him to decline the
offer to play Batman in Zack
Snyder’s Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice. “I actually did
talk to him about it. I said,
‘Don’t do it’. It was only from
my experience, which is, you
know...” Clooney said. The actor,
however, believes Affleck did a
“great” job with the part. PTI
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Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Stray animals need your help to survive the summer
PHOTO: ISTOCK

Summercare
tipsforstrays

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

OWYRR
CHMOO
PRSYOT
INNOMW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SET UP A SUMMER
SHELTER
Stray shelters can’t be the same
for every season, especially
summer. While plastic and
mattress lined shelters work
best for cooler months, you will
need to build cooler and more
spacious shelters for summer.
“Use a khus chataai (grass mat)
as the lining and floor for the
shed and use materials like
cardboard and cloth for the
walls of the shelter. Make sure
your shelter is placed in a cool
spot and is spacious so that it
doesn’t trap heat. You can also
add damp towels and sheets to
cool them in the afternoon,”
says Shiven Budhiraja, an
animal rights activist.

KEEP WATER AROUND

FEED ’EM RIGHT
It is very important to give
your furry friends the right
nutrition, and fruits are an
easy and delicious meal for
them. “Choose watermelons,
muskmelons, cucumber,
tender coconut or other
hydrating fruits as they are not
too heavy for strays and also
help maintain the water
balance. Avoid leaving milk for
them as it tends to get bad in
summer. There are a variety of
summer foods for dogs and cats
in stores that you can choose
from too,” says Shweta Rohilla,
a member of DoggoDuty.

CLIP THE COATS
Ask your vet if a stray needs
their coats clipped for summer.
Heavy coats can be a huge
problem during high
temperatures and can also be
responsible for causing a heat
stroke. Some strays might
require sunscreen to protect
their skin if they have a short
coat.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

D

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

n

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Collateral Damage at 2100

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

WATCH OUT FOR BURNS
AND INFECTIONS
It is easy for strays to burn
their paws while walking on
hot asphalt, so look out for
signs of burns and treat them
with the right ointments.
You could also take the
stray to a vet once in a while.
“You can also purchase cool
powders and oils and massage
your stray’s coat and paws
with it. It’ll keep them cool
and infection-free,” says
Rohilla.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

elhi’s unforgiving
summer is here, and one
can only imagine just
how hot it is going to get
in the coming months. While
we might have roofs over our
heads and ACs to keep us cool,
our furry friends on the streets
won’t really have that luxury.
But, fret not, there’s a lot you
can do to help them out and
ensure that they do not have to
face the summer sun alone.
Just follow these simple tips
and give stray dogs and cats the
‘coolest’ summer experience.

It is easy for animals to get
dehydrated when it is too hot,
so always keep water out for
them. It’s best to use terracotta
bowls for drinking water as
they remain cooler, you could
also add a cool stone in it to
keep it cool for long. Make sure
you regularly clean and change
the water. Avoid extremely
chilled water too.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Aditya Dogra

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

aditya.dogra@htlive.com
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Entertainment & Promotional Features

LEGENDARYACTOR-SINGER
DORIS DAYDIESAT97

PHOTO:
HTCS

The singer turned actor famed for her 1956 box office hit number ‘Que Sera, Sera’
had starred in films including Pillow Talk, Love Me or Leave Me and Calamity Jane
Agencies

anyway.”
The actor’s sunny
personality belied a
tumultuous personal life.
Of German parentage, the
actor was born Mary Ann Von
Kappelhoff in Cincinnati, Ohio
on April 3, 1922.
Her parents divorced when
she was 13, leaving her to be
raised by a pushy stage
mother. After a near-fatal car
crash that ended her hopes for
a career as a dancer, she made
the switch to singing.
By the time she was 20, she
was already divorced from a
physically abusive husband
and the mother of a young
child, the first of her four
failed marriages.
In 1948, she made her first
film, Romance on the High
Seas, the first of a string of
hits, that later included
Calamity Jane, Love Me or
Leave Me, and Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies.

oris Day, the US screen
icon famed for her
wholesome, girl-nextdoor appeal in a string of
box office hits, died Monday at
age 97, her foundation said.
The Doris Day Animal
Foundation said the actor and
animal rights activist died at
her Carmel Valley, California
home, after a
short illness.
“Day had been in excellent
physical health for her age,
until recently contracting a
serious case of pneumonia,
resulting in her death,” the
foundation said in a statement.
“She was surrounded by a
few close friends as she
passed,” the statement read.
During much of her career,
Day reigned as Hollywood’s
top female box office
attraction, a darling of an
adoring public who snapped
up tickets to see her in
musicals, comedies, suspense
thrillers and westerns.
The perky blonde star,
whose career spanned nearly
40 movies from 1948 through
1968, excelled in one particular
film genre of the day -- the
“bedroom farce” -- typified by
the 1959 hit film Pillow Talk,
with Cary Grant, Rock
Hudson, and James Garner.
“Her 39 films - many still
incredibly popular and shown
frequently today -- stand as a
testament to her talent,” her
foundation said.

D

‘I WANT TO
BE JOYOUS’

TUMULTUOUS
PERSONAL LIFE

Hollywood actor Doris Day

Even without her
accomplishments as an actor,
Doris Day would have been
celebrated as a chart-topping
vocalist.
Her first hit, Sentimental
Journey, remained among her
biggest, along with her

signature mega hit, the classic
song ‘Que Sera Sera’
(Whatever Will Be, Will Be),
which she introduced to the
world in the 1956 film, The
Man Who Knew Too Much.
“For those of us in my

generation, Doris Day was
synonymous with Hollywood
icon,” Star Trek actor George
Takei posted, “She would no
doubt remind us, upon this day
of her passing, ‘Que sera sera,’
but we will miss her dearly

‘NO FUNERAL, NO
MEMORIAL AND NO
[GRAVE] MARKER’
Day’s manager made it clear
that the actor will not be
receiving any funeral stating
that the late actor had
mentioned this in her will. “No
funeral, no memorial and no
[grave] marker,” Bob Bashara
told People.
“She didn’t like death, and
she couldn’t be with her
animals if they had to be put
down. She had difficulty
accepting death,” added
Bashara.
Recalling her conversation
with Day about her dogs post
her death, Bashara said, “I’d
say we need to provide for her
dogs [after she died], and she’d
say, ‘I don’t want to think
about it’ and she said, ‘Well,
you just take care of them.’”
“I think it was because she
was a very shy person.”
Bob also added that Doris
never liked to talk about any
kind of funeral or a memorial.
PHOTO: RAAJESSH KASHYAP/HT

‘I FIND OUR
SUPERNATURAL
SHOWS FUNNY’

‘Idon’tneedtodothings
justtofilluptime’

Sangeeta Yadav

here actors on TV are
increasingly playing
supernatural
characters such as formchanging snakes, witches,
vampires and ghosts, actor
Shakti Arora has made a
conscious decision to not essay
such roles. Thus, every time
he was offered supernatural
shows, he refused and has
instead taken a break for now.
“After Meri Aashiqui
Tumse Hi, I was on a break as I
was getting supernatural
shows. Even after Silsila
Badalte Rishton Ka, whatever
shows I’ve been offered were
all supernatural,” Shakti says.
Explaining why he doesn’t
take up such a show, the actor
says, “I would not be able to
act in those. Most of the times
when you are in front of the
camera, you have to imagine
there is something crawling
or a scary entity moving
around and you have to get
scared. For me, I find it more
funny than difficult to act,”
Shakti says.
“People would say bhai
supernatural ka hee zamana
hai. I tell them survive karne
ke liye mere paas kuch paise
hain. And tab tak mujhe kuch
acha kaam mil gaya toh theek.
Nahi mila toh roti kamane ke
liye aa jaunga phir se..lekin
abhi ke liye mujhe maaf kar
do,” Shakti chuckles.
He says TV producers need
to up the ante. “I don’t know
when we will get to see a sci-fi
show on TV like the Jessica
Jones web series. If we reach
that level, I don’t mind doing
the supernatural,” he adds.

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

On her 29th birthday, she
married Martin Melcher, who
became her manager, but after
his death in 1968, she
discovered that he had
disastrously mismanaged her
affairs and that she was
millions of dollars in debt.
She later won a $22 million
lawsuit against a man hired by
Melcher to invest her money.
Melcher was the adoptive
father of her only child -- son
Terry Melcher, who died of
cancer in 2004.
All of the upheaval in Doris
Day’s life, however, was kept
in the background.
The actor kept up a squeaky
clean image in her choice of
movie roles, famously turning
down the role of Mrs Robinson
in the hit film The Graduate as
being too racy.
She bolstered her

wholesome image with her hit
television variety program
The Doris Day Show.
“I want to be joyous. I want
to have fun on the set. I want to
wear beautiful clothes and
look pretty,” the actor was
once quoted as saying.
Day never won an Oscar,
although her many honors
included the Presidential
Medal of Freedom in 2004 and a
Grammy for lifetime
achievement in 2008.
After retiring from acting,
she became a tireless animal
rights activist, running a pet
friendly hotel in California.
“My message,” she
continued, “is just be kind to
your animals, and let them
know you love them. Please
watch out for your loved ones,
and don’t worry about me.”

W

Actor at 20 and producer at 27,
Anushka Sharma wants to sit
back and take it slow now
Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka Sharma
has gone from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films that
came out last year — Pari and Sui
Dhaaga. She ventured into
production fairly early, as a 27year-old, with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she is
going slow right now. “In the past
three years, I worked in a fashion
that was very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding. To do films like Pari,
Sui Dhaaga and Zero in a calendar
year is not easy, and takes a toll on
you. All (roles) were different, and
required a lot of prep. You feel you
want to sit back and take a call. I
think I have reached that position
and security as an actor in my
career where I don’t need to do
things or sign films just because I
have to fill up time,” says Anushka,
who was seen in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I anyway
have my hands full. We’re doing
some interesting work. We’ve been
producing shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those are
things that also require my time. I
am an actor at the same time. There
are things that I do behind the
scenes, which obviously people are
not going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both roles,
then, is imperative for the Band
Baaja Baaraat (2010) actor. “I want
to be able to focus on that... I also
want to be able to look back and see
what I have done. I am satisfied
with the work I have done. I have
always been like that, picky with
the work I have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and roles
for myself,” she ends.

A

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.
ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

Muklawa is like a walk down
the history lane, say makers

he upcoming Punjabi
romantic comedy film,
Muklawa, is all set to
provide a sneak peak into
the traditional wedding
customs that seem to be
losing their sheen in today’s
era, share producers of the
film, Gunbir Singh Sidhu
and Manmord Sidhu.
After the path-breaking
success of movies such as
Carry on Jatta 2, Sardaar Ji,
Punjab 1984, etc, the
producer duo, Gunbir Singh
Sidhu and Manmord Sidhu,
who are founders of White
Hill Studios, are back with a
bang with their latest
Punjabi film, Muklawa. The
film stars Ammy Virk and
Sonam Bajwa in lead roles.
Its cast also includes BN
Sharma, Karamjit Anmol,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, and
Karamjit Anmol.
“Ammy Virk and Sonam

T

DIRECTED BY
SIMERJIT SINGH,
WRITTEN BY
UPINDER WARAICH
AND JAGJIT SAINI,
THE MOVIE IS
SCHEDULED TO
RELEASE ON MAY 24
Bajwa are definitely the best
fit for the respective roles.
Their proficient acting skills
and charm have made the
movie come out to be even
more aesthetic,” shares
Manmord Sidhu.
Shot in multiple locations
including Ganganagar in
Rajasthan and near
Ferozepur border, Muklawa

will take the viewers
through a walk down the
history lane with a
beautifully romantic
storyline.
Highlighting the same,
Gunbir Singh Sidhu says,
“Muklawa is a unique
Indo-Punjabi romantic
comedy film that not only
celebrates the innocence
of pure love but also
provides a sneak peak into
the bygone era where
people used to follow the
wedding customs, especially
when a newlywed bride was
taken to her husband’s
home for the first time. We
are truly excited about the
film’s release.”
Directed by Simerjit
Singh, and written by
Upinder Waraich and Jagjit
Saini, the movie is
scheduled to release
worldwide on May 24.

Cover version of a song gets you
an instant fan following: Adhyayan
Sangeeta Yadav
asking in the glory of the
success of his two cover
versions — Aaya Naa Tu
2.0 and Sonio 2.0 — actorturned-singer Adhyayan
Summan is now gearing up for
his next single, which is going
to be an original song. Not
willing to spill the beans about
this untitled number,
Adhyayan simply says his two
cover versions have helped
him garner a fan base.
“People like me, who have
begun their music career on
YouTube and garnered 25,000
subscribers in three weeks,
need a certain push and a solid
subscriber base to start with.
Thus, remakes of the popular
number will have an
immediate recall value and
grab a lot of attention,”
Adhyayan says adding, “A
new singer might not get
accepted and have that kind of
fans base instantly with an
original song.”
Taking about whether
singers should come up with
an original song or remake
popular classics , Adhyayan
says, “I think there should be a
balance. I have remade two
songs. The next three to four
songs are going to be originals.
I want to make more original
music because that’ll define
who I am and my style. You
can’t deny that all the remakes
have done extremely well. For
instance, the ‘Seeti bajaye’
song from Simmba (2018).”
With the popularity of
remakes, the 31-year-old feels,
“In films, original music is
dying, which is sad because
films are a huge medium to
promote music. Production
houses and big labels should
concentrate on creating more
original music.”
Describing his music debut
as his second innings, he says,
“Being a new artist, I’m
extremely grateful for my
YouTube channel. With my
first few songs, I have not
moved mountains but I have
started climbing one. It has
done extremely well with twoand-a-half million views in
two weeks.”

B

Adhyayan
Summan is
gearing up for
his next single
PHOTO: RAHUL
RAUT/HT

NOT WILLING TO SPILL
THE BEANS ABOUT
THIS UNTITLED
NUMBER, ADHYAYAN
SIMPLY SAYS HIS TWO
COVER VERSIONS
HAVE HELPED HIM
GARNER A FAN BASE
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(From left) Fiona
Shaw, Phoebe
Waller-Bridge,
Jodie Comer Steve
Pemberton and
Jessica Hynes

SHOW BUZZ
CELEB DIARIES

PHOTOS: AP

Beauty queen
Kate Beckinsale posted this photograph on her Instagram
account. She captioned it, “Coming soon -my album of
mainly erotic limericks set to gypsy strings. Actually that’s a
lie”.
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/KATEBECKINSALE

QUOTE HANGER
I DIDN’T HAVE A
LOT OF FRIENDS.
THE CLOSEST
PEOPLE AROUND
ME WERE MY
FAMILY.

I DON’T WANT TO
PUT MYSELF OUT
THERE FOR NO
REASON. UNLESS
I’M PROMOTING
SOMETHING.

TOM CRUISE,
ACTOR

JENNIFER
LAWRENCE, ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Jennifer is an incredible
mother, says actor Ben Affleck

The photo which Ben uploaded
en Affleck, 46,
celebrated two of the
most important women in
his life: his ex-wife Jennifer
Garner, 46, and his mom,
Christine Anne Boldt. Ben
honored Jen and his mom
by posting an Instagram pic
of the two of them on a
sunny stroll together. He
also wrote a lengthy
caption, sharing a sweet
message about the two
ladies. “Happy Mother’s Day
to the two incredible
mothers who have shown
me the meaning of love,”

B

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/BENAFFLECK

Ben said. What a lovely way
to both celebrate the
women in his life, help
women in need, and
highlight these causes to
his four million Instagram
followers. Ben and Jen
currently co-parent their
children, Violet, 13,
Seraphina, 10, and Samuel,
7. The parents began dating
in 2004, and married a year
later. The two filed for
divorce in April 2017, and it
was finalized in Oct. 2018.

KILLING EVE WINS AT
BAFTATV AWARDS

merica drama Killing
Eve was the biggest
winner at the British
Academy of Film and
Television Arts (BAFTA)
gala.
The awards ceremony was
held on Sunday at the Royal
Festival Hall, UK.
The hit show took home
three trophies, for best drama
series, best actress for Jodie
Comer and best supporting
actress for Fiona Shaw,
reports variety.com. The first
award of the night saw
Patrick Melrose beat out
strong competition from A
Very English Scandal to take
home the prize for best
miniseries.
Actor Benedict
Cumberbatch bagged the best
leading actor prize for his
performance in the show,
beating competition
including actor Hugh Grant
in A Very English Scandal.
“I’m very used to being
the bridesmaid,” said
Cumberbatch, who won the
award from his seventh
BAFTA TV Award

A

MAJOR WINNERS
Drama series
Killing Eve
Mini-series
Patrick Melrose
Leading actress
Jodie Comer – Killing Eve
Leading actor
Benedict Cumberbatch –
Patrick Melrose
Supporting actor
Ben Whishaw – A Very English
Scandal
Supporting actress

nomination. He thanked
author Edward St. Aubyn for
his “wit and courage”.
Grant’s co-star, Ben
Whishaw, repeated his
Golden Globe success by
winning the best supporting
actor BAFTA for A Very
English Scandal. It marks the
actor’s second BAFTA TV
Award after winning leading

xpressing his love for
Avenger star Robert
Downey Jr, Vin Diesel
penned a heartfelt tribute to
the actor, referring to him as
“Bobby” in his post on
Instagram.
The Fast and Furious actor
posted a long message saying
that Downey provided him
with the inspiration to take
‘Fast 9’ to “new heights”.
“My brother Bobby... let me
tell you about this amazing
individual. He has a way of
giving everyone he comes in
contact with so much
inspiration. You see it in the
roles he plays. Like me, he has
never won an Oscar, but that
means zero when it comes to
how he has affected the world.
His very existence represents
the power of resilience. The
love you have for him pales in
comparison to the love I have
for his spirit,” he wrote.
He added, “On the weekend
of the highest grossing movie
of all times, he in the most
humble way says, your next
brother. Fast 9 is going to take
the industry to new heights!
His belief in me sometimes
scares me. I never want to let
anyone down. So I will do
everything in my power to
make sure Fast 9 is everything!
I love you RDJ and your
brotherhood is truly a gift of
which I am eternally grateful
for.”
— ANI

E

PHOTO:INSTAGRAM/
BRYANCRANSTON

Bryan’s
reunion
moment
@Bryancranston:Hal &
Lois together again.
#malcolminthemiddle
#networkonbroadway
#broadway #theater #tv @
Belasco Theatre

@missnemmanuel: NYC
why do you always give me
the feels...

mindykaling: Remember,
they were the same horrible
people who jeered Cersei
and threw feces at her when
she did her walk of shame.
Light ‘em up

@Kumailnanjiani: After
tonight’s Game of Thrones
and Veep, I will never
recover. I’m gonna go lay in a
soft bed for three months.
Goodnight.

Steve Pemberton –
Inside No 9
International

Benedict Cumberbatch

Succession
Entertainment
performance
Lee Mack – Would I Lie To
You?

actor in 2013 for The Hollow
Crown: Richard II.
Director Stephen Frears
took the award on Whishaw’s
behalf, as the actor is
currently starring offBroadway in Norma Jeane
Baker of Troy.
Killing Eve won its first
award of the night when Shaw
took home the best supporting

ctor Channing Tatum
acts, dances and also
indulges in art. He took
to social media to show off
his sketches.
The 39-year-old actor took
to Instagram recently to
show his followers some
detailed sketches he had
drawn during a flight,
reports dailymail.co.uk.
The first sketch the
Kingsman: The Golden
Circle (2017) actor showed
was of a male figure
positioned sideways.
“Saw this pic today and
decided to try and draw it
while sitting on a plane,”
Tatum wrote in the caption.

Vin Diesel and Robert Downey Jr

TWITTER TWATTER

Male performance in
a comedy
programme

A

LOOK BACK

We came across this photograph of Johnny Depp on the
sets of his film, Platoon (1986). The film was directed by
PHOTO:TWITTER/FILMHISTORYPICS
Oliver Stone.

Jessica Hynes – There
She Goes

actress award. It was her first
BAFTA nomination and win.
Shaw said that, since she
had taken on the role: “People
have started to suspect I am a
spy.”
Comer’s win in the leading
actress category came at the
expense of Killing Eve co-star

and
dra Oh, who
as allso
ominatted,
longside R
Ruth
ilson for Mrrs. Wilson
nd Keeley Hawes for
Bodyguard.
It was Comer’s debut at
BAFTA, having previously
been nominated two year’s
ago in the same category for
crime drama Thirteen.
Succession won the
international category,
beating out competition
including last year’s winner

Vin Diesel pens down ChanningTatum
a heartfelt post for
takesupart
Robert Downey Jr

HTC

Before he became a star

Fiona Shaw – Killing Ev
ve
Female performance in a
comedy programme

The Handmaid’s Tale.
The awards were hosted by
Graham Norton, himself a
five-time BAFTA TV Award
winner. Norton returned to
hosting duties after a twoyear hiatus. It marked his
11th time hosting, having first
taken the helm in 2005.
Killing Eve and A Very
English Scandal scored the
most nominations with 14
and 12, respectively, across
both the TV and TV Craft
Awards.

IANS

Channing
Tatum
PHOTO: AFP

“Plus I’m about to get my
train on this month.”
In a second sketch, Tatum
showed a face etched in
green facing sideways. He
wrote: “This is one of my
own. I’m gonna train and
make s*** this next few
months. Let’s go.”The Logan
Lucky (2017) actor, who is
dating singer Jessie J, has
been especially creative of
late, both in artistic
endeavours and home
improvement. He later took
to the social media site with
a black and white shot of
himself sitting on a porch
with swinging chairs.

IANS

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/VINDIESEL

Ankita keeps sword from Melissa
Manikarnika as souvenir

PHOTO: AP

McCarthy
turns host

Rishabh Suri
ctor Ankita Lokhande
got the chance of a
lifetime, with a major
role in Manikarnika: The
Queen of Jhansi this year.
The action-packed role
marked her debut in
Bollywood after being a part
of television shows for a
long time. And she got
emotionally attached with
Jhalkaribai, her character
in the Kangana Ranaut-led
film.
So much so that she
wanted to keep a souvenir
from the film. And it turned
out to be the sword that her
character uses in an
important scene!
A source tells us that
though the entire journey of
Manikarnika... will stay
with her forever, that
particular scene was one of
her most unforgettable
ones. “Apart from all the
external difficulties the film
and its cast faced, her dying

Melissa
McCarthy

A

ctor-comedienne Melissa
McCarthy has been roped
in as the new host of the
show, Little Big Shot.
McCarthy replaces
Steve Harvey as the host of
the talent competition
for kids, according
to reports.
Harvey has hosted the
previous three seasons of the
show.
The news comes as his
syndicated show Steve is
slated to come to an end after
seven years, with Kelly
Clarkson set to step into that
time slot with her show. The
Kelly Clarkson Show will
premiere this autumn, as the
37-year-old singer’s new
venture will air during what

A
scene, which was one of the
highlights of the film, was
reportedly the most difficult
part for the actor. The scene
is apparently so close to
Ankita’s heart that the actor
asked the makers to give her
the sword she used in the
scene, to treasure for life.”
Currently, Ankita is
reportedly leafing through
film scripts. We had learned
recently that after
Manikarnika... she wants to
take up an action film next,
and such an offer has
incidentally come her way.

was previously Harvey’s slot.
“Melissa’s just an
incredible performer and
incredible comedian. She will
bring a completely fresh
perspective to it,” said Paul
Telegdy, NBC’s co-chairman
of entertainment alongside
George Cheeks.
Harvey revealed that he
was disappointed at the chain
of events that unfolded in the

time slot going to Clarkson.
‘I thought I was [returning]
until they made an
announcement a couple
weeks ago that they wanted to
give Kelly Clarkson the
owned and operated NBC
Networks, and that’s my slot,’
he said. ‘I don’t know if it sold
- it’s not selling like they
thought,’” he said.

PTI
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MY BROTHER IS
MY LIFE, AND I
AM HIS: BOBBY

HERE’S WHY CHILDREN OF HEAVEN
ALMOST DIDN’T HAPPEN

>>htcity p3

‘I AM GAREEBO KA HRITHIK ROSHAN’

TIGER SHROFF REACTS TO COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO >>htcity p3

>>htcity p3

shortstories
MAN ACQUITTED IN
2017 DRUGS CASE
CHANDIGARH: The district
court acquitted a man in a drugs
case of October 2017. Raghu
Arora, now 28, was acquitted
under Section 21 of the Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act after the prosecution failed to prove its case. The
matter dates back to October 11,
2017, when Arora was allegedly
caught with a polythene containing 11 grams of heroine near
Nirankari Bhawan in Mauli
Jagran. Arora’s counsel
Yadwinder Sandhu argued that
he was falsely implicated by
the police. Sandhu said the police
had failed to comply with the
Section 50 of the Act, under which
the accused had to be served a
notice and recoveries were to be
made in the presence of a magistrate or a gazetted officer. After
the arguments, the court acquitHTC
ted Arora.

Unaccounted cash
worth ₹2.77 lakh seized
MOHALI: Police recovered
unaccounted cash worth ₹2.77
lakh from a Ritz car on Mohali
barrier in Mataur at a checkpost
on Monday. The car was being
driven by Kuldeep Singh, who was
accompanied by Karambir Singh,
both residents of Kaithal. It was
bearing Haryana’s registration
number and coming from Chandigarh. On being interrogated by
police after cash recovery,
Kuldeep said he was carrying cash
for personal work but could not
produce any documents. The
seized cash was dispensed to the
income tax authorities. A daily
diary report (DDR) has been
registered in Mataur police
HTC
station.

PUTA polls: PTA makes clean sweep
VOTING AFTER 16 YEARS Executive body of PUTA elected at the Punjabi University; the last elections were successfully held on campus in 2002
Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: The Progressive Teach-

ers’ Alliance (PTA) has made a
clean sweep in the Punjabi
University Teachers’ Union
(PUTA) executive body elections at Punjabi University in
Patiala on Tuesday.
Prof Bhupinder Singh Virk,
of law department, has been
elected as the president of PUTA
body by 37 votes.
Harwinder Singh was elected
as vice-president, Jasdeep
Singh as secretary, Rajwinder
Singh as joint secretarycum-treasurer, Davinder Singh
and Sukhjinder Singh as
executive members. They are
all from PTA.
Other executive members
elected include Harjinder
Singh, Ajay Verma, Poonam Pitiyar, Sushil Kumar and Sikander Singh.
These polls of the executive
body were successfully held
after a gap of 16 years. The last
PUTA body elections were held
successfully on campus in 2002.
The winning alliance comprises of two of the main teachers’ groups — Centre for University Teachers (CUT) and Democratic Teachers’ Council (DTC).
The CUT was founded by a
group of teachers closely associated with left ideologies, while
DTC’s convener Professor Bal-

winder Singh Tiwana is member of state body of Communist
Party of India (ML).
More shocking for the Congress-backed teachers was the
fact that they could not garner
enough support to even pit their
candidates. In a face-saving act,
the Teacher for Common
Cause, of Yograj Singh (who
claims to be close to Congress
leadership), backed the PTA
candidates, a move that was
opposed even by the members.
For the post of president, Prof
Bhupinder Singh Virk, of law
department, got better of his
opponent Prof Jaswinder Singh

Brar, of economics department,
who was a nominee of the
Teachers’ United Front (TUF).
Virk managed to get 255 votes,
while Brar got 218 votes.
“It’s not about left or any
other ideology. The main aim is
to take up teachers collectively
with the university administration. Moreover, the elected body
will keep checks and balances
on the decision making of the
university authorities, so as tab
autocratic working of the officials,” Virk said.
He added that the issue
pertaining to poor financial
condition of the university

60-70% salary cut row: Teachers
hold flag march against state
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: On call of the Adhyapak

Sangharsh Committee, teachers
working at government schools
took out a flag march against the
Congress-led state government in
Patiala on Tuesday.
The teachers carried out the
march in different parts of Patiala
constituency before culminating
the protest at the PUDA grounds
on central jail road.
The teachers are mainly protesting against the state
government’s decision of
60-70% salary cut of the teachers
working under centrally-sponsored schemes, not carrying out
regular recruitment of teachers,
delay in regularisation of contractual teachers and financial
anomalies in providing winter
uniform to students of government schools.
Davinder Singh Poonia, convener of the committee, said that
the state government made tall
claims of resolving the issue pertaining to salary cut, but nothing
has been done so far.
“The Congress party is garnering votes by making futile claims
of development and welfare of
government employees. It has
done nothing for the teachers
during its tenure,” he said.
Hardeep Singh Toderpur,
co-convener of the committee,

n

Adhyapak Sangharsh Committee members protesting against the Punjab government in Patiala on
HT PHOTO
Tuesday.

said that ignorant attitude
of the state government towards
their demands has exposed the
non-seriousness of authorities
concerned in improving standards of education.
“We have given our best to
improve the academics at government schools in the past 10
years, but instead of rewarding

us for our services, the state government is hell-bent on making
pay cut in our salaries,” he said.
The teachers said that
despite promises, the state government has failed to constitute
a high-level committee to
review the deductions in their
monthly salary.
The teachers are also demand-

ing government to regularise services of 5,178 teachers, to regularise services of Adarsh school set
up under public private partnership (PPP) mode, regularisation
of teachers recruited under
Alternative Inclusive Education
(AIE), Special Trainers (STR) and
Education Guarantee Scheme
(EGS) and the computer teachers.

n

Teachers casting their vote; and (above) newly-elected PUTA executive body (L-R) vice-president Hawinder Singh, executive member
Davinder Singh, president Prof Bhupinder Singh Virk, secretary Jasdeep Singh, joint secretary-cum-treasurer Rajwinder Singh and
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
executive member Sukhjinder Singh celebrating their victory at Punjabi University in Patiala on Tuesday.
legal hitches.
Congratulating the winning
alliance, Prof Brar said that
winning and losing are part of
any game, but it’s important
that the university teachers get
their elected body which will
work for betterment of the varsity faculty.

“Most of them were not even
on speaking terms and criticising each other. They ganged up
to defeat us as we want transparency in the system.
We will introspect the reasons
for defeat,” said Kesar Singh,
the convener of the DTFled alliance.

will be taken up with the university and state government on
priority basis.
Teachers for Society
(TFS)’s Bhiminder Singh, who is
convener of the Aam Aadmi
Party’s intellectual cell in
Patiala district, had contested
for the post of Secretary of

PUTA. He was supported by the
Yograj group but faced defeat by
a huge margin.
Meanwhile, Prof Balwinder
Tiwana said that the university
teachers should celebrate their
victory as the body has been
successfully elected after the
gap of 16 years without any

2 VEHICLE-LIFTERS
HELD, 3 STOLEN
CARS RECOVERED

Farmers protest against
‘non-fulfilment’ of promises

LUDHIANA: The police at Rose Garden arrested two vehicle-lifters
and recovered three stolen cars
from their possession on Tuesday. The accused had installed
fake number plates on the cars,
police said.
The accused have been
identified as Raman Kumar of
Gobind Singh Basti in Harsahai,
Ferozepur, and Bhupinder Singh
of Fazilka.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) (civil lines)
Mandeep Singh said the accused
were wanted by police in several
vehicle-lifting cases.
“Raman Kumar was lodged in
a Ferozepur jail for his involvement in some other criminal
activity,” he added.
The police had on Monday
brought him on production warrant. “Following the information
provided by Raman, the police
arrested his accomplice Bhupinder Singh,” the ACP said.
Acting on the details given by
the accused, the police
have recovered three cars — a
Maruti Alto and two Honda
City — which they had stolen
from Ludhiana. A first information report (FIR) under Sections
379, 201, 465, 467, 468, 471, 473 and
411 of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) has been registered against
the accused at the Division Number 8 police station. More information is expected from the
accused during questioning,
HTC
police said.
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PATIALA: Farmers, under the banner of Bharatiya Kisan Union
(Ekta Dakaunda), staged a protest against the central and state
governments for non-fulfilment
of the promises made during
2014 general elections and
2017 state assembly elections,
here on Tuesday.
They raised slogans against
politicians for “ignoring their
demands and raising their
issues only during polls to gain
political mileage”.
Buta Singh Burjgill, state
president of the union, said that
due to anti-farmer policies of
state and centre, farmers are
forced to take loans from private
financial companies and commission agents.
“Modi government promised
implementation of Swaminathan committee report on agrarian crisis, but the centre has
failed to fulfil that promise. Similarly, the state’s loan waiver
scheme is a farce as only a few
farmers are benefited from the
scheme,” he said.
Jagmohan Singh, general secretary of the union, said that
farmers have demanded that the
state government should fix a
minimum support price (MSP)
for all crop as per the recommendations of the Swaminathan
committee report. Other

n

Members of BKU (Ekta Dakaunda) protesting against the central
HT PHOTO
and state governments in Patiala on Tuesday.

demands include all tenants and
reclaimants be given ownership
rights of the land they are cultivating, permanent solution of
stray and wild animal menace
and adequate arrangement for
disposal of paddy straw.
They have also demanded that
the state government should
give compensation of ₹10 lakh
and government job to next kin
of farmers who committed suicide. The farmers also demanded
return of blank cheques and affidavits taken by banks at the time
of sanctioning loans.
CIFA EXTENDS SUPPORT
TO CONGRESS PARTY
The Consortium of Indian Farm-

ers Association (CIFA) has
extended its support to the Congress party at 12 parliamentary
constituencies except Khadoor
Sahib, here on Tuesday.
Satnam Singh Bheru, president of the association, said that
the central government, led by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
did not fulfil any of the poll promises made to farmers before coming to power.
“Rising number of farmer
deaths has raised a question
mark on the government’s policies,” he said. He added that no
ruling party has dared to implement the recommendations of
Swaminathan report to protect
the farmers’ rights so far.

Following argument,
‘Merely being around as MP does ‘Capt Amarinder should clarify if security guard opens
not mean you initiated projects’ Gandhi family is really innocent’ fire at bank manager
L S

P O L L S :
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PATIALA: A day after sitting MP

and PDA Patiala candidate Dr
Dharamvira Gandhi accuses
former Union minister Preneet
Kaur for lying to the public, the
Congress Patiala candidate rubbishes Dr Gandhi’s claims that
he had got the Anand Marriage
Act passed in the Parliament.
“It was so characteristic of Dr
Gandhi to lying and take credit
for the things he never did.
Merely being around as an MP
does not mean you initiated and
executed projects that were
planned and initiated by us during UPA-II regime,” she said.
Preneet said that the Anand
Marriage Act was originally
moved by an independent candidate Tarlochan Singh and supported by all MPs irrespective of
their party affiliations, as a pri-

n

Preneet Kaur

vate member’s bill in 2006. It was
then referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee which
approved it.
She added that it was introduced and passed as a law in the
Parliament by Salman Khurshid, the then Union law minister.
And the then President had
granted his assent to the
law on June 7, 2012, when Dr
Gandhi had not even joined

B A T T L E F I E L D

politics, she said.
On Dhuri railway line and
passport sewa kendra in city, she
said that these too were
approved in 2012. She said that
these projects take time to take
off as the new government was
formed in 2014. These were executed by BJP government when
Dr Gandhi just happened to be an
MP, she added.
“The Dhuri railway line was
approved when Pawan Kumar
Bansal was the Union railway
minister,” she said, while adding
that since every project takes
time, these were executed during
the BJP government and Dr Gandhi is trying to take credit, just
because he happened to be the
MP at that time.
“Dr Gandhi should admit that
an MP cannot do anything alone.
He is simply embarrassing himself as his lies are getting exposed
every day,” she said

P A T I A L A

HT Correspondent
n
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PATIALA: After attacking Con-

gress Patiala candidate Preneet
Kaur by holding a press conference in city on Monday, sitting
MP Dr Dharamvira Gandhi has
now launched attack on chief
minister Captain Amarinder
Singh. “Captain should clarify if
the Gandhi family is really innocent on 1984 riots,” he said.
“Operation Blue Star cannot
be forgotten by the Sikh community. During their rallies in Punjab, Congress president Rahul
Gandhi and his sister Priyanka
Gandhi should apologise for
operation Blue Star and 1984
Sikh genocide,” he said.
“First former PM Indira Gandhi attacked the Golden
Temple and then on behest of
the Gandhi family, Congress
leaders were responsible for

n

Dr Dharamvira Gandhi

Sikh genocide in Delhi, and the
convicts are still walking free,”
he added.
Dr Gandhi asked Captain
Amarinder Singh, who had left
the Congress party by resigning
from Parliament as a protest
against the attack on the Golden
Temple, to tell the people of Punjab whether he considers the
Gandhi family innocent.
“Inform people about their role

in the events of 1984 and tell
them whether you still have
regrets about the attack on Darbar Sahib and Sikh Genocide in
Delhi,” he said.
Dr Gandhi asked Congress to
apologise for Operation Blue
Star and Sikh genocide in Delhi.
Further lashing out on Preneet, Dr Gandhi said, “I have
great respect for Kaur as an
individual but I have grave
doubts about her intellectual
faculties as she is not even able
to comprehend the basic difference between Anand Marriage
Act and Sikh Marriage Bill.
“Regarding my work for railway projects and passport sewa
kendra there are public records
to support my claims.It will be
better if instead of levelling such
allegations, Parneet had put up
her case with proofs,” he said,
asked Preneet to accept his
invite for a public debate.
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PATIALA: A bank manager was

allegedly shot by a security guard
after an argument in Samana,
28-km from the district headquarters, here on Tuesday.
The injured has been identified
as Yogesh Kumar, who is presently undergoing treatment at
the Government Rajindra Hospital in Patiala.
The victim is posted as the
branch manager of Bank of
India’s Samana branch.
Police said that the incident
took place at around 4pm on
Tuesday when the security
guard, identified as Nirmal
Singh, got into a heated argument
with the victim over some issue.
“The accused shot at the victim
using his licensed weapon. The
bullet hit the victim in his arm,”

OTHER BANK OFFICIALS
MANAGED TO NAB THE
ACCUSED AFTER HE
FIRED THE SHOT
police said.
Panic gripped in the bank but
the guard was nabbed by other
bank officials and police were
informed about the incident.
The bank officials managed to
rush the injured to the local hospital in Samana from where he
was referred to Rajindra hospital. Police said that a case has
been registered against the
accused under Section
307(attempt to murder) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).
“The accused will be taken into
police remand for investigation
to find out the reason behind this
assault,” police added.
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‘I AM GAREEBO KA
HRITHIK ROSHAN’
Jokes Tiger Shroff
as he talks about
starring in a film
alongside the
actor he idolises,
and reacting to
comparisons
between
the two

Shreya Mukherjee
iger Shroff is not one to
follow the pack. At a
time when his industry
colleagues are happily
exploring the web space, the
actor clearly states that he is
not ready to take that route
yet. “Web is a big no for me

T
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Prashant Singh
n 1997, when a small Iranian
film, Children of Heaven
(COH) hit theatres, no one
had an inkling that it will go on
to become a much-revered
piece of art across the globe. In
fact, Majid Majidi’s gem was
also nominated for the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1998.
But the film-maker says that if
not for a stroke of luck, the
movie would have never seen
the light of the day.
“Actually, I feel that a good
film goes beyond time,” says
Majidi, adding: “Personally, I
never expected

I

TIGER SHROFF, ACTOR

right now,” he says as he
quickly adds that it’s not like
he has anything against the
medium.
“Hats off to the people on
the web who are pulling it off
so well. There are so many
good shows and films that are
being made. I have immense
respect for the medium but I

don’t want to be a part of it
right now. Nothing can match
the impact of a large screen.
When you go and watch a film
in the theatre, it has a largerthan-life impact. I love cinema
and would like to focus on it
for now,” says Tiger. He also
praises actors who are
working in both the media

and doing a commendable job.
Meanwhile, the actor is
happy with the way his latest
film, Student Of The Year 2 is
being received. “We are very
grateful for the opening our
film has got and are especially
grateful to everyone who
supported and showered love
on our film,” says Tiger,
whose next project will be
directed by Sidharth Anand.
The film also stars Hrithik
Roshan, and Tiger while
expressing his admiration for
the senior actor calls Hrithik
his idol. Tiger sounds excited
while talking about Hrithik,
especially when asked about
the much-talked about danceoff that is a part of the film.
“I am intimidated by him,”
he says with a smile,
“My next film is my biggest
challenge. I am facing my
hero… I call myself gareebo
ka Hrithik Roshan, so there is
already a comparison there
(smiles). It’s an honour for me
to stand in the same frame as
him. We are yet to shoot the
dance-off. It’s too hot right
now so we have postponed it.
But I am both excited and
jittery about it.”
Apart from the film, there
are also reports about Tiger
making his Hollywood debut
soon. He has got many offers
and he might soon say yes to a
big-budget film. Reportedly,
Lawrence Kasanoff, producer
of the Mortal Kombat series,
recently made a hush-hush
visit to Mumbai and met Tiger
to discuss the project.
However, nothing has been
finalised yet and Tiger is not
ready to reveal much.
When asked what’s
stopping him from taking up
an international film, he says,
“Nothing is stopping me. I
may end up doing one soon.
But right now, it’s in the
initial stages, discussions are
on and I can’t talk about it. It’s
an action film… Let’s see
when can we get things
going,” he says.
n
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WhyChildrenofHeavenalmost
didn’thappen

I have immense respect for the web medium but I don’t
want to be a part of it right now. Nothing can match the
impact of a large screen... I love cinema and would like
to focus on it for now.
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twitter.com/htshowbiz

so much from it. But even aft
all these years, COH is still
loved by people and gets
screened at so many places.
According to me, that’s due to
the nature of the film.” But at
the start, no one was ready to
back the movie. So much so,
that the film-maker had
dumped the idea and sold off
the script as well.
“Whichever company I took
Children of Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody was ready
to collaborate with me on the
film. I failed everywhere. They
would tell me, ‘what’s this
movie? What is the use of it?
Two kids are looking for a shoe
in the entire film. At the most,
you can make it into a short
film on TV’. I was very
disappointed. And even I
started to believe that it’s a
useless story. So, I sold the
story for only 1,000 dollars,
to make it into a short film,”
he says.
And then, Majidi forgot
about COH. “But after two
years, I was making
Father, the story
of which I had
written in the
same year as
COH. At that
time, I told
COH’s story
to a friend,
who got
very
PHOTO: AALOK
SONI/HT

Children of Heaven
exc e and asked,
excited
k d ‘where is
this story now? It could make
for a great film’. When I told
him that I sold it for 1,000
dollars, he said, ‘you get the
story back. I will help you’. The
person to whom I had sold the
story had failed to pay me the
money even after two years.
But I was very happy about it. I
went back to him. He was also
very happy giving the story
back as he too couldn’t do
anything with it,” he says with
a laugh.
But some more drama was in
store. “Unfortunately, he had
lost the copy of the script. I too
had just one copy of it which
was in handwritten format.
That was also not written
properly as it was just a basic
draft. Those weren’t the times
of computers and all. Then, I
recalled that I had shared my
copy with Iran TV. At that
time, I had an assistant, who
was working there. So, he went
to the storehouse and searched
for the copy for one full day. He
finally found it but five pages
were missing,” he says.
Now, Majidi spent
“hours and
hours” thinking
what were
there in those
five pages. “It
was very
difficult but I
somehow
completed
the script.
Then, I got
it to my

Whichever company I
took Children of
Heaven to, they
rejected it. Nobody
was ready to
collaborate with me on
the film... So, I sold the
story for 1,000 dollars.
MAJID MAJIDI,
FILM-MAKER
friend, who had asked me to get
it back. But when he read it, he
also said, ‘is this really a film
story?’ So, I asked him to forget
about the story and that I will
give him a narration. Then I
started talking about my film
emotionally, and saw tears
rolling down his eyes (smiles).
He was like, ‘what you are
telling me isn’t the story which
is in the script.’ So, I told him, ‘I
am telling you the real thing. I
will make the film, not a piece
of paper’,” he says.
Finally, Majidi and his
friend started making the film
“with very small budget”. But
it became one of the best films
in the history of Iranian
cinema. “And that script — the
same handwritten copy — is
now in the Oscar Academy,”
says Majidi, with a smile.
n

prashant.singh@htlive.com
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My brother
is my life,
and I am
his, says
Bobby Deol

shreya.mukherjee@htlive.com

Bobby Deol and
(inset) Sunny
Deol during his
campaign

Juhi Chakraborty

‘It’s important to not lose your own sound’
Samarth Goyal
omposer-singer Tony
Kakkar says he knows he
has a long way to go in the
music industry and considers
himself “new to the industry”.
Yet, the 35-year-old says he is
confident about his music,
and knows the importance of
producing music that is
relevant.
“It is important to adapt
and keep doing new things,
as I’ve started only recently.
I am still new as a composer/
producer. But I know it is very
important for a composer to
be able to adapt to the
everyday changing music,” he
says.
However, Tony feels
having one’s own “sound” is
just as important. “ It is
[equally] important to not lose
your own sound. The
audience should be able to
identify that it’s your music
when they listen to a song by
you for the first time, and they
don’t know that you have
made the song, in the first
place. Your compositions
have to be maintained,” adds
Tony, whose last two singles,
Coca Cola and Kuch Kuch,
have been massive hits.
The singer feels fortunate
to be creating music at a time
when non-film music is on
the rise. “It’s great to be a
musician right now, because
people want to listen to all

Coca Cola
composer Tony
Kakkar adds that
artists need to
evolve with the
constantly
changing sound

C

kinds of music and not just
Bollywood. It’s a great thing
for a musician because there
are more avenues than just

films, for you. There was a
time when pop music was
really popular in India, and it
is coming back. From that

perspective, it is a great time
if you are a musician,” he
signs off.
n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in any
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hen actor and BJP
candidate Sunny Deol
filed his nomination
papers from the Gurdaspur
Lok Sabha seat in Punjab, his
brother Bobby Deol was by
side. However, he has been
absent from Sunny’s
campaign trail, but Bobby
says he still has his brother’s
back.
“My brother is my life. He is
everything to me and I am
everything to him. In any case,
we are always there for each
other. I am busy with my work
commitments and I cannot
cancel my dates,” says Bobby,
who is currently shooting for
his debut web film, a Shah
Rukh Khan production.
Sunny, 62, was declared the
BJP candidate from
Gurdaspur, days after he
joined the party last month.
Although his brother couldn’t
canvass for Sunny, his father
Dharmendra did campaign.
Bobby goes on to add, “I
wish I could have given time to
my brother with his
campaigning. I was there in
the beginning and even now I
will try and do whatever I can
to support him.”
So, was Sunny’s decision to
join politics and contest the
elections a surprise for the
family? “We don’t know what
direction our lives will take.
No one can ever say ‘okay, I
am never doing this’,” says
Bobby, adding, “Sometimes,
you surprise yourself with
your choices. This decision (of
Sunny joining politics) may be
for the better or for worse...
there is no way to know that.
But it’s his decision and it is
important that one takes such
decisions from time to time.”

W

n

STOP PRESS
GEORGE CLOONEY
ADVISED BEN AFFLECK
TO NOT TAKE UP
BATMAN ROLE
ollywood star George
Clooney knows a thing or
two about the perils of taking
on a fan-favourite role, which is
why he suggested his good
friend Ben Affleck to turn down
the offer to play Batman on
screen. The 58-year-old actor
famously took up the role for
1997’s Batman & Robin but he
failed to deliver on the
expectations of fans with the
film proving to be a major
failure. Recalling his experience
on a TV show, he said, “[Arnold]
Schwarzenegger was paid, I
think, $25 million for that,

H

George Clooney
Ben Affleck
which was like 20 times more
than I was paid for it, and, you
know, we never even worked
together! We worked together
one day. But I took all the heat.”
The actor said when he was
working with Affleck on their
2012 Oscar-winning film Argo,

PHOTO: AFP

he advised him to decline the
offer to play Batman in Zack
Snyder’s Batman v Superman:
Dawn of Justice. “I actually did
talk to him about it. I said,
‘Don’t do it’. It was only from
my experience, which is, you
know...” Clooney said. The actor,
however, believes Affleck did a
“great” job with the part. PTI

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com
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Paying back a loan might leave you with
nothing much. However, if you think
positively, you are not in debt now. You
might have to put in more effort on the
professional front to secure your
position. Different culture, food, and
people may fascinate you while on a
vacation. Information about a property in
your budget is expected to reach you today.

Health remains good. Financial stability
will soon be on your side; so just be
patient. You can expect to have a good
time at work today. Those feeling stuck
in a groove about something in the
family should try to set themselves free.
A packaged tour is likely to fit your
budget. Property business might remain
gloomy for a couple of more days; but expect

Madhuri Dixit Nene: The actor, known for her
performances in films such as Hum Aapke Hain
Koun, Dil, and Saajan, turns 52 today.

You will need to be careful about your
health. If a major expenditure is done
today, try to tighten your fist till it is not
recovered, else your financial front
might weaken. A satisfying day is
foreseen on the professional front. This is
CANCER
a good time to bring about some changes
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
on the domestic front too. Travelling alone
on a long distance journey will be too tiring
and boring. A property dispute is likely to get sorted cordially.

Love Focus: On the romance front, there is a likelihood that you
might have to cancel your date with lover today due to some urgency
at work.

good days soon.

Satisfaction remains intact as far as health
is concerned. Judicious spending will keep
the financial front stable. Developments
on the professional front may not be to
your liking. Old time friends may drop in
at your place and brighten the home
GEMINI
atmosphere. Those travelling on a long
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
journey are likely to find love. A property by
inheritance can just land up in your lap; so be
ready for good times ahead.

Love Focus: You may have seen him or her only once, but the image
continues to tug at your heartstrings.

Love Focus: Surprising lover today by showing up unannounced will
be a pleasant for both and bring along some exciting time together.

Love Focus: Those in romantic mood may be disappointed as the
same might not be reciprocated by lover.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: Lavender

Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Dark Slate Grey

Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Light Red

Thanks to financial stability, you will be
able to manage a heavy expenditure on
an important project. Those heavily
involved in work are likely to get a
breather soon but only after completing
the task. On the home front, you are
LEO
likely to get back in the same coin that
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
you had given out. Not planning properly
might ruin your outstation trip. The keys to
your flat booked long back might finally reach you today.

Health front remains satisfactory. Raising
funds for a new project might become
difficult; but don’t lose hope as some
door is likely to open soon. Efforts are
required to move things the way you
want them to on the professional front.
Family life will be satisfying; you just need
to change your attitude. Some of you are
likely to enjoy travelling with near and dear
ones. Property front remains moderate.

Health of those feeling under the weather
will bounce back soon. Finance remains
stable as you start saving money. Your
performance is likely to be rated
amongst the top on the professional
front. You may dislike someone, but
LIBRA
going around displaying the same might
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
not go well with others in the family. Those
travelling on a long journey are likely to feel
lonely. Prospects of owning a house or a flat is likely to get delayed.

You are likely to earn much more than what
you are expecting in a project.
Promotional prospects are not that
bright at the moment for professionals,
but it will change for better soon. A
family get-together is likely to take most
SCORPIO
of your time today and make you more
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
socially ‘in’. Those travelling on a long
journey are likely to find love. Some bright
prospects of owning a house or a flat are foreseen for some.

Love Focus: You may be seeking the company of your lover and your
wish is likely to be fulfilled.

Love Focus: You are likely to please the one you love to make him/her
reciprocate the same feelings for you.

Love Focus: A relationship not going anywhere can make you feel
stagnated, but there are ways and means of igniting your love life.

Love Focus: Romance might take a back seat as other important
matters are concerning you right now.

Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Bottle Green

Lucky Number: 11 Lucky Colour: Light Grey

Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Lucky Number: 15 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Health remains fine. Financially, you will be
able to make yourself quite comfortable.
Excellent showing will help you establish
a niche for yourself on the professional
front. If you can keep your anger and
impulsiveness under control, you can
AQUARIUS
achieve much in the social circle. Travel
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
front remains satisfactory as you plan a get
together with friends. Your advice on a
property project might not be of much value.

Health concerns will not bother you today.
You need time to see a distinct
improvement in your financial condition.
You are likely to be much sought after at
work today as someone repose
confidence that only you will be able to
PISCES
get him or her out of a tight spot. Visiting
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
a relative in a different city is on the cards.
Good bargaining will help you save a good sum
in your property business.

Love Focus: Marital and love front remains blissful as you make
efforts to strengthen your love bonds.

Love Focus: Your outgoing nature is likely to expand your friend
circle, which might not go too well with your lover.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Purple

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Rosy Brown

ARIES

(MAR 21 - APR 20)

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Health is expected to remain more than
satisfactory today. Wise investments in
shares will keep you financially strong.
Extra efforts may be required to
complete pending tasks at work. Good
news awaits some on the family front.
Avoid using busy roads on foot as stars do
not seem to be favourable. Chances of
sealing a lucrative property deal cannot be

ruled out for some.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

You are likely to keep your expenses under
control.Clients are likely to give you very
good feedback about a project on the
professional front. Some mishap on your
part is likely to get the tongues wagging
on the social front. Some of you may
travel out of town to meet someone close.
This is not likely to be the right time to
acquire property.

Love Focus: If you are in a mood for romance, you will not be
disappointed today.

Love Focus: Some of you can fall out of love because you won’t
hesitate to call a spade a spade. But the fact is if anyone is true to you,
they will definitely understand your point.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

Idon’tneedtodo
thingsjusttofill
uptime:Anushka
For the past three
years, I have worked in
a fashion that was very
hectic. All (roles) were
different, and required
a lot of prep. I am
satisfied with the
work I have done.

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
After Life in a Metro (2007), Mumbai Meri
Jaan (2008) is the second film where Kay
Kay Menon and Irrfan don’t share screen
space despite being key characters.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3086
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

ANUSHKA SHARMA
ACTOR-PRODUCER

OWYRR
CHMOO
PRSYOT
INNOMW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to
the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Worry, mooch, sporty, minnow
ANSWER: Tomorrow is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

__________ is only found in the calender of fools.
- Og Mandino (8)

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

MOVIES ON TV

EDITOR’S
PICK
Starring: Ólafur Darri
Ólafsson, Ilmur Kristjánsdóttir

TRAPPED
Rishabh Suri
s an actor, Anushka
Sharma has gone
from strength to
strength, with credible
acting performances,
especially in two of her films
that came out last year —
Pari and Sui Dhaaga. She
ventured into production
fairly early, as a 27-year-old,
with 2015’s NH10.
And that is the reason she
is going slow right now.
“In the past three years, I
worked in a fashion that was
very hectic, and have done
roles that were extremely
demanding.”
“To do films like Pari, Sui
Dhaaga and Zero in a

A

calendar year is not easy, and
takes a toll on you. All (roles)
were different, and required a
lot of prep. You feel you want
to sit back and take a call. I
think I have reached that
position and security as an
actor in my career where I
don’t need to do things or sign
films just because I have to fill
up time,” says Anushka, who
was seen in Sanju in 2018.
“Being a producer, I
anyway have my hands full.
We’re doing some interesting
work. We’ve been producing
shows for streaming
platforms, a film too... Those
are things that also require
my time. I am an actor at the
same time. There are things
that I do behind the scenes,
which obviously people are
not going to be privy to.”
Allocating time to both
roles, then, is imperative
for the Band Baaja Baaraat
(2010) actor.
“I want to be able to focus
on that... I also want to be able
to look back and see what I
have done. I am satisfied with
the work I have done.”
“I have always been like
that, picky with the work I
have done. I have chosen
different kinds of movies and
roles for myself,” she ends.
n

2018 | 16+ | 2 Seasons | Nordic
Thriller

Synopsis: The body of a
murder victim ends up in an
Icelandic village just as a major
snowstorm cuts the region off
from the rest of the world.

Starring: Shweta Tripathi

LAAKHON MEIN EK
2019 | 2 Seasons | Drama

Synopsis: Dr Shreya Pathare
is posted in Sitlapur village to
conduct a cataract camp but
challenges begin unfolding
one after the other.

Starring: Kunaal Roy Kapur,,
Gauahar Khan

SIDE-HERO
2018 | 1 Season | Comedy

Synopsis: A humorous,
mocking take on Kunaal Roy
Kapur’s life, who always ends
being the ‘side hero’.

Interstellar
at 2325

EDITOR’S
PICK

0941 Harry
Potter
And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
1208 Godzilla
1415 Hellboy
1621 Daddy’s Home 2
1811 The Dark Knight
2100 Mission Impossible –
Ghost Protocol
2325 Interstellar

Desh Prem : The Real Hero
at 2340

Bruce Lee – The Fighter
at 2000

0830 Hindustan Ki Kasam
1155 Vinashak – Destroyer
1510 Dangerous Khiladi 2
1720 Himmatwala
2010 Tezaab
2340 Desh Prem : The Real Hero

0745 The Real Tiger
1043 Bhagam Bhag
1350 Khoonkhar
1637 Veer
2000 Bruce Lee – The Fighter
2251 Besharam

War For The Planet of The
Apes at 2050

Collateral Damage at 2100

Starring: Nimrat Kaur, Juhi
Chawla, Atul Kulkarni

THE TEST CASE
2017 | 18+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Captain Shikha
Sharma will do anything to
fit into the Indian Army’s maledominated Special Forces unit.

Starring: Nicole Kidman,
Reese Witherspoon

BIG LITTLE LIES
2017 | 15+ | 1 Season | Drama

Synopsis: Madeline, Celeste
and Jane are wealthy women,
whose lives are shaken up after
a murder in their idyllic town.

Dangal at 2100
0910 Dildaar The Arya
1208 I
1533 Daring Policewala
1833 Surya Ki Gang
2100 Dangal

1040 Predator
1242 The Boss Baby
1427 The Incredibles
1635 Life of Pi
1907 Gulliver’s Travels
2050 War For The Planet of The
Apes
2337 Dawn of The Planet of
The Apes

0918 Without A Paddle:
Nature’s Calling
1058 Blind Fury
1224 New Fist of Fury
1354 Fool’s Gold
1546 Going In Style
1718 Zambezia
1842 Forrest Gump
2100 Collateral Damage
2247 Heart of Dragon

rishabh.suri@htlive.com
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